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Inductors
lbr all
temperatures

UTC high Q coils give you better inductance
stability over any temperature range
That's atough claim to back up!
We do it by meticulously controlling
every process variable that can affect
temperature stability of an inductor. We
pay special attention to every detail
of design and manufacture—winding
methods, materials compatibility, stabilization processes, assembly and impregnation—details other manufacturers
ignore. Over any temperature range you
specify, UTC inductors will outperform
all others.
Available from our catalog are high Q
inductors with guaranteed stability from
—55°C to +130°C. Adjusted inductance

tolerances are as tight as i 1% on standard inductors. Select from hundreds of
inductors made to MIL-T-27B. If your
specific need cannot be supplied, we'll
tailor an item to your specifications.
When your designs call for better inductance stability, UTC is the answer.
Check your local distributor for immediate off-the-shelf delivery or contact
United Transformer Company, Division
of TRW INC., 150
Varick Street, New
York, New York
10013.
UNITED TRANSFOINCR COMPANY
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Hewlett-Packard's respected track record of top performance, flexibility and reliability in the strip-chart recorder
field is now available to OEM buyers. And while we're pretty
sure you won't require rally stripes, we can offer you almost
any option.
Here's acomprehensive source of user-specified precision
strip-chart recorders offering a multiplicity of options, a
variety of 5" and 10" rugged recorders, and awide choice
of recording speeds. Fast delivery of standard recorders
or "specials." Maintenance, repair, parts available to you
and your customer, nation-wide on afast, local basis. And
Hewlett-Packard has had years of experience in matching
recorders to systems needs. We'll paint them any color you
want, too.
You could say we're offering the OEM market classic models at fleet prices.
Talk to your HP field engineer. He sells lab and research
recorders ... and he sells recorders as systems components. He'll look at your problem and come up with the
right answer.. .arecorder that's made ...and priced ...
to order in quantity. Or write Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto,
California 94304; Europe: 54 Route des Acacias, Geneva.
1 grl '
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Z-fold paper
zip codes data
for quick retrieval

Data recorded on Z-fold paper by the HewlettPackard 7800 Series Rectilinear Recorder is
instantly retrievable. Each page is numbered to
simplify reference to recorded data. Z-fold chart
packs store easily in their original cartons.
Contactless pen tip sensing and a modulated
pressure ink system produce traces of equal
density from all signals and throughout the
recorder's variable speed ranges of .025 to 200
mm. per second. You get blue ink reproducibility compatible to diazo or any similar process.
Designed with modular, solid-state electronics,
the 7800 Systems provide high-resolution, permanent. rectilinear recording of up to eight variables from dc to 150 Hz.
Eight 8800 Series Preamplifiers provide signal
conditioning to the driver-amplifiers which drive
the recording pens. The recording system is
available with eight different or eight identical
preamplifiers of your choice. Frequency
Circle 2 on reader service card
17802A

response of the recorder is 150 Hz for 10 div p-p
deflection and 58 Hertz maximum for full scale
deflection. Maximum ac or dc non-linearity is
0.5% full scale. Additional features include:
choice of chart paper in Z-fold packs or rolls:
14 electrically-controlled chart speeds; built-in
paper take-up; ink supply warning light; disposable plug-in ink supply cartridge that may be
replaced while the recorder is in operation and
modular construction for easy maintenance.
For complete information on the 7800 Series,
optional and related equipment. contact your
local HP Field Office or write Hewlett-Packard,
Waltham Div., 175 Wyman St.. Waltham. Mass.
02154. In Europe: 54 Route des Acacias, Geneva.
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delay but requires transmission-line
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connections and special cooling techniques
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operations; Electronic antiskid
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Devising industrial control systems
With hybrid computers, engineers can
simulate processes, analyze disturbances,
and evaluate digital control configurations
Charles W. Ross
Leeds & Northrup Co.
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Blue-green high-powered light
extends underwater visibility
Lasers have more than doubled the range of
vision with ordinary light, but over-all progress
is being slowed by the difficulties of
predicting the behavior of
scattered light
Edward Kornstein and
Hanns Wetzstein, RCA
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The article on the Consumers
Union seemed to lean against this
organization [Aug. 5, p. 170]. I'm
an avid hi-fi hobbiest and have
never found fault with their ratings
or comments on hi-fi equipment.
As to their other product ratings,
Ihave never been misled.
If you were to make areader survey you'd find that alarge number
of people in the engineering community read and follow Consumer
Reports.
Moreover, the article neglected
to mention the repair-record data
based on over 100,000 questionnaires returned by readers of Consumer Reports. A sample of this
size gives an accurate account of
who makes areliable product.
Just as your publication has had
critical editorials directed at the
color television industry, so has
Consumer Reports. Imust say they
are 100% correct about the sad
state of the industry. Iown acolor
set; 20 service calls and anew picture tube were required in the first
year. Iam very anxious to see Consumer Reports' repair records on
this major item and will be especially interested in the company
that manufactured my color set.
Max Wexler
Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Dismayed
To the Editor:
Iread with some dismay the discussion entitled "Mother of invention" [Aug. 5, p. 54]. The discussion
implies that there is very little new
in the johns Hopkins' experiments
with computer-assisted reporting of
radiological examinations, and that
a satisfactory answer has already
been available in the Swedish "Medela" system for three years. Quite
a few of us have been intensively
interested in the potentialities of
these developments for many years
and among others Ihave personally
visited Sweden and looked into the
system available there. It is very
far from being satisfactory.
The tone of the report in ElecElectronics IOctober 14, 1968
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Did You Know
Sprague Makes 21 Types
of Solid-electrolyte
Tantalexn Capacitors?

ULTRA-MINIATURE
CAPACITORS

For Hearing Aids and other
Subminiature Circuits
î

Aseetatiimme

ASK FOR BULLETIN 3515D
Alimer
Circle 510 on readers service card
Waiiii1111111

HYREL ® ST
HERMETICALLY-SEALED
METAL-ENCASED
TUBULAR CAPACITORS

to MIL-C-26655 and MIL-C-39003

rrle

CTIF

Type 151D, non-polarized

ASK FOR BULLETINS 3520.1, 3520.2

ASK FOR BULLETINS 3520F, 3521A

for Highest Reliability

tl

Type CS12, uninsulated case
Type CS13, insulated case
Type CSR13, established reliability

Type 1500, polarized

Circle 511 on readers service card

Circle 512 on readers service card

SUBMINIATURE
TUBULAR CAPACITORS

3-TERMINAL
FEED-THRU CAPACITORS

C=>

Type 3500, polarized
Type 3510, non-polarized
ASK FOR BULLETINS 3520.5B, 3521A
Aseeem„
-eau&
Circle 513 on readers service card

MINIATURE RED-TOP ®
TUBULAR CAPACITORS

in Resin-sealed metal cases

specially sized for
"cordwood" packaging
Type 1720, hermetically sealed
in metal cases
Type 1650, sealed in
polyester-film tubes

Type 1800, hermetically sealed in
threaded metal cases
ASK FOR BULLETIN 3525A

ASK FOR BULLETINS 3523A, 3535
Imam;
Circle 514 on readers service card
,ummuna,
moimm

raragamarre
Circle 515 on readers service card

pinummuir

EPDXY-DIPPED
CAPACITORS

Type
Type
Type
Type

1620,
1630,
1690,
1700,

axial-lead, polarized
axial-lead, non-polarized
single-ended, polarized
single-ended, non-polarized

ASK FOR BULLETIN 3536A
Circle 516 on readers service card

UNIPONENT* CAPACITORS

in Flat-Pack Cases

e

•Trademaik

@fi

Type 925D, 6lead, .265" x.375" x.065"
Type 926D, 41ead, .375" x.265" x.065"
Type 927D, 10 lead, .265"x .160"x .050"
Type 928D, 4lead, .250" x.250" x.065"

Type 196D, radial lead for
printed wiring boards
ASK FOR BULLETIN 3545
Annimi
Circle 517 on readers service card

For comprehensive engineering
bulletins on the capacitor types
in which you are interested,
write to:
Technical Literature Service
Sprague Electric Company
35 Marshall Street
North Adams, Mass. 01247

ASK FOR BULLETIN 3540
9imumminimL
Circle 518 on readers service card
COMPONENTS

CAPACITORS

PULSE TRANSFORMERS

CERAMIC-BASE PRINTED NETWORKS

TRANSISTORS

INTERFERENCE FILTERS

PACKAGED COMPONENT ASSEMBLIES

RESISTORS

PULSE-FORM ING NETWORKS

BOBBIN and TAPE WOUND MAGNETIC CORES

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

TORO IDAL INDUCTORS

SILICON RECTIFIER GATE CONTROLS

THIN-FILM MICROCIRCUITS

ELECTR IC WAVE FILTERS

FUNCTIONAL DIGITAL CIRCUITS
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Type 1610, single-ended

HERMETICALLY-SEALED
METAL-ENCASED
TUBULAR CAPACITORS

HERMETICALLY-SEALED
METAL-ENCASED
TUBULAR CAPACITORS

SPRAGUE

Type 1600, axial-lead

SPRAGUE
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY
'Sprague and '0' are registered trademarks or the Spregue Electric Co.
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This New Pulse Generator Speaks for Itself

25ns-to-2.5s
DURATION

SQUARE-WAVE
OUTPUT

10-VOLT OUTPUT
ACROSS 50S2
(independent control

0.2 Hz-to-20MHz

of + and — pulses)

PRF

±1 -VOLT DC OFFSET
(independent control of
+ and — pulses)

5-ns
RISE/FALL TIME

SINGLE-PULSE
OUTPUT

POWER
CN

ri

SINGLE
PULSE

EXT PRE
SOURCE

GATING
INPUT

SYNC
OUTPUT

1340 PUI SE GtNERATOB IGENERAL RAU111

+ AND —
GATING

And It SHOUTS its price:

Need we say more?

GROUND-BASED PULSES

$395

For complete information, write General
Radio Company, West Concord,
Massachusetts 01781; telephone (617)
369-4400. In Europe: Postfach 124,
CH8034 Zurich 34, Switzerland.

GENERAL RADIO
6
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Readers Comment

Application For

relation algorithm that acquires
statistical validity by integration
instead of iteration? Can't we get
a tradeoff among accuracy, signal
duration, frequency, random versus continuous signals, and cost?
Where is the linear-digital crossover point?
These questions are easily answered when the usual laboratory
instruments are applied to problems in signal analysis, because instrument manufacturers supply
pages of good hard specifications
with their products. General-purRichard H. Chamberlain, M.D.
pose computers can provide the
Hospital of the
same measurements on the same
University of Pennsylvania
signals—yet the tradeoffs cannot
Philadelphia
be made, because the specifications
on the software are not available.
This is where the Cooley-Tukey
Fast Fourier faulted
fast Fourier transform fails us. It
was originally reported in an obTo the Editor:
Measurement software should be scure journal that most programers
specified in functional terms in the never heard of. Now that it's been
more widely reported, in Electronsame way as hardware instruments.
Such
equivalent
specifications ics and elsewhere, it's generating a
would open up the whole area of good deal of interest.
How about hard-nosed analysis
computerized approach to thousands of engineers analyzing sig- of true-to-life sloppy nonstationary
discontinuous signals? These can
nals from many sources.
In my job I must continually be processed neither by Bell Labs'
analyze complex signals, and I fast Fourier transform processor
[June 24, p. 92], nor by any of its
want the best information for the
least cost. Iwant to look at long cousins that have recently apperiods of indescribably wiggly peared on the market; yet the machines all have rows of pushbutlines, and I want an answer to
tons whose functions are rigorously
"what's there" in nonmathematical
specified.
terms. And my measurement probSoftware specifications should be
lems are surely just the same as
thousands of others. What is an- just as rigorous.
Henry Stude Jr.
alysis cost per data point? Is there
asoftware package for an autocor- Edgewood Arsenal, Md.
tronics also does disservice to the
great amount of imaginative development that has been taking place
at Johns Hopkins and the great
breadth of vision which their research program has shown with the
sponsorship of the National Center
for Radiological Health. The successful testing of its present capabilities are only the beginning, and
the great needs for truly workable
systems of this type in radiological
medicine call for much more effort
in its further development.

FET
SWITCHES

I

MO MIMI WM NM MOM Ma NM

11

PROBLEM: Drive 5-volt logic from MOS I
shift register.

-its

REQUIRED: Change negative MOS output
to positive signal suitable for bipolar
logic.

GIVEN:
MOS output...
0 to —12 V
Bipolar Input...
Logic 0-0.3 V max
Logic l—+5 V max
Fan out ... 15
Temperature range...
—55 to -I- 125°C

•5V

.5V

12V
SOLUTION: Apply the output of the MOS
to the gate of a common source nchannel junction FET

0 V will turn

1

it ON and —12 V will turn it OFF.
For maximum fan out use the 2N5432

I SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE
Please include an Electronics Magazine address
label to insure prompt service whenever you
write us about your subscription.

IMall to: Fulfillment Manager
Electronics
P.O. Box 430
Hightstown, N.J. 08520
To subscribe mail this form with your payment
and check D new subscription
renew my
present subscription
I Subscription rates: qualified subscribers in the
U.S.: 1 year $8; two years, $12; three years,
$16. Non qualified: 1 year ;25. Subscription
I rates for foreign countries available on request
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...it's got 512 rd,(„n) max. Need tight

ATTACH
LABEL
HERE

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
If you are moving, please let us know
five weeks before changing your address.

packaging density? We can put up to
four in a flat pack.

Place magazine address label here, print

Your MOS still underground? Signal us

your new address below.

...we'll give you applications assistance and send our "FET SWITCH
DATA PACKET."

name

address

city

Gdiconix incorporated I

state

zip code

Evelyn Ave
Sonnyv•le,
CA 94086
L1740oneRIMW
(408)245
1000 •
•
TWX 910 339
9276
MIMI MIMI MOM IMMII BIM
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RAI
NEW WAY
10 01111
DC POWER
ERA's Wide-Range, Variable,
All-Silicon DC Power Modules at
Low, Low Prices
ERA's new Value-Engineered DC
Transpac® power modules provide allsilicon, DC power in a wide-range,
variable, low cost module.
Stocking problems are reduced to
a minimum and power module obsolescence is practically eliminated. Design changes are easily accomodated
since all units can be set to desired
voltages by a simple external tap
change.
Output
Voltage
(DC)

4-32
4-32
4-32
4-32
30-60

Current
(11°C)

0-750 ma
0-2 amps
0-5 amps
0-10 amps
0-1 amp

Model

Price

LC32P7
LC322
LC325
LC3210
LC601

$ 89.00
$115.00
$179.00
$215.00
$145.00

Over-Voltage Protector Option: Add $35.00 to above
prices and Suffix V to Mod INo. (i.e. LC325V, etc.).
SPECIFICATIONS
Input: 105-125 VAC, 50-400 cps
Ripple: Less than 800 microvolts RMS or
.005%, whichever is greater
Line Regulation: Better than ±- 0.01% or
5 mv for fLill input change
Load Regulation: Better than 0.05% or
8 mv or 0-100% load change
Voltage Adjustment: Taps and screwdriver
adjustment
Short Circuit Protected: Automatic recovery
Vernier Voltage: External provision
Transient Response: Less than 50
microseconds
Operating Temperature: -20°C to + 71°C
free air, full ratings
Maximum Case Temperature: 130°C
Temperature Coefficient: Less than 0.01%
per degrees C or 3 millivolts
Long-Term Stability: Within 8 millivolts
(8 hours reference)

Write Today for Catalog #147

ELECTRONIC RESEARCH
ASSOCIATES, INC.
Dept. E-10-8, 67 Sand Park Road
Cedar Grove, N. J. 07009 • (201) 239-3000
Subsidiaries: ERA Electric Co. • ERA Acoustics Corp.
ERA Dynamics Corp. • ERA Pacific, Inc.
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Who's Who in this issue

Phillips

Byrd

Speed—a highly desirable property in integrated circuits—can create
problems for the IC designer and the user. In describing the fastest
IC yet, the authors of the article on page 124 outline these problems
and offer suggestions for their solution.
Paul M. Lee is the applications man; for six years he has advised
Motorola's customers on the proper use of IC's. Before that, he designed
logic for computer peripheral equipment at IBM. William H. Julitz and
Marvin R. Byrd are processing specialists. Jultiz is Motorola's project
manager for IC process R&D; Byrd is engineering section head in charge
of the super-ECL pilot line. Curtis D. Phillips is responsible for IC pilot
line equipment engineering; he has worked on the multilayer metalization
techniques which are used in the new logic family.

Applying advanced optical techniques has been Edward Kornstein's job
since he joined RCA in 1951. Kornstein, co-author of the laser article on
page 140, first worked on color television cameras and optical processing,
then headed a group on advanced laser technology. He helped RCA
build the first practical underwater blue-green laser and develop a laser
range finder for field
use by the Army.
Kornstein holds
a
master's degree in
physics
from
the
Drexel Institute of
Technology.
Hanns Wetzstein,
with RCA for more
than six years, has
concentrated in recent years on measurement and detection problems connected with finding submarines in the ocean.
He holds a D.Sc. degree in electrical engineering from Harvard University.
Wetzstein
Kornstein
Electronics
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Sprague delivers Tape Cores

Thoroughly immersed in control
schemes in his position as director
of the systems analysis department
of the Leeds & Northrup Co.,
Charles W. Ross works on and
guides advanced simulation, measurement, and control projects. He
is the author of the article on the
use of hybrid computers in the design of industrial control systems,
page 132. In the past, Ross developed supercritical-boiler, electric-power, and cement-plant control systems. These projects required theoretical and applied
studies, and included nonlinear,
adaptive, optimizing, and all-digital
control techniques.

Our Tape Cores come in
thirty sizes from 5/
8 to
6inch 0.D., offer achoice
of core materials, and
have standard phenolic
or hermetically-sealed
epoxy-coated aluminum

What
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cases. Most are available

started

out as a short
article on yttrium iron garnet
has ended up as
a series on ferrites, beginning
with the 15-page
special
report by
Gundlach
Richard Gundlach on page 104. Gundlach, the
military electronics editor of this
magazine and the holder of aB.S.
in applied physics from Adelphi
University, is aiming these articles
at the engineer who wants to know
more about ferrites. He also did all
of the drawings and cartoons for
the article.

for off-the-shelf delivery.
Shouldn't you wind up
with Sprague ?
For complete technical data, write for Bulletin Series 51000
to Technical Literature Service, Sprague Electric Company,
35 Marshall Street, North Adams, Massachusetts 01247
SPRAGUE

COMPONENTS

MAGNETIC COMPONENTS

INTERFERENCE FILTERS

CAPACITORS

PACKAGED COMPONENT ASSEMBLIES

TRANSISTORS

FUNCTIONAL DIGITAL CIRCUITS
PULSE TRANSFORMERS

RESISTORS
THIN-FILM MICROCIRCUITS

CERAMIC-BASE PRINTED NETWORKS

:NTEGRATED CIRCUITS

PULSE-FORMING NETWORKS
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SWITCHING REGULATOR

LOW VOLTAGE REGULATOR

R7

DI
MOT
74V

CURRENT REGULATOR
SHUNT REGULATOR

IA

NEGATIVE REGULATOR WITH fOLDBACK CURRENT LIMITING
HIGH CURRENT REGULAIUR WITH FOLDBACH CURRENT LIMITING
V.,- SV
I., 110A
/B
53.E
LEV I

--

R5
IS

SYMMETRICAL VOLTAGE REGULATORS

HIGH VOLTAGE REGULATOR USING FLOATING BIAS SUPPLY

v.,- .15V
I., s207mA
LU
CI.F
214 140
V„, .18V

117
9514

V,
ISV
s203rnA

UNREGULATED
BIAS SUPPLY

ADJUSTABLE OUTPUT VOLTAGE ANO CURRENT LIMIT

DRIVEN SWITCHING REGULATOR

GRO
—

C2

CI
4Id
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Win an
all-weleetrie
monolithic
IC voltage
regulator kit.
Get our four voltage regulators and you get acomplete
li le that will do just about any regulation job you can
think of. (Shown are just ten of the things we thought
o And they're just as easy to get as they are to use—
from stock at your local distributor's.
But, if that seems just too easy, try getting them free:
We'll send a complete designers kit (one each of the
LM 103, LM 300, LM 304 and LM 305) to the first 100
entries with the correct answers to these questions:
1) What's the power limited full-load current for a
24V regulator using the LM 100 (without aheat sink)
when the worst case operating conditions are 125°C
ambient and 40V input voltage?
2) What's the maximum allowable short-circuit current for an LM 104 regulator circuit, with a2N2905A
series pass transistor (without a heat sink) when the
w)rst case input is 20V at an ambient of 85°C?
3) In the example in number (2), what is the maximum
current when the case temperature of the 2N2905A is
held to 100°C?
4) In the negative regulator with foldback current
limiting shown, what will be the worst case dissipation
in the PNP driver QI with full load and a24V input
voltage?
5) Could a2N2905A be used in the example above if
the maximum ambient were 85°C?
For those of you who weren't taking notes when we
introduced the devices, here's what you have to work
with:
The LM 100: 2V to 30V positive voltage regulator
with 1% line and load regulation and 1% temperature
El ctronics

October 14, 1968

stability. The new low price is $10 in 100 lots for the
LM 100 spec'ed from —55°C to 125°C,$7 for the —25°C
to 85°C LM 200, and $3.60 for the 0°C to 70°C LM 300.
The LM 105: A better LM 100. A plug-in replacement
but with ten times better regulation and an output from
4.5V to 40V. The new low price on this one is $15 for
the full military temperature range LM 105, $10 for the
limited military range LM 205, and $4.25 for the commercial LM 305, in 100 quantities.
The LM 104: Our negative voltage regulator, with
a—40V to OV output that's programmable with asingle
resistor. Load and line regulation are 0.1%, this can be
improved to 0.01% in many applications. Prices are $20
for the LM 104, $14 for the LM 204 (-25°C to 85°C)
and $5.60 for the LM 304 (0° to 70°C) in 100 lots.
The LM 103: A low voltage regulator diode with the
sharpest breakdown there is. It's available in ten voltages from 5.6V down to 2.4V (or even 2.2V, 2.0V and
1.8V if you insist). $4.50 each. ($3.00 if you buy a
hundred).
The first 100 correct entries get the IC design kit;
everybody gets the correct answers and a package of
engineering information that won't quit—specifications,
performance curves, and enough application and design
notes to start you designing your own circuits now.
Send all your entries to Regis McKenna at National
Semiconductor, 2975 San Ysidro Way, Santa Clara, California 95051. (408) 245-4320.

National Semiconductor
Circle 11 on reader service card
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THE STRONGEST EUROPEAN
GROUP IN SOLID STATE
DEVICES HAS GEARED ITS
CAPABILITIES TO YOUR 1C
REQUIREMENTS

DESIGNING DIGITAL SYSTEMS?
Choose from one of Philips' three digital IC 'families'; each one has
been designed to give you optimum performance in a popular speed
range -medium, high, or ultra- high.

DTL FC FAMILY

TTL F1 FAMILY

(COMPATIBLE WITH THE
200 SERIES)

(COMPATIBLE WITH THE
74N SERIES)

A most comprehensive monolithic
family, giving unparalleled performance in medium-speed applications.
It includes single and multiple gates
(with or without collector resistor),
an expander, a level detector, monostable, single and dual JK flip-flops,
besides more complex elements such
as a parity checker, comparator.
4-bit decoder, and quad latch flipflop. Propagation delay is around 30
ns. Noise margin at 25°C is 1.2 V,
and fan-out is 8 at all temperatures.
A single 6V supply is used. Standard encapsulation is all-plastic DIL.
Hermetic DIL or flat pack are also
availatile on request.

Designed for high-speed applications.
A versatile range of gates, from
single eight-input to quadruple dualinput gates. AND-OR-NOT gates, as
well as expanders, single and dual
flip-flops,
besides more complex
elements like a decade counter.
Propagation delay is around 13 ns;
noise margin is 1V at 25 °C; fanout is 10; and driving into capacitive
loads is excellent. Operation is from
a 5V supply. Standard encapsulations are all-plastic and hermetic
DIL. Flat pack is also available on
request.

PHILIPS
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TTL FH FAMILY
(COMPATIBLE WITH THE
SUHL II)
Operating at the highest switching
speeds, these circuits outstrip any
other range in performance. Single
to quadruple gates, expanders, ANDOR-NOT gates, and flip-flops are
all included. Propagation delay is
around 6 ns; noise margin is IV;
and there are two fan-out types, with
a maximum of 5 and 9 respectively.
Operation is from a 5V supply.
Standard
encapsulations
are
allplastic and hermetic DIL. Flat pack
is also available on request.

WE OFFER FULL
DIGITAL CAPABILITY!
• We design higher-order circuits
for large-volume requirements, compatible with any one of our digital
families.
• We can make ultra-high-speed
current-mode logic in the 2 to 3 ns
range to suit your needs; emitteremitter coupled logic, for example.
• We have a well-established process
for making complex MOS circuits
with excellent performance throughout life.
• We achieve high noise immunity
with digital circuits. Our 12 V circuitry has a noise margin of 5 V,
and a speed of several hundred ns.

Electronics IOctober 14, 1968
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put Philips integrated circuits to
work in your equipment. Service is
no problem; we guarantee the supply
of standard integrated circuit types
for ten .years after their introduction.
All this is backed up by our technical information service — a continuous flow of publications keeping
you up-to-date with the latest developments in integrated circuits and
their applications. We are represented in almost every country. Wherever you are, Philips 'stand-by' service cannot be far away! You buy
far more than just integrated circuits
when you buy Philips. With Philips,
products are only part of the dealt

PRODUCTS ARE ONLY

PART OF THE DEAL

When you buy from Philips you get
all the benefits of dealing with a
world-wide organization having vast
research, development and production resources. The Philips organization grew up with electronics.
Today it has unrivalled experience in
mass—producing a wide range of
electronic components — your guarantee of consistent quality and performance. But dealing with Philips
means more. Our applications laboratories in many countries employ
specialized engineers to help you

USING LINEAR CIRCUITS?

TAA500
A unique audio amplifier circuit
with a common output and D.C.
supply line. Operation is from a
current source of between 20 mA and
100 mA, and constant voltage gain
is 300 over the full supply range.
With an external load of 100 Q it
allows the use of ceramic piezoelectric
transducers
in
circuits
designed for carbon microphones.
Can be used with dynamic microphones. Applications include mobile
transmitters, aircraft communications,
and telephone circuits. In 4-lead
TO-12 envelope.

Philips linear circuits are all designed with aspecific application
in mind — that's why their specifications are always 'just right'
for the system designer. The range includes circuits for
black-and-white TV, colour TV, radio, audio, hearing-aids,
communications, and instrumentation. Look at these, for instance:

TAA300

TAA450

A unique 1W thermally compensated class-B audio output amplifier. It
requires
no
external
impedance
matching resistors and no output
transformers. Its current drain is
only 8 mA from a 9 V battery, and
it works with less than 10 % distortion even with battery voltage variations of more than 2: 1. Only 10 mV
drive is needed for full 1W output
into a standard 8Q speaker. In
10-lead TO-74 envelope.

This circuit forms a complete FM IF
amplifier, limiter, ratio detector, and
audio pre-amplifier with 2V (peakto-peak) output for driving tube or
semiconductor
circuitry.
Another
circuit, the TAA570, is available
with a simple quadrature detector
and an audio pre-amplifier section.
The TAA450 is supplied in a 10lead TO-74 envelope. The TAA570
comes in a variant of the 10-lead
DIL envelope.

TAA550
Designed specifically for TV tuners
using varactor diodes, this device
out-performs any stabilizing circuit
employing discrete components. It
stabilizes a 33 V supply with a temperature coefficient of 50 p.p.m./ °C.
Contained in a 2-lead TO-18 envelope.

TAA320
Another original audio pre-amplifier
circuit, which combines a MOS FET
input transistor with a bi-polar output on a single chip. Its input impedance is at least 100 GQ. Should
you need a lower input impedance,
there is also the TA A3 10.The TAA320
comes
in
a 3-lead TO-18
envelope. The TAA3I0 is supplied in
a 10-lead TO-74 envelope.

LET PHILIPS' LINEAR
KNOW-HOW WORK FOR YOU!
There are many more Philips linear circuit configurations:
• Two hearing-aid amplifiers, using a 1.3 V battery supply, giving 0.2 mW
(0M200) and 1 mW of output (TAA370) respectively.
• Two general-purpose three-stage amplifiers (TAA263 and TAA293).
• An operational amplifier (TAA241) equivalent to the 702.
• A ring modulator circuit (TAB101) for carrier system telephony.
We are working on still more linear circuit possibilities; for example, a MOS
divider circuit for electronic organs, a TV signal processing circuit, a synchronous demodulator and RGB matrix for colour TV.
Talk over your IC needs with Philips. We are ready to work with you!

Get more detailed information from:

PHILIPS ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS DIVISION -EINDHOVEN, THE NETHERLANDS
distributed and sold in the U.S. by:
230 Duffy Avenue,

HICKSVILLE,

Electronics IOctober 14, 1968

AMPEREX ELECTRONIC CORPORATION

New York 11802 o 801

E. Charleston

Avenue,

PALO

ALTO, California 94303

360 E. North Avenue. NORTHLAKE. Illinois 60164.
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Moving Coil Motors
aElectro -Craft

offers a wide choice
of MOTOMATIC° MCM low inertia,
ultra high performance, dc servo
motors and compatible driving amplifiers, available either as a complete
package or as separate modules.
MOTOMATIC"

MCM

units

are

ideally suited for direct drive applications

in

computer

printers, card

readers,

punch

equipment,

memory,

magnetic and

disc

paper tape

capstan drives, analog and digital
positioning, recorders and XV plotters,
machine tool positioning, film drives,
incremental motion velocity and phase
lock servos, and precision tensioning.
IIIMOTOMATIC MCM, moving coil
motors feature; acceleration in excess of 10 5 radisec. 2,time constant
of 2m-sec., high pulse torque, extremely low inductance,

high

"We're not out to butt heads with
the Big Three semiconductor manufacturers, nor will we be ame-too
outfit," says Roy Thiels, new manager of metal oxide semiconductor
circuit development at the Union
Carbide Corp.
Thiels, who was formerly with
Texas Instruments, says Union Carbide's Electronics division will
break into the MUS market with
a circuit that can take up to 150
volts on a gate without protective
devices. The closest rival this circuit will have is an MUS device
from the General Instrument Corp.
that takes up to 40 volts on an unprotected gate. The key to the 150volt capability, according to Thiels,
is ahigh-integrity oxide process.
First assignment. Thiels' main
job initially will be to push existing
discrete MoS products, including
junction effect, field effect, and pchannel bipolar transistors, through
the company's production lines in
San Diego. "It will be some time

before we can work into depletionmode, r-f, or mOS large-scale integrated devices," he says.
Union Carbide has recently developed an n-channel, enhancement-mode IC with a controllable
threshold and an output breakdown of greater than 150 volts.
Thiels says the device will be used
as a Nixie-tube driver, and adds
that bipolar IC's used for this function have been found wanting.
"Their breakdown level is 55 to
60 volts," he explains, "and the
user still has to use a pre-biasing
network."
Next year will see the development of a 200-bit MOS IC shift
register with single-layer metalization and a chip size of under 150
mils, Thiels says. Also in the works
is a 2,048-bit read-only memory.
Union Carbide, he states, will steer
away
from
multiphase
clock
schemes and build devices that can
interface directly with acustomer's
bipolar system.

C. Robert Wieser, the new assistant director (defense systems) in
the Office of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering,
supports, naturally enough, the
Sentinel antiballistic missile system. But the reason for his support
goes beyond the obvious military
arguments.
Wieser, former deputy director
of MIT's Lincoln Laboratory, thinks
the billions of dollars slated for
Sentinel will help to speed ad-

vances in a host of electronics
fields: radar, infrared, acoustics,
telemetry, and many others. The
scientist, who has a master's in
electrical engineering from MIT,
says, "Money determines not what
gets done, but the rate at which it
gets done."
In his defense of the $5 billion
"thin wall" network—and he finds
he has to maintain a ready list of
arguments to fend off acontinuing
parade of critics—he maintains that

effi-

ciency, long-life and integral feedback tach-generator.
For the best in direct drive servo
systems ...write or call today.

ELECTRO —CRAFT
CORPORATIOIN
1600 Second Street South
Hopkins,

Minn.

55343

Tel. (612) 935-8226
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qPACHLEP

Check these Machlett planar triode
advantages for microwave applications.

(Watts)

100,000

50,000
20,000

Miniature — Grid-Pulsed

1

I
0,000
5,000

Subminiature — Grid -Pulsed

1
1,000
500

100
50

Miniature — CW
io

Subminiature — CW

5

(Gilz) 0

.5

1

2

3

4

5

6

Power vs. frequency...some typical curves for grid-pulsed
or CW operation

Electrical Advantages

Mechanical Advantages

Cost Advantages

Superior frequency
stability

Small size

Lower initial cost

Very low weight

Lower developmental cost

Negligible phasing
problems

Greater ruggedness

Lower replacement cost

Comparable or superior efficiency
Low plate voltage
Low noise
Faster warm-up

11If

Write us now for application information on Machlett planar triodes: subminiature,
miniature and standard. The Machlett Labs.,Inc., 1063 Hope St., Stamford, Conn. 06907
The Machlett Laboratories, inc.,welcomes resumes from engineers and scientists.

RAYTHEON
Electronics
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THE
A

MACHLETT

SUBSIDIARY

OF

LABORATORIES,
RAYTHEON

INC.

COMPANY
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Heinemann's gift
to the solid-state
equipment designer:

All wrapped up in one neat little
package, here's what you get:
•A device you can absolutely
count on to protect semiconductors
from transient and overvoltage
puncture.
• An overcurrent protector built
around Heineinann's well-known
hydraulic-magnetic trip mechanism.
•The speed of semiconductor response with the reliability of electromechanical operation: transient
response in 500 nanoseconds;
equipment disconnect in as little as
10 milliseconds.
You get alot of savings as part of
the JA/Q package, too. Savings in
design time. Screening. Testing.
Assembly. Calibration. Installation.
16
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Sentinel is big
enough to stop
Russian missiles
and isn't the last
step toward a
,
III
nuclear holocaust.
Protection.
"People object
Wieser
to such adefensive system because they say it
won't work, but they never say
what they mean by 'work," Wieser
says. "They look for an absolute
umbrella or shelter to hide under
and get upset if the defense isn't
absolute, but you can't have an
absolute defensive system.
"If an enemy spends all his missiles to get through to New York,
then other cities are spared. This
irritates people about defense but
they have to consider the choices."
Today, he feels, "You can't just add
1,000 Minutemen and feel secure."
Nor can the U.S. keep conceiving of
elaborate paper systems without
building any actual missile defense
systems.
Since Sentinel is amodular system, he says, it won't become obsolete. "It should be expanded and
probably will," he adds.
The biggest problem with Sentinel is its sheer size, but Wieser
says the U.S. has the technology to
build it.
To critics who say that Sentinel
will force the Russians to increase
their missile forces, Wieser says,
-We are responding to them. They
have deployed or constructed ABM
sites ahead of us." Besides, he
notes that when the semiautomatic
ground environment defense system was built (he was design group
leader for it at MIT), the Russians
did not increase their bomber force.

Irmo

These are the steps you'd have t
perform if you decided to build it
yourself. Instead of buying it
from us.
Obviously, it makes more sense
to buy it. We'll sell you as many as
you want, with firing voltages from
five to 50 VDC, and current ratings
to 10 amp. With substantial OEM
discounts.
And we'll make you apresent of
the savings.
For literature about the JA/Q
electronics protector, write for Bulletin 3370. Heinemann Electric
Company, 2600 Brunswick Pike,
Trenton, N.J. 08602.
4161

HEi NEMANN

When Lee Loevinger
finished
his term on the
FCC last June,
the cable-television industry
started to
worry.
Loevinger was
the commisElectronics

Lee
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Most logic system designs consist of about three parts

and instrumentation types in standard DTL, 1
-2 L and

mindless detail and one part creative thinking.

MOS circuits where available. Each performs a logic

PHILCOLOGIC" Support service (PS) can take over as

function, digital or analog*. All feature a uniform

much of those dull three parts as you wish. And save

packaging format, enabling you to intermix both

you money to boot. It's a fast-turnaround, computer

digital and analog modules on the same chassis.

service we offer users of PHILCOLOGIC Micromodules.

Down-to-earth prices put them well within reach of

If you're short on engineering time, you may want

industrial users.

to specify only your system inputs and outputs. PS

For more information on PHILCOLOGIC Micromod-

figures out what modules you'll need, and generates

ules and our economical, quick delivery PS service,

the logic diagram, wiring lists and maintenance lists.

request Data File 153. Write Product Sales Manager,

If you supply the logic diagram. PS performs such

WDL Division, Philco-Ford Corporation, Mail Station

clerical chores as optimizing wiring sequence and

C-41, 3939 Fabian Way, Palo Alto, California 94303.

arrangement, and calculating wire lengths. Either
way, the product comes to you correctly wired,

Or call (415) 326-4350, extension 5981.

checked out, and ready to run. Use as little or as much
of PS as you need.

*Functions include most widely used NAND gates, Flip-Flops,
op amps, and Schmitt trigger circuits. Also available, special
purpose units such as analog switches and computer interface
circuits.

To go with PS, we offer a complete line of more
than 300 PHILCOLOGIC modules, including interface
*TRADEMARK

PHILCO-FORO CORPORATION

PHILCO

Cepj:_ceD

VVOL Division •3939 Fabian Way
Palo Alto, California •94303

OF PIILCO-FORD CORPORATION
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WE'VE JUST
MADE THE INDUSTRY'S
BROADEST LINE
OF TEFLON TAPES
A LITTLE BROADER

Temp-R-Tape
HM650
'41/11111111,1-Tape
HM352
+.1101110 , emp-R-Tape
HM225

Temp-R-Tape
HM350

By about athousandth of an inch.
That's the thickness of the Teflon film used in our new HM 225
Temp-R-Tap&. With its silicone polymer pressure sensitive adhesive
it mikes out to only .00225".
Along with the super-slipperiness of Teflon, HM225 has low elongation, high strength, easy no-curl handling, outstanding electrical
properties and a—100 to
500 Foperating range.
You can't buy a thinner Teflon tape that offers this combination of
unique qualities.
CHR has atape of Teflon to match just about any design requirement
you may come up with. And with the other new high modulus tapes
(see box) CHR has the broadest line in the industry.
TM of DuPont

NEW CHR TEMP-R-TAPE OF TEFLON
Four HM series tapes are available with silicone polymer
pressure sensitive adhesive: HM225-2Y4 mils, HM35031/
2 mils, HM650-6 1
/
2 mils and HM352-3 1
2
/
mils with
the Teflon surface treated to promote adhesion of
varnishes.
For the widest selection of tapes of Teflon in the industry
see your nearest CHR distributor for technical assistance
and prompt delivery. Look in the Yellow Pages under
"Tapes Industrial" or in major industrial directories and
microfilm catalogs under CHR. Or write for details and
sample. The Connecticut Hard Rubber Company, New
Haven, Connecticut 06509.

CHR
Subsidiary of U.S. Polymetrio, Inc.
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sion's strongest champion of CATV;
he firmly maintained that the FCC's
regulations were strangling cable
technology. His staunchest ally on
the seven-member commission has
been Robert Bartley. Nicholas
Johnson has also been friendly to
CATV, believing that it has tremendous potential in serving society,
particularly minority groups. Chairman Rosel H. Hyde and commissioner James J. Wadsworth, both
Republicans, have generally been
middle-of-the-roaders, while Kenneth A. Cox and Robert E. Lee,
who favor over-the-air broadcasting, have opposed CATV expansion.
Loevinger's replacement, H. Rex
Lee, says he's too new to the communications area to voice an opinion on cable versus over-the-air tv,
but his background indicates that
he'd probably be sympathetic to
CATV—at least so far as educational
programing is concerned. And this
sympathy could be expected to
widen to CATV in general.
Lee, 58, aDemocrat, is a career
civil servant; he was most recently
assistant administrator for the
Agency for International Development. From 1961 to '67 he was governor of Samoa, and one of his first
and most important projects on the
islands was to install an educational
tv system.
For the ghettos. Lee evidently
knows his way around Congress.
Within afew months of getting to
Samoa, where he found the school
system almost worthless, he had
gotten Congress to approve a $2million, six-channel educational tv
system for the 9,000 students on
the five islands. The system was
also for adult education and some
entertainment in the evenings.
Operating on 50,000 watts, the
over-the-air system could be picked
up in the independent island nation
of Western Samoa.
"Many things we accomplished
in Samoa with our tv system could
have application not only in developing countries but in American
areas as well, including the ghettos," says Lee.
Obviously, any U.S. educational
or public-service programing designed to reach only certain audiences would use cable systems.

SystronDonner
used modern
integrated
circuits to
create a new
breed of counters,
smaller and less
expensive than
ever before.

SEC
4Are

12.4
MHz
$395

Only $395 buys
the all-new Model 114, a
simple digital frequency
meter that anyone can operate. It displays frequency
from 1Hz to 12.4 MHz —
complete with decimal point
and unit of measurement. This
tiny, handsomely styled instrument is designed for long,
troublefree service with no maintenance attention.
To use it as a
panel meter
you simply remove the tilt
stand and
insert the
counter in
a 3" x 7"
hole. The
sturdy
faceplate
supports
the chassis.

RECYCLE
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For $750 you can
get Model 7014, a
truly sophisticated instrument that packs
extraordinary precision and versatility into an easily
carried cabinet. This
counter offers a
20-MHz range, crystal-controlled time
base, 10 millivolt sensitivity, and precise determinations of very low
frequencies by multiple period measurement. Optional extras include a super
stable oscillator with an
aging rate of 3 parts in
10 10 per 24 hours, and
8-digit or 9-digit readouts for ultra-high resolution.

20
MHz
$750
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888 Galindo Street, Concord, California 94520 Phone (415) 682-6161
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Reliability is aspring, awheel
and two thingamajigs.

Every AE Type 44 stepping
switch comes with them.
One-spring power.
The drive spring is a coil.
What it does is store up
power. When it comes time to switch, the spring
lets loose and moves the wiper assembly forward.
Each time using precisely the same pressure.
Notice our spring is tapered at one end. It's
designed to perfectly match the power input. That's
why you always get the best possible transfer
of energy.
At one end of the drive spring is an adjusting
screw. We turn it a little this way or a little that
way and the tension is always perfect.
Try that with a flat spring.
We re-invented the wheel.
The ratchet wheel is a little different. The way
it's made, for one thing. First, we blank it. Next,
shave it. And
finally, caseharden it. Then
it's super strong.
Notice the big, square
teeth that always provide a
sure bite.
A thingamajig with teeth.
That thingamajig next to
the wheel is the armature
assembly. When the teeth
on the end of it mesh
with the teeth on the
ratchet wheel, they stop
the wiper assembly and
position it precisely on
the contact bank. Smooth as
silk, every time. No jarring,
no jamming,
no banging.
No adjustments,
either. As the teeth
wear, they just
drop further into
the wheel. So nothing
ever gets out of whack.

A pawl that floats.
On the end of the armature is the pawl. We
made it "free floating" to eliminate the jamming
and binding that go with the old style pawl stop
block. And while we were at it, we stopped pawl
breakage and put an end to double-stepping or
overthrow.
Don't bother looking for this special set-up
anywhere else. It's patented.
The other thingamajig.
It's called a contact spring.
We've got some strong
feelings as to what
makes acontact
,3
spring strong.
In the first
place, we believe there's strength in numbers. So we
put two sets of contacts on each spring. This means
you get acompleted circuit every time. Without fail.
But some of the credit for this has to go to our solving the most common cause of contact failure—the
build-up of insulating films on the contact points.
We make each set of points self-cleaning. That
way, the bad stuff doesn't have achance to build up.
Finally, take the buffers. We make ours of a
special, tough phenolic material that lasts. And
lasts. And lasts. All without wear or
distortion.
To make sure they stay in place, we
weld the buffer cups to the contact
springs. We weld, rather than use rivets,
' because our lab found that rivets have
a habit of falling off or wearing out.
Seeing is believing.
We could go on talking reliability and
tell you about our testing and run-in
room. There's a lot more to tell.
But we'd rather have our
Sales Representative show
you. And let you see first
hand the reliability
that's built into every
AE stepping switch.
Just call or write.
J
Automatic Electric
a
Company, Northlake,
a
Illinois 60164.
bid ma

adie

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
SUBSIDIARY OF

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
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FOR PANEL METERS, COUNT ON
GENERAL ELECTRIC'S
SALES AND SERVICE ARMY!

HEY, SARGE! GENERAL ELECTRIC HAS
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. . . just give the order. General Electric's
Sales and Service Army is prepared to combat
any panel meter problem with an arsenal of
powerful, up-to-date weapons—a full line of
quality panel meters and meter relays, expert
application assistance, fast service across the
country, and on-time delivery from a nationwide network of sales offices and distributors.
Why fight it? Surrender all your panel meter
problems to General Electric's Sales and
Service Army. Contact your GE Electronic
Components Sales Office or your dependable
General Electric panel meter distributor.
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Meetings
Nerem dropping its 'second-hand' image
The Northeast Electronics Research and Engineering Meeting
is shedding its long-standing reputation of being astepchild of the
IEEE and Wescon shows. A paper
presented at Wescon in August is
no longer likely to show up at
Nerem in November, partly because Nerem's technical program
committee is rooting out such papers with more vigor each year,
and partly because Nerem is attracting a more national audience
—and engineers won't travel across
country to hear papers they've
heard before.
This year's meeting, Nov. 6 to
8in Boston at the Sheraton-Boston
Hotel and the War Memorial Auditorium next door, features a 25session technical program as well
as four applications sessions on
topics ranging from logic circuits
to time-sharing computers.
High spots. Nerem's most interesting sessions are those on microwave integrated circuits, metal oxide semiconductors, linear IC's, and
hybrid IC's. Another session, on
"microsound" circuit elements,
gives official recognition to an effort that's been restricted to the
lab but now seems about to enter
the applications stage.
A paper presented by ITT engineers Charles Greenwald, Raymond Barklow Jr., and Edwin
Zaratkiewic, should interest those
looking for an inexpensive way to
produce microwave IC's. The three
will discuss the screen printing of
thick-film microwave circuit elements, a technique long used by
makers of plastic potentiometers
to "print on" resistor elements inexpensively. It's amethod the
men feel can be adapted to the
production of transmission lines,
loads, capacitors, and other microstrip circuit elements even though
dimensional tolerances are very
tight for miC's.
Frank E. Emery of Texas Instruments will close the miC session
with apaper covering such exotic
circuits as Gunn oscillators and
Schottky-barrier devices made epitaxially on gallium-arsenide substrates, and amixer that uses galElectronics IOctober 14, 1968

hum-arsenide active elements on
a sapphire substrate.
In the session on metal insulated
semiconductor systems and circuits, D.L. Critchlow of IBM will
explain why he believes the n-channel, insulated-gate field effect transistor has more potential than the
far more widely used p-channel device. Cost and processing problems have held back the n-channel
version, he says, but these factors
have now been overcome. Use of
the n-channel device should give
logic and memory designers "more
flexibility," he maintains, and may
result in even less power dissipation than with p-channel devices.
Passively active. At the same session, three Westinghouse engineers,
C.J. Varker, B.V. Keshavan, and
H.C. Lin, will describe a metalnitride-oxide-silicon multifunction
device they claim shows promise
both as an active or passive element, and which offers anonvolatile memory characteristic. Such a
device could lead to a nonvolatile
active memory—which sounds like
acontradiction, but exists in anonvolatile resettable timer developed
for the Army by Westinghouse's
Molecular Electronics division.
The linear IC session underlines
the recent widespread introduction
of monolithic IC voltage regulators;
three of the four papers at this
session will cover such circuits, at
least one of which uses pnp and
npn and transistors on the same
chip.
Two of the three papers at the
session on hybrid IC's are tutorial,
but the third details the beam-lead
substrate technique developed by
MIT-Lincoln Laboratory [Electronics, Aug. 19, p. 52]. Robert E. McMahon and Ronald A. Cohen will
describe how they apply beam
leads and an upside-down flip-chip
approach to inexpensive monolithic IC's.
A session on artificial-heart research provides an overview of the
field. And a team from New York
University, G.H. Myers and G.E.
Read, will discuss experiments
aimed at transmitting energy to
power a heart through intact skin
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CIRCUIT

BOARD

MANUFACTURING

PROBLEM SOLVERS
SOLID CARBIDE
1
/
8" SHANK

CIRCUIT BOARD
j DRILLS
Series 260 &265
Precision drilling with every drill
size. 58 drill sizes from No. 80 to
1
/
8". Maintain location and hole
size tolerances to very close
limits . .at drill feeds up to
15 feet per minute. Ends
delamination and bur problems.
Use same collets and bushings for
every drill size. Write for
Catalog 061.

The Hole

Unique four facet drill
point for chip-clearing
precision penetration.

SOLID CARBIDE
DIAMOND CUT
ROUTERS

The Edge

Diamond cut teeth, not flute
edges, give faster, smoother
routing of all materials. Hold
closer tolerances, last longer than
standard design routers. Cut
stacked boards without board
flutter. Write for Catalog E68.
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(Continued from p. 23)

using, variously, ultrasonic, magnetic, and electrical means.
Lowdown. Because sound waves
travel far more slowly than electromagnetic waves, conversion of
electronic signals to acoustic ones
would make possible miniature
components that could handle the
shorter wavelength. Nerem's session on microsound covers transducers, amplifiers, and even acoustical microcircuits. G.R. Pulliam of
Autonetics will discuss the epitaxial fabrication techniques that may
make such microcircuits possible,
and the variety of materials needed
—piezoelectric for transducers, ferroelectric, ferromagnetic, or semiconductor for amplification, and
low-loss materials for transmission
lines.
A team from Stanford University, B.A. Auld, J.H. Collins, and
H.J. Shaw, will describe surfacewave transducers, while R.M.
White of the University of California at Berkeley will discuss amplifiers. The session ends with a
talk by Herbert Matthews of
Sperry Band's research center on
the acoustic equivalents of such
elements as isolators and circulators—the nonreciprocal elements
needed to make microsound circuits operable.
For more information, write IEEE/Nerem,
31 Channing St., Newton, Mass. 02158.

AIR BEARING
SPINDLES

The Method

Rotational center line
runs true to less than 2
millionths of an inch!
Speeds up to 150,000
RPM. Totally free of
vibration ...spindle
shaft literally floats on
air. Friction free with air
turbine drive for cool
operation constantly!
Ideal for circuit board
drilling and routing. Also
supplied with electric
high-frequency drive.
Write for Catalog AB68.

Calendar
Conference on Electrical Insulation and
Dielectric Phenomena, National
Academy of Sciences—National
Research Council; The Inn, Buck Hill
Falls, Pa., Oct. 20-23.
Meeting and Technical Display,
American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics; Philadelphia Civic Center,
Philadelphia, Oct. 21-25.

THE METAL REMOVAL COMPANY
1859 West Columbia Avenue / Chicago, Illinois 60626
Plants

located

in

CHICAGO

• LOS

ANGELES

• SAN

Shock and Vibration Symposium, Naval
Research Laboratory; Asilomar
Conference Grounds, Pacific Grove,
Calif., Oct. 22-24.

JUAN

MASTER TOOL AND WHEEL MAKERS FOR THE WORLD
END MILLS /DRILLS /REAMERS /BURS /SPECIAL TOOLING

International Electron Devices Meeting,
IEEE; Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington,
Oct. 23-25.
(Continued on p. 26)
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Standard Temperature Coefficient 150 PPM / ° C
over entire resistance range of 10i2 to 1 Meg

Produced in the highest tradition of quality.
Write or call the factory, your local Boums sales office or representative today for full details.
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The one way
printed circuit
board

p. 24)

Nuclear Science Symposium, IEEE and
United States Atomic Energy
Commission and Atomic Energy
Commission of Canada; Bonaventure
Hotel, Montreal, Canada, Oct. 23-25.
Seminar in Depth—Image Information
Recovery, Society of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Engineers; Benjamin
Franklin Hotel, Philadelphia, Oct. 24-25.
Instrument Automation Conference and
Exhibition, Instrument Society of
America; Hilton Hotel, New York
Coliseum, N.Y., Oct. 28-31.
Machine Tools Industry Technical
Conference, IEEE; Wagon Wheel Lodge,
Rockford, III., Oct. 28-30.
Applied Superconductivity Conference
and Exhibition, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory; IEEE and American Physical
Society, Gatlinburg, Tenn., Oct. 28-30.
Symposium of the American Vacuum
Society; Pittsburgh Hilton Hotel,
Oct. 30-Nov. 1.
Product Assurance Conference and
Technical Exhibit on Reliability,
Sandard Maintainability and
Parts-Materials Packaging, IEEE and
Standards Engineers Society;
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York,
Nov. 2-3

Rejects in the printed circuit business are about as popular as a

American Institute of Ultrasonics In
Medicine; Monteleone Hotel,
New Orleans, Nov. 4-7.

northbound driver in asouthbound lane. They simply must not
happen. Since one in four of our employees is concerned with
quality control, they almost never do. We know what rejects can
cost you. Time, money, special handling. No rejects is the dictum
where our shipping line begins.

West Coast Conference on
Broadcasting, IEEE; Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles, Nov. 6-8.

Fewer rejects mean your programs can be completed on time and
with complete accuracy. Your customers will appreciate it. Your
P&L statement will look alittle rosier. All because "ONE WAY"

Conference on Speech Communication
and Processing, IEEE;
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass., Nov. 6-8.

is the one way Cinch-Graphik knows to build PC boards. Try us?

Seminar on Electric Contact
Phenomena, Illinois Institute of
Technology; Sherman House, Chicago,
Nov. 11-15.

CINCH-GRAPHIK

r
mon,:z.,

DIVISION

OF

UNITED-CARR

INEMSER

200 South Turnbull Canyon Road, City of Industry (Los Angelus), Calf, 91744 •Phone (213) ED 3.1201. Sales
offices in 33 principal cities throughout the United States, Great Brita,, Canada, Australia and West Germany.

CONSISTING OF CINCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY, CINCH-GRAPHIK, CINCH-MONADNOCK, CINGH-NULINE, UCINITE (ELECTRONICS) MD PLAGIAI CABLE DEPT.
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Northeast Electronics Research and
Engineering Meeting (Nerem), IEEE;
Sheraton Boston Hotel, Boston,
Nov. 6-8.

Automatic Support Systems
Symposium for Advanced
Maintainability, IEEE;
Sheraton-Jefferson Hotel, St.
Nov. 12-14.

Louis,

Conference on Thermal Conductivity,
Department of Commerce;
National Bureau of Standards,
Gaithersburg, Md., Nov. 13-15.
(Continued on p. 28)
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Bet you can't
PRICE
guess the price AND
of the best
WIN
PET yet!
$100
Effective November 1, 1968 Union Carbide is pricing its new

2N5452 State-Of-The-Art Matched Dual FET —the nearest com-

petitive device (a poor second) is priced in excess of $40 in lots
of 1 to 99. Guess our new price and be one of the first 10 to

Whitt 100

No purchase necessary to win —Just print your name, address, and price
guess in the box at right, tear out the coupon and mail to: Union Carbide
Semiconductor Dept., PO Box 23017, San Diego, California 92123, Attention:

FIRST 10
WINNERS TO
BE AN :[1111M1
RIGHT HERE
NOV. 11, 1968

Advertising Dept. One entry per person. Employees (and their families) of
Union Carbide Semiconductor, its distributors, representatives and advertising agency are not eligible. Validation of winners is at the sole discretion of
Union Carbide Semiconductor and the decision is final. Void where pro-

MY GUESS IS

hibited by law.
IN LOTS OF

2N5452 MATCHED DUAL FET
Check Output Impedance
Check Match
...

All Parameters measured at
Vs
20V, I
200 pA

Name

HIGHEST!
TIGHTEST!

Definition
2N5452
Offset Voltage
5_r_riV Max.
Offset Voltage Drift
—55" to +125°
5fiV/°C Max.
Output Admittance 0.35 ,amho Typ.
at f= 1kHz
1.0ii.mho Max.
Output Admittance
Match
005 mew Typ.
at f= 1kHz
0.25 limho Max.

1-99

Company

Use the 2N5452 for improved
performance
and

in your modular

hybrid operational ampli-

fiers, with your IC operational

Address

amplifiers to raise input impedance, as a differential amplifier
input stage (higher gain, higher
common mode rejection), and
a more

ideal

current

source

(higher output impedance).

State
Zip

UNION
CARBIDE

UNION
CARBIDE

SEMICONDUCTOR

SEMICONDUCTOR

Union Carbide Semiconductor/P.O. Box 23017,8888 Balboa Ave./San Diego, Calif. (92123)/ tel: (714) 279-4500
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CHALCO POWER SUPPLIES
This is apartial list of
the Chalco product line
of regulated AC-to-DC
solid state power supplies.
Other models, with
similar voltage and
lower current, are
available at lower prices.
Chalco also manufactures
acomplete line of
half-rack power supplies.

OVER 81700
DIFFERENT
MODELS
7-DAY
DELIVERY
ON ANY
MODEL
• Frequency: 50-60Hz
• Regulation:
7t - (.003%
lmv),
line -and load combined
• Ripple & noise:
less than lmv, pi);
250uv rms'
• Current limit: approx.
105% of full-load rating
with fold-back
• Semiconductors:
all silicon
• Panel height:
51/4- and 7"
For catalogue describing
the complete line of
Chalco power supplies
write, call or telegraph:

FULL -RACK POWER SUPPLIES
51/
4 -PANEL

7" PANEL

Amperes

Amperes

70.2
68.0
65.8
63.9
62.0
60.0
58.1
56.2
54.3
52.5
50.0
47.8
45.4
43.4
41.3
38.3
36.4
33.7
31.3
29.0
26.8
25.0
22.5

117.0
113.0
109.0
106.0
103.0
100.0
97.0
94.0
90.0
87.0
83.0
79.0
76.0
72.0
69.0
64.0
60.0
56.0
52.0
48.0
44.0
41.0
37.0

BASE PRICE

$510.00

$655.00

to 49.35
to 53.55
to 58.86
to 65.10
to 71.40
to 78.75
to 86.40
to 95.55
to 105.0
to 115.5
to 127.0
to 142.0
to 158.0
BASE PRICE

20.6
18.7
17.7
16.6
15.6
14.6
13.7
12.8
11.3
10.5
9.7
9.0
8.5

Voltage Range
2.10
3.20
4.30
5.40
6.50
7.60
8.70
9.80
10.45
11.40
12.70
14.21
15.68
17.10
18.94
20.90
22.80
25.42
28.42
31.35
34.20
37.05
40.85
44.65
48.45
53.20
58.84
64.60
71.25
77.90
86.20
95.00
104.0
115.0
127.0
142.0

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

3.30
4.40
5.50
6.60
7.70
8.80
9.90
11.00
11.55
12.72
14.22
15.75
17.32
18.96
21.00
23.10
25.43
28.43
31.50
34.65
37.80
40.95
45.15

34.0
31.0
29.4
27.5
26.0
24.4
22.8
21.2
18.7
17.5
16.2
15.0
14.0

$705.00

$950.00

FULL -RANGE SERIES
HALF RACK

CHALCO
ENGINEERING
CORPORATION
Electronic-Electromechanical
Systems and Products

15126 SO. BROADWAY
GARDENA, CALIF.
(213) FA 1-0121
TWX 213-327-0167
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Voltage
Range

FULL RACK

1
/
4"Panel 7" Panel
51
4 "Panel 7" Panel 5
/

0to 16

40 Amps.
$650

60 Amps.
$800

75 Amps.
$900

125 Amps.
$1,000

0to 33

25 Amps
$650

38 Amps,
$800

48 Amps.
$900

80 Amps.
$1,000

0to 45

20 Amps.
$650

30 Amps.
$800

38 Amps.
$900

63 Amps.
$1,000

0to 60

16 Amps.
$700

24 Amps.
$850

30 Amps.
$950

50 Amps.
$1,100

0to 100

10 Amps.
$750

15 Amps.
$900

19 Amps.
$1,000

32 Amps.
$1,200

0to 150

7Amps.
$750

10 Amps.
$900

13 Amps.
$1,000

22 Amps.
$1,200
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Analytical Symposium Advanced
Technical Program,
American Chemical Society,
Society for Applied Spectroscopy,
American Microchemical Society;
Statler Hilton Hotel, New York,
Nov. 13-15.
Meeting of the Anti-Missile Research
Advisory Council, Advanced Research
Projects Agency and the U.S. Naval
Postgraduate School; Monterey, Calif.,
Nov. 14-16.
Symposium on the Applications of
Lasers to Photography & Information
Handling, Society of Photographic
Scientists and Engineers; Airport
Marina Hotel, Los Angeles, Nov. 14-15.
Conference on Engineering in
Medicine & Biology, Biomedical
Engineering Society; Shamrock-Hilton
Hotel, Houston, Nov. 17-20.

Short courses
Oceanic instrumentation & communication, University of California,
Los Angeles, Oct. 21-Nov. 1; $375 fee.
Reliability engineering and management, University of Arizona, Tucson,
Nov. 4-13; $275 fee.
Modern small digital computers,
University of Wisconsin's Department
of Engineering, Madison, Nov. 14-15;
$70 fee.

Call for papers
Geoscience Electronics Symposium,
IEEE; Marriott Twin Bridges Motor
Hotel, Washington, April 16-18, 1969.
Jan. 1 is deadline for submission of
abstracts to M.E. Ringenbach, director,
Equipment Development Lab., U.S.
Weather Bureau, Room 201-Gramax
Building, 8060 13th St., Silver Spring,
Md. 20910
Electrical and Electronic Measurement
and Test Instrument Conference, IEEE;
Skyline Hotel, Ottawa, May 5-7, 1969.
Jan. 15 is deadline for submission of
abstracts and summaries to Dr. George
E. Schafer, Institute for Basic
Standards, National Bureau of
Standards, Boulder, Colo. 80302
International Communications
Conference, IEEE; University of
Colorado, Boulder, June 9-11, 1969.
Jan. 1 is deadline for submission of
papers and abstracts to Dr. Martin
Nesenbergs, Environmental Science
Services Administration, Institute for
Telecommunication Sciences, R614,
Boulder, Colo. 80302
Circle 29 on reader service card--÷-
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BEHIND
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ii
HAT
tit
Service seals the sale. It's that way with everything.
Resistors, too. Virtually every major domestic manufacturer who uses fixed composition resistors has at some
time known the service that is distinctly Stackpole's. We
back up what we sell. It's been that way for over 35
years. Why not put your next resistor order where service
is still part of the sell. Stackpole Carbon Company, Electronic Components Division, Kane, Pennsylvania 16735.
Phone: 814-837-7000. TWX: 510-695-8404.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS DIVISION

Fairchild's 8040 counter provides a unique time
base with five gate times in the frequency mode:
1msec through 10 sec. It's the only instrument
in its price range that allows you to display the most

Four-digit counter.
Significant digit display
without entra digits:
$350.

significant digit for any frequency without buying
extra digits. The 8040 time base is 60Hz line
frequency with 0.196 stability. It offers 1Megohm
input. Its range is 10Hz to 2MHz. A fifth digit is
optional. If you need a more sophisticated counter,
we also have a five-digit, 30MHz instrument. Its
called the 8050.1t costs $695.1t does a lot more than
the 8040. Call for specs on both. Dial

FAIRCHILD

,NSTRUMENTA-nON

(408) 735-5201. Ask for Don Greening.

FREd "v"* TOTAL

KHR,...ter

e
lo m5
/
0 IS

FAIRCHILD INSTRUMENTATION A Division of Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation

rtLEAP
•-,
pfc

•\
ON

074 East Arques Avenue, Sunnyvale, Californie 94086 (408) 735-5201

TWX

91U-339-9211
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fied NASA programs as having these distinguishing
features:
•Multiple objectives. They include studying the
space environment by means of sounding rockets,
earth satellites and deep space probes; manned exploration of space; searching for extraterrestrial
life; expanding space technology to promote human
welfare, and applying it to national defense.
•Work at the frontiers of knowledge. This requires facilities and equipment much of which is
without precedent.
•Long lead times. A span of years may be
needed between conception and conclusion of a
mission. Space projects cannot always be "slipped"
in the conventional way. For example, during the
Desp ¡te a hi
story of unprecedented successes, NASA
1970's, the planets will line up in such away as to
enters its second decade burdened by doubts, uncertain of its role. In the past, the agency's tasks encourage deep space exploration.
•High reliability. The risks to human life and
were primarily mission-oriented. In the future this
could change, partly as aresult of the current de- the public's concern over each mission allow few
emphasis on space programs and the concentration second chances.
• Persistent and exacting scrutiny. The agency is
on aeronautical research (v/STOL and the like).
Moreover, the agency has built up an enviable watched by the mass media, the public, Congress,
bank of advanced technology and management tech- and the scientific community.
•A complicated dependence of programs on the
niques that some observers think can be applied to
political
mood.
solve avariety of critical problems.
•The crucial role of feedback and quick response
It has been proposed that NASA's experience be
brought to bear on urban problems such as pol- to feedback in all phases of planning and operation.
It is clear that not all of these characteristics are
lution control and transportation—either by letting
the agency itself tackle those jobs or through forma- unique to the space program. Webb himself noted
tion of a second superagency that would exploit that they appear whenever the nation undertakes
an unusually complex task requiring a concentraNASA's technological know-how and emulate its
tion of large and diverse human and material remanagement of large-scale endeavors.
Ironically, "uncertain and unusual times" are sources, and involving the supply of fresh knowblamed by NASA officials for the drastic curtailment ledge and advanced technology.
For NASA the race to the moon was abonus that
of its funds and programs. James E. Webb, who
issued a surprise announcement of his retirement may be hard to match when the agency turns to
as head of the space agency last month, blames urban problems. Yet it would make sense to tackle
the war in Vietnam, the peace talks in Paris, the them as an integrated whole with an awareness of
problems of the cities, doubts about Soviet inten- all their interrelationships.
In the end, Congress and the new administration
tions, inflation and the balance of payments, and
the uncertainties of an election year for putting the must face up to reformulating the nation's long-term
U.S. and its space program in "a position from goals, determining NASA's role, and deciding
which it is most difficult to chart aclear and certain whether anew NASA-like agency is needed to rule
over nonspace projects. Without such direction, the
course for the future."
Budget costs have forced drastic reduction of agency could undergo serious deterioration in plant
(now estimated to be worth $4 billion), personnel
NASA's work force from about 400,000 three years
ago to an estimated 200,000 at the end of this fiscal and morale.
By the time that NASA's budget is finalized (the
year. The decision to cut back NASA programs,
Webb and other experts assert, puts the U.S. in the agency is now operating on an interim plan) it may
position of accepting all the disadvantages of a be reduced to a figure of about $3.8 billion. Although this is afar cry from its peak of $5.2 billion
second-rate nation in space.
Nevertheless, top NASA planners are optimistic in fiscal 1965 and 1966 and abillion or two below
about holding together the agency's senior manage- what Thomas Paine, the agency's acting chief,
ment group so that programs can be reactivated would like to see, it is still awhopping lot of money
when and if the funds become available. At the to spend.
But without guidance NASA could spread its resame time they're trying to pin down the reasons
for NASA's successes and to analyze its shortcom- sources too thin—wasting them on projects that will
ings. Webb, in addressing the John Diebold Lecture be curtailed, and inadequately supporting more imat the Harvard Business School on Sept. 30, identi- portant ones.

Editorial comment

For NASA: days of decision
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To solve some sticky ferrite problems,
we're pressing tubes and rods up to 20 inches.
The old way of making large ferrite
parts is simple: epoxy or glue small
ferrites together. But the resulting
problems aren't so simple. Magnetic
characteristics suffer. Costs are
high. And delivery schedules are
excessive.
Now, new pressing and firing techniques let Indiana General make
single piece large parts. Up to 35
lbs. And in giant sizes, like 10" sq. x
2" plates, 3" dia. x 20" rods, and
6" 0.D. x4" I.D. x20" tubes.
Our large ferrite parts have opened

up new design opportunities in
oceanography. VLF communications
applications, in the 10to80 kcrange,
need large ferrite parts for higher
power. And our new sizes, in
Ferramie 0-5, deliver the massive
"brute wave forces" to penetrate
denser-than-air media with none of
the problems of epoxied ferrite assemblies. 0-5's high permeability
results in higher sensitivity in antennas where
signal strength dissipates rapidly.

So instead of looking high and low
for high power, low frequency antenna ferrites, look to Indiana
General. Where we keep magnetics
problems from making you come
unglued. For technical information
on our new large ferrite parts capability, write Mr. K. S. Talbot, Manager of Sales, Indiana General
Corporation, Electronics Division/
Ferrites, Keasbey, New Jersey.

INDIANA GENERAL

Making Magnetics Work.
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Ion implantation
gets official nod
at Hughes Aircraft

Beam-lead IC's,
still on wafer,
get 100% testing

Ferrite cores live on
in memories of IBM
and another firm

Researchers at Hughes Aircraft will soon be ready to commit Ion-Implantation techniques to production in both metal oxide semiconductor and
avalanche diode (impatt) devices. Samples of a dual 25-bit, two-phase
shift register with aspeed of 30 megahertz should be ready in six months.
That's about 20 Mhz faster than present speeds for MOS shift registers,
Hughes officials say. The Hughes technique reduces parasitic capacitance
of the MOS devices by as much as five, allowing acorresponding speed
increase. Projected performance for the shift register is based on tests
on anine-stage MOS integrated-circuit ring oscillator showing an average
propagation delay of 4 to 4.5 nanoseconds, versus 20 to 25 nanoseconds for asimilar device made on the same wafer with only diffusion
techniques.
Ion-doped impatt diodes generating 1.5 watts at X hand (9 to 11
gigahertz) have already been made, and a Hughes spokesman says it's
"a real fight" to get beyond the 1.1 or 1.2 watts achieved to date in
impatt diodes using diffusion.

Since early September, Raytheon's semiconductor operation has been
performing complete a-c, d-e, and temperature tests on beam-leaded
integrated circuits still on the wafer. Customers for Raytheon's flip-tab
circuits—among them the Autonetics division of North American Rockwell—can now be more confident of getting only good devices in their
hybrid packages.
The circuits are now tested before being etched apart, but within a
month Raytheon expects to have perfected a technique in which the
dice are etched apart but held together by an acrylic "glue" during testing. The circuits must be etched apart, rather than scribed, because the
beam leads protrude over the edge of the chip. The test equipment, a
modified .
version of the Fairchild instrumentation testers Raytheon
already owned, remembers the location of each failed device—instead
of marking it with ink, an impossibility at —55'C. This information is
stored on atape that goes to the customer along with the wafers.
Nevin kather, head of the semiconductor operation, says that the
process is the first to perform 100% testing before packaging.

Most computer companies are betting on planar thin filins, plated wires,
or semiconductors to eventually succeed the ferrite-core memory. But
the biggest of them all appears to have put its chips on cores. IBM has
increased the performance of these standbys through the use of ahighspeed buffer technique in its 360. 85 computer. And it will play this
hand in the next round of :360 model announcements, expected soon.
IBM isn't playing alone hand, either. A major competitor has confirmed
that it, too, is betting on the ferrite core's continued viability ; however,
this firm is relying on advanced assembly techniques rather than on a
buffer.
Evidence of IBM's position has been building. First, a paper presewed by an IBM engineer in 1967 showed how abuffer could increase
the performance of the company's obsolescent 7000 series computers.
Second, a paper presented this summer discussed how a conventional
microsecond-range computer memory could appear to have perhaps a
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thousand times its true capacity when used as a buffer in front of a
magnetic disk file, indicating that the buffer idea isn't limited to anarrow
speed range.
Third, the stream of IBM papers on thin-film memory technology
stopped abruptly two years ago, implying that the company has either
discontinued all but the most research-oriented work in this area, or
that it has launched afull-scale effort to develop plated wires or some
related technology, and has cut off public pronouncements by its
employees on the subject.
But the latter possibility was squelched at an IEEE meeting this
summer; when asked at that time if the company was working on plated
wires, an IBM spokesman—with a directness uncharacteristic of the
firm—answered with aflat "no."

Top marketing man
at Fairchild spurns
raise for Raytheon

U.S. may bar IBM
from time sharing

Grumman, charged
with excess profit,
sues to open files

34

This month, Raytheon hired a top marketing man and a production
specialist away from its next-door neighbor in Mountain View, Calif.—
Fairchild Semiconductor. They are the first executives to leave Fairchild since general manager Thomas H. Bay resigned the day after
C. Lester Hogan's arrival.
Marshall Cox spurned a Fairchild promotion to director of domestic
commercial sales (meaning computer sales, Fairchild's main target) to
become director of marketing for Raytheon's Components division. Jack
Megarian became manufacturing manager for the division; he had been
a minister without portfolio since returning to Mountain View from
his post as director of Fairchild's South Portland, Maine, plant just before
Hogan and aband from Motorola took over the company.
Cox's move may precipitate another reshuffle in Fairchild's marketing
organization.
"Components division" is actually amisnomer for the Raytheon division. Only amonth ago, Raytheon reorganized the division to comprise
its nonmilitary West Coast operations: semiconductor in Mountain View,
computers in Santa Ana, and marine products in South San Francisco.
Both new men will have divisional responsibilities but will concentrate, at first at least, on the semiconductor operation. This operation
already has amarketing manager, A. C. Schunk.
Industry insiders say there is agood chance that the Justice Department
will take legal action to force IBM out of the time-sharing business.
Justice is now investigating whether IBM's substantial time-sharing
operations violate a 1956 consent decree in which the computer maker
was prohibited from directly operating a "service bureau business."
Even if the Justice Department decides that time sharing cannot be
defined as a"service bureau," there still might be attempts to halt IBM's
growth in this field.
Grumman Aircraft Engineering's suit against the Renegotiation Board
is being watched closely by the aerospace and electronics industries.
Using the Freedom of Information Act, Grumman is seeking access to
board files to determine how the board can claim that Grumman made
excess profits on Government contracts in fiscal 1965. The Government
says Grumman's position could set adangerous precedent, because the
company could also see confidential data about other manufacturers.
Electronics IOctober 14, 1968

Component and
Circuit Design

IDEAS/CRT Displays

New CRT family
reduces computer
readout cost.
Giving the best of both worlds, Sylvania's new CRT
line has performance of special tube designs with the
economies of mass-production types.
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When it comes to matching the high speed of modern
computers the CRT readout is king. Now, Sylvania's
new family of computer readout CRTs gives you the
best features of CRT readout at aprice you can afford.
A typical application for these tubes is shown in the
photograph. Here, Ultronic Systems Corp., a subsidiary of Sylvania Electric Products Inc., uses a 12inch tube to display stock market information and
business news reports in a revolutionary desk-top
display system.
The Ultronie VideomasterTM literally makes all other
stock quotation machines obsolete. In its basic mode
of operation, the machine's CRT displays seventeen
separate items of information about
the selected stock.
In the Marketminder mode, the
Videomaster will keep track of the
last selling price of eighteen selected
stocks. A third mode, the Limitminder, notifies the user when any of
eighteen stocks reaches apreselected
high or low limit. In afourth mode,
the CRT display shows the two exchange tickers most frequently used,
plus news service reports. With this
much data to handle, Ultronic
needed a high-performance CRT.
Sylvania's needle-sharp electron
gun maintains good edge resolution
and provides a highly readable discontinued on next page

Tins Issue in capsule
CRTs
Integrated display modules save you
time and money.
Film Circuits
Thick film resistors get down to

0.05°/o

tolerance in production.
Diodes
Now you can get voltage
capacitors with high Qs.

variable

Integrated Circuits
Why SUHL J-K flip flops are best for
low-power, high-speed systems.
Readouts
How EL devices can simplify photo
recording.
Microwave Components
We've solved the noise

problem

in

avalanche diode oscillators.
Videomaster stock market display system
uses low-cost computer readout CRT to obtain
crystal-clear display in a minimum of space.

Manager's Corner
Meet tough TV
standardization.

set

competition

by

play. The compact design of the
90°-deflection tube makes the allsolid-state system a real desk-top
space saver. Both the 9" and 12"
CRTs in the new line feature the
new smaller neck diameter, reducing drive circuit requirements.
As can be seen from the table, the
tubes in the new line feature either
Kimcode or T-band implosion protection. For high-ambient light conditions, special optical panels can
be bonded to the faceplate to improve readability. Although the
table shows our standard line of
computer readout tubes, keep in
mind that Sylvania's extensive capabilities permit a wide range of
modifications to be made at small
additional cost.
In addition, we have a line of
high-resolution tubes for more demanding applications.
These high-resolution tubes provide 0.003-in, line widths with center face resolution as high as 3000
lines. As with all Sylvania CRTs,
variations from the specifications
shown in the table are available at
nominal extra cost.
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Low cost computer readout tubes

Size

Type No.

Dell.
Angle
(deg.)

Approx.
Screen Area
(Sq. In.)

Heater

G2
Voltage

(V/mA)

(V)

Neck
Diam.
(in.)
20mm

Overall
Length
(in.)

Safety
Protection

9"

ST-4716A

85

42

6.3/0.450

100

12"

ST-4729A

110

74

6.3/0.450

100

15"

ST-4730A

110

100

6.3/0.450

300

1.13

10.75

T-Band

17"

ST-4549A

114

141

6.3/0.450

300

1.13

11.25

Kimcode

20"

ST-4542A

114

184

6.3/0.450

300

1.13

12.25

Kimcode
w/mount. ears

20"

ST-4545A

114

184

6.3/0.450

300

1.13

12.25

Kimcode

0.840

8.44

T-Band

9.19

T-Band

High resolution computer readout tubes

(V/ITIA)

G2
Voltage
(V)

•Neck
Diam.
(in.)

6.3/600

500

1.44

11.063

67

6.3/600

500

1.44

16.60

90

100

6.3/600

500

1.44

13.19

SC5017/
0.004 in.

70

102

6.3/600

500

1.44

17.5

17"

SC4Et36/
0.003 in.

70

149

6.3/600

500

1.44

18.75

21"

SC4604/
0.005 i
n.

70

262

6.3/600

700

1. 44

22.59

Dell.
Angle
(deg.)

Approx.
Screen Area
(sq. in.)

*Heater

SC4859/
0.003 in.

90

35.5

12"

SC4676/
0.003 in.

70

14"

SC4860/
0.003 in.

15"

Size

Type No./
Line Width

Overall
Length
(in.)

Variations available for most types per customer specification.
Safety protection, AR treating and RFI coating as required.

IDEAS /CR Ts

integrated display modules
save you time and money.
Why waste your design time on CRT circuits when
you can get acomplete integrated CRT package from
Sylvania.

Complete CRT display modules can
space and input requirements

be designed to meet

your

You supply 1-volt inputs for the X, Y, and Z axis
drives and we'll supply the rest of the package to give
you a completely integrated display system.
Sylvania's modular approach to CRT systems puts
the high-voltage supply, deflection circuits, filament
supply and video amplifier in one compact package.
Custom designs to meet special environmental requirements can also be supplied.
This modular approach can be a real time and
money saver in the prototyping or breadboarding of
proposed systems. In general, you'll find it less expensive to purchase the integrated modular package than
to design and build the individual circuits.
You also get the assurance of quality bought by
Sylvania's long experience in the design and manufacture of industrial and military cathode-ray tubes.
Our applications engineers can help you select the
best off-the-shelf or special-design CRT to meet your
needs.
Pricing on the Sylvania modular CRT packages is
based on a one-time engineering charge and a per
piece price quotation. Sylvania's Industrial and Military CRT group can supply anything from prototypes
to production quantities.
CIRCLE NUMBER 301

IDEAS /Film Circuits

Thick film resistors
get down to 0.05%
tolerance in production.
Fast precision trimming of improved materials allows
you to get high-precision networks at low cost.
New materials and improved process controls have
enabled Sylvania to turn the manufacture of precision
thick-film resistors into aroutine affair. With the new
techniques, resistor tolerances can be held to 0.05% to
1% with temperature coefficients extending down to
as low as 20 parts per million. Tracking of several resistors on the same substrate can be held in the range
from 5 to 20 parts per million per degree C.
This means that ladder networks of ten to twelve
bits can be made with accuracies better than the least
significant bit. Similarly, step att,enuators with preci-

sion of 0.1% can be obtained. R-C networks can be
held to 0.25% over abroad temperature range.
And best of all, these devices can be made economically thanks to the Sylvania-developed forty-position
trimming machine.
This machine incorporates precision bridges and
fast-action abrasive shutoff devices to get high-speed,
high-accuracy trimming. The forty-station capacity
allows trimming of complex multi-resistor arrays at
minimum cost.
Thick-film networks have many advantages over
conventional discrete precision networks, including
good thermal tracking, smaller size, lower cost, reduced weight and higher reliability. In addition, film
networks can be hermetically sealed to eliminate the
effects of humidity on the long-term stability of the
network. This is difficult to do with discrete components of any reasonable size. Because these film networks are fabricated simultaneously from the same
resistor and conductor inks, consistency of characteristics is improved. Reliability is improved by the
elimination of many hand-wired connections.
CIRCLE NUMBER 302

le.
a%
Resistor trim machine with forty stations can trim resistors to tolerances as tight as 0.05 0/«. Inset shows typical trimmed circuit.

IDEAS /Diodes

Now we've boosted
the Q01 VVCS.
Sylvania's expanding family of voltage variable
capacitor (VVC) diodes now includes units with
0's of 500 and better.
When they couldn't get the special VVCs they
needed anywhere, a major manufacturer of communications equipment brought their problem to
Sylvania.
They required very high-Q VVCs tightly matched
into quads by capacitance change ratio for use as
the tuning device in high-frequency amplifiers.
Fast action was essential to meet the customer's
production schedules.
A special team consisting of the customer engineers and Sylvania's engineering and production groups was rapidly formed to concentrate on

afast solution to the situation. By working closely
with the user, and applying Sylvania's diode knowhow, the required quantities were supplied on time.
And the result is anew series of VVC diodes in the
Sylvania line.
This high-Q series features typical Qs in excess
of 600 and achoice of capacitance values from 4.0
pf to 33.0 pf, nominal. Tuning ratios are closely
controlled to the typical values shown in the characteristics table.
When it comes to packaging, you can write your
own ticket because Sylvania has the flexibility to
meet your needs.
Whether you want your VVCs in chip form, DO-7
package or in any other form factor, Sylvania's
VVCs offer a greater design margin.
The new series is also available in matched sets
of two or more diodes with tightly controlled capacitance and change ratios between units.
When you need VVC diodes, take advantage of
Sylvania's specialized design knowledge and our
proven ability to deliver the goods.
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DIODE CAPACITANCE

2.0

vs

REVERSE VOLTAGE

30 4.0 50
130 10
20
30
Vp REVERSE VOLTAGE (VOLTS)

40 50

130 ioo

Typical curve of capacitance versus reverse
bias voltage for VVC diode

06900 series high-0 voltage variable capacitors
Capacitance(CT)

Quality

VF.,=4VDC

Factor (0)

Capacitance
Ratio

f=1 MHz
pF

VR=4VDC
f=50 MHz

C2v/C3ov
f=1 MHz

TYPE

(nom.)

(min.)

typical

06900
D6901

4.0
5.4

600
600

2.8
28

06902

6.8

600

2.9

D6903

8.2

600

2.9

06904
06905

10.0
12.0

600
600

2.9
2.9

06906
D6907
06908

15.0
18.0
20.0

500
500
500

2.9
3.0
3.0

D6909
D6910

22.0
27.0

500
500

3.0
3.0

33.0

500

3.1

D6911

Breakdown Voltage (I R.10iiA).30VDC

IDEAS /Integrated Circuits

Why you need
SUHL J-K Hip-Hops
tor low power,
hIgh speed systems.
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extremely high computer logic switching
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Recently we conducted a series of evaluation tests to establish typical distributions of
current-drain levels for our SF-200 ANDinput 50 MHz J-K flip-flops. The data we
obtained applies also to other SUHL II
single and dual J-Ks since all of them use
the same basic circuit configuration.
For the SF-210, 50-MHz OR J-K flip-flop,
current drain will typically be 2.2 mA higher
across the test temperature range. This
slightly higher drain is due to the added
OR-gate stage.
As you can see from the curves, Sylvania's
SUHL flip-flops are the way to go wherever
low power and high speed are prime considerations.
The evaluation tests began with a lot of
100 units which were representative of product resistor value and Beta distributions.
These units were then measured at frequencies of 1 MHz and 30 MHz with Voo
5.0 V at 25°C and Ct 15 pF. Measurements
were based on a 50% duty cycle using a
Model 122 E.H. pulse generator. Units representing the minimum and maximum current drain observed in the distribution were
then selected from the initial lot.
The selected units were measured for current drain at frequencies of 1, 20, 35, 40, and
50 MHz with an operating voltage 5.0V, dind
capacitive loads of 15, 50, and 100 pf.
Measurements were taken at temperatures
of —55°C, +25°C and +125°C.
CIRCLE NUMBER 304
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IDEAS /EL Readouts
HOW EL devices

can sewn
nhoto-recording.

Electroluminescent panels make it easy to place supplementary data on films without complex optical
systems.
If you have problems in placing identification marks
or other types of data on films you may find your
solutions in electroluminescent displays. EL has many
advantages in this type of application. First of all,
EL devices provide a planar display. The light source
is almost in direct contact with the film, assuring a
sharp image and minimum light spread. In Sylvania's
electroluminescent devices, the use of a thin glass
cover plate allows the film to be as close as 0.025 in.
to the light source. Since the electroluminescent device
is in direct contact with the film, there is no problem
of designing or maintaining complex prism lenses and
other optical components.
A second advantage of electroluminescent displays
is low power consumption, therefore, less heat. This
can be a real problem in incandescent lamp systems.
Another advantage is the very uniform light produced by electroluminescence over a given area, as
compared to incandescent sources.

Irme-

Probably the greatest advantage of EL in photographic applications, is the wide variety of display
patterns you can obtain. Nearly any shape, symbol or
group of symbols can be used. And they can be tailored
to any format for a particular application. The
ability of EL to display high-density patterns allows
substantial amounts of data to be placed on each
device (Fig. 1).
There are a number of ways that EL can be used
to record information. A straightforward approach is
to use a Sylvania ELX-4 numeric display like that
shown in Fig. 2 for contact printing. Different combinations of digits can be obtained simply by energizing
the appropriate segments.
Similar information can be obtained using an EL
matrix (Fig. 3). A negative containing the desired information is placed over the matrix. The data to be
recorded is transferred to the film by energizing selected elements of the EL device.
The graphs shown in Fig. 2 give typical exposure
times for EL devices used with different types of film.
Note that lamp is operated well below rated voltage,
thus assuring long life.
It is also possible to use an EL binary dot matrix to
place binary-coded information on the film. In this
application, the high operating speed of Sylvania EL
devices allows the display to keep up with rapidly
changing data.
The ease with which EL displays can be modified
to meet particular application needs means that Sylvania probably has the answer to your recording
problems. Talk to our engineers and you'll find out.
CIRCLE NUMBER 305
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Fig. 1. High-density display using EL light
with overlay.

Fig. 3. X-Y matrix EL display
selected segments illuminated.

Fig. 2. Numeric EL display can be changed
quickly for recording on film.
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Meet tough TV set

competition
ny standardizing.

Standardization is always a valuable tool in cutting
production costs. It is especially valuable today where
the pricing of black-and-white TV sets is an important
marketing edge in meeting foreign competition.
Obviously, a key cost element in any black-andwhite TV set is the picture tube. When you pick a
standard tube for your design, you get the benefits of
high-volume production and, as a result, lower cost.
What is the lowest cost tube? In the 17" to 23" sizes,
we recommend atube with the following specifications:

Heater: 6.3 V. 450 mA.
Accelerator Grid (02) voltage: 35 V.
Implosion protection: Kimcode with mounting ears.
Neck diameter (16" and above): 17.".
Anode rating: 12 kV min., 23 kV max.
Button location: short side.
Deflection angles: 16" to 22" —114°
23" —110°

6.3 V heater with a 12.6 V, 72 mA, or 12.6 V, 150 mA
unit. From Sylvania you can do it with off-the-shelf
availability, and it'll cost only pennies more.
What about G2 voltage? For lowest cost and low
B+ requirements you can't beat the tried and true
35 V variety. But again, for only pennies more you can
select a unit tailored to meet your requirements from
our library of electron guns. And again, this is an offthe-shelf delivery with no design or tooling time, or
costs. Whether it be 35, 50, 100, or 300 volts, we have
the gun ready to go.
For implosion protection we suggest Kimcode, with
or without mounting ears. Because we manufacture a
wide variety of implosion protection systems every
day, we can also offer PPG bonded, T-band, and Shelbond systems at only slightly greater cost.
To sum up, you can meet foreign competition on an
equal footing by standardizing your tube lineup. In
addition, Sylvania's standard line of 12", 15", 17",
20", 22" and 23" B & W tube offer styling features
not yet available in all foreign types. These features
include the bold modern "flat-face, square-corner"
look that spells the "in" styling of up-to-the-minute
design.

But keep in mind that locking into astandard tube
does not have to mean a loss of flexibility in your designs. Because Sylvania is a high-volume producer of
many tube types, modifications of standard tube lines
can be made at slightly higher cost.
For example, do you need a low-drain filament for a
battery portable? We'd suggest that you replace that

J. L. Dangremond
Product Sales Manager

This information in Sylvania Ideas is furnished
without assuming any obligations.
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Need information in a hurry?
Clip the card and mail it. Be
sure to fill in all information requested. Well rush you full particulars on any item indicated.
You can also get information
using the publication's card
elsewhere in this issue. Use of
the card shown here will simplify handling and save time.

AiResearch makes some of the
world's most advanced electronic components.
But they're not for sale.
AiResearch is not in the electronic
component business. We are in
the electronic systems business.
And, today, system capability
demands a sensitive and critical
awareness of component technology.
AiResearch has it.
This includes complete in-house

capability to incorporate the latest
electronic advances into our aerospace systems.
AiResearch is currently producing complete systems that
combine the most advanced
devices with a high level of integration, using thin and thick film
techniques, and sophisticated interconnection technologies. Such

as multilayered circuit boards,
welded matrices and wire wrap.
For more details about our airborne electronic systems capability, contact AiResearch Electronic
Systems, 2525 W. 190th Street,
Torrance, Calif. 90509.
AiResearch Electronics Capability
Starts at Home

AiResearch

Electronic Systems

Garrett is one of The Signal Companies e
,
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New flame resistant

GLASKYD
100 FR
Alkyd Molding Compound

for economical
high performance
connectors
This card-edge printed circuit connector
won't singe your reputation.
Made with GLASKYD 7100 FR, it's replacing DAP for some mighty good reasons. Point 1—it provides comparable wet
electrical properties at a much lower material cost. Point 2—it's economical in
other ways, too. In slug form, its fast
molding cycle increases production significantly. Point 3—it has low weight loss
at elevated temperatures and permanent
flame resistance exceeding normally accepted requirements. So specify New

GLASKYD 7100 FR alkyd molding compound over DAP for savings and quality
right down the line.
Among the many types of GLASKYD
available, chances are there's a GLASKYD
molding compound that will meet your
needs . . for flexural strength, impact
strength, arc resistance, low water absorption, flame resistance, heat resistance, dimensional stability, and many more advantages. Write today for technical brochure
to American Cyanamid Company, Plastics
Division, Wallingford, Connecticut 06492.

SALES OFFICES IN: CHARLOTTE • CHICAGO • CLEVELAND • DALLAS • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES • MINNEAPOLIS
OAKLAND • PHILADELPHIA • TUKWILA, WASHINGTON • WOODBRIDGE, CONNECTICUT • ALSO AVAILABLE IN CANADA.
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Allen-Bradley hot-molded resistors are the first resistors to meet
the requirements at the S level of the new MIL-R-39008A specification, which covers the general requirements for established reliability
for Insulated Fixed Carbon Composition Resistors. •And Allen-Bradley
provides this "peak" performance in all three ratings—the 1 watt,
1/2 watt, and 1/4 watt—and over the complete resistance range from
2.7 ohms to 22 megohms! •This conclusively demonstrates the
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used only by Allen-Bradley produce such uniformity from
resistor to resistor—billion after billion—that long-term performance can be accurately predicted. And
Allen-Bradley hot-molded resistors have no known incident of catastrophic failure. • For complete
specifications on this quality line of resistors that afford tops in performance,
please write to Henry G. Rosenkranz and request Technical Bulletin 5000.
/
Allen-Bradley Co., 1201 S. Second St., Milwaukee, Wis. 53204. Export
Office: 630 Third Ave., New York, N.Y., U.S.A. 10017. In Canada:
\Miltr/
Allen-Bradley Canada Ltd.—

ALLEN-BRADLEY

QUALITY ELECTRONIC

SLeoe

Type CB
1/4 WATT

Type EB
1/2 WATT

COMPONENTS

Using spot tieso
wire haertessiel?
HERE IS THE

GUDEBROD
SYSTEM "S"
—SPEEDS THE WORK—SAVES MONEY, TOO!

0
100 PIECES

UV UNG111

GUDE-TIES'l
NYLON
MIL-1 713A
GUDEBROD BROS SILK CO INC
t

PHILADELPHIA - St*
.\

YORK

110510•4 - CHiCAGO
."\.,................110,5 ANGELES
PAILN1 rtnotreo

DUDE-TIES CUT LENGTHS—Specifically produced for spot
knotting these handy cut lengths of Gudebrod Flat Braided
Lacing Tape are dispenser packaged for one hand, speedy withdrawal. Available in 6", 8", 10", 12", 15", 18", 20 "and 22"
lengths (other lengths on order). Meet or exceed MIL-T Specs,
no-slip knots hold firmly without cutting insulation.
GUDE-SNIPS—These palm-of-the-hand snips cut cleanly,
easily. For right or left hand use, spring action, DuPont Teflon
bearing. Allow operator to have free use of fingers without constant reaching for knife or shears. Save motion, save time.
GUDEBROD SWIVEL-TILT HARNESS BOARD MOUNT—
Balanced, two dimensional action brings every section of the
harness within easy reach. No stretching, no straining. Knots are
tied in an easy, natural position. Cuts fatigue—speeds work.
Here you have the Gudebrod System "S" for spot tie lacing,
based on the high quality, high speed Gudebrod Lacing Tape—
if you're interested in saving money while speeding the harness
work, get in touch with us. (For continuous tying, ask about
System "C".)

Available also in other types
of Gudebrod Lacing Tapes

UDEBROD

e

Gudebrod Swivel-Tilt Harness
Board Mounts available
in several sizes

GUDEBROD BROS. SILK CO., INC. Founded 1870, 12 South 12th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19107
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Allen-Bradley

cuts space requirements
with new sealed type Z cermet trimmers

Type Z
V2-watt trimmer
shown 5 times actual size

this latest addition to the Allen-Bradley line of cermet trimmers...the
type Z... affords high performance in an especially compact package
The cermet material—an exclusive formulation developed by
Allen-Bradley—provides superior load life, operating life, and electrical
performance. For example, the full load operation ( 2 watt) for 1000
hours at 70 °C produces less than 3% total resistance change. And the
temperature coefficient is less than ±_ 250 PPM/ °C for all resistance
values and throughout the complete temperature range (-55 °C to
+125 °C).
The Type Z is ruggedly constructed to withstand shock and vibration.
The unique rotor design ensures smooth adjustment and complete
stability under severe environments. The leads are permanently anchored and bonded. The connection exceeds the lead strength—opens
cannot occur. Leads are weldable.
The enclosure is SEALED. It is both dust-tight as well as watertight,
and can be potted. Mounting pads prevent moisture migration and
also post-solder washout. For full specifications on this new spacesaving
cermet trimmer, please write Henry G. Rosenkranz, Allen-Bradley Co.,
1344 S. Second St., Milwaukee, Wis. 53204. In Canada: Allen-Bradley
Canada Ltd. Export Office: 630 Third Ave., New York, N.Y., U.S.A.10017.

211811.1

SPECIFICATIONS SUMMARY
Adjustment: Horizontal or

Resistances: 50 ohms through 1megohm.
Lower resistances available.
Tolerances: *20% standard, ±10% available.
Resolution: Essentially infinite.
Rotational Life: Less than 2% total resistance
Rotation:

3oo°

QUALITY

ELECTRONIC

change after 200 cycles.
single turn.

End Resistance: Less than 3 ohms.

CALLEN-BRADLEY
AB

vertical.

Temperature Range: —55°C to +125°C.

COMPONENTS

Truson¡c
found a
better sound
at Durez

Trusonic builds its new, sophisticated

Would a tough wafer-thin material with

sound systems around speaker cones pre-

excellent electrical properties improve an

cision-molded from Durez" phenolics.
Trusonic has found that our phenolics,

idea of yours? Challenge us with your design. Ask your molder for details, or write

molded into cones with perimeters as thin

Durez Division, 9010 Walck Road, North

as .0065", gave atruer energy transmission

Tonawanda, N.Y. 14120.

than any other material. The added resistance of our phenolics to moisture, shock,
and distortion lets Trusonic guarantee its
sound systems for 10 years with complete
confidence.
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Universal; extended range
7 nanosecond pulse resolution
Full 50 MHz counting
Programmability, BCD output...

all for only $1185.

MODEL 501A DIGITAL PROGRAMMER

Our new model 110A offers you a

gether with such ad-

to expect from Mon-

broader range of operational advantages
than any other counter/timer in its

vantages as: provi-

santo. The price is

sion for use of an

only $1185.00, FOB

price range.

external time base;

Front-panel functions are tailormade for programming with our Model
501A Programmer (shown at right) or

internal time base,

West Caldwell, N. J.
Eighth digit optional.

can be readily selected by virtually any
contact-closure or logic-level source.

grated circuit design, plus our usual
2-year warranty all combine to assure

The extended frequency range,
dc to 50 MHz, of the Model 110A to-

you the versatility, the reliability, and

Monsanto Company, Electronic Instruments, West Caldwell, New Jersey

integrity of performance you have come

07006, (201) 228-3800.

marker, and gate outputs; the inherent
reliability of our "4th generation" inte-

For a demonstration, or for full technical details, call your local Monsanto
Field Engineer or contact us directly at

Monsanto

Circle 49 on reader service card

I'm tough

And 15,000 hours says I'm tough
Clifton's long life synchros have exceeded 15,000 hours
of continuous testing and remained within specification.
Clifton will guarantee a minimum of 5,000 hours for
almost any application and, depending upon the end
use, may guarantee them much longer.
These synchros retain all the high accuracy or torque
of standard Clifton synchros. In fact, you can order
them right out of the Clifton catalog without forfeiting
a single catalog parameter except friction which is
raised slightly. NO PENALTY in phase shift, impedance
50
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angle, torque or input power and only aslight increase
in cost over standard synchros. Compare these features
with other long life synchros on the market today.
For further information call your local Clifton Sales
Office or 215 622-1000 or write 5050 State Road,
Drexel Hill, Pa. 19026.

CLIFTON
DIVISION OF LITTON INDUSTRIES
Electronics
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Military and aerospace
equipment demands proven
reliability. That's why
Dytronics specifies capacitors
of MYLAR

Dytronics Co., Inc., of Columbus,
Ohio, makes Primary Phase Angle
Standards that are used all over the
world in all temperature extremes.
Each precision unit uses 70
capacitors of MYLAR*
polyester film. Why
MYLAR? Here's what Paul
Ryan, President, had
to say: "Military and major
aerospace facilities cannot
afford equipment failure,
and we must be sure of the

components we select. Hundreds
of our Primary Phase Angle Standards
are in military usage, and we are not
aware of asingle failure of capacitors
of MYLAR...we feel that this is
evidence of both the reliability
and performance of MYLAR
and we find that capacitors of
MYLAR cost about the same
as those made of paper."
MYI.AR offers thermal
stability from —.70' to +150 ° C.,
plus excellent resistance to
most chemicals and moisture.

NI11.AR has high tensile and dielectric
strength. Its unexcelled thinness has
enabled manufacturers to reduce size
and weight in capacitors.
Isn't that reason enough for you
to consider capacitors of MYLAR in
your designs? For additional information write to Du Pont, which offers the
thinnest, most versatile range of
capacitor dielectric materials available.
Address: Du Pont Co., Room
5852B. Wilmington, Delaware 19898.
,A1

orr

Pgje MYLARe

A typical part of the Primary Phase Angle Standard
shown above with four capacitors of MYLAR (green).
Electronics
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Resolve 10 Nanosecond Signals Buried In Noise
Complex repetitive waveforms are accurately resolved to 10 nanoseconds and recovered from noise in the new PARTM High Resolution Boxcar Integrator. The Model
160 achieves signal recovery by time averaging a small portion of a coherent waveform over a large number of repetitions. Because the mean value of the noise approaches zero when averaged over many repetitions, the averaged output results only
from the coherent content of the sampled portion of the waveform. To recover the
entire waveform, the incremental portion being sampled and averaged is either manually or automatically scanned over the period of interest.
An optional digital storage module is available for maintenance of averaging accuracy
in situations where the repetition rate of the investigated phenomenon is extremely
low or to serve as an interface to peripheral data processing equipment.
Price of the Model 160 Boxcar Integrator is $3,250. For more information or to arrange
ademonstration write Princeton Applied Research Corporation, P. 0. Box 565, Princeton, New Jersey 08540 or call 609-924-6835.
PRINCETON APPLIED RESEARCH CORPORATION

October 14, 1968
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Displays
Bright idea
Replacing acathode-ray tube with
an array of light-emitting diodes
doesn't look too hard on paper. But
efforts to turn that idea into a
workable piece of hardware have
left many an engineer muttering in
frustration. The initial problem of
fabricating such a matrix has, for
the most part, been solved. Still
unsolved is the problem of interfacing the diodes with buffer electronics that can turn each light
emitter on and off separately.
A research team at General Electric's electronics laboratory in
Syracuse, N.Y., has avoided this
hangup by approaching the problem from a different direction. Instead of adding buffer electronics
to the matrix, it puts the electronics
into a monolithic integrated circuit that also contains light-emitting
gallium-arsenide
diodes.
Hence, the circuit can contain
logic, memory, and light.
Sizing up. GE says it can't make
the chips larger than an inch with
a density of 400 dots per square
inch without bonding. And the
present experimental devices still
need buffering when used with a
computer because of voltage differences. However, GE says the
circuitry can be altered to take
commands from the computer
without buffer electronics. This
would reduce the system's complexity since the present switches
are two-terminal devices.
Allen M. Barnett, a member of
the research team, foresees the
development of proprietary threeterminal devices that will connect
to acomputer with an output of 10
volts instead of the 90 needed to
turn on the two-terminal switches;
crt's require thousands of volts.
The circuit is made by growing
-4—Circle 52 on reader service card

On display. General Electric's monolithic array of gallium-arsenide
light-emitting diodes, left. Individual diode is on the right.

islands of material on gallium arsenide and diffusing the p+ junction into the opposite face. The
load resistor is diffused into the
same face as the n+ junction and
is etched into a mesa structure.
The resistor diffusion is also used
as asubstrate for the metalization.
After the resistors are interconnected in columns by gold metalization stripes, the IC is alloyed to
an alumina substrate. The diodes
are connected in similar fashion on
an isolated p+ junction side, but in
rows running at right angles to
the n+ side interconnections. Indium metalization connects the
p+ rows to the substrate.
Addressing. A matrix array of
these devices and associated load
resistors uses aminimal number of
lead connections. Voltage pulses
applied to asingle row and single
column can switch the device at
their intersection; and a similar
scheme can be employed to turn
off individual elements, which can
be steady-state biased in abistable
condition.
GE says it has made the devices
of gallium arsenide phosphide and
other semiconductor compounds
as well. The first devices generate
infrared, which can be made visible
by an electroluminescent panel.

Components
Solid view
The first solid state equivalent of
the conventional vidicon will soon
be introduced by Fairchild Semiconductor. The product—a twodimensional array of 10,000 silicon
phototransistors and 10,000 metal
oxide semiconductor field effect
transistors on a half-inch chip—
will permit so much miniaturization that a tv camera can be put
into a4-cubic-inch package.
Such an array has already gone
into a classified camera built by
Fairchild Space and Defense division for the military and has
produced television images with a
resolution of 100 lines per inch.
Images of this quality have been
obtained with average incident illumination on the array of 0.013
foot-candle; the lower limit of incidental illumination for avidicon
is about 0.1 foot-candle.
Three
years
ago
Fairchild
showed aone-dimensional array of
photodiodes and two years ago it
developed atwo-dimensional array
of photoresistors [Electronics, Oct.
13, 1966, p. 33].
Scanning job. Electronic imaging
53
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devices, explains the developer,
Gene Weekler of the Fairchild
Semiconductor research and development staff, usually perform the
conversion of apattern of incident
illumination falling upon asensing
surface into an electrical signal by
scanning. In the vidicon, a position-controlled electron beam performs the scanning, but in the solid
state image sensor, the scanning
function is accomplished by an
electronic signal which interrogates
only one photosensitive element at
any instant, but sequentially in a
prescribed manner. The sequential
flow of information from the phototransistors forms the video signal,
which can readily be accepted by
standard television receiving equipment.
In the Fairchild array, the basic

device for converting the photons
to a row will turn on all the
to an electrical signal is the photoMOS FET's in that row. By stepping
transistor operating in the photona negative sampling pulse voltage
flux, or storage, mode [Electronics,
column sequentially, it is possible
May 1, 1967, p. 75], in which ap-n
to sample the photodetectors in
junction, which is reverse-biased
the activated row.
and open circuited, loses charge
The input to the solid state
stored in the depletion layer at a image sensor is an interrogation
rate proportional to the level of
pulse from a scan generator,
incident illumination. A signal prowhich can take avariety of forms:
portional to the incident illuminaa ring counter, a shift register, or
tion may be obtained by periodiacounter and decoder matrix. For
cally
monitoring
the
charge
its prototype camera, Fairchild is
required to reestablished the initial
using general-purpose integrated
voltage condition at the p-n junccircuits to make the scan generator
tion.
and anticipates that in the future
Stepping pulse. Integrated next
these will be replaced by banks of
to each phototransistor is a scanning logic modules 150 mils on
MOS FET, which assists in the
the long edge placed next to the
sampling of the photodetectors in
array. These logic modules would
each row of the array. A negative
receive the 200 leads that presently
voltage of sufficient value applied
are laid out in fan-shaped patterns
from the four sides of the array.
The arrays the company will sell
will not be equipped with a scan
October 14, 1968
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generator, requiring that the customer design his own from cur175
I
rently available circuits.
- Industrial-commercial electronics---- Consumer electronics ---Fabrication of the chip, explains
- Defense electronicsWeckler, requires only standard
_ Total industry
integrated circuit technology. Uni150
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formity in the array, he says, is
achieved by state of the art photolithography, which insures exxc
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1966
1967
1968
the required power (less than 1
watt), the lens, the scan generator,
and the single amplifier chip reAug.
July
Aug.
Segment
quired
to boost the output video
1968
1968
6
1967
of industry
signal.
The variety of applications for
Consumer Electronics
.103.8
100.1
106.7
Defense Electronics
172.7
162.5
148.0
which the array can be used, says
Industrial-Commercial
John Brown, product marketing
Electronics
122.9
122.3
118.9
Total industry
146.4
140.1
132.7
manager of photoproducts, ranges
from tv viewing of rocket exhaust
Electronics production advanced 6.3 points in August from July and
and
aerial surveillance to such ter13.7 points from August 1967. The rise in the defense electronics
restrial industrial applications as
index was responsible for most of the gain; that indicator rose 10.2
points from July and 24.7 points from 1967. The industrial-commerpattern recognition, print or photocial index inched up 0.6 point in the month and 4 points in the year.
readers,
and image tracking. The
The consumer index advanced 3.7 points in the month but declined
area which will find the most ready
2.9 points from 1967.
acceptance, he says, is in industrial
Indexes chart pace of production volume for total industry and each segment.
The base period, equal to 100, is the average of 1965 monthly output for each
applications, where vidicons have
of the three parts of the industry. Index numbers are expressed as a percentage
of the base period. Data is seasonally adjusted.
not been able to be used because
° Revised
of low light levels, high tempera/

,
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tures or because of magnetic interference.
Because of the considerable cost
of one of the large 100-by-100 unit
cell arrays and the lack of experience most manufacturers have in
this area, Fairchild will make
smaller arrays available for engineering evaluation and applications
research. For subsequent prototype
construction, the company will
offer the 100-by-100 array mounted
on afour-inch square base with the
200 leads in fan-array. During the
1 to 1% years that Fairchild expects will elapse between prototype
delivery and production delivery of
the arrays, purchasers will work
out individual packaging requirements, which will then be met by
Fairchild; at that time, Fairchild
may also include the scan generator in the package.
The present cost of the large array (FPA-310) is in the neighborhood of $20,000, says Brown, but
he anticipates that within three
years the price will drop to less
than $1,000. The smaller arrays,
which will typically be 16 by 16
cells, will sell for $750. Delivery
time for these engineering evaluation models (FPA-311) will be approximately three months; present
delivery time for the FPA-310 is six
months.

Integrated electronics
Standing up to abuse
An integrated logic gate in an airplane requires more special treatment than a movie star on tour.
The plane's d-c power supply,
which is specified at 28 volts but
may wander from 17 to 29, must be
transformed to a nicely regulated
6volts. And an elaborate circuit is
needed to protect the IC from environmental noise and transients
that may cause spurious triggering.
Only then will the IC consent to
make its logical decision—after
which the output must be returned
to 28 volts to perform the indicated
function.
Impatient with this kid-glove
treatment, and appalled by the cost
Electronics IOctober 14, 1968

Tough circuit. IC
developed by
Boeing operates on
28 volts—the
output of an
airplane's generator—without
special protection
from noise and
transients.

in space, weight, and dollars, the
Boeing Co. has designed a special NAND gate, using diode-transistor logic, that will operate directly off the power bus and will
drive lamps and relays directly.
Indications are that this robust
newcomer will find ahost of applications too rugged for its dainty
computer-oriented cousins.
Boeing has licensed Siliconix
and the Electronic Components division of United Aircraft to make
the circuits. United Aircraft has
found considerable interest in the
industrial control market. Gerald
L. Parker, product manager at Siliconix, says that any system containing lamps and relays will have
a 24- to 28-volt supply and that
most of the time it's more convenient to make logical decisions at
this level. Siliconix says airframe
and avionics companies have responded enthusiastically to its
queries; it plans to tap the shipboard electronics market next, and
it agrees with United Aircraft about
the circuit's future in industrial
control.
Zen ers needed. Boeing will use
the circuit in the supersonic transport. (The 747 jumbo jet and the
737 short-range jet may also adopt
it.) The circuit's function, says
Henry E. Bruner, a research specialist in electrodynamic technology in Boeing's Commercial Airplane division, will be to sequence

or monitor controls or situations or
to control indicators or systems. It
might, for example, drive landinggear of wing-flap indicators or
alarms. As many as 700 dual fourinput gates may go on aplane.
One dual gate, Bruner says, will
need three external zener diodes
to protect it against switching transients that may go as high as ±-350
volts. Other approaches would require many more components. For
example:
•A relay version would require
two relays and 10 diodes.
•An electronic system built with
discrete components would take
two transistors, 17 diodes, and six
resistors.
•A 6-volt IC system would require one dual gate, two output
transistors to drive a load, one
transistor, and three resistors in the
power supply, five resistors and
three capacitors to act as filters,
and 25 diodes.
Boeing has calculated that for a
given airplane, the 28-volt IC system far outclasses—in some cases
by an order of magnitude—the
other versions in number of components, number of connections,
weight, volume, failure rate, and
cost. And the relay system, which
is adistant second in most of these
categories, uses five to 10 times as
much power as the electronic systems.
The
performance
objectives,
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however, made the 28-volt IC difficult to design and build. The circuit was the brainchild of David
J. Wahl and Ronald R. Mitchell of
Boeing's microelectronics facility.
Their idea was to produce acircuit
that not only worked off the plane's
own power supply but was also
immune to electrical noise and able
to withstand inductive switching
transients. In addition, it had to
supply an output current of 100
milliamperes, to drive lamps directly. The circuit they devised
differs somewhat from the standard DTL gate.
To achieve the high breakdown
voltage of 90 volts, Wahl and
Mitchell use the base-collector rather than the base-emitter junction
of an npn transistor as the input
diode; this design results in the
creation of a parasitic pnp transistor from each input to the substrate. In addition, the output
driver circuit is connected as a
Darlington pair to ensure adequate
current drive.
Deliberate. Most important, the
circuit has been deliberately made
slow; it takes more than 2 microseconds to switch and will withstand transients for that period of
up to ±-65 volts. To reduce the size
of the capacitor loading, Wahl and
Mitchell used transistors as capacitor multipliers; a small 12-picofarad capacitor provides all the delay required.
To achieve the high collectorbase breakdown voltage, Parker
says, epitaxial resistivity had to be
held within a narrow range: high,
but not too high, since saturation
voltage on the output transistor had
to be kept down to 1 volt at 100
milliamps, clamping the output to
one diode drop. "We are actually
exceeding the diode drop by only
about 300 millivolts," Parker says,
"so the true saturation resistance
of the output transistor is about
10 ohms."
Siliconix expects to have sample
circuits available to outside customers this month. It has already
delivered a number of packages
(dual in-lines) to Boeing, and expects to complete its initial obligation by December. Boeing will have
the circuits company-qualified by
the end of the year.
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Computers
Illiac cutback
!Iliac 3, the University of Illinois'
highly touted pattern-recognition
computer, has been dealt ablow far
more damaging that the $200,000
blaze 18 months ago that destroyed
all its wiring and set back the project by more than ayear. The Pentagon's Advanced Research Projects
Agency (ARPA) earlier this month
failed to renew its $250,000 annual
stipend, most of which is earmarked for equipment. The result:
when Illiac 3is completed late next
year, it will be only a skeleton of
what was planned.
Completely eliminated from the
system are the video communications network, microimage storage,
and microfiche scanners. Also hard
hit is the "multi" aspect of the system.
illiac 3was planned as aparallelorganized multiprocessor system.
It was to include four central, or
"taxicrinic," processors, two inputoutput processors, and eight computational-storage units—two arithmetic, one pattern-articulation, one
interrupt, and four storage groups.
"Instead," says Bruce H. McCorJunk heap
Iliac 2, the solid state descendant
of Iliac 1, is about to be dismantled
and junked like its distinguished
forebear six years earlier. The huge,
high-performance machine will be
giving way to make room for a
newer generation machine—Illiac 4,
the supercomputer expected to be
completed within the next 18
months.
Unlike the first of the Illiacs,
which was sought after by the
Smithsonian Institution and several
Latin American universities, there
are no bidders for Illiac 2. Retired
officially ayear ago, it is being used
for occasional tasks. But even this
is about to end. What little work
being handled by Mac 2will soon
be shifted to the University of Illinois' n314 360/50, says John R.
Pasta, head of the university's digital computer laboratory. "The Tillac
is just too costly not to be used,"
says Pasta.

mick, head of the project, "we'll
have one of each.
Articulate. In the new design, the
input-output processor is attached
via seven channel interface units to
the input and output devices—including cathode-ray tube flyingspot scanners, which double as film
cameras and thus serve as both input and output devices.
The
pattern-articulation
unit
does local preprocessing on the input from the scanners, such as
track thinning, gap filling, and lineelement recognition. With the input image considered as a line
drawing, nodes representing end
points, points of inflection, points
of intersection, and the like are
labeled in parallel.
An abstract graph describing the
interconnection of labeled nodes is
then extracted as a list structure,
which is the output of the unit.
The taxicrinic processor then syntactically categorizes the structure
via aprogramed recognition grammar to complete the recognition
process.
In addition to overseeing the
operations of the pattern-articulation unit, the taxicrinic processor
controls the arithmetic unit and
initiates the operations of the inputoutput processors by making requests to the interrupt unit. Although a few simple arithmetic
operations, such as integer addition, can be done in the taxicrinic
processor, most arithmetic operations are performed in the arithmetic unit, which is designed for
double-word, floating-point arithmetic.
Staff cut. In addition to cutting
back on the system because of
ARPA's pullout, McCormick has had
to cut down on his project staff.
"We've had to let 12 technicians
and researchers go," he says, "and
divert some incoming graduatestudent assistants to other projects.
McCormick and John R. Pasta,
head of the university's digital computer laboratory, were told three
months ago that ARPA was ending
its support. "We got a phone call
from the agency and that was that,"
says McCormick. "We tried to get
some
phase-out
funding
but
couldn't get the agency to budge."
Although the video communicaElectronics
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"Ministic,"
the high voltage
silicon
rectifier for
the engineer
who wants
A new device technology developed at
Semtech Corporation has revoluntionized
the multi-junction rectifier. This breakthrough has greatly improved reliability
and lowered costs.
Discrete multi-junction devices and sticks
made up of such devices are now suited
for previously impractical applications.
They can compete directly with vacuum
tubes and selenium sticks.
Typical applications include focus rectifiers, rf power supplies, power supplies
for CRT's and image tubes, and especially,
state-of-the-art voltage multipliers of all
types. This breakthrough involves the
internal construction of multi-junction
rectifiers allowing for a corona free package with minimum voltage gradients.

more of
agood
thing.

"Ministic" specifications include:
Peak Inverse Voltages...
10 kV to 40 kV
Average Rectified Current
One Cycle Surge Current
Reverse Current @ PIV

5.0 mA
2 amps
100 jJA

Size
25" D x 1.125" to 4.275" L
Available with 100 ns. reverse recovery time.
"Ministic" incorporates junctions metallurgically bonded at high temperature producing
ahigh-strength multi-junction unitary stack.
This process allows Semtech to use the
Suprataxial junction (liquid phase epitaxial)
proven to be superior for high-voltage, fastrecovery devices. This is an extension of

Enlarged unretouched photograph showing
multi-chip junction construction.

the technology employed in the Semtech
"Ministac" available in voltages from 3kV to
7 kV. For more about "Ministac," get your
copy of "Ministac — Design Freedom with
New High Voltage-Low Current Rectifiers."

Available in large quantities —
see your Semtech representative.
San Francisco-941 E. Charleston, Suite 10, Palo
Alto, California 94303 / (415) 328-8025
Chicago-140 N. La Grange Road, La Grange,
Illinois 60525 /(312) 352-3227 / TWX: 910-683-1896
Dallas-402 Irving Bank Tower, Irving, Texas 75060
(214) 253-7644
New York-116-55 Queens Blvd., Forest Hills,
New York 11375/(212) 263-3115/TWX: 710-582-2959
European Sales—Bourns A. G. Alpenstrasse 1,
Zug, Switzerland / (042) 4 82 72/73

SEMTECH'
CORPORATION

652 Mitchell Road, Newbury Park, California 91320
(805) 498-2111, (213) 623-5392 / TWX: 910-336-1264
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fions net—of prime interest to ARPA
—was dropped, McCormick plans
to continue the work after the slimmed-down version of Illiac 3 is
completed. (Illiac 3is sponsored by
the Atomic Energy Commission,
and the university has contracted
to have the basic machine ready by
Oct. 1, 1969.) Some of the equipment called for in the net is already
at the university's Urbana campus.
Part of the rest is expected to be
delivered early next year, to be paid
for by funds already set aside.
Still 'good.' The following is what
might have been: Remote consoles,
the basic stations for the video net,
would be equipped for distant input-output of several types of signals, including digital and video
data. The digital signals would include teletypewriter data, pulse.
coded modulation conversions of
audio-frequency analog information, and digital control signals.
The video signals would be transmitted between the consoles and
Illiac 3for television monitoring in
two forms: fast scan (15 fields per
second) and slow scan (1.25 fields
per second).
The high-resolution (1,538-line)
tv equipment—three dual-scan cameras and 12 monitors—will be delivered by the Ampex Corp. early
next year. Already on hand and
checked out is avideograph printer
from the A.B. Dick Co. and a
character generator.
McCormick also has on hand the
required components and subassemblies for the microfiche scanners originally destined for the
video net's associated storage and
retrieval system. When work was
halted on this segment, project engineers were working to adapt two
microfiche transport mechanisms
from the Bell tir Howell Co. to operate in the scanners.
Despite the cutbacks on Illiac 3,
McCormick is still optimistic about
the computer. "It will be a good
machine," he says, "but it would
have been far more interesting if
we had the money."
The Illiac 4, the university's giant
parallel processor, is still on schedule. First units will be delivered in
about six months and the whole
system will go on the air in 1970
[Electronics, May 15, 1967, p. 141].
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celerometer, gravimeter, or gyro.
More studies. The difference between each of the three suspension voltages and the at-rest voltFollow the bouncing ball
age is directly proportional to the
Airborne inertial reference systems acceleration of the chamber along
require complex and expensive the corresponding axis. This variprecision mechanical gyroscopes. ation can be used as an instanFor the most part they do the job, taneous analog acceleration readbut they're costly because they ing.
have to be carefully mounted on
When the device is used as a
air bearings, which also subjects
gyroscope, which is a two-axis
them to wear. But at Martin accelerometer, an alternating susMarietta's Orlando division, aproj- pension voltage can be applied to
ect that started several years ago one of the three axes so that the
[Electronics, June 29, 1964, p. 28] ball will oscillate along that axis
has finally borne fruit: a non- but the rotation won't be picked
mechanical inertial reference in- up by the other two sensors. If
strument.
the chamber turns, the ball's path
A glass ball the size of a dust will lag behind the driving current,
particle (less than 2 microns in and one of the other two sensors
diameter) is suspended in a mag- will pick up the ball and register
netic field and illuminated by a the rotation.
light beam. Its motion—caused by
Martin Marietta says the oscilthe movement of the aircraft—is lating-ball gyro is particularly
sensed by three pairs of photo- suited to small-missile applicaelectric sensors, one for each axis. tions. The company is also workEach time the charged ball moves, ing on a gyro that uses the electhe sensors pass the information on tric field produced by four circular
to both the navigation equipment metal electrodes to restrain the
and the electrodes that maintain ball as it is driven around a cirthe magnetic field; the feedback to cular orbit; this increases sensithe magnetic field keeps the ball tivity sharply.
centered.
The company will turn a model
Depending on how it's rigged, over to the Air Force's Electronics
the device can be used as an ac- Research Laboratories, Cambridge,

Avionics

LIGHT
SOURCE

X-AXIS
DETECTOR

CHARGED PARTICLE

Keeping track. A
tiny charged par-

-AXIS
DETECTOR

ticle suspended in
a magnetic field
is used to sense
motion. Depending
on how it's rigged,
this device can be
used as an
accelerometer,
gravimeter, or
gyroscope.

Y-AXIS
DETECTOR
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Pulse
Performance

Multiple exposure showing typical waveform aberrations
for positive and negative polarities at various amplitude
settings. Notice the constant risetime and falltime with
amplitude changes. 20 ns/cm sweep time and 4 V/ cm
deflection factor.

• REPETITION RATE 100 Hz to 10 MHz.
• VARIABLE RISE AND FALL TIME, 10 ns to 100 ps.
•

10 V into 50 (2, with DC OFFSET.

NEW TEKTRONIX TYPE 115 PULSE GENERATOR
This multi-purpose, solid-state generator
produces exceptionally clean pulses with
aberrations less than 3% P-P at —10 V
into 50 (J. Pulse risetime, falltime, width,
delay, period, amplitude and baseline offset
are separately variable, permitting precise
waveform simulation. Five operating modes
offer a variety of output configurations —
undelayed pulses, delayed pulses, paired
pulses, burst of pulses and gated pulses.
Risetimes and falltimes are continuously variable from 10 ns to 100 ps and periods variable from 100 ns to 10 ms. Pulse widths are
variable from 50 ns to 500 p s with duty factors to 75% (50 ns minimum pulse separation). A continuously variable DC offset
feature permits positioning pulse baseline
through a range of
5 volts to
5 volts.
Triggering is selectable, internally or externally.
A manual pushbutton provides a
means to produce a single undelayed pulse,
delayed pulse, pulse pair, or burst of pulses.
Your Tektronix Field Engineer will demonstrate the performance of the Type 115 in
your application. Please call him, or write
Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton,
Oregon 97005.
TYPE 115 PULSE GENERATOR
U.S. Sales Price FOB Beaverton, Oregon

.

1111111111Minith
ELMBIEJEMEIL

1111111,11i!

Single exposure showing combined outputs of two Type
115s. The burst of pulses on
top of the positive pedestal
was triggered by the
• delayed trigger from the instrument generating the pedestal.
10 A s/cm sweep time and 2 V/
cm deflection factor.

Multiple
exposure
showing
variable risetime and falltime.
500 ns/ cm sweep time and
10 V/ cm deflection factor.

A detailed description of the Type 115 Pulse Generator is found
in the August supplement to your Tektronix Catalog 27.

$825

Tektronix, Inc.
committed to progress in waveform measurement
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Mass., in December for test and
evaluation of the principle as a
gravimeter. Martin Marietta says
its own tests show that the device
is 10 times more accurate than
mechanical ones and can operate
over hundreds of times the force
of gravity, compared with the few
g's of mechanical systems. The
Navy has also tested the principle
as an accelerometer in a ruggedized microcircuit unit weighing
less than two pounds.

Antennas
Way up there
Log-periodic
antennas,
around
since the mid-1950's, are broadband radiating structures. They're
in a class of antennas whose performance—radiation pattern, directivity, and impedance—is independent of operating frequency. Such
antennas have been limited to
operation into the upper X band—
about 10 to 12 gigahertz.
But engineers at Bunker-Ramo's
Defense Systems division have developed a log-periodic dipole antenna that delivers good directivity
patterns, acceptable vswr (voltage
standing wave ratio) characteristics, and satisfactory absolute gain
over aband from 1to 21 Ghz.

60

Higher still? One of the goals of such asystem are asking for all of
the company-sponsored program the antenna-collection capability
was to reach afrequency of 30 Ghz. in a single feed, and you couldn't
Jarrell W. Besthom, a member of put enough antennas to do the job
the technical staff at the Canoga at the feedpoint using waveguide
Park, Calif., division, is convinced techniques," Sefton says. "We've
that the antenna can reach that fre- developed a single antenna using
quency or higher, but test instru- coaxial techniques to feed it that
mentation limited measurements to operates over a20-to-1 bandwidth
the 21 Ghz. At that, the perform- and probably up to 30-to-1, which
ance is at least 5 Ghz better than can replace five or six systems havthat of any similar antenna. Best- ing a2-to-1 bandwidth.
horn says that Sylvania Electronic
The rectilinear structure was
Systems, Mountain View, Calif., chosen because it allows use
has reported pushing log-periodic of photolithographic printed-circuit
antenna frequency to 16 Ghz, but board techniques to define the close
the E- and H-plane radiation pat- tolerances required at the feedterns went only to 10 Ghz.
point. The artwork that was used
Beyond 12 Ghz, designers have to make the pattern for the 36 coppreviously abandoned log-periodic per dipole elements was generated
antennas in favor of spiral wave- at 10 times actual size on acoordiguides, but Bunker-Ramo wanted natograph that can hold tolerances
to stick with arectilinear design to
±.1 mil. When reduced, this yields
get the small geometry required at dimensions accurate to -±0.1 mil.
the critical feedpoint of the antenna The last four dipole elements at the
—the last quarter to half-inch that feedpoint are 3mils wide, which is
generates the super-high frequency. the smallest copper deposit that
Harry B. Sefton, manager of the could be maintained in the etching
microwave and antenna depart- process.
ment, says the super-high freSubminiature, semirigid, 50-ohm
quency is increasingly dictated for coaxial cable is used as the antenthe electronic intelligence systems na's feed line. It has an outside
that might use such an antenna, in- diameter of 0.02 inch, which precluding Bunker-Ramo's own AN/
sented some problems because the
ALQ-86 passive reconnaissance sys- body of the connector to which it's
tem now flying in Southeast Asia attached has an outside diameter
aboard the Navy's Grumman EA- of 0.141 inch. This disparity re6B.
sulted in aperiodic vswr of 7to 1,
Feed it. "The customers using which was unacceptable.
Tapered sleeve. Besthorn says
the precision coaxial transition developed to overcome the vswr problem and still maintain the 50-ohm
impedance between the feed line
and connector is amodified flangemount receptacle. The connector
pin's 0.05-inch diameter was taHow high? Logpered by turning it on a jeweler's
periodic dipole
lathe so that its end matches the
antenna developed
0.0045-inch diameter of the coaxial
by Bunker -Ramo can
cable's center conductor. A tapered
generate signals in
Teflon sleeve slides over the tathe 1- to 21-Ghz
pered pin, and the ratio of the two
band, and may even
tapers maintains the 50-ohm impego as high as
dance transmission line.
30 Ghz.
Three verçions of the antenna
were made. The second showed the
best perrormance, including operation to the 21 Ghz, essentially constant E- and H-plane radiation patterns across the entire bandwidth,
Electronics IOctober 14, 1968
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NIXIE® TUBE DRIVERS
WITH INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
MAKE "BUY" DECISIONS
PRICED AS LOW AS $26.00 INCLUDING THE NIXIE TUBE (100 QUANTITY) 'SMALLEST, MOST
CONVENIENT PACKAGES
COMPATIBLE WITH TTL, DTL, & RTL
DECODER DRIVERS WITH OR
WITHOUT MEMORY &COMPLETE ASSEMBLIES AVAILABLE OFF-THE-SHELF FROM BURROUGHS
AND DISTRIBUTORS II 0.6" CHARACTER HEIGHT OR 0.3" CHARACTER HEIGHT NIXIE TUBES
MINIMAL NOISE PROBLEMS
DRIVERS ARE MOUNTED AS CLOSE TO TUBES AS POSSIBLE.

ACTUAL SIZE (even with memory).

ACTUAL SIZE miniature drivers.*

SPECIFICATIONS OF IC NIXIE TUBE DRIVERS
Part
Number

BIP-8806
BIP-8804
BIP-9801

Tube
Type
Standard
B-5991
Standard
B-5991
Miniature
B-4998

Character
Height

Max.
Overall
Length
(with tube)

Max.
Height

Max.
Width

Has
Memory

0.6"

2.506"

1.583"

0.750'

Yes

0.6"

2.506"

1.583"

0.750"

No

0.3"

2.648"*

0.960"

0.480"

No

Input
Code
4 line
8-4-2-1 BCD
4 line
8-4-2-1 BCD
4 line
8-4-2-1 BCD

Price
100 quantity
(includes NIXIE
tube)
30.00
26.00
42.00

*Note new shorter overall length.

For additional information contact, Burroughs Corporation
P.O. Box 1226, Department D2, Plainfield, N.J.

Burroughs Corporation
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"PIXIEPOT"

LITTLE
PRICE
BIG
FEATURES

Companies
New man at Philco

The biggest little $3.97 precision
10-turn wirewound pot
in the world!
The Duncan "PIXIEPOT" potentiometer
gives you the big features at a little
price. It is the one and only precision
10-turn miniature pot for under $4
that has all these features: II Length:
ONLY 3
4
Diameter: ONLY 7
/
8"
Linearity: ±-0.25% • Resistance Range:
100 ohms to 1008 ohms • Power
Rating- 2 watts @ +20°C Ill Temperature Range, —25°C to +85°C • Resolution: Better than ANY wirewound pot
TWICE its size MI Slotted Stainless Steel
ShaltIC ring • Now you can save big
dollars on your instrument and system
requirements. Specify Model 3253
"PIXIEPOT" for as low as $3.97 each
in production quantities and only $5.95
each for 1-24 units. In-stock delivery,
of course. Call, write or wire Duncan
today for complete specifications.

/"•

"ricré*"

DUNCAN electronics, inc.
A DIVISION OF SYSTRON•DONNER CORPORATION
2865 FAIRVIEW ROAD,
COSTA MESA, CALIFORNIA 92626
Phone (714) 545 8261
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avswr of less than 4to 1, and absolute gains ranging from 6.8 dbi
(decibels relative to isotropic radiation) at 2Ghz to 2.4 dbi at 17 Ghz.
Sefton says that a vswr of 5 to
1meets military specifications for
general-purpose receiving antennas. He adds that the absolutegain levels are within normal
bounds for receiving antennas of
this type, and stresses that the significance of the development is that
Bunker-Ramo has pushed into the
super-high frequency region using
miniature geometries. The longest
dipole element in the antenna is
2.95 inches; the shortest at the critical feedpoint is just 0.027 inch—
only seven mils more than the
transmission-line diameter.
Bunker-Ramo engineers are particularly eager to confirm operation
above 30 Ghz, because the region
around 35 to 40 Ghz is one in which
losses caused by water and oxygen
absorption in the atmosphere are
minimal.

Circle 62 on reader service card

"Let's face it, they just weren't
hitting it off."
That, in a nutshell, is the way
one ex-Philco man explains the resignation of Robert O. Fickes as
president and chairman of PhilcoFord and the appointment by Ford
Motor president Semon Knudsen of
his close friend, Robert E. Hunter,
to take over the ailing subsidiary.
Hunter, 57, until last April general manager of GM'S Euclid division, has heavy experience in earthmoving and mining machinery.
Just how that background will fit
in with Philco-Ford's product line
—electronics, for consumer, industry and the military—Ford
spokesmen left unclear, except to
say that Hunter has broad management experience.
"It's fairly apparent," says a
former Philco executive, "that
Fickes' contract was bought out.
It was common gossip around the
company that Fickes has been a

Boss. Robert Hunter, top
man at Philco-Ford.

lame duck ever since Knudsen
came on board in February."
Lack of interest. One cause of
the irritation between the two men,
it's reported, was Fickes' apparent
lack of interest in Ford's automobile business. Moreover, Knudsen
made no secret of his view that the
parent company should not be in
the electronics business.
Although it's impossible to get
someone at Philco to concede it,
all divisions except the electronics
group under Walter LaBerge are
losing money. The appliance business has acost problem, and television production is outpacing sales.
One rumor has it that there maybe some spinoffs of money-losing
units under the new boss. And as
one industry man put it: "By the
time that's over everyone will pay
more attention to Ford."

Meetings
Attracting the user
"Some guys just aren't concerned
with magnetic domains and things
like that—they just want to know
how to select amagnet and put it
into a circuit," says Lester Moskowitz, executive director of the
recently formed Permanent Magnet
Users' Association (Permu).
That, in effect, is Permu's charter. The group, an activity of PhilElectronics IOctober 14, 1968

The world's smallest 10 watt zener
has a350 watt surge capacity...
600% more than an ordinary one,
35% more than a50 watt.

50 ve' l

coN,04'or
O

t.

r,I1

cos,cm°'

• 1/5th the weight, 1/4th the volume of a conventional
10 watt (smaller than an ordinary 400 milliwatt).
• 1/10th the weight, 1/20th the volume of a
conventional 50 watt
•

10 watt continuous rating — stud mounting

• 6 watt leaded version for mounting
boards, has same high surge capacity

on

circuit

• 6.8 to 100 volt range
•

Low leakage current

•

Electrical characteristics remain stable throughout
life, exceeding the environmental requirements of
MIL-S-19500

580 Pleasant St., Watertown, Mass. 02172, (617) 926-0404

UNITRODE
rEAND GLASS 'USED
I,) Siirnu suRFAcE

Oil

1
TERMINAL piNsMETALLURGICALLY
«INDIO DIRECTLY TO SILICON

THE UNIQUE UNITRODE CONSTRUCTION
With the silicon die
metal l
u rgi rally
bonded between
terminal pins of
the same thermal
coefficient, the
hard glass sleeve is
fused to the entire
outer silicon surface.
Result — avoidless,
monolithic structure.

ACTUAL SIZE

Get yourself a complete set of specs that give you all kinds
of detailed information. Circle the reply card number now.
Electronics IOctober 14, 1968
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To control this power supply
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WITH THIS KEYBOARD
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Model DPK-1

All you need is Kepco's new
DIGITAL
PROGRAMMING
SYSTEM
A direct digital-to-analog converter with provision for parallel or
serial inputs in BCD or straight
decimal form, the Kepco DP Systern programs any Kepco operationally programmable DC power
supply from 0.000 to 1000.0 volts.
The system is offered in three
parts: a parallel input DIA converter, the Model DPD-1; a 4channel serial-parallel storage
register, Model DPR-1, and amanual entry keyboard, Model DPK-1.
Together they are an inexpensive
interface between the digital world
of numerical control and the analog world of voltage control.
•

0131TAL

KEPC:Ci

•

PROGRSISIMNG
•

•

adelphia's Franklin Institute Research Laboratories, will hold its
first meeting Nov. 19 at the institute.
Permu isn't designed for the materials scientist; it's for the designer of circuits, loudspeakers,
motors, meters, or traveling-wave
tubes. It's already signed up 20
companies, including Raytheon
and Bendix, as members.
Its founders have set three tasks
for Permu: gather and distribute
information, do research, and develop standards and tests.
"Most of the information on
magnet use is scattered through
book chapters, old and new periodicals, and manufacturers' handbooks," says Moskowitz. "The engineer has no one complete reference to go to. For example, some
still-valid tests were described in
abook written in the 1930's. That
book is out of print now, so how
does a guy find out about these
tests?"
Deeds with reeds. Permu's own
research will look at the problems
that no one company or designer is
willing to tackle, according to
Moskowitz.
For example, Permu scientists
are now figuring out which magnet
to use with which reed switch to
get a certain result.

Instrumentation
Good old days
In 1938, William Hewlett wrote his
master's thesis on the design of a
wide-range oscillator; naturally, the
instrument made extensive use of
tubes. Over the years, Hewlett and
his partner David Packard parlayed
their tube-designed instruments
into a multimillion-dollar corporation. But today, even though Hewlett-Packard Co. offers much-improved solid state counterparts for
most of its tube instruments, about
20% of its manufacturing is still devoted to designs that use vacuum
tubes.
The buyers of these tube designs
—mostly the military—couldn't care
less that the solid state design is
smaller, more reliable, and often
more accurate, points out H-P's national sales manager, Jack Tetrak.
"Many people," he explains,
"have vacuum-tube instruments
cranked into their systems and are
very reluctant to change."
To be sure, the demand for the
old tube-designed instruments isn't
based on a sentimental feeling for
the old days. Tetrak adds: "Many
technicians have been trained on
the old tube instruments. If the in-

REGISTER

•

•

I•L 11.1111M •
IMP

Model DPR--1

IMF

If you'd like our brochure
describing the Digital Programmer,
write Dept. AN-14

-----------

<
keepcck.,
--------- ---0
131-38 SANFORD AVE. •FLUSHING, N.Y. 11352
(212) 461-7000 •TWX #710-582-2631
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Old and new. Despite the gains of solid state design, about 20%
Packard's production is taken up with vacuum tube instruments,
wide-range oscillator, left. On right is H-P's solid state version.
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Hewlettthis
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How do you:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Select the lowest-cost temperature-compensated reference
diode to meet a particular requirement ?
Determine the maximum reference diode voltage change over
a relatively small temperature change ?
Evaluate the most voltage-time stable reference device in the
most accurate way ?
Determine device performance when operating at test
currents other than those normally specified ?
Obtain a sample of the highest-quality, temperaturecompensated reference diode line available ?

Answers next week.
When you need quick, accurate, complete solutions to TC
reference diode application problems, here's a totally new,
all-things-considered design aid invaluable to your profession and your pocketbook. Presenting time-saving, designimproving criteria, it explains TC diode characteristics,
construction, testing and advanced concepts of reliability/
quality assurance ...and it'll be on its way to you within
a week after we receive your inquiry. Send for it now.
You can select from Motorola 6.2 to 200 V TC voltage reference devices, too, featuring RamRocr construction and
oxide -passivation for long-term, low-leakage stability and
integrity of characteristics.
Your franchised Motorola distributor has a free TC reference
diode for your evaluation now—and he's as close as your
phone.
*Trademark Motorola Inc.

-¡dew de Aziedese iwpediett
MOTOROLA

SEMICONDUCTOR
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FREE
dustry suddenly had to stop and
retrain its personnel, the effects
would be very expensive."
For the military, such an expense
would be astronomical. Not only
would the instructors have to be
retrained, but thousands of training
manuals would have to be junked
and new ones prepared.
Unusual strain. To Hewlett-Packard, the continued strong demand
for tube-designed instruments is
hardly a blessing. "Sometimes,"
notes Tetrak, "the company loses
money on these instruments." But
just how much these sales affect its
balance sheet, or to what degree
other tube designs make up the
difference, Hewlett-Packard isn't
saying.
The demand for such tube designs places an unusual strain on
H-P. First of all, some tubes are getting very hard to find. Manufacturers often won't even consider an
order unless it's for outlandishly
large quantities of the tubes. And
the antiquated tubes are getting
expensive, so H-P's profit margins
begin to narrow in these areas.
One reason for the expense is on
the production line. The wiring and
assembly girls used to be able to
remember the circuitry and could
produce vacuum-tube instruments
rapidly. But now the training and
production emphasis is on the solid
state designs, so work on the older
modules is slower and more expensive.
Tetrak notes another reason for
maintaining the vacuum-tube business: II-P built its reputation by
guaranteeing to restore any of its
old tube instruments to working
order.
And that's quite a promise: H-P
estimates that it has aquarter of a
million oscillators and nearly as
many voltmeters still in operation.

DC MOTOR
DESIGN
MANUAL!

Here's our new 12-page DC Motor D
Application Manual. It's packed with,
tions, illustrations, diagrams, dra
performance data. For your free cop
manual write, wire or phone Jim Bar
Electra Mechanical Group, American Elec
ics Inc, 1600 EValencia Dr, Fullerton, C
92634, (114) 871.3020, TWX 910 592-1

A

Electra Mechanical Group

AMERICAN ELECTRONICS INC.
••••

11•1111,

11m,

Please rush check Items. Thanks.
12-page design manual.
4-page DC motor short-form catalog.
Information on the whole line.
Have your rep call me.

Memories

NAME
TITLE

Pointing the way

COMPANY
ADDRESS
CTI'Y
.

—

STATE

ZIP
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Positioning aread-write head above
a spinning disk requires precision;
not only must the positioning system select one of 200 possible data

tracks (each only 5 mils wide and
5 mils apart), it must also hit the
track dead center—every time.
Honeywell's
Electronic Data
Processing division, expects to do
the job with its read-write headpositioning system developed for a
new line of magnetic disk memories
scheduled to be delivered in late
1969 and in 1970.
Honeywell will deliver its disk
drives with an electronic, closedloop servo system. This should advance the state of the art, which
until now has been anything but
electronic. Some manufacturers—
like IBM—even use gear wheel and
pawl combinations to position the
head—assuming that after the appropriate number of teeth have
passed, the pawl can drop into a
space between two teeth and hold
the head in position.
If the pawl breaks. But this
doesn't always work. Gears wear
and are hard to make accurately
in the first place; pawls break—in
fact some are designed to break if
the head is jarred—and heads will
record slightly to one side of track
position, or read out only part of
the width of the track.
Where too much wear or inaccuracy has crept into adisk drive,
users find it tough to read out
disks recorded on different drives.
The problem is compounded for
users with many drives and many
disk records, recorded at different
times on different drives, each of
which is wearing out at adifferent
rate. It all adds up to alarge maintenance bill to keep the machines
accurate.
Instead of gears and pawls, Honeywell uses a linear transducer to
close its servoloop. The transducer
works on the principle of induced
current and has no parts to wear.
Not only does it find the proper
track, but it helps assure that the
head doesn't stray from it.
The transducer consists of two
printed circuits, each of which looks
like a "series-connected picket
fence" in the words of one engineer, or like a ladder with broad,
closely spaced rungs. Half the
transducer is attached to the disk
drive's base plate, the other half
is beneath the moving assembly
supporting the magnetic head.
Electronics
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Check CA3047 Specs Against the Rest
Now there's a new industry standard for Op Amp performance/
dollar—RCA-CA3047. Compare it with the rest for input and output specs and stability. Compare for gain and CMR, for output
power and voltage swing ... and price!
For more information, see your RCA Representative about
CA3047 and the other Op Amps in RCA's economy/performance
line. Or ask your RCA Distributor for his price and delivery. For
data sheets on the RCA-CA3047, write RCA Electronic Components, Commercial Engineering, Section ICN-101, Harrison, N.J.

07029.

Supply Voltage
t 12 V max.
Power Output (10% THD) (Rt = 500n) 80 mW min.
C-M Rejection Ratio
84 dB min.
Output Swing Voltage (P-P) (
RI. = won)
18 V min.
Input Impedance
150 KO min.
Open-loop Voltage Gain
84 dB min.
Input Offset Voltage
5mV max.
Input Offset Current
35 nA max.
Input Bias Current
350 nA max.
Slew Rate
1.2 V/ns typ.
Operating Temperature
0 to ,70'C

Look at how much Op Amp
$1.95 can buy!
*per unit per 1.000

RCA
Electronics

Integrated
Circuits

October 14, 1968
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TRYGON
HAS THE

PO

to deliver these
two great laboratory
supplies immediately.
Trygon's economy EAL and precision
DL-series laboratory power supplies are
available— right now — from 36 sales offices, nationwide. So when we say you'll
have them, you can depend on it. You can
also depend on them.
The versatile DL Series gives you two
independent dual-range supplies (0-20V @
1 amp or 0-40V @ 0.5 amps) in one hallrack package. And you can run them independently, in series or in parallel (from
20V @ 2 amps up to 80V @ 0.5 amps. All
for $249, only a few dollars more than
comparable single-output units.
The compact EAL fits in a corner of your
bench and your budget (only $99) and
comes in the four most commonly used
laboratory voltage ranges: 0-10VDC @ 1.0
amp, 0-20VDC @ 500 mA, 0-32 @ 300 mA,
and 0-50 @ 250 mA.
Both the EAL and the DL come complete
with combination volt/ammeters and both
give you .01% regulation, .05% stability.
Put Trygon power to work for you. Today. For the name of the sales office nearest you, call us collect.

TRYGON POWER SUPPLIES

111 Pleasant Avenue, Roosevelt, L.I., N.Y. 11575
Trygon GmbH 8 Munchen 60, Haidelweg 20, Germany
Write for Trygon 1968 Power Supply Handbook.
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Current passes through the lower
half of the transducer to produce
lines of magnetic force around each
picket or rung. As the upper circuit moves back and forth above,
its conductors cut these lines of
force and generate asine wave output whose polarity changes each
time arung or picket is approached
and passed.
Speed. Honeywell claims that
when its new drives are in production they'll offer average access
times about a third faster than
available with other systems. According to Harry Scheuer, group
director for direct address mass
storage at Honeywell's research
center in Waltham, Mass., IBM
units average about 87.5 milliseconds address time while Control
Data units now used with Honeywell computers take about 92.5
milliseconds to reach agiven track.
The new home-grown units, he
says, will only take about 62.5 milliseconds.
Honeywell gets lower access
time by cutting down the inertia
of all moving parts including its
printed-circuit motor. Honeywell
has also designed into the servo an
acceleration program which moves
the head faster when it has more
tracks to cross. As much as five
gravities of acceleration and deceleration are used; between boost
and breaking, the head moves at
one of three controlled constant
speeds, and finally, when counter
circuitry indicates it's near the requested track, its speed drops to
as little as two inches per second
until stopped by the magnetic
brake.
Once poised above a track, the
brake holds the head so tightly
that a 10-pound push on the head
assembly moves the head only one
mil, and any movement is automatically detected by the transducer as its output strays from the
zero-crossing point. This in turn
triggers more braking energy moving the head back to position.
Denser data. Honeywell's positioning system is accurate to within
a couple of hundred millionths of
an inch, accurate enough for Scheuer to start thinking about putting
more tracks per inch on magnetic
disks. While initial disk drives will

be compatible with all the others
around—that is, 200 read and write
tracks of data—it's possible that
Honeywell might be able to add
tracks by reducing the space between them. How many more
tracks could be added, Scheuer
isn't ready to say; crosstalk between tracks would probably impose a final limit. But even 25%
more tracks would mean 25% off
auser's disk-pack budget.

For the record
Fourth generation. The Communications Satellite Corp., acting
for the International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium, has
approved a contract with Hughes
Aircraft for the Intelsat 4 satellite.
The contract is for approximately
$72 million and will cover the cost
of four spacecraft and one prototype. Each satellite will have acapacity for 5,000 voice-grade communications circuits. The first
satellite is to be delivered in 22
months. The decision to contract
with Hughes was made late last
month [Electronics, Aug. 5, p. 34]
by Intelsat's Interim Communications Satellite Committee.
Sentinel orders. After Defense
Secretary Clifford recently ordered
that the Sentinel antiballistic-missile program be put on schedule,
the Army quickly gave Western
Electric two contracts totaling
$475.5 million to develop and build
the costliest weapon system in U.S.
history. As prime contractor, Western Electric will subcontract about
60% of the $273.2 million research
and development and $202.3 million
production awards. Among the subcontracts let so far are Raytheon,
$10 million to develop and $50 million to build a missile site radar;
General Electric, $50 million to develop detection radar and $8 million
to produce it; McDonnell Douglas,
$55 million to develop and produce
Spartan missiles; and Martin Marietta, $35 million to develop and
produce the backup Sprint missile
system.
Electronics IOctober 14, 1968
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Established Reliability Tantalum Capacitors
NC, Inc. continues to set the pace in supplying
established reliability tantalum capacitors to the
Electronics Industry! NOW, NCI offers CLR65 WET
TANTALUM CAPACITORS to MIL-C-39006 in either
the "L" (2%/ 1000 hrs.) or "M" (1%/ 1000 hrs.)
failure rate levels in addition to CSR13 SOLID
TANTALUM CAPACITORS to MIL-C-39003 to "L", "M"
and even "P" (0.1%/ 1000 hrs.) failure rate levels.

MIL-C-39006
CLR65
L&M
MIL-C-39003
CSR13

Of course, we can supply your requirements for
Solid Tantalum Specs. MIL-C-26655A, MIL-C-26655B
...and Wet Tantalum Specs. MIL-C-3965B, MIL-C3965C and MIL-C-39650
..or, we will supply
to our specifications.

ERE imeL

he facts from 218 pages of Tantalum MIL
ec Data condensed into 28 pages! Circle
«riader Service Card number shown below.

reep eeeet ege est

nci

CAPACITOR DIVISION

P. 0. Box 8205 • 5900 Voss Road • West Palm Beach, Florida 33407
Phone 305/842-3201 • TWX 510-952-6689
SALES OFFICES
CALIFORNIA, Encino 91316 ...213-783-3700_
MASSACHUSETTS, Dedham 02026 ... 617-329-2030.
NEW YORK, Snyder 14226 ...716-839-9830

NCI, INC.
NCI, INC.
NCI, INC.

SALES REPRESENTATIVES
ARIZONA, Phoenix 85018 ... 602-955-3193 __Toward Engineering Assoc.
CANADA, Downsview, Ont. ...416-636-8311
Cantronics, Ltd.
Montreal 9 .. .514-733-0749 _ .Cantronics of Quebec
FLORIDA, North Palm Beach 33403.. 305-848-4617_ J. F. Griffin & Co.
ILLINOIS, Chicago 60639 .. .312-622-4110
Brock & Cushman, Inc.
IOWA, Cedar Rapids 52403 ..319-364-4342 Electronic Sales Co. Inc.

Electronics
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KANSAS, Roeland Park 66205 .. 812-722-4989 Electronic Sales Co. Inc.
MARYLAND, Towson 21204 ... 301-823-3455___ McCourt & Co., Inc.
MICHIGAN, Detroit 48224 ... 313-886-4990 _The Don Poulin Company
MINNESOTA, St. Paul 55113 ... 612-488-6634
R. G. Ragon, Inc.
NEBRASKA, Lincoln 68504 ... 402-466-9441 Electronic Sales Co. Inc.
NEW YORK, New York 10019 ...212-586-8440
Ed Glass Associates
OHIO, Cleveland 44130 ...216-886-2404
Electro Corn
Dayton 45406 ...513-278-4797
Electro Corn
PENNSYLVANIA, Ambler 19002 ..215-646-7535 Griffin-Campbell, Inc.
Pittsburgh 15235 ...412-241-5717
Electro Corn
TEXAS, Fort Worth 76116 ...817-738-2394
W. Pat Fraila Co., Inc.
Dallas: 214-827-1233
WASHINGTON, Bellevue 98004 ... 206-454-3906 Western Tech. Sales
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The ,
d
rip-d
ry test bath.
As soon as you pull your
electronic circuit or component
out of a3M Brand Inert Fluorochemical Liquid test bath, it
drains clean, and dries almost as
fast as it drains.
No more messy residue.
No more time-consuming and
expensive cleaning to remove the
testing fluid.You can package
your component or use it right
out of the bath.
This makes our fluids
ideal for gross leak testing and
integrated circuit performance
testing.
Other properties of
our Inert Liquids are equally
important for test bath
applications. You can use them
over awide temperature range.
They're completely compatible
with the most sensitive materials.
A high dielectric strength
provides electrical protection
during testing. Non-flammability
adds safety.

Those are also some of the
reasons why 3M Brand Inert
Liquids started out to be—and
still are—the most reliable
electronic coolants on the market.
Tests have proved that.

3M Company, 3M Center Dept. ICAX 10-68
St. Paul, Minn. 55101
Send me all the details about 3M Brand
Inert Liquids
Name
Company

Title

Addregq
City

State

Zip

Chemical Division en
ImMMI•
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EMI FILTER

a

It

IMO

1111 1
111

.111111

1111.1•11111111•11...,

-ACTUAL
SIZE

ERIE

JUNE FILTERS

0e

SMALLER and LIGHTER
LINE

FILTER

DESIGNED

THAN

ANY

OTHER

AVAILABLE /

FOR OPERATION

IN .

400 Hz lines g 85°C
60 Hz lines 4 125°C

• INSERTION

LOSS GUARANTEED

FROM . . .

—55°C to +125°C ((i rated current

• TYPICAL

INSERTION

30 db g 150 kHz
80 db

ERIE

LOSS . .
TECHNOLOGICAL

1 MHz and up

These hermetically sealed ERIE EMI Power Line Filters represent

PRODUCTS, INC

a substantial reduction in size and weight without sacrifice in
performance through the use of a sophisticated state of the art
dielectric. Most measure less than 1inch long and weigh less than
10 grams, making these tiny Filters perfect for power supply
applications where reliability, size, and weight are design
considerations.
The broad line of ERIE EMI Filters economically provides optimum
performance for virtually any environment. For detailed specs see
your local ERIE applications engineer or write for Catalog 9000.

Electronics
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Paper Tiger
CEC's DG 5510 Thermal Writing
Recorder is a veritable tiger with
heat-sensitive paper.
And for these predatory reasons:
Modular design—eight channels in a
solid-state, self-contained unit with a
family of plug-in preamplifiers and a
power supply capable of accepting awide
range of high-level signals.
Unmatched frequency response—dc to
115 Hz full scale, higher than any other
thermal-writing recorder.
Electrical Signal Limiting to assure that

the stylus motor and writing assembly
cannot be damaged by transient or other
high-level signals which may occur.
Flexibility—Varying ac and dc signals,
having awide dynamic range, can be precisely conditioned by proper selection of
available Type 1-500 Series Preamplifiers.

used with CEC DatalraceTM thermalsensitive paper.
Accessibility and ease of maintenance
are additional advantages of the recorder
assembly. It comes with 3-position rack
slides and mounts into a standard 19"
rack.

Solid-state driver amplifiers provide compensation and damping to the stylus
motors throughout the entire operating
range to assure constant instrument
accuracy.

Widespread applications include the military, aerospace and industry.

A heated writing stylus traveling over a
"knife edge" produces exceptionally
sharp contrast rectilinear traces when

Write Consolidated Electrodynamics,
Pasadena, California 91109. A subsidiary
of Bell & Howell. Ask for Bulletin 5510-X8.

So if you have ajungle of data to master,
just summon our "Paper Tiger."

CEC/DATAGRAPH PRODUCTS

BELLE, HOWELL
72
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SCIENCE/SCOPE

A "quickie TV" satellite ground

station,

at Bogota,

television coverage of Pope Paul's visit to the

Colombia,

made color

which Hughes installed on short notice

Eucharistic Congress in August available to one-third of the world.
The TV signals were relayed by the ATS-3 satellite to ground stations at Rosman, North
Carolina,

and Goonhilly-Downs,

England.

Unique ground station was built in 25 days,
and

set up

in a few hours.

Satellite Corporation,

It was

flown on one airplane to Bogota,

leased for the occasion by Communications

and was built by Hughes Communications International,

Hughes subsidiary, which is currently designing a ground

a

station for Brazil.

Two new air defense network centers have been installed in West Germany.
They
will be operated by the German Air Force, and are designed to net with Hughes built centers located in Belgium and The Netherlands.
New centers will give
the three countries an electronic "umbrella" against aerial attack.
A similar
Hughes-designed system was delivered to Japan in March and another is being
installed in Switzerland.
A cigar-shaped satellite carrying a coronagraph to photograph the sun's corona
has been proposed

to the National Center

for Atmospheric Research by Hughes.

It would draw its power from the sun through two solar panels and would snap
pictures continuously for nine months from a 300-mile-high Earth orbit.
Scientists long have been hampered in studying the outer region of the solar corona
because a coronagraph cannot observe it through the earth's atmosphere.
An Air Force contract

to develop Maverick,

an air -to-ground,

non-nuclear mis-

sile, has been awarded to Hughes.
Maverick is a TV -guided weapon designed to
knock out enemy tanks, armored vehicles, and field fortifications.
A communications satellite system for Canada, which would encourage development
of the far-north territories by providing 24-hour telephone, telegraph, and TV
service, is now under study by two industry teams.
Hughes is a member of the
team headed by Northern Electric Co.
today -- suffers frequent blackouts.

Ltd.
Radio -- only form of communication
Proposed system would also provide nation-

al TV distribution and an alternate east-west telephone capability.
A prototype of the ADAR

(Advanced Design Array Radar) defedse

system is now be-

ing built by Hughes under a U.S. Air Force contract.
ADAR is designed for
split-second defense of cities against attack and will pinpoint and identify
distant supersonic targets.
Full-scale ADAR system, which could be operational
in the early 1970s, would be the world's most powerful radar defense.
World's

first synchronous communications

had

fifth anniversary in space in July,

its

for only one year.
During
the Atlantic and Pacific.
permanently trapped by the
still transmitting at full

satellite,

the Hughes-built Syncom II,

though it was designed to operate

its five years in orbit it has operated over both
Today, though its fuel supply is exhausted and it is
triaxial force field over the Indian Ocean, it is
power.

Creating anew world with electronics
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NEW EG&G PICOAMMETERS
A full line of low-level current measurement instruments
All EG&G Picoammeters include features
others only talk about. Like the unique
combination of precise accuracy and rapid, accurate calibration capability without
resorting to calibration charts or resistor
measurement. And, the all solid-state design, including alow level MOS FET input
stage. What's more ...you'll find an

EG&G Picoammeter to meet your needs
and your budget. That's because EG&G
offers the most complete line of low level
current measurement instruments available. From high precision units or automatic ranging units, both complete with
digital readout, to general purpose, manually-operated bench top models.

HERE ARE THE SPECIFICS ON FOUR
OF THE MOST POPULAR
EG&G PICOAMMETERS.
Model ME-1035, Precision Picoammeter — for Standards or Calibration labs. Current measuring range of
10 -5 amps to 10 -12 amps with 10 -15 amps resolution.
All solid state design with MOS FET input, temperature controlled feedback resistors for added stability,
pushbutton range control, adjustable summing point
voltage and current offset monitor, pushbutton controls for rapid internal calibration requiring no external
standards or sources. Digital readout. Price: $3,945.00
Model ME-930, Digital Picoammeter — for general lab
work and automatic digital systems. Current measuring range of 10 -'
1 amps through 10 -2 amps full scale
in 10 decade steps. A full digital picoammeter with
automatic range changing capability and automatic
polarity selection. All solid-state design with MOS FET
input, remote function control and optional printer
drive, digital readout of level and range. Price: $3,575.00
Model ME-920, Automatic Range Changing Picoammeter— for general laboratory use and production line
testing. Current measuring range of 10 -" amps through
10 -2 amps in 10 decade steps. An automatic ranging
picoammeter with remote function capabilities. All
solid-state design, with MOS FET input and automatic
polarity indication. Price: $2,435.00
Model ME-705, General Purpose Picoammeter — for
general laboratory use. Current measuring range of
3x10 -'
3 amps through 10 -2 amps in 22 steps (11 decades with X3 meter multiplier). A general purpose,
manually operated bench-top picoammeter. All solidstate design, with MOS FET input stage. Price: $560.00
For more complete details on the more complete line
of EG&G Picoammeters, contact your local EG&G
Products Division representative. Or, write EG&G Inc.,
Laboratory Products Division, P.O. Box 755, Goleta,
California 93017.

e* EGaG

LABORATORY PRODUCTS DIVISION
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Who evaporate
the differences between
metal films and wire-wounds?
Actually, industrial metal film resistors still
differ from wire-wounds in afew respects.
But now the differences are positive
ones—particularly in the case of our
Jeffers JCs. These highly reliable
"second-generation" evaporated
metal film resistors offer tighter TCs,
better frequency response, lower
cost, lower size-to-wattage ratios
and wider resistance ranges than
comparable industrial wire wounds. Other than that,
though, you can hardly tell
the two resistors apart. For
further problem-solving
features, drop us a line.
We'll help you unwind.

OUR JC
WIRE -WOUND
(or perhaps vice-versa)

The passive innovators
at Airco Speer.
/
NRCU Sneer Electronic Components

include Speer resistors, Jeffers JO precision resistors, Jeffers JXP precision
resistors and networks, Jeffers inductors and capacitors and PEC variable resistors and trimmer potentiometers.
St. Marys, Pa. 15857 •Bradford, Pa. 16701• DuBois, Pa. 15801• Toronto 15, Ontario.

Uncanny solutions
to power transistor cost problems
from Kierulff

Replacing metal cans with economical plastic packages is one way
to make high costs disappear like
magic... and we're stocking TI's
new line of NPN/PNP complementary power transistors to help you
make it happen!
Only Texas Instruments now offers complementary pairs in plastic from 1 to 25 amps with power
dissipations up to 90 watts.
And these brand new, versatile
plastic packages will fit virtually
any mounting arrangement you
have in mind. They'll even plug
into old TO-3 or TO-66 metal can
sockets—with just one screw and
without extra adapter hardware.
Reliability of the new devices is

well documented—including threecycle "pressure cooker" tests
(125°C, 15 PSIA) with no hermetic
or electrical failures.
So when you need the "uncanny"
savings inherent in plastic design,
call us. There'll be nothing spooky
NPN

PNP

MICE°

lc

about the way we deliver on time.
To help you take the mystery out
of reducing power circuitry costs,
circle Reader Service No. 295 for
comprehensive data sheets, detailed applications, information,
and reliability report.

PACKAGE TYPE

HFE elc

PT©25°C Case

TIP29

TIP30

4G

1

TO-66

40-200 e 200mA

30W

TIP29A

TIP30A

60

1

TO-66

40-200 e 200mA

30W

TIP31

TIP32

40

3

TO-66

20-100 e 1A

40W

TIP31A

TIP32A

60

3

TO-66

20-100 e 1A

40W

TIP33

TIP34

40

10

TO-3

12-Mine 3A

80W

TIP33A

TIP34A

60

10

TO-3

12-Mine 3A

80W

TIP35

TIP36

40

25

TO-3

20-100 e 5A

90W

TIP35A

TIP36A

60

25

TO-3

20-100 e 5A

90W

ALBUQUERQUE

KIERULFF
ELECTRONICS

A SUBSIDIARY OF DUCOMMUN INCORPORATED
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2524 Baylor Drive S.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108
PHOENIX
2633 E Buckeye Road
Phoenix, Arizona 85034
PALO ALTO
3969 East Bayshore Road
Palo Alto. California (143f11
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For one thing, Torrington offers the greatest variety of transverse flow
blowers available in the U.S. The five Crossflos shown above are
merely indicative of Torrington's capabilities in the field. Hardly
surprising. When you're the nation's most experienced producer of
transverse flow blowers it's no great trick to come up with the
broadest line.
Also ... Torrington Crossflo blowers produce some rather
extraordinary effects in limited areas. By drawing air straight through
a small diameter impeller Crossflo blowers can move a broader band
of evenly distributed air over awider area—and do it better than any
other design of blower.
Got an application requiring a broad band of air? No problem. Just
talk it over with the air-moving specialists at Torrington. If they don't
have the Crossflo blower you need, they'll design it for you and
produce it in whatever quantity you require.

Circle 77 on reader service card
TORRINGTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
United States: Torrington,ConnecticutiVanNuys,California/R0chester.Indiana Canada: Oakyille,Ontario England: Swindon.Wins Belgium: NIvolles Australia: Sydney
25 F. 8.7

5fast, effective ways
to stop EMI:
If you
want to shield...
use

Metex "Zip-Ex"' zip-on metallic sheath.
Provides 100% reliable electromagnetic
shielding. Knitted mesh sheath zips on any
shape before or after installation.

use

Metex Flex-Shield shielded rubber boots.
Metal mesh, molded in flexible rubber,
gives maximum reliability against RFI-EMI.

use

Metex Shield -Cell honeycomb panels.
Its designed to meet specific attenuation
requirements over specified frequency
ranges. Many standard sizes and
materials are available.

use

Metex Pola -Stick
Wire imbedded in silicone.
Pressure-sensitive adhesive keeps it
securely in place during and
after installation.

use

Shield-Vu' Metex
Your choice of monel, low carbon steel
or etched metal laminated in plexiglass.
Any color, size, or shape.

call

(201) 287-0800 for design engineering service
(for your rush rush requirements)

Electronic equipment
(and vent it, too)

QUICKLY
For Free Samples, Prices and Literature
on any or all of these EMI shielding
materials—or for technical assistance on
your particular requirements—write:
103
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Circle 78 on reader service card

M ETEX Corporation
970 New Durham Road, Edison, N. J. 08817
(201) 287-0800 • TWX 710-998-0578
West Coast

Cal-Metes Corp, 509 Hindry Ave
Inglewood, Calif 90301
(213) 674-0650 • TWX 910-328-6100
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Now, here it ¡s The best pulse
generator you can buy for '1225

No other pulse generator in the same price range has
more going for it than the new CMC Model 220. Just
compare its versatility and high performance characteristics with those of any other instrument in its class.
The new Model 220 gives you seven main-pulse fre-

•

For the rest of the story, just look at the front panel.
You'll like the accurate easy operation of this remarkably versatile instrument, which is the result of
many months of human-factor engineering. And
you'll like the modest $1225 price, too.

quency ranges from 20 Hz to 50 MHz... offers six ranges

But what else would you expect from CMC with its tradition

of pulse delay from 0 nanoseconds to 10 milliseconds...

of providing fine instruments at reasonable prices?

provides double-pulse-mode operation with pulse separa-

For the complete specifications, circle the reader service card.

tions from 10 nanoseconds to 10 milliseconds ...offers output amplitudes up to 10 volts into a 50-ohm load with a
±5-volt offset ...and provides eleven ranges of rise-and-fall
time from 5 nanoseconds to 1millisecond at full voltage —
arise-and-fall rate of 500 picoseconds per volt of ampli-

A Division of Pacific Industries

tude! It all adds up to faster, cleaner, fully controllable pulses.

12970 Bradley/San Fernando. Calif. 91342/(213) 367.2161 /TWX 910496.1487
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THINKI NG RELAYS?

THINK

AGNECRAFT!

(that's all we think about, exclusively)
We specialize in relays. Not only dry reed and mercury-wetted
relays, but a full line of quality, long lasting relays. There are
Magnecraft general

purpose, telephone type,

time delay

MAGNECRAFT
STOCK RELAYS
n.

to* ,

L. 6

and

power relays, as well as coaxial relays for UHF switching.
All Magnecraft relays are built to provide reliable performance

CATALOI 26/

in any application. And to insure this reliability, our demanding
quality control system puts every part and assembly through repeated inspections before any shipment leaves our plant.
Everyone at Magnecraft concentrates on relays to provide you

FREE! Product File —

with quality products, quickly delivered and at competitive cost.

Yours for the asking.
Contains full details on

That's because all we think about is relays! Just ask our wives!

all our stock relays.

Ma

gna craft

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

5575 NORTH LYNCH AVENUE • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60630 • 312 • 282-5500
80
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CINCH .025" SQUARE
SHARPLY REDUCE HIGH DENSITY WIRING COSTS
And provide trouble-free programmed wire wrapping.
The Cinch .025" square tail contact, available in awide range of sizes and
insulator types, incorporates many cost reducing advantages in automatiç
and hand wire wrap applications.
The bifurcated cantilevered contact is designed for selective plating of the
contact area, or for welding of precious metal tip contacts. Substantial savings in gold costs are achieved with no reduction in performance.
Cantilevered construction, combined with comb assembly techniques, assure
uniform contact pressure and contact resistance and reduced assembled
connector costs.
Equipment downtime is at a minimum due to precise location of contact
tails, within .010" radius, on .125" centers. These tolerances are maintained
by specially developed QC procedures, production tooling and test equipment, including an XY coordinator with both visual and digital printout.
Detailed information is available by writing to Cinch Manufacturing Company, 1501 Morse Avenue, Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007.
C-6816
Illustration is artist's impression of Gardner-Denver Automatic WireWrap Machine.

©I

IN=

111

MEMBER
1111 111111

teu

DIVISION

OF

UNITED-CARR

CONSISTING OF CINCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY. ONCM-ORAPHIK. CINCH-MONADNOCK. CINCH-NULINE. UONITE (ELECTRONICS) AND PLAXIAL CABLE DEPT

Circle 81 on reader service card

The Electronics Group of The Bank of New York
has only full time industry specialists.
If your needs involve financing, corporate or product
development, mergers, acquisitions, stockholder relations, options,
pensions or other considerations, no one is better equipped than
our full time "electronics bankers" to assist you in finding the
solutions for continued growth and increasing profits.
On acomprehensive, first-hand level, the officers in our Electronics
Group, Special Industry Banking Division, have aunique ability to
give your company the most experienced attention in the field.
Ask yourself if you can afford to have your financial needs handled by
other than abanker who concentrates exclusively in Electronics.
... aspecialist from The Bank of New York
Write for our new Electronics Group booklet.
82
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THE
BANK
OF
NEW YORK
ELECTRONICS GROUP
Special Industry Banking Division
48 Wall Street

• New York, New York
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Craftsmanship in hard materials...an industry standard
HIGH PRECISION TUNGSTEN CARBIDE BONDING TOOLS,

Tempress philosophy. To meet its responsibilities, Tern-

SUCH AS THE ONE SHOWN IN THIS 13x MAGNIFICATION
OF AN ULTRASONIC LEAD BONDING OPERATION, WERE

only by strict adherence to the Tempress Standard of Ex-

PIONEERED AND INTRODUCED AS PRODUCTION DE-

cellence. (It requires as long as 11

VICES BY TEMPRESS

operator for certain operations.) The same uncompromis-

IN 1963, THE TEMPRESS CAP-

press maintains a continuing expansion program, limited
months to train an

ILLARY TUBE, AN INDUSTRY STANDARD... IN 1967, THE

ing standard is applied to Tempress Automatic Scribing

ULTRASONIC BONDING TOOL, AN INDUSTRY STANDARD.

Machines and to the entire growing family of Tempress

The techniques and the specialized machinery de-

miniature assembly tools and production equipment.

veloped to produce such

LEAD BOBBIN.

precision

products from

ultra-hard materials have not been duplicated; quite
probably will

not be, for they are a result of the

unique combination of Tempress people and the

AL FET. COUP -

,F UNION CARBIDE ELECTRONICS

TEMPRESS
Tempress Research Co., 566 San Xavier Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086

Circle 83 on reader service card
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MICROWAVE IC
PROGRESS
REPORT e4

PACT cuts losses in
latching microstrip
circulators 80 010
in twelve months

microwave performance, while latching plate design need only
consider hysteresis and other switching parameters.

Engineers at work in Sperry's PACT (Progress in Advanced
Component Technology) Program have announced outstanding
success in an intensive 12-month campaign to cut insertion
losses of external loop latching microstrip circulators.
When the effort began, the loss figure was 2.5 db at X-band;
today, Sperry has built external loop latching circulators with
insertion loss of only 0.5 db at the same frequency.
PACT's latching circulator work actually began with an internal

loop configuration. VIO subtrates were prepared with

loops of .005" and .010" platinum wire fired in place. Test data
were taken at substrate thicknesses of .100", .075" and .055".
Results showed that, while fixed bias performance improved as
thickness decreased, other factors caused latching performance
to deteriorate.

EXTERNAL LOOP X-BAND LATCHING CIRCULATOR, WITH
LATCHING PLATE AND SUBSTRATE SHOWN SEPARATELY
Since temperature and high power stability are prime design
parameters, the program settled on a design using .482" square
x .055" thick hybrid VIO substrate. Lithium ferrite — a material
with saturation magnetization of about 3500 gauss, a coercive
field of 2.0 oe, and a very square hysteresis loop — was chosen
for the latching plate. The switching loop was four turns of #24
copper wire.
Using this configuration, PACT engineers have achieved
switching times of less than 1 microsecond, with performance
as indicated in the accompanying curve.

220
20.0
18.0
SUBSTRATE:

20
10

figuration had some inherent disadvantages. Among these were
difficulty and expense of fabrication, and unsuitability for use
in modules. This led to extensive investigation of the external
loop design.
PACT

personnel

found

one

immediate

advantage:

when

working with external loop, they could consider the substrate
and the latching plate independently. Intrinsic and physical
properties of the substrate material could be chosen for good

Si

92

9.3

FREQUENCY

While the test results obtained with the internal loop device
were generally satisfactory, PACT engineers felt that the con-

14.0
12.0

.111,

o ao

INTERNAL LOOP X-BAND LATCHING CIRCULATOR

— 16.0

VG 2% DY )
0.482 IN. SQUARE
0.055 IN THICK

94

ISOLATION (DB)

INSERTION LOSS (DB)

240

95

(GHz)

PERFORMANCE OF EXTERNAL LOOP
LATCHING CIRCULATOR
For further information about PACT work on latching microstrip circulators and their coming application in microwave IC's,
contact your Cain 8. Co. Representative, or write Sperry Microwave Electronics Division, Sperry Rand Corporation, Clearwater,
Florida.
For faster microwave progress,
make aPACT with people
who know microwaves.

ER"«

MICROWAVE ELECTRONICS DIVISION
CLEARVVATER, FLORIDA
84
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Washington Newsletter
October 14, 1968
Rumors that F-111
will be dropped leave
avionics up in the air

More money seen
for P.O. research

FAA still awaits OK
on ATS L-band test

Phone-line backup
planned by FAA

Electronics IOctober 14, 1968

The problems the Air Force is having with the F-111A may all be over
in the not too distant future. There's growing speculation that the whole
program will be canceled. Just where this would leave the Mark 2integrated avionics system being developed by Autonetics for the F-111D
version isn't clear.
A well-placed source at one subcontractor says that "more and more,
we're writing off the whole F-111 program. And we're thinking about
where we'll transfer our people who are working on it."
Behind schedule and overweight, the swing-wing plane has run into
increasing flak in and out of Congress because of a series of crashes.
Costs have continued to climb. Another sign pointing to the demise of
McNamara's TFX is the increased attention the Air Force is giving to
the proposed FX and the Advanced Manned Strategic Aircraft.

It now looks as if the Post Office will seek $55 million for research and
engineering in fiscal 1970. Much of it would go for electronics. This would
be nearly $20 million more than the current R&E budget of $36 million,
and four times the budget of fiscal '67. Next year's proposed budget
might be revealed Oct. 16 at the Post Office's second research and
engineering briefing for industry to whet the appetite of contractors. Unless the new Congress has a drastically different outlook on
postal research spending, the request for more money most likely will
be granted.

Officials of the Applications Technology Satellite project are rejoicing
that the latest round of cuts in NASA's budget didn't affect their follow-on
F and G satellites, but alack of funds did force them to drop aplan to
add a "piggyback" camera satellite to the ATS-E. Called Camsat, the
Hughes Aircraft scheme was well received by the ATS project office, but
it would have cost $10 million [Electronics, Sept. 2, p. 54].
Another proposed addition to the ATS-E satellite—an L-band transponder [Electronics, July 22, p. 53]—is still expected to make the flight,
but NASA approval is long overdue and the FAA, which proposed the
experiment, is unhappy over the delay. Says an FAA official: "For three
months now, NASA has been telling us that approval was imminent.
This delay has been holding up our program to move into L-band communications." The FAA has already earmarked money to develop L-band
hardware for the craft and to conduct the tests.

The danger of ground communication failure in its air traffic control
system has forced the FAA to okay a backup system for existing telephone circuits. Next month, the agency will ask for industry proposals
to supply anumber of digitally tuned transceivers. It will buy as many
of the solid state units as it can for the $4 million it has taken from its
facilities and equipment budget. Plans aren't yet firm, but the FAA
wants to make more big transceiver buys during the next two years.
The decision is one result of aproject set up by the agency to cope
with the problem of communication breakdown. The FAA is worried
se

Washington Newsletter
about failures in phone lines linking en route and area control centers
with remote ground-to-air radio transmitters. For example, a break in
a phone cable knocked out 22 of 25 circuits for four and a half hours
in the Washington area not too long ago.
Reliability on such links is 99.7%, but the FAA has concluded that
even this isn't good enough for air traffic control. The backup system,
one official predicts, will cut total average monthly outages to 23 seconds
from about two hours currently.

FCC stalls
on big cable ...

... as support grows
for satellite system

ARTS contract
expected soon

Addenda

The FCC isn't in any hun-y to act on AT&T's proposal to build a$170
million cable system between St. Louis and Los Angeles. Commission
staffers are concerned about giving approval to so large an investment
in cables before the national policy on domestic satellites is spelled out.
The FCC staff now expects the new Administration to present those
guidelines early in its term. Bell System plans call for acable capable
of handling 90,000 phone conversations simultaneously.

Meanwhile, Comsat officials detect what they call a favorable attitude
in Congress toward a domestic communications satellite system. One
example of the current Congressional mood: Harley Staggers (D., W.Va.),
chairman of the House Commerce Committee, twice said in a recent
dedication speech at Comsat's new ground station in West Virginia
that he expects to see a domestic system "soon." One Comsat official
calls Staggers' comments a prod to those delaying or opposing the
domestic system, noting that FCC chairman Rosel Hyde was in the
audience at the dedication. Comsat last year proposed ademonstration
domestic system to the FCC.

The long-awaited FAA contract to install the first 15 Advanced Radar
Traffic Systems at air terminals [Electronics, Sept. 2, p. 111] is expected
to be awarded by the end of the year. Raytheon is believed to be the
front runner; Univac is the other company negotiating with the agency.
The order, worth about $14 million, originally called for work to be completed in fiscal 1969. But because of the delay in awarding the contract,
its doubtful that this timetable can be kept.

The current confusion over the patenting of computer software should
be cleared up next week. Patent Commissioner Edward J. Brenner will
spell out anew policy on software in a speech at George Washington
University on Oct. 22. The question troubling both manufacturers and
Government officials is whether software is the province of the Patent
Office or the Copyright Office [Electronics, Sept. 16, p. 33]. There's no
clue yet as to what answer Brenner will give. ...No FCC action on the
St. Louis-to-Chicago microwave link is expected until after the election.
Microwave Communications wants to establish the system in competition
with Bell and Western Union. The word is that the commission is split
three-three and that chairman Hyde is hoping that H. Rex Lee, the new
commissioner [see p. 16] will cast the deciding vote against the link. The
firm wants to offer "discount rates" to large commercial communications
users, but AT&T argues that this would throw off the rate-averaging
structure.
Electronics
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The scope photo illustrates the ORD40-. 75's
high-speed response to 10KHz
square, sine and triangular waves.
Amplitudes are 20V peak-to-peak.

New Sorensen WM
Li A High-Speed Programmable Power Supply with
a "Slewing Rate" Greater than 3,000,000 volts/second.
Ei A Versatile Laboratory Supply Featuring ±0.005% Regulation.
This new precision power supply leads two lives! In the highspeed programming mode, its performance is unmatched—only
10 microseconds programming time from Emax to 0 Volts.
Capable of being programmed by resistance, voltage, or current
to 100KHz. The oscilloscope photo vividly illustrates the ORD's
high-speed capability which makes the QRD unequaled in
digital. microcircuit testing, and servo system applications.
The ORD also serves as a precision general-purpose instrument featuring ± 0 005% voltage regulation, 200 0,V r.m.s.
(3mV p-p) ripple, automatic crossover between constant volt-

age and constant current operation, and overload/short circuit protection.
Sorensen QRD's are available in seven off-the-shelf models
ranging from 0-15v @ 2.0 Amps. (QRD15-2) to 0-60v @ 1.5
Amps. (ORD60-1.5). Prices start at $178.00.
Contact your local Sorensen representative or: Raytheon Company, Sorensen
Operation, Richards Avenue, Norwalk,
Connecticut 06856 TWX 710-468-2940.

for more data on this versatile instrument ...
Electronics
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RAYTHEON

Cull Sorensen: 203-838-6571
Circle 87 on reader service card
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Not all businesses are listed in the Yellow Pages
The Yellow Pages is one of the most complete, well- indexed buying
guides a businessman could ask for. In addition to telephone listings,
Yellow Pages advertising often contains time-saving buying information.
That's why 9 out of 10 buyers in manufacturing
firms alone, use the Yellow Pages to find their suppliers,
It's agood place to look for most products or services
Yellow
your business needs to do business. For anice fresh apple,
Pages
you may have to try someplace else.
*Audits & Surveys Inc., Yellow Piges Industrial Usage Studs
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"5 Parts in 10 8/week stability"

Long term stability is only one of the

offs...also complete specifications on

page TRW Crystal Manual today. Write

subjects covered in the new TRW

TRW crystals.

to: TRW Crystal Plant/Capacitor Divi-

Crystal Manual. There's helpful infor-

TRW manufactures the "AT" funda-

sion, 2303 W. 8th Street, Loveland,

mation covering the whole field of

mental through 9th overtone, "TRW,"

Colorado 80537. TWX: 910-930-9022,

"CT," "WT," "DT," "X," "Y," "MT,"

or Phone: (303) 667-2261.

crystal technology.
You can read about special applica-

and

5° X quartz crystal resonators.

tions, optimum frequency control, and

Frequency range 15 kHz to 200 MHz.

how to make the most of design trade-

Send for your copy of the new, 20-

Electronics IOctober 14, 1968

TRW®
Circle 89 on reader service card
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YOU CAN BUY
IFNI SIGNAL GENERATORS
TO COVER 10 TO 470 MHz

MARCONI FM
SIGNAL
GENERATO

The Marconi 10668 Series of FM Signal Generators are now considered
standards of the industry for all RF and IF checks on FM equipment
including telemetry, communications, sensitivity, bandwidth, and limiting
of receivers, FM transceivers, etc. Outstanding features of these instruments are:
101313B 1

(6625-929-4277)
THE SIG GEN BOOK

• No sub-harmonics

This 28-page book presents »etailed discussions on
signal
generatoi. and
receiver
measurements including: source impedance
of feeder connected receivers, coupling to
loop antennas, signal-to-noise ratio, automatic gain control, plotting response characteristics, measurement of adjacent channel suppression and spurious response, etc.

• Stepped and Continuously variable incremental tuning
• Internal or external modulation
• Output 0.2 „V to 100 mV into 50!.2
• FM on CW< 100 Hz

10668 El

-Allaitab& Upoe7-4ed

16625 937 2801 )

net

• All the features of 1066B/1 plus ...
• Built-in crystal calibrator: 10 mc & 1 mc
• FM deviation: up to -L400 KHz
• Modulation range: 30 Hz to 100 KHz
• Modulator distortion< 5% 215 to 265 MHz; <10% elsewhere

MARCONI
111
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CEDAR

Circle 90 on reader service card

LANE.

ENGLEWOOD.

NEW

TECHNICAL DATA SHEETS
Technical Data Sheets on the Model 1066B/1
and Model 10668,6 Marconi FM Signal Generators detail all specifications, operation, applications, features and accessories available.

INSTRUMENTS
Division of English Electric Corporation

JERSEY 07631

• (201)

567-0607
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you
the LiDS that improve it...
fos
and we'll show you delivery
in production quantities
from well-stocked inventories
all around the country.

Two years ago Amperex announced a new microelectronic
package for semiconductors that
permitted mechanized production
of hybrid integrated circuits.
Producers of hybrid circuits
for sophisticated industrial, aerospace and military applications,
recognized the circuit production
economies inherent in the new
microelectronics package and decided to go with the Amperex LID.
Today, wherever reliability and
performance are really needed in
a hybrid integrated circuit, the
Amperex LID has become the
standard semiconductor package.
Today, Amperex is delivering,

from stock, large volume production quantities of LID semiconductors for every sophisticated
hybrid IC application. Included
are logic and voltage reference
diodes, low level, low noise amplifiers (bipolars and FETs), high
frequency and general purpose
amplifiers, logic switches (bipolars
and FETs), medium current
switches and core drivers and low
on-resistance switches.
Applications in which these
devices are widely used include
RF and UHF/VHF amplifiers,
digital-to-analog converters, low
frequency instrumentation amplifiers, logic applications in corn-

Amperex

puter peripheral equipment, active
filters, ladder networks, multiplexers and decoders and operational amplifiers.
In the rare event that we do not
have an inventoried device for an
unusual circuit approach, we feel
sure that we can customize whatever you need and rush it into
production and delivery.
A new brochure describing the
entire Amperex line of available
LID semiconductors has just been
made available. For your copy,
write: Amperex Electronic Corporation, Semiconductor and Microcircuits Division, Slatersville,
Rhode Island, 02876.

LC.
Circle 91 on reader service card

In printed wiring who has
added automation
to their extensive
multilayer production
capability?

the nnovatots

What are the benefits of their new automated system to the designer and user of multilayer boards?
• A shorter delivery cycle
• A more accurate and reliable product
• Greater design flexibility
• Elimination of conventional "input" drawings
• Faster revision of prints
These benefits all spring from their latest innovation — a completely integrated digital tooling and manufacturing system that
includes software for processing of data and preparation of control
tapes.
This establishes Photocircuits as the first independent printed
wiring manufacturer to offer a computer controlled system for
generation of printed wiring artwork masters with accuracies
better than -± .001". The system employs a digitizer, a plotter, a
scientific computer and proprietary software.
In addition, they have doubled their hole-drilling capacity in the
past 6months. Their N/C drilling capability is now measured at the
rate of 6,000 holes per minute. The software also generates necessary tooling in minimum time to take advantage of this increased
drilling rate.
From input to finished product, Photocircuits' integrated digital
tooling and manufacturing system assures you of greater reliability
and quality of printed wiring boards. Send your next RFQ to the
company with the longest multilayer production experience (since
1961). Write or call direct (516) 676-8000.
92
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Photocircuitss
Glen Cove, New York 11542

Innovators of Printed Wiring Technology
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These are specialized TRACOR instruments designed
for gour specific needs.

See them at Booth 1C-25, at NEREM-'68.

•

FREQUENCY STANDARDS
ereser,,

•

•

.

RUBIDIUM FREQUENCY STANDARD
1 x 10 -3 freq
2 x 10 -" stnd dev/yr
use

LiL

5 x 10 -- "/24 hours
5 to 0.1 MHz

Reader Service #315.

use Reader

CRYSTAL STANDARDS
1 x 10/24 hours
LOW COST HOUSE STANDARD

Service #316.

use

Reader Service #317.

iAkiLt. LLOCKb ANU D IV lüLlib

VLF RECEIVERS— FREQUENCY /PHASE COMPARATORS

IS ill
el
VLF TRACKING
RECEIVER/COMPARATORS
Continuous tuning 3.00 to 99.5 kHz
use
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For a short-form catalog of
TRACOR instruments, please
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VLF/OMEGA
NAVIGATIONAL
SYSTEMS
For broad-area
navigation

use Reader Service #325.

NORTHERN SCIENTIFIC ,INC .

Z.-

use

O M EG A NAV SY STEMS

CONTINUOUSLY- VARIABLE
PASSIVE FILTERS 15 Hz-672 kHz
use Reader Service

FREQUENCY DIFFERENCE METER
difference to 1x 10", error
multiplied by 10°.

>
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Reader Service #326.
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ASTRO -SCIENCE MULTI-CHANNEL
AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION
TAPE RECORDER/REPRODUCERS

MULTIPOINT AND CONTINUOUS PEN
CHART RECORDERS

use Reader Service #328.
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Reader Service #329.
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A Real Square.
(Our new ultra-stable differential op-amp)
SQUARE ABOUT Drift: 0.5/tV/
guaranteed. (ADO-72B 1.011V/ C guaranteed.)

SQUARE ABOUT Power Supply Range: ±-6
to *20V.

SQUARE ABOUT Gain: 500,000 (min.) guaranteed.

SQUARE ABOUT Value: $95.00 (ADO-72B
$80.00).

SQUARE ABOUT Noise: 2µV p-p (max.)

SQUARE ABOUT Availability: Stock; call
your local representative listed below.

guaranteed.
SQUARE ABOUT Common Mode Rejection: 250,000:1 (min.) guaranteed.
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Now that we have your attention we have a 'hen announcement to
make.
Were introducing our 1920 product line All monolithic integrated
circuits — teSts. 1.51s and new 'mews There will be a new one every
week for the next 52 weeks In Nock At Fairchili distributors Complete with data sheets and reliability intormatiox And they will be
available in volume
Any week we fail to announce a new product, we'll hold a drawing.
The winner gets a 1970 car To keep Any model he chooses (up to
$40001 or the equivalent in cash Fill in the coupon and return it to us
Well enter your name in the sweepstakes Enter now By 1970 you'll
need a new car. anyway
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(If you only see thirty-nine new products on this page, you've counted correctly. The other thirteen are on the back.)
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MOS
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
The first members of a new family of MOS devices. Including MOS/LSI. And the

ANEW GENERATION OF SYSTEM BUILDING BLOCKS.

interface devices that make MOS ICs compatible with CCSL. All the result of
Fairchild's systems approach to IC design.
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complete digital systems
designed with standard
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Technical Articles
Big future seen
in ferrite crystals
page 104

Ferrites have proved their worth in radar
and communications systems operating
from very high frequencies through the
millimeter-wave range. But more important
in the future will be the use of these materials as substrates for microwave IC's.
Complete systems can be integrated on a
single slice of ferrite because of its built-in
magnetic properties. The cover photo, taken
at Autonetics, shows a model of the materials' crystal structure—the key to their unique characteristics.

Electronics

Super-ECL:
anew family
page 124

The fastest mass-produced IC's yet—emitter-coupled logic circuits with scaled-down geometry—have a gate propagation
delay of only 1nanosecond. But their speed creates problems
for the equipment designer: he needs elaborate cooling techniques to handle the high power dissipation, and transmissionline interconnections to maintain the speed advantage. And
because the speed of the circuits approaches the accuracy of
the measuring instruments, a correlation of maker and user
tests is difficult.

Hybrid computers help
design control systems
page 132

It takes alot of data to design one of today's complex industrial control systems—and a lot of data processing. The designers can gather the information needed about the industrial
process itself and about the best possible control schemes by
using ahybrid computing facility to develop models, analyze
the dynamic characteristics of actual plant disturbances, investigate new control arrangements, and simulate the process and
the controller before the completed system is shipped to the
customer.

Lasers take along
look underwater
page 140

Narrow, high-powered pulses of blue-green laser light have
more than doubled the range of visibility underwater. But systems that can peer through the ocean are still rather primitive;
it's hard to predict the behavior of light scattered from the
beam by water, organisms, and particles. Knowledge of the
paths and travel times of scattered light could make scanned
laser systems possible and sharpen underwater vision.

Coming
Memories

Electronics IOctober 14, 1968

A series on computer memory technology covering every area
in depth will start in the Oct. 28 issue. The first installment
will include articles on ferrite-core and thin-film memories.
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Advanced technology

Ferrites' attraction
is magnetic and growing
Their unique properties have won these materials aplace in radar
and communications systems; next stop: substrates for microwave IC's

By Richard Gundlach
Military electronics editor

Ferrimagnetic materials, with their nonreciprocal
properties and high magnetism and resistivity, are
cropping up in passive devices for low- and highpower applications at frequencies from 30 megahertz on up into the millimeter-wave range. And
several of them are included in just about every
microwave system built today, performing functions suitable only to the unique characteristics of
ferrites.
In fact, the growing acceptance of these devices
is bound up in the over-all progress of microwave
technology over the past 10 or so years. Compare
present-day electronically tuned wideband ferrite
filters with the mechanical monsters of a decade
ago. Or consider that ferrite isolators and circulators have greatly reduced mismatches in radar
and communications systems, and that they permit
an antenna to be used for transmitting and receiving without transmit-receive tubes.
Among other things:
•Yttrium iron garnet (yig) tuned oscillators are
starting to replace backward-wave oscillators in
frequency-sweep operations.
•Ferrite substrates are being used for microwave integrated circuits, and complete microwave
front ends will soon be fabricated on them.
•A mixture of ferrimagnetic materials and glass
makes it possible to modulate a laser beam at 10
gigahertz.
•Ferrite delay lines are used as dispersive filters
for pulse compression systems.
•Ferrite phase shifters play a leading role in
electronically scanned phased-array antennas.
This list could go on. It might be noted, for
instance, that certain ferrites make excellent contrast material for X-ray diagnosis. When swallowed
by someone having a physical exam, they can be
positioned in the gastro-intestinal tract by an ex-
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ternal magnet. These materials don't react with
stomach acids, and when ingested they can be
accurately held over, say, a peptic ulcer by a
simple "magnetic bandaid."
These are just afew of the jobs being done by
the modern descendants of lodestone; actually there
aren't many passive tasks they can't handle.
Cordon Harrison of the Sperry Rand Corp.'s
Microwave Electronics division feels that the combination of ferrimagnetic substrates and microstrip
techniques will have a great impact on future
microwave devices.
Dwight Caswell, an advanced development and
planning consultant for Melabs, amanufacturer of
circulators and isolators, agrees. He believes stripline techniques are obsolete no matter what substrates are used because of microstrip's lower cost
and better reproducibility. "Of course, right now
we can't get as low an insertion loss in microstrip
as in stripline, but there are ways around this; it's
just amatter of time," he says. Caswell expects 30%
of the market to be in microstrip two years from
now, and predicts that about 90% of all stripline
devices will be converted to microstrip within the
next five years.
Common ground
Ferrite substrates offer the prospect of building
both active and passive, reciprocal and nonreciprocal devices on a single substrate. Recent work at
RCA indicates that ferrimagnetic materials can be
locally doped to yield semiconductor materials with
high mobilities. It should therefore be possible to
dope ferrimagnetic substrates to provide such active devices as amplifiers, oscillators, and switch
drivers, and use the remaining portions of the substrate for passive nonreciprocal and reciprocal devices such as circulators, isolators, attenuators,

Electronics IOctober 14, 1968

Birth of aferrite

The growth of single-crystal ferrites
begins when rare-earth and metallic
oxides and other materials that act
only as a flux are thoroughly mixed
and placed in a platirnium crucible.
After these materials are premelted
and additional powders applied, the
crucible is placed in a furnace and
held at a constant "soak" temperature of approximately 1,300°C for
aday. At the end of the soak period,
the furnace is cooled uniformly-2°
to 3° C an hour when optimizing composition and growth condition, and
0.2° to 0.5° C an hour when growing
larger and better quality crystals.
At 1,065° C, the crucible is rapidly
withdrawn and the excess liquid (flux)
is poured off, leaving the crystals attached to the crucible. The crystal
structure is made up of three types
of sites, which are formed by oxygen
atoms and occupied by the smaller
metal atoms. These crystals are then
cut up and reshaped into spheres or
whatever particular shape is required.
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Mountain range. What appears smooth is really a faceted growth
of an epitaxial ferrite film when magnified 250 times.

Many small magnets. All the separate

Ferrite sandwich. This conductor array

magnetic domains are visible under

is deposited on an epitaxial ferrite substrate and is ready

a high-power microscope.

for a final encapsulation with ferrite.
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phase shifters, and switches. Here are all the ingredients of amicrowave receiving system, including the intermediate-frequency portion, so why not
build the system on aferrite substrate?
Sperry's Harrison asserts that "if you want to
optimize the performance of any microwave system, you're going to end up using ferrite anyway."
He expects the microwave industry's now indispensable machine shop to be replaced by facilities
for the photoetching, vapor plating, and thin-film
deposition techniques developed by the semiconductor industry. Sperry is using their in-house
materials capability to good advantage, tailoring
ferrite characteristics to particular circuit requirements rather than restricting designs to commercially available ferrites.
Ferrite substrates can be sliced directly from
a piece of bulk ferrite, or the ferrite can be deposited on another substrate material through
chemical vapor deposition and sputtering methods.
Sperry makes their substrates by slicing bulk
ferrite into wafers .017 to .040 inch thick and then
lapping the pieces to a 5-micron surface finish.
A 200-to-400-angstrom layer of chrome is vacuum
deposited to provide asurface for a2,500 A layer
of vacuum deposited gold. A 0.2-mil thickness of
gold is electrodeposited and the desired circuit is
exposed on a photoresist layer on the gold. The
excess gold is than etched away, leaving the completed circuit on the ferrimagnetic substrate.
Autonetics is epitaxially
'T' neater
growing thin ferrite films
of yig. J.E. Mee, agroup
scientist, is putting the
ferrite source materials
Substrate
containing
into crucibles placed in Temperature
Zen* I
seed crystals
the vertical arm of achemical T reactor. Each of
20e 2
these source materials is
positioned in aseparately
controllable temperature zone. An inert carrier gas
passing up the vertical arm sweeps the materials
into the reaction zone—the horizontal arm of the
reactor. All the reactant gases then mix over the
seed crystals (substrates) and react on their surfaces.
"We're also looking into growing lithium ferrite
films for NASA," says Mee. 'We plan to continue
growing yig and other ferrite films because we
believe this work is the harbinger of single-crystal
substrates for MIC's.
Bombardment
G.T. Roome, technical director of the microwave
materials and devices group at the Syracuse University Research Corp., explains that his group is
investigating the use of radio-frequency sputtering
techniques to deposit ferrite on thin-film substrates.
This process is really an atom-by-atom transferrence of the original bulk ferrite to asubstrate material. The ferrite material is placed on one electrode and the substrate to be coated on the other.
When an r-f generator creates aglow discharge in
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plasma between the two
electrodes, ions from the
plasma bombard the ferrite material dislodging
some of the surface atoms.
These atoms, attracted to
the opposite electrode,
coat the substrate.
Lee Fletcher, vice president of Ryka Scientific Inc., states: "The next step
in ferrite technology will be the substrate approach.
The advances made today will yield dollars three
years from now.
But although most people in the ferrite field
agree with him, few have immediate plans for much
work in this area. They feel that long-term R&D
is great if you have the money to invest without
realizing an immediate return, or if you're lucky
enough to get Government funding, but they find
neither available. Robert Craig, president of Physical Electronics Laboratories, puts it this way: "It's
difficult for small companies to do much more than
just be aware of this technology."
Charles Fulker, new products manager at Western Microwave Laboratories Inc., agrees that ferrite
substrates are the coming thing, but he adds a
note of caution. "With the possible exception of
yig, which is costly, today's ferrite materials have
high loss tangents," he says. "Bonding the microstrip to them is difficult."
Molecular architecture
The first natural ferrite, lodestone, was formed
by the forces of time and nature. Today's man-made
ferrite begin life as several piles of finely ground
powders. After they're mixed, sintered, pressed,
shaped, and polished, these metallic oxides emerge
as aslab of very dense, brittle, black polycrystalline
magnetic material with aresistivity many millions
of times that of such metal magnetic materials as
iron and nickel-aluminum compounds.
It takes but four days to produce these polycrystalline materials, but around four to six weeks
to grow single-crystal ferrites.
The reason for the magnetism and high resistivity
of ferrimagnetic materials lies in their crystal lattice
structures. Although the crystallographer separates
ferrimagnetic materials
into spinel, garnet, and
Tetrahedral Its
hexagonal categories, the
engineer lumps them un0— Oxygen los
• —Mellon
der the term ferrite.
In each of these structures, the oxygen ions are
arranged to form two or
three distinct sites or
pockets that can be occupied by smaller metal
ions.
Aspinel crystal structure is cubic; all its sides
are of equal area and are at right angles to each
other. There are two possibles sites, called the A
and B, in which the metal atoms take up residence
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Octahedral its
between
the
oxygen
atoms.
The sites are characterized by four oxygen ions
and one metal ion, with
three of the oxygen below
the metal ion and one
above it. The configuration is called tetrahedral;
if lines were drawn connecting all the oxygen
ions, the resulting shape would be a tetrahedron,
a solid figure with four triangular sides.
The B sites, contain six oxygen ions and one
metal ion. Four oxygen ions surround this metal
ion—each at one corner of arectangle. One of the
remaining ions is above the metal ion, the other is
below. Connecting the oxygen ions by lines again
would produce an octahedron, a solid figure with
eight plane surfaces.

Going around in circles

The garnet structure is the same as the spinel
except that it has an additional crystallographic
site containing eight oxygen ions and an ion of
yttrium or arare-earth element such as gadolinium,
holmium, or dysprosium. The site is called dodechadral because the eight-cornered, 12-sided shape
that would be formed by lines between the oxygen
ions is called a dodechadron.
The physical size and, to a lesser degree, the
valence charge of agiven metal ion determines the
site it occupies in the
Oedectdiedrcd late
crys tal
structure.
The
bonding mechanism of
these molecular structures
gives the clue to why ferrites have such high resistivity. Since their crystal structures are ionic—
the electrons of all the
lattice atoms are tightly

FERROMAGNETIC

ANTI FERROMAGNETIC

FERRIMAGNETIC

MAGNETIC
MOMENT

SHIFTING MAGNETIC DOMAINS
CHANGE CAN BE GRADUAL OR ABRUPT

Spinning electrons account for the inherent magnetism of certain materials, including ferrites. Each
of these electrons spins not only about its nucleus
but about its own axis, creating a magnetic field
whose vector is parallel to this axis. The electron
can be thought of as atiny magnet with, according
to quantum mechanics, astrength of 1Bohr magneton.
Electrons are paired in most atoms, and their
magnetism is canceled because each spins in a direction opposite to its mate's. However, in some
materials, such as iron, nickel, and manganese, there
are one or more unpaired electrons and therefore
anet magnetic effect.
In either case, the electrons—atomic magnetic
dipoles—exert a force on each other depending on
their distance apart. This force is so low in some
materials that even the thermal energy at room
temperature is sufficient to overcome it. When this
happens, the magnetic moments of the individual
atoms become randomly oriented and there is no net
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magnetism.
What's in a name? In ferromagnetic materials,
all the magnetic moments of the atoms line up in
the same direction. These lineups aren't exactly
parallel; there are many separate regions of magnetism called domains, each one of which contains
many millions of atoms whose magnetic moments all
point in the same direction. Separated from each
other by "walls," or regions where the net magnetic
moment shifts direction, the domains usually align
themselves in the arrangement that requires the
least amount of energy to maintain.
If the magnetic moments of adjacent atoms in a
material have the same magnitude but align themselves antiparallel to each other, there is no net
magnetization. Such a material is called antiferromagetic. However, all the magnetic movements may
not be of the same strength and even though they
oppose each other, there is a net magnetic effect.
Ferrites are of this type material and are said to be
ferrimagnetic.
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Variations on atheme
Microstrip phase shifters built on ferrite substrates can serve as the basic elements of other
signal-processing components as well as of
complete systems. A phased-array antenna has
been built by the Syracuse University Research Corp. by combining these components
with the phase shifters.

Four-port switchable circulator. This microstrip version

Planar field-displacement isolator. This X-band

of a waveguide phase-shift circulator fabricated on a

device uses two nonreciprocal phase shifters

ferrite substrate can function as a switch, or if two

that feed a resistively loaded coupled line.

ports are terminated,

as a combination isolator and

u

Microwave energy is attenuated in one direction
but suffers little loss in the other.

variable attenuator.

1

1

1I
I1

II I 1m
1.1
u
.

Eight-element phased array. This X-band steerable-array antenna combines phase shifters,
branch-line couplers, and dipole antenna elements on a single ferrite substrate. The
branch-line couplers divide and distribute microwave power from a single source to the
phase shifters. This energy is then phase shifted as it is routed to the radiating elements.
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bound—there are no free electrons to move about
as in the case of metals, and the ferrite looks like
an insulator. Typical resistivities of ferrites range
from 107 to 10 1° ohms centimeters compared to
10 -6 ohms cm for metal magnets and 101°to 10 12
ohms cm for alumina and beryillia.
Works like atop
The gyromagnetic effect common to ferrites
occurs when the material is placed in a d-c magnetic field. The magnetic moments of the spinning
electrons precess about the direction of the applied
d-c field until they line up. If an electromagnetic
wave whose magnetic field is perpendicular to the
d-c field is coupled to the ferrite, the alignment of
the electron magnetic moments is disturbed and
they again precess about the d-c magnetic field. It
is this interaction between the precessing magnetic
moments of the spinning electrons and the alternating magnetic field that produces the phase
changes and attenuation of electromagnetic waves.
Just as a mechanical
top or toy gyroscope pre.
11,
Imbed
cesses or rotates around
molnefic Fie)
an axis when it spins in a
.•
gravitational field, so does
an electron as it orbits
Did
about the nucleus. This
spinning electron has a
magnetic moment, ¡le
•Force of greedy
and an angular momentum that are in opposite directions. If ad-c magnetic field is applied, the magnetic moments of all
the spinning electrons precess at a particular fre-

Similar backgrounds. All these microstrip circuits were
built on ferrite substrates at Seprry Rand's Microwave
Electronics division. The latching coil and microstrip
circuit of a three-port latching circulator are shown at the
upper left. Below that are a nonreciprocal phase shifter,
afive-port junction circulator, and combination hybrid. To thr
right of this is an avalanche and transit-time oscillator
connected to acirculator through an isolator, and a
C-band balanced mixer
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quency in spiral motion about the direction of that
field because of the gyroscopic effect of the angular momentum. Due to the damping factors of the
material, the spirals get smaller and smaller until
the magnetic moment vector points in the direction of the appied field.
The phenomenon is called gyromagnetic or ferromagnetic resonance. When the ferrite material is
magnetized, the gyromagnetic frequency, w, depends on the gyromagnetic ratio, y, and the magnitude of the applied magnetic field. The gyromagnetic ratio is aconstant, but the value depends on
the material's composition; with yig, for example,
the ratio is 2.8 megahertz per oersted.
Although the gyromagnetic resonance frequency
is afunction of the external field, the shape of the
ferrite determines the internal field. The internal
magnetic field of asphere, for instance, is approximately equal to the applied magnetic field, and
the resonant frequency can be changed in alinear
fashion just by changing the applied field.
Tuning ayig sphere to 2Ghz requires amagnetic
field of approximately 715 oersteds. To double the
resonance frequency, the applied d-c field must be
doubled.
The ferrite material has no theoretical upper
frequency limit, but it's impractical to generate the
high magnetic field that would be needed to operate much past 12 Ghz.
The ferrite is placed in aplane of circular polarization, a plane in which the intensity of the r-f
magnetic field is constant but the direction changes
in acircular fashion. Energy is absorbed from the
r-f magnetic field of a circular polarized wave if
that field rotates in the same direction and at the
same frequency as the precessing magnetic moments of the spinning electrons. The amount of
absorbed energy, which depends on the damping
properties of the ferrite material, determines the
angle at which the magnetic electron moments
process about the steady magnetic field.
Breaking the law
The law of reciprocity as applied in passive
circuit analysis doesn't hold true for ferrites operated in the microwave region. The general rule is
that any passive element is reversible; it should
look the same in both directions. But ferrimagnetic materials operated in the microwave region
have violated this law. These materials can pass
energy relatively unimpeded in one direction and
attenuate it in the other.
When apiece of ferrite is placed in the region
of electromagnetic waves, nonreciprocal or reciprocal effects take place depending on where the ferrite
is positioned, the strength of the d-c magnetic bias,
and the polarization of the electromagnetic wave.
Nonreciprocal phase shift takes place when the
ferrite is biased below resonance in the region of
low or even zero permeability, and above resonance
in the high field region, the region where a final
steady state permeability is reached. The differences in the propagation velocity that acircularly
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polarized wave undergoes when travelling through
aferrite material causes the phase shift. The propagation velocity depends on the permeability, which
changes as afunction of direction.
Nonreciprocal attenuation occurs when the ferrite is biased into the region of gyromagnetic resonance, aregion characterized by arapid change in
the attenuation of a circularly polarized electromagnetic wave.
Faraday, or nonreciprocal, rotation of acircularly
polarized wave occurs when the wave's positively
and negatively polarized components undergo different amounts of phase shift. Actually, the plane
of polarization rotates from the original point at
which the wave enters the ferrite material. The
degree of rotation depends upon the strength of the
applied magnetic field and the length of the ferrite
through which the wave passes.
Just as there are nonreciprocal effects when aferrite is positioned at apoint of circular polarization,
reciprocal action takes place if the ferrite is placed
in a region of linear magnetic-field polarization.
Since alinearly polarized wave is just two circularly
polarized waves combined, the phase shifts will be
the same regardless of the direction in which the
wave is propagated.
The most common reciprocal effects are phase
shift, which occurs when the ferrite is properly
positioned and biased in the low or high field
regions, and attenuation, which results when the
ferrite is properly biased into the region of gyromagnetic resonance.
Basic properties
Ferrimagnetic materials of current interest generally fall into four categories,—polycrystalline ferrites, single-crystal gamets, ferrites of ahexagonal
crystal structure, and antiferromagnetic materials.
Regardless of category, all the materials have such
properties as saturation magnetization, 4771%/1 4 Curie
temperature. 're;linewidth, AH; and anisotropy.
Saturation magnetization is the point at which

Wide circulation.
Waveguide
circulators handle
peak powers of 1
kilowatt and average
powers of 10 watts
from 3 Ghz to
18 Ghz.
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41111111k
Hybrid approach. The next generation of yig-tuned devices will be designed to
connect directly into other microwave integrated circuits.

Decade tuning. The filter at the right is 1/5th the
size of the standard device, but doesn't sacrifice any
of its big brother's 1-to-12.4-Ghz tuning range.

even if the external
field is further increased. The saturation magnetization decreases with temperature rises until the
Curie temperature is reached, at which point there
is no net magnetism. It is afactor to be considered
when selecting material bccause it determines the
lowest frequency at which filters and limiters can
operate. For most ferrites, the lowest operating frequency in megahertz is approximately equal to the
saturation magnetization in gauss, which in ferrite
materials ranges from almost 0to 5,000 gauss.
net magnetism stops increasing
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The linewidth determines the relative loss of a
ferrimagnetic material. It is most important when
building filters because
the material's unloaded
Power
Q, and hence the device's absorbed
from
insertion loss, depends R-F
field
upon it. Linewidth, usually measured at gyromagnetic resonance and
Applied modnefic field
commonly referred to as
ferromagnetic linewidth, is analogous to the 3-db
bandwidth of atypical single-stage filter response.
It is the width, in oersteds, of the resonant absorption peak, measured between the points at which
the power absorption is half its resonant value.
Linewidth is strongly dependent upon the surface finish of the material; the higher the polish,
the narrower the linewidth, because microwave
energy is reflected by surface pits and inclusions.
It is therefore essential that ayig sphere used for
filters be very highly polished.
How do you know a sphere is sufficiently polished? Walter Venator of Litton Industries' Airtron
division puts it this way: "When you look at a
sphere through amicroscope and see your eyeball
staring back at you, it's polished." He adds, however, that "we measure each sphere to determine
the actual linewidth." Single-crystal yig spheres
have linewidths as narrow as 0.3 oersted; linewidths
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for polycrystalline ferrites can range from 10 to
5,000 oersteds.
Anisotropy is that property of magnetic materials
that tends to align the magnetic spins along acertain crystal axis. For example, it's easier to magnetize single-crystal yig in one certain direction,
then in another. Logically, these directions are
called the easy and hard axes.
The very high anisotropy fields in some hexagonal ferrites provide built-in biasing. They drastically reduce the size of the external magnet that
would otherwise be required for millimeter-wave
operations—or can even eliminate the magnet.

by substituting either
aluminum or gallium ions
for some iron ions; the size
of the reduction depends
on the amount of substitution. Ferrimagnetic resonance linewidth and dielectric loss are also functions of the material's composition and can be
controlled in asimilar manner.
Polycrystalline ferrites are available with saturation magnetizations of from less than 100 to 5,000
gauss, and with linewidths of 20 to 5,000 oersteds.
This wide linewidth is the main disadvantage of
this material. Yig, the most widely used single-crysSubstitutes get to play
tal material, is characterized by extremely narrow
All the characteristics of ferrimagnettc materials
linewidths, which make it particularly useful for
can be changed by chemically substituting the
high Q filters, low-loss substrates, and delay lines.
atoms of other materials for some of the iron atoms.
The main drawbacks of this material are its cost,
There is awide range of both pure and substi- the difficulty in growing the large crystals required
tuted ferrite material available today. Most profor delay lines and substrates, and the large exterducers of ferrites offer awide choice of properties, nal magnetic field that's needed to achieve gyroand some will fabricate the material to a custo- magnetic resonance at higher frequencies.
mer's specifications.
Hexagonal ferrites are complex compositions of
For example, the saturation magnetization of pure barium oxide, iron oxide, and one or more comyig can be lowered from 1,780 gauss to near 0 binations of transition elements such as nickel,

Duplexer. A circulator permits the simultaneous use

Tuning aid. A tuned circulator minimizes the

of a transmitter and receiver with one antenna.

interaction between any two active stages.

INPUT

TUNNEL
DIODE

'04

4
AMPLIFIED
OUTPUT

Isolation. Two three-port circulators separate input
and output, isolating amplifier from mismatches.

INPUT
Traffic cops. These ferrite circulators and isolators
direct and control the flow of r-f energy over

Power divider. Three three-port circulators split the

a range from vhf through K band.

input equally between the two output ports.
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manganese, zinc, magnesium, and cobalt. The resulting crystal structures have anisotropy fields as
high as 50,000 oersteds.
Three forms of anisotropy occur in these hexagonal materials; uniaxial, planar, and conical.
Conical anisotropy needn't be considered; it rarely
occurs, and then over small temperature ranges.
There is great interest in those materials with
uniaxial or planar characteristics, however. With
their high
anisotropy
fields, uniaxial materials
onis
promise to find use in
hesoponed
resonant isolators, phase
shifters, limiters, and other such devices, particu- P1anor
eexosonel
larly at millimeter-wave anisette/
frequencies. And planar
materials will be most
useful in low-frequency
phase shifters and other
devices requiring large
initial permeability. Also, since their magnetic moments can be switched easily, they can provide
microwave switches and harmonic generators.
There is one hangup, though. The hexagonalcrystal ferrites suffer from a serious temperature
stability problem that must be solved before they
can become practical and tackle these applications.
Single-crystal or polycrystalline ferrites have
little or no anisotropy
50
field, and therefore need
« 40
an external magnet to
e c,
supply the entire magnetic field required for
biasing to gyromagnetic
10
resonance. But external
o 5 10 15 20
field requirements are reApplied aefeetle field (He )
duced by the magnitude
flo ello-oersledel
of the anisotropy field
ie •y11,1_,,
Plume — et •y[11 ...0, ,411.. e
with uniaxial material,
and by not quite the full
Ueisslel — • • [11 ,+ H ]
value of the anisothropy
N h If 10,000 oersteds
field with planar material.
If the hexagonal-crystal ferrites were selected
so that their anisotropy fields ranged from 0 to
50,000 gauss, multiple filters could be constructed
that would theoretically tune from d-c past 100 Ghz
from one tuning drive circuit.
The anisotropy fields of antiferromagnetic materials are extremely high, but highly nonlinear as
well. The fields are so high, in fact, that these materials can operate at infrared frequencies with
little or no applied magnetic field.
One such material that's received some attention
is rubidium nickel fluoride. Russian experimenters
claim they have produced this ferrite with linewidths as low as 1.5 oersteds. Although this material
shows promise, it too has asevere temperature stability problem, even at room temperature. In fact,
its Curie temperature is below the actual temperature of dry ice.
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The technology has along way to go in this area.
Calcium vanadium bismuth iron garnet and zinc Y
compounds show promise, but unless Governmentsponsored research is increased, these materials
will remain just that—promising. "Much could be
accomplished if only a small percentage of the
money spent on developing semiconductors was directed to ferrite research," declares Roome of Syracuse University Research.
Follow the arrows
Among the specific devices using ferrirnagnetic
materials, the most versatile are circulators.
Just as atraffic circle controls the flow of traffic,
so acirculator directs the flow of electromagnetic
energy. The basic unit is a passive, symmetrical,
three-port device that makes use of the nonreciprocal permeability of ferrites.
With no applied field, the permeability of aferrite material is the same regardless of the direction
taken by electromagnetic energy. But when amagnetic field is applied, the ferrite displays adifferent
permeability for aclockwise polarized electromagnetic wave than for acounter-clockwise wave. This
is the principle under which circulators and isolators pass electromagnetic energy unimpeded in one
direction and attenuate it in another.
For example, consider
a three-port circulator
whose direction of circulation is clockwise from
port one to port three. If
an r-f signal enters port
one, it will circulate and
leave port two relatively
unattenuated, no energy will be coupled out of port
three if port two is terminated.
Because of the circulator's symmetry, energy that
enters at port two emerges at port three with very
little attenuation, but is attenuated at port one, the
amount of attenuation depending on how good the
termination of the other ports is. Typically, the
isolation between ports is 20 db for avoltage standing-wave ratio of 1.25:1.
A circulator's performance is thus judged on the
basis of forward loss, reverse loss, and vswr.
Forward loss—commonly called insertion loss
and expressed in decibels—is the amount of attenuation a signal suffers in going from one port to
the next in the direction of circulation. Reverse loss
is the attenuation experienced by asignal moving
from one port to the next in a direction opposite
to the normal circulation flow.
The vswr is the ratio one would see looking into
any one port with the other ports terminated resistively in the circulator's characteristic impedance.

A four-port circulator can be made by combining
two three-port circulators. Similarly afive-port circulator results when three are combined.
Circulators are built into waveguide and coaxial
structures and are made of stripline and microstrip
circuits. They can function as switches, duplexers,
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RECEIVER

Tight squeeze. A yig delay line is used as a
Slimmed down. Fixed, repetitive, and variable micro-

dispersive filter in a pulse compression system.

wave acoustic delay devices operate from uhf through
X band. The two-port unit at the left replaces the
huge waveguide type shown in the background.

OSCILLOSCOPE

I TUNED
OSCILLATOR

Swept panoramic receiver. A yig
of a frequency range with

high

SWEEP
DRIVER

dispersive filter is at the heart of a system that allows the rapid scanning
sensitivity and frequency

and, if the middle port is terminated in the proper
impedance, as isolators, which act as a one-way
street rather than a traffic circle.
The devices are used,
among other things, to
isolate
receivers
from
transmitters when acommon antenna is used.
Combinations of circulators can connect two receivers and two transmitters to a common antenna and switch one in if
the other fails. And two three-port circulators between the input and output of anegative-resistance
amplifier can minimize mismatches.
Isolators and circulators also serve to buffer the
stages of amultiplier chain, greatly reducing alignment time and permitting the replacement of diodes
or transistors without complete realignment.
Circulators and isolators have been built that
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resolution.

operate from 100 Mhz to more than 140 Ghz with
bandwidths of 5% to 35%. Waveguide circulators
have been operated at peak powers of 10 megawatts and at greater than 2 kilowatts of average
power. The average power depends on the amount
of heat sinking and cooling employed; heat must be
removed from the ferrite.
Yig does it best
As for filters, microwave ferrimagnetic devices
can search out signals over octave and multioctave
bandwidths, and do it electronically in arapid linear
fashion. Of course, tuneable filters have been built
using semiconductors and varactors, but not with
satisfactory circuit Q's over wide tuning ranges.
Also, they require complicated compensating networks to achieve tuning linearity.
The best filter performance has generally been
achieved with polished yig or gallium-doped yig
spheres. Highly polished single crystals of pure
yig material exhibit very narrow linewidths, afac-
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Everything follows. The filters and oscillator are
driven from the same tuning circuitry, improving
tracking accuracy, even with temperature changes,
because all the circuits are affected the same way.

RF
INPUT

YIG-TUNED
FILTER

THRESHOLD
DETECTOR
THRESHOLD
LEVEL SET
INHIBIT
PULSE

CURRENT
DRIVER

RAMP
GENERATOR

FREQUENCY
READ OUT

Automatic scanning wavemeter. The yig-tuned filter is
electronically swept over a multioctave frequency range
by a linearly increasing ramp current. If an r-f signal
is detected, the ramp current is stopped and the
frequency, which is proportional to the ramp current
value, appears on the readout display.

tor that makes the material useful as a high Q
resonator; unloaded Q's of 3,000 at frequencies
ranging from 5 to 70 Ghz are not uncommon.
At room temperature, pure yig has a saturation
magnetization of approximately 1,780 gauss, as
noted earlier, and a Curie temperature of 275°C.
This allows operation at temperatures in excess of
100°C and at frequencies from approximately 1,780
Mhz through the millimeter range. The ferrite itself has no inherent high-frequency limitations, but
the large magnetic field necessary for operation
above 10 Ghz would require very large magnets.
Filters of pure yig work very well above 1,780
Mhz, but the production of lower-frequency devices
requires the substitution of gallium or some other
material for some of the iron atoms. The amount
of material substituted determines the reduction
in saturation magnetization.
For example, if a certain amount of gallium is
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substituted for some of the iron in the pure yig
material, the initial saturation magnetization might
change to 300 gauss, the linewidth to 2.2 ostereds,
and the Curie temperature to 150°C.
Electro/Data Inc. of
Garland, Texas, is using
What Size 8
weight specs 7
gallium - doped
yig
spheres in filters for frequencies as low as 90
Mhz. The company has a
filter that tunes from 120
to 275 Mhz and has an
instantaneous bandwidth
of 25 Mhz and an insertion loss of 1 db. It
also offers filters tuneable
from 0.1 to 20 Ghz in
decade and octave bands.
Other manufacturers such as the Watkins-Johnson Co., Scientific Atlanta, Physical Electronics
Laboratories, Ryka Scientific, and Honig Laboratories offer one-, two-, and four-stage yig-tuned
filters covering arange from 500 Mhz to 26 Ghz,
but they can build them to operate at up to 40 Ghz.
These filters usually cover octave bandwidths, although multioctave ranges-1 to 12 Ghz—are available. Bill Honig, vice president of Honig Labs, expects the octave type to be obsoleted as soon as
the multioctave filters match their performance over
the entire range.
N. Peter Albrecht, an engineer at Watldns-Johnson, predicts that yig filters will cover 1to 26 Ghz,
and eventually from 1-to-40-Ghz. He concedes,
though, that further improvements in the properties
of yig spheres and greater uniformity of magnetic
fields are needed before these ranges can be realized.
Watkins-Johnson and Physical Electronics Labs
offer dual-channel bandpass filters covering octave
ranges from approximately 0.5 through 12.4 Ghz.
These units are just two independent two-stage yig
filter sections in acommon package, but they are
much more versatile than single filters. The filter
sections can be used in series to achieve the selectivity of afour-stage device, or separately as preand post-selector filters for atransistor or travelingwave-tube amplifier. Also, since both filters operate from acommon tuning current and are in the
same package, tracking is very close and frequency
can be offset.
The price of atwo-stage yig filter now runs from
$1,000 to $2,000, depending on specifications. Most
manufacturers predict lower prices in the near future, but Ryka Scientific recently brought the future
a little closer. It's offering a 1-to-12.4-Ghz, twostage reciprocal bandpass filter at $880 in small
quantities, and hopes the device will find general
use in laboratories as asignal sorter.
Most people making yig filters feel that growth
in this area will parallel the growth in the overall microwave business. Since yig filters are costly,
today's market is primarily military; even those
devices that wind up in the laboratory are usually
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Swept microwave oscillator. Combination of Gunn
diode, a yig sphere, and an electromagnet produces
at least 50 milliwatts of c-w power from 6 to 12 Ghz.

bought under defense contracts. But the future of
the industry lies in attracting a consumer market.
That market will ultimately fall to the first
large manufacturer that
can automate the fabrication process, according to
Lee Fletcher, avice president of Ryka Scientific.
Fletcher forecasts that
"this business will go
something like the lightbulb business. How many manufacturers of light
bulbs are there today? Maybe two or three, and
they're tooled up so they can make them for next to
nothing. This is the way the ferrite market will end
up, but right now there's still achance for the small
company with enough initiative and drive to grab
some of the market if it can follow through. Sperry Rand's Microwave Electronics division
and Watkins-Johnson have built yig filters on substrates, and Watkins-Johnson is studying the feasibility of making thin-film yig filters. The basic
problem here is that although the sphere is the
best shape for filter applications, it doesn't lend
itself to substrate fabrication. An external magnet
and an air gap around the sphere approximately
three times the sphere's diameter are required for
satisfactory performance; asmaller air gap creates
spurious responses and cuts Q value.
Protectors
Limiters can protect sensitive receivers from
burnout and maintain the output power levels of
microwave oscillators.
Diodes, with their nonlinear conduction characteristics, can do the job, but their performance falls
off in the microwave region. Ferrimagnetic devices
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have no such fear of heights, and they have some
unique limiting properties as well. Devices made
of single-crystal yig and of yig materials with substituted atoms, perform as low-level, —25-dbm and
high-level, —5-to-+20-dbm limiters. Their exact
operation depends on frequency and on how tightly
the r-f energy is coupled to the ferrite material.
Low-level, or coincidence, limiters are really
filters that have the ability to suppress a large
signal without affecting smaller signals only afew
megahertz away. If these devices weren't used, a
large unwanted signal could saturate areceiver.
This frequency-selective limiting takes place only
between frequencies either approximately equal to
the saturation magnetization or double that value.
Pure yig material will operate as a coincidence
limiter from 1,800 to 3,600 Mhz.
The high-level, or premature-decline, limiters
aren't frequency selective. However, they don't
have a high-frequency limit and can therefore be
used over multioctaves. Filters that exhibit premature-decline limiting and that tune from 2 to
18 Mhz are available, and limiters have been built
to operate in the uhf region.
Another device made possible by yig-tuned filters is amicrowave discriminator that can electronically tune over octave bandwidths. Such a discriminator, using two filters offset acertain amount
about a center frequency, linearizes the tuning
of microwave oscillators and provides direct frequency readouts with wavemeter accuracy. Both
these functions are performed at microwave frequencies; there's no need for complicated conversion of the frequency to alower one.
Tuned oscillators
On another front, the emergence of transistors
and diodes capable of operating at microwave frequencies has made yig filters a natural for linear,
tuneable, solid state oscillators. There are yigtuned oscillators available now that tune over octave ranges from 0.5 to 4Ghz using transistors, and
past X band using Impatt and Gunn diodes; the
upper frequency is limited by the active device,
not by the yig filter.
Watkins-Johnson, Physical Electronics Labs, and
Electro/Data are working on yig-tuned oscillators,
and Varian Associates recently built a yig-tuned
Gunn-diode oscillator that tunes from 6to 12 Ghz.
It produces 112 milliwatts between 6.9 and 8.5
Ghz and 50 mw at the high end of the range.
These oscillators may be used in wideband systems as exciters for transmitters, sweep generators,
and programable frequency sources for digitally
tuned receivers and transmitters.
The main advantages of yig-tuned oscillators
over varactor-tuned devices is the ease with which
they can be tracked; no linearizing network is required. And since the frequency-versus-tuning current of these yig devices is very linear—±-0.20%
in P band, ±-0.1% in L and S band—tracking and
frequency readout circuitry can be simple. Also,
because yig is a high-Q resonator, the oscillator
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frequency is quite insensitive to changes in the
transistor's supply voltage. For a 1-volt change in
the supply voltage, the oscillator shifts less than
0.3 Mhz.
Although the long-term stability of these oscillators is typically 50 parts per million, any ripple
on the tuning current supply will produce incidental frequency modulation on the carrier. But if
the yig-tuned oscillator is phase locked, a shortterm stability of three parts in 10 8 can be achieved.
But for all the advantages afforded by these yig.
tuned devices, there are disadvantages.
Residual f-m is mainly due to tuning current
ripple and pickup on the tuning coil leads. For
example, 1 microampere of ripple on the tuning
current supply produces approximately 5 to 10
khz of f-m for typical tuning sensitivities of 5 to
10 Mhz per milliamp. These devices thus need
well-filtered current drivers and shielded leads.
Companies working on yig-tuned oscillators generally see abright future for the devices. But Bill
Honig asserts that "while this may be true, Ican't
see any present market for them. They're just too
expensive. You can buy avaractor-tuned transistor
oscillator with a frequency linearizer for about
$400, whereas yig-tuned devices cost upwards of
$1,000." Honig is more optimistic about yig-tuned
Impatt oscillators, but he notes that "yig filters
limit at relatively low levels. High-power devices
require techniques that get around this problem."
Phase shifters
The introduction of phased-array antenna systems has generated a need for small, inexpensive
reciprocal phase shifters that have ahigh figure of
merit—phase shift per decibel of loss. The reciprocal type is favored for this application because it
can handle the transmit and receive functions without being switched.
Ferrite phase shifters are available in waveguide,
coaxial, stripline, and microstrip types, but the
latter is best suited to the job. The microstrip devices can be reciprocal or nonreciprocal and can
be operated in either analog or latched modes.
The reciprocal microstrip phaser has a figure of
merit of 20° to 100°/db for latched operation. The
nonreciprocal phaser's figure is typically 200°/db
Though these figures or merit fall short of the
500°/db achieved by waveguide types, they do compare with the 200°/db typical of diode phase
shifters.
Engineers at Sperry Rand are developing reciprocal and nonreciprocal microstrip phase shifters
on ferrite substrates. And Syracuse University Research, supported by the Avionics Laboratory at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, has developed
an X-band, eight-element, linear phased-array antenna feed in which microstrip phase shifters,
branch-line couplers, and even the dipole antenna
elements are on asingle ferrite substrate. According to the company, nonreciprocal phasers now
provide adifferential phase shift of 380° for about
2.5 db of insertion loss.
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Solid state devices using a 1-centimeter yig rod
give the same 1-microsecond delay provided by
1,000 feet of coaxial cable or waveguide. The reason:
they use acoustic waves, which propagate 10,000
times slower than electromagnetic waves.
Yig delay lines are lightweight, highly reliable
devices that find applications in electronic countermeasure systems, target simulators, radar calibrators, memory and fusing systems, and wherever
else microwave delay is needed. And because of
their magnetoelastic properties, these delay lines
can produce continuously variable delay times when
the intensity of an applied magnetic field is
changed. Such devices, used as pulse compression
filters, have been built with bandwidths of several
hundred megahertz and 300:1 compression ratios.
Frank Olson, associate director of engineering
at Microwave Electronics, puts the market for yig
delay lines along way off—somewhere in the 1970's.
He does see a big role for the lines in future
systems, however. "Today's pulse compression systems use low-frequency delay lines, meaning that
the microwave signal has to be converted to alower
frequency. This severely restricts the bandwidth.
The low-frequency delay lines may be adequate
for many functions, but they will never do for
the ultrahigh bandwidths needed by tomorrow's
high-capacity data systems."
One way to get ferrite
technology off the technician's workbench and into
the mainstream of technological advance is to
use computers in device
design. Such a step has
been taken jointly by
Sperry Rand's Microwave
Electronics division and
the Georgia Institute of Technology.
Using a mathematical model, their computer
predicts the loss and phase characteristics of a
ferrite device in terms of such material parameters
as linewidth, anisotropy field, and remanent and
saturation magnetization. One advantage of this
analytical approach to design is that any change in
device performance stemming from the material's
characteristics or shape can be tracked to its
source, parameter by parameter.
It's clear that if ferrites are to compete in future
markets, the "cut-and-try" methods of today must
be scrapped. Computers may indeed be the key to
the materials' future.

This overview of ferrite materials, devices, and
applications is the first of aseries. Future articles
will focus on such topics as materials for microwave devices; ferrite substrates for MIC's; yigtuned oscillators; ferrite circulators, phase shifters and delay lines; and the design of yig filters.
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Circuit design

Designer's casebook
Resonance effects yield
in-circuit capacitance checks
By C.H. Ristad
International Business Machines Corp., Endicott, N.Y.

test circuit based on sensing a capacitor's resonant action with inductors can be used to measure
the capacitance values even when the capacitor
is in the circuit. The scheme can also be used to
automatically check out printed-circuit modules,
because it isn't sensitive to shunting resistance and

A

the voltages used aren't high enough to affect
semiconductor junction. The circuit shown can
handle capacitances between 1and 10 microfarads.
In testing capacitors on ap-c board, the board's
connector terminals are applied to the input of the
amplifier in sequence. To start a test, two solid
state switches are turned on, one corresponding to
acard pin connected to the capacitor's positive terminal, the other to the card pin connected to the
negative terminal.
A floating 26-volt power supply and two seriesconnected resistors supply aconstant current of 65
milliamperes through the six series-connected inductors. When the capacitor is connected across the
input terminals, it and the inductors form a tank
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Testing. The unknown capacitor and the inductors form a tank circuit that generates a damped sinusoidal
pulse. This is amplified by Qi and Q.: and squared by the p7 10 comparator. The output turns on
constant-current source (Q5) that charges C.. The unknown capacitance is proportional to the voltage across C..
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e
circuit that generates a damped sinusoidal wave
with a frequency inversely proportional to the
capacitance. This wave is amplified by adifferential
/
‘
amplifier (Q1 and Q2). Transistor Q3 provides an
/
\
emitter-follower output for increased drive capabil/
•
..••
/
.........
I
%'t
ity, and the amplified signal is squared by the It710
I\
I INPUT WAVEFORM
differential comparator.
‘.../
The comparator's output turns on a solid state
switch for the duration of the first pulse, which is
one quarter of the sine wave and is the minimum
time in which to make ameasurement. This gates
a constant current source (Q 5)into capacitor C3,
which charges up on alinear voltage ramp. At the
end of the sine wave's first-quarter cycle, the voltage across C3 is read by a digitizer. This voltage
p. 710 OUTPUT
is proportional to the pulse width, which, in turn,
is proportional to the capacitance.
The comparator's output is also fed to logic circuits that sense the end of the first pulse so the
capacitor can then be disconnected from the input.
The 65-ma current develops 117 millivolts across
the inductors, which have ad-c resistance of only
C3 WA VE FORM
0.3 ohm each. This voltage is the maximum impressed on the capacitor, and because it's less than
the forward turn-on voltage of a semiconductor
Square and integrate. The unknown capacitor's
junction, the measurement can be made inderesonance waveform is squared on the first
pendent of any shunting transistors or diodes. Bequarter cycle sets the charging time of Ca.
cause the inductors have a high Q, the measurement is changed very little by shunting resistance.
For 0.1 4, a shunting resistance has negligible
effect if greater than 500 ohms, and for 10 p.f, the
shunting resistance can be as low as 100 ohms.
common-mode rejection. The reference input of the
In the differential amplifier, acurrent source (Q 4) comparator is biased slightly positive to provide a
replaces the common-emitter resistor for improved
noise-rejection threshold.

_n

Low-distortion limiter
uses IC operational amplifier
By Ralph Glasgal
Siemens AG Munich,

West

Germany

An audio-frequency wideband limiter can be built
around an integrated-circuit operational amplifier—
in this case RCA's CA 3030, adevice typical of the
general-purpose, low-cost, high-gain amplifiers now
readily available.
A good limiter circuit should limit on millivolt
input signals but shouldn't be damaged or distorted
by higher input voltages. It should also produce
symmetrical square waves with as little even harmonic content as possible, regardless of input voltage. Below its limiting threshold, it should provide
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clean sine waves and be stable.
The circuit shown begins to limit at an input
of 0.4 millivolts, is not affected by input signals
up to 6volts peak to peak, operates linearly below
the clipping point without oscillation or other instability, and, because of the external clipper and
feedback arrangement, generates less than 0.3%
second harmonic distortion over a dynamic range
of 54 decibels or 2% over adynamic range of 78 db.
The CA 3030 is rated for an input voltage swing
of from —8 volts to +1 volt. If the input is biased
to approximately —4 volts, therefore, the input signal's dynamic range will be appreciably increased.
As afurther precaution against loading of the signal source by the input of the integrated circuit
on large positive excursions, pin 2of the IC is also
returned to —4 volts. This connection reduces the
input stage current and prevents saturation with
high positive peaks, thus keeping C3 from developing any distorting bias as aresult of input circuit
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clamping. Filtered bias voltage is supplied by Rz,
R3,and Co. C2 enhances the low-frequency stability
of the circuit if the —4-volt supply impedance isn't
small enough at frequencies close to d-c.
The output impedance of this operational amplifier and its peak saturated output voltages are a
complicated function of the input signal's polarity
and amplitude. To operate the diode clipper as
linearly and symmetrically as possible, it's desirable to reduce the variation in the amplifier's output circuit parameters.
Pin 8is connected to pin 12 in order to hold the
output impedance on negative excursions to something approaching its value on positive excursions.
R4,which drives a simple diode clipper, is then
made large enough to swamp the smaller impedance
variations. DI is used to keep the output voltage

symmetrical about the output clipper bias voltage
of —4 volts.
Without the diode, the positive output voltage,
with the amplifier far overdriven, is a function of
the peak positive input voltage.
With the diode, the average output voltage at
both large and small input levels stays much closer
to the bias voltage at which the diode clipper operates. R4 and the diodes D2, D3, D4, and D5 form
the clipper. The number of diodes determines the
output level, but in all cases, the diodes must clip
before the operational amplifier if good symmetry
is to be maintained.
Finally, R1 and Ci provide d-c feedback of the
average output voltage and eliminate the effect of
any input offset voltage. C4 is ahigh-frequency stabilization capacitor.

To the
It. An inalraterilperatiel amplifier driving resistor R, and a series string of clipping
diodes forms an audio-frequency limiter. The circuit begins to limit at an input level of 0.4 millivolts
and can handle up to G volts peak to peak. Harmonic distortion is low.

Shunt regulator provides
dual output voltages
By Alfred J. Mayle
General Precision Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif.

A shunt regulator can be built to provide any combination of positive and negative output voltages,
whose sum is equal to the output of asingle regulated power supply.
Input El,„ obtained from a regulated power
supply whose output is floating with respect to
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ground, equals the sum of the magnitudes of the
required positive and negative output voltages
(+E.1 and —Eout)•
Transistors Q1 and Q2 form adifferential amplifier, which compares the desired ground reference
with ground. The reference is formed by the voltage
divider, consisting of R2,R3,and R4.By changing
the values of Ro, R4,and Ei„, the ground reference
can be changed to provide any combination of
+E„,01 and —Eout•
Usually, R3 is kept smaller than Ro and R4 and is
adjusted to compensate for their tolerances. If R3 is
assumed to equal 0, then
Fk.ut -= Eta (

R2

R2 + R4 )
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Ecout =

Eln (

R4

R2 +

R4 )

The current through the divider should be many
times the base current of Q.. Transistor Q3 provides
additional gain and shifts the d-c level to drive
the complementary shunt regulators,
and Q.
Resistors R7 and R8 improve the bias stability of
Q4 and Q.
The maximum current through the shunt transistors, Q4 and Q5, equals the maximum difference in
current drawn from the positive and negative outputs of the shunt regulator. The current rating of
Q.

Q2
2N1711

Qt
N 2N1711

FINE
VOLTAGE
ADJUST
R5

Eb,

RI

R2

R3

R4

R5

Re

R7

R8 +Lit +Eout

18 68k 6.2k lk 3.0k 1.6k 390 5

5

12

24 68k 5.6k 1k 5.6k 3.3k 750 5

5

12

6
12

the regulated power supply must be at least equal
to the greater maximum current to be drawn from
either the positive or negative output.
The values shown are for an Eh of 24 volts and
18 volts with adual shunt regulator output of ± 12
volts and +12, —6 volts, respectively. The maxi-

Variety. Shunt regulator provides any
combination of positive and negative outpu
tages from aitgle rzlated supply.

i

mum current difference is 500 milliamperes. Transistor Q3 should be mounted in aheat sink.

Third-order active filter
uses three transistors
By Paul Bildstein
Ecole Breguet, Paris

Only three identical RC networks and three lowcost unity-gain transistors are needed to provide a
sharp-cutoff low-freqency filter.
Transistors Q1 and Qo are buffers before the
second and third RC networks. Q3 provides afeedback voltage through the second capacitor.
The gain of this circuit is given by the relation:
with wo —
CO0

1
RC

The plot of output voltage versus frequency is thus
a third-order Butterworth curve—a maximally flat
response with auniform 18-decibel-per-octave rolloff after a cutoff frequency of f
o = 1
/ 71-RC. By
2
simultaneously varying the three R resistances, the
response curve can be shifted over a wide frequency range.
The matched pair of complementary transistors,
(Q1 Q2) minimize temperature drift,
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All together. By adjusting the three R resistors
at the same time, the response of the active
Met GIULlati.nhirted over a wide range.

By permuting R and C, ahigh-pass filter of the
same type is obtained, and band pass filters can
thus be designed in asimilar frequency ranges.
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SIMPLIFY YOUR "MAKE OR BUY" DECISIONS
with DATECON Components & Assemblies
Compare our prices and see what we mean!

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
ELECTRONICS, INC.
P.O. Box 647

Waltham, Mass. 02154

DECODE/DISPLAYS

COUNT/DISPLAYS

The DATECON Decode/Display Module provides decimal
readout on the familiar coldcathode neon tube. The unit
accepts 4-Line 8421 BCD Code
at typical I.C. logic levels and
is designed for minimum center-to-center spacing in multidecade arrays.

The DATECON Count/Display Module is capable of
unidirectional decimal base
counting to 15 MC. The count
is displayed directly on areadout tube of the familiar coldcathode neon type. The unit
also provides 4-Line 8421 BCD
coded output, and incorporates
reset and carry functions.

Display and Count
MEMORY MODULES
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Complete Series -Low Cost

PS-200 POWER SUPPLY
The Datecon Model PS-200
in specifically designed to
power the integrated circuit line of Counter/Dinplay and Decode/DisPlaY
modules und aesemblieS.
It provides an unregulated
+200 volts DC for resol out tubes and regulated
4-5.5 volts for the circuit requirements.
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am» os ilslately I2 decade,.
decode/dinplaYn.
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COMPLETE ASSEMBLIES For DECODE/DISPLAY,
COUNT DISPLAY And MEMORY MODULES
Price includes Bezel Assembly, Readout Tubes and decode drivers — ready for
panel mounting.
Shown D-103
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(100 quantity
3 Decades)

BEZELS And HOUSINGS May Be PURCHASED SEPARATELY
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Integrated electronics

Super-ECL speeds signals
New logic family is fastest yet, with 1-nanosecond delay, but requires
transmission-line connections and special cooling techniques

By Marvin R. Byrd, William H. Julitz, Paul M. Lee, and Curtis D. Phillips
Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., Phoenix, Ariz.

Real-time systems—pattern recognition, signature
analysis and terrain avoidance, for example—have
given impetus to the evolution of faster and faster
logic circuits. Even in ordinary data processing,
there's a constant demand for higher speeds. Motorola, using emitter-coupled logic as the foundation, now offers the fastest integrated circuits
commercially available. Called MECL 3, these logic
circuits have propagation delays of about 1nanosecond [Electronics, April 15, 1968].
Emitter-coupled logic is clearly superior to all
other known logic circuit configurations when speed
is the prime requirement. Both in theory and in
practice, it's the only configuration that can give
1-nsec performance at high manufacturing yield.
The cost of this speed is power. The new MECL3 family requires approximately 80 milliwatts per
gate function with complementary output at maximum load. Transistor-transistor logic, on the other
hand, requires only about 40 mw per gate at 5-nsec
delay time (probably the speed limit for TTL circuits). But even though the power requirement
for ECL seems high in absolute terms, the configuration has no peer in terms of speed-power product.
A gate circuit is available in sample quantities,
and production is expanding. A flip-flop also has
been introduced; later more complex IC's will be
manufactured.

an emitter depth of only 0.5 micron was too short
for adequate control. New processing techniques
had to be developed to make such dimensions
possible with acceptable yield.
With such a shallow emitter, the base diffusion
must be correspondingly thin. This is really ablessing in disguise because it permits athinner epitaxial
collector region, and all the diffusions—collector
contact and isolation, as well as emitter and base—
spread out laterally far less than they would for a
deep diffusion. The transistors are smaller, the junction and input capacitances are less, the propagation delay in the collector is reduced, and more
transistors can be built in agiven area of the chip.
To further improve the speed of the circuits, the
base contact is highly doped to cut down the
extrinsic base resistance. This lower series resistance reduces the propagation delay in the base of
the gate transistor, increases the gain-bandwidth
product f
T of the emitter-follower transistor, and
ultimately reduces the propagation delay in the
emitter follower.
To preserve the very low propagation delay, it
was necessary to use two supply lines: Yee° for the
output devices and Vcc for the bias driver and gate
circuit. They prevent current transients, caused by
unbalanced loads on the output devices, from being
coupled to the gate and bias driver.

Internal delays

Termination

The key to high speed IC's is the design and
fabrication of the transistors in the basic gate circuit; the transistors must have small geometries
and the fabrication processes must be compatible
with them.
Scaling down conventional ECL geometry for the
1-nsec version was a tough job. At the start of
development, mask definition and photoresist
resolution were not adequate to provide an emitter
width of only 3microns, and the diffusion time for

No matter how fast the IC may be, the speed
can be lost in the external system if there's no
provision for transmission-line connections on the
circuit board, between circuit boards, and between
panels. Accordingly, the emitter-follower output
devices are designed to drive 50-ohm lines. However, the output devices are not internally terminated in order to provide logic and wiring flexibility
to the user. If the IC drives a line that fans out
locally on acircuit board, 50-ohm terminations are
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not necessary; the impedance of the 2lcilohm version driven IC is adequate.
The circuit can drive the conventional parallelterminated transmission line [p. 126 at top]. With
the full logic swing available at both ends of the
line, fan-out circuits can be driven at either end of
the line, and at any point along it.
Alternatively, the circuits can drive the recently
popularized series-terminated line [p. 126 at bottom] in which the signal propagates down the line at
half the logic swing, and reestablishes the full logic
swing at the end of the line because of reflection.
For clean wavefronts, the input impedance of the
driven gate must be sufficiently greater than the
characteristic impedance of the transmission line,
acondition which is satisfied by all circuits in the
mECL-3 family. The reflections are terminated by an
appropriate pulldown resistor at point A. (The
obvious disadvantage of series termination is that
the loads cannot be distributed along the line because of the half-logic swing and reflections.)
The package
In all practical engineering work, tradeoffs are
away of life. The development of anew ECL family
was no exception—greater power dissipation was
one of the sacrifices that had to be made to achieve
the 1-nsec speed. Because of the high power dissipation in the IC chip, the package has a copper
stud which prevents excessive temperature buildup
at the junction. The stud also supplies \TEE power
to the chip. With adequate heat sinking, the stud
tends to keep all circuits on a junction board at
essentially the same junction temperature (within
-.1-3.5°C), thus minimizing the decreases in noise
margin produced by temperature differences among
individual circuit packages.
The package is a 14-lead flatpack with standard
50-mil-center spacing between leads. Because the
leads are short and the package is only 3/16 inch
wide, the lead inductance is low.
It's essential, of course, to remove heat from the
stud in order to maintain constant junction temperature. For example:
•Mount the package so that the stud goes
through a hole in a circuit board that is backed
with athick (20 mils or more) layer of copper. The
layer spreads heat over the entire circuit board,
greatly increasing the effective thermal emitting
area of the stud; if the packages are spaced on %inch centers on the board, for example, the effective
heat-emitting area of a 60-mil-diameter stud is
0.39 square inch. The back of the board can be
cooled by ahigh volume flow of air; however, experiments at Motorola have shown that the air at the
inlet must be cooler than the ambient air. Alternatively, ambient-temperature cooling air could
enter at several points. (The presence of holes in
the circuit boards limits the freedom of the interconnection designer, since no printed-circuit paths
can be routed directly beneath the package.)
•Contact the studs (with the flat side of the
package mounted on the circuit board) with aheat
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Standard. Package for the gate or flip-flop is like
the standard 14-lead ceramic flatpack but acopper stud
is added to remove heat. The package leads are
15 mils wide, and they are on 50-mil centers.
Package is 3/16-inch wide. Bymaintaining nearly
constant temperature among IC 's on acircuit board,
stud helps to minimin noise margin.

sink directly cooled by the flow of a refrigerant
such as Freon. This is one of the schemes that
might solve the problem of highly concentrated
heat generation in NISI and LSI circuits. It is even
possible to eliminate heat sinking by air-cooling the
studs directly, but this simple direct cooling
method, unfortunately, requires large volumes of
refrigerated air.
•Contact the studs (again with the flat side of
the package mounted on the circuit board) with
acombination cold plate and voltage plane. If this
plate and the circuit board can be designed to detach easily or swing away, it will be no more
difficult to change faulty packages than it now is
to change studless flatpacks on aregular two-sided
circuit board.
Even though astud package creates problems for
the equipment designer, similar techniques for
mounting and cooling will be required for any
sophisticated high-performance system in the next
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Old way. In conventional
method of driving a
transmission line, full logic
swing propagates along
line. With this parallel
termination, it's possible
to fan out at either end,
and at various points along
the line as well. For fan
out of four gates (2k R.d),
emitter follower output is
8.6 milliamperes.

generation of computers. Some computer manufacturers have already implemented elaborate packaging and cooling schemes in systems with logic
propagation delays of less than 3nsec.
The difficulties of making plated-through holes
had discouraged many manufacturers from using the
multilayer boards which are essential to implement
MECL 3. Multilayer boards provide better ground
planes and shorter connections between IC's than
the conventional single-layer board so, regardless
of what IC logic family is used, any manufacturer
who plans to compete in tomorrow's market must
be able to produce them.

be coupled to the floating base through the intrinsic base capacitance Cob.
The value of R„d is 50 kilohms or more. However,
Motorola will introduce an optional low-impedance
version of the gate in which Rpd will have anominal
value of 2kilohms. In this version, Rpd will not only
act as a pulldown device for the floating base, it
will also function as a load for the driving gate.
This combined load and pulldown resistor will keep
the propagation delay fairly constant with changes
in fanout. A well laid-out circuit board with tight
spacing (0.625-inch centers) would be a candidate
for such loading techniques.
Characteristics of the gate are listed on page
Gate and flip-flop
128 and effects of temperature and voltage on delay
The basic circuit in the 1-nsec logic family is a are shown atop page 129.
No logic family is complete without a storage
dual four-input NAND/NOR gate, as shown on page
128. As in ECL circuits, both the function and its element capable of counting and shifting. Motorola
complement are brought out, and an internal bias selected the one-phase D-type flip-flop for this role
in the mEcL-3 group. This circuit is amaster-slave
regulator is used.
Each input has apulldown resistor that circum- flip-flop in which the state of the master stage is
vents the floating base problem of ECL by providing transferred to the slave on apositive excursion of
asink for lc Bo leakage currents. The input resistor the clock. Set and reset terminals permit presetting
also acts as asink for signals that normally would or parallel entry prior to shifting operations. To
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New way. In series-terminated
line, only half logic swing
propagates. Full swing is
restored by reflection at
end of line. However, loads
cannot be distributed along
the line. For clean
wavefronts, input
impedance of driven gate
must be somewhat larger
than characteristic
impedance of
transmission line.
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minimize propagation delay when these terminals
are used, the circuit has alook-ahead feature that
causes both the master and the slave to go to the
same selected state simultaneously when a logical
1is applied to the input pin.
Toggling
Toggle frequencies in excess of 300 Mhz can be
expected. Although normal operation is not guaranteed, it's even possible to toggle at 500 Mhz by
shifting the bias voltage of the input waveform
slightly, overdriving the clock input with a1.0 volt
pulse amplitude, and increasing the power supply
to —5.7 volts (that is, making it 10% more negative). Ordinarily, it's advisable to operate in the
300 to 400 Mhz range.
The system designer will have no problems with
minimum clock pulse width. The flip-flop still operates when it is clocked with the smallest pulse
width possible in the mECL-3 gate [p. 130, bottom],

provided that the clock pulse makes the full logic
swing.
This toggle frequency and minimum clock pulse
width illustrate the remarkable speed performance
of emitter-coupled logic; no other logic family can
come close to matching these parameters.
Multilayer metalization—two or more metal interconnection patterns on the IC chip, separated by a
thin insulating layer—is usually associated with
large-scale integration. Motorola likes multilayer
metalization for conventional IC's too and uses it
in the one-phase D flip-flop. There are good reasons:
it reduces the chip area by 40%, permits shorter
signal lines on the chip and thus contributes to
high speed, and makes placement of critical components—to prevent SCR action, for example—much
easier because of fewer restrictions on intraconnecdon routing. Multilayer metalization also makes it
easy to customize the flip-flop; it can be fabricated
in advance with the first intraconnection layer, and

Coolers. To get heat
away from studs,
cold plate can be
pressed against them
(top), or they can be
soldered to copper
baccking (bottom).
Simplest way is to blow
cool air over
studs (middle).

COLD
PLATE

PC- 13-0ARD -7
`'‘`•\`‘
\ C
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VCC
VEE
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LNOR

LOR

oNOR
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pd

Rpd

Rpd

seRL

No floating base.
Dual four-input
NAND/NOR gate
gate has input
pulldown resistors
Ft„i as sink for
leakage currents.
Gate comes in 2 k
and 50 k
in
versions.
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the second layer can be designed later to meet
the user's particular requirements.
Motorola will add an eight-bit full adder monolithic IC to the MECL3 family soon. Even by the
most stringent standard, this circuit is Mg; by other
difinitions, it can be considered LSI. If separate twoinput ECL gates were used to implement the eightbit full adder, 11 to 15 gates per bit would be
needed. On this basis the eight-bit adder chip contains the equivalent of 88 to 120 gates. Or, more
conservatively, based on an average of 10 components per ECL gate, the eight-bit adder chip with
448 components contains the equivalent of 45 gates.
The characteristics of the eight-bit adder are
compatible with those of the other members of the
mECL-3 family, and its adding speed is extremely
fast, as on opposite page. Average delay from C1 to
an S (sum out) terminal is 1.09 nsec for the sample
used for the illustration. The total cycle time is
18.28 nsec, for an average stage delay (C 1 to Co)of
1.14 nsec.
The circuit will be packaged in a 32-lead, 0.40
by 0.40 inch ceramic flatpack. As with the gate and
flip-flop, the package has astud for heat dissipation.
If Co and Co of the eight bit are externally terminated by a50-ohm line connected to —2 volts, the
package power, exclusive of the external load
power, is slightly less than 1.25 watts. Three metal
zation layers, not two, are used for intraconnections in this circuit.
Forty bits
To show how the circuit can be used, Motorola
built a 40-bit adder with look-ahead. It incorporates five eight bit adder circuits and 15 gates; the
gates are connected to the É
«« terminals of the adders
to provide the look-ahead capability. The 15 gates
are derived from a32 gate ECL array, so that only
six 32-lead stud packages are needed for the 40-bit
adder. A two-by-three array of the packages on
750-mil centers, with the necessary connections,
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can be put on a circuit board that measures only
2.25 by 1.50 inches. Total power consumption for
the 40-bit adder with the look-ahead feature is
about 8 watts.
Additions to the family
Two new flip-flops—a dual clocked R-S flip-flop
and adual D flip-flop—will be added to the family
next. These circuits provide two storage functions
per package; their propagation delays will be similar to that of the one-phase D flip-flop.
Later, Motorola will introduce in sample quantities a decade counter that can count at rates of
300 Mhz or higher, a four-bit up-down counter,
and afour-bit register connected for shift-left, shiftright operation.
Two memory circuits, fabricated in atwo-by-two
array, will be introduced as well. One of these will
be arandom-access memory with aread-enable to
read-out delay of 1.5 nsec and a write-enable to
write-out delay of 3.5 nsec. The other will be acontent-addressable memory with awrite-search delay
of 3.5 nsec and asearch-read time of 1.5 nsec.
Testing
Correlating dynamic test data from the manufacturer with the user's own test results will be
difficult at best. It should be possible to get agree-

Gate

characteristics

Logical 1
Logical 0
Logical 1 noise margin
Logical 0 noise margin
D-c fanout
Power dissipation
Propagation delay
50-ohm load
510-ohm load

—0.900 volt
—1.700 volts
0.240 volt
0.240 volt
90
80 mw per gate
1.1 nsec
0.90 nsec
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—when the guard bands are established.
The sampling instrument for the 1-nsec logic
family should be able to make measurements that
are repeatable within ±-20 psec. And for MSI and
LSI versions of the family, which will have on-chip
propagation delays of only 0.5 nsec, the repeatability will have to be -±5 psec, and timing will have
to be accurate within 10 psec. Nonsampling systems, too, will have to meet the same repeatability
and accuracy standards.
Just as atransmission-line environment is necessary in the system, it's needed in the test setup too
prevent reflections that would upset the time measurements. Work at Motorola has shown that when a
50-ohm transmission line is off by as little as 3
ohms, reflected pulses shift delay readings by as
much as 100 psec. Test fixtures should be adjusted
with the aid of a time-domain reflectometer to
minimize reflections at the interfaces.
The pulse generator that drives the IC being
tested can introduce error through jitter, shifting
rise time, and drifting levels. A very effective way
to prevent such errors is to allow the IC to drive
itself through afixed length of transmission line.

Variations. Average delay is nearly constant with
temperature at low supply voltages. Curves are for
50-ohm load (top) and 510 load (bottom).

ment on static parameters, as long as the package
stud is carefully affixed to athermal plane of precisely controlled temperature. With this provision,
most of the static correlation problems will be
attributable to drift and error in the forcing functions and measuring circuitry.
But correlation of dynamic parameters such as
propagation delay, and rise and fall times, is adifferent story. To accurately measure td of 1nsec or
less, and t
rand t
faveraging 0.7 to 1.3 nsec demands
a digital-readout sampling instrument with rise
time capability of 50 picoseconds or less and timebase accuracy and resolution within 50 psec. The
only instrument that comes close to this performance is aplug-in (type 3S5) that Tektronix recently
introduced for its sampling systems. The plug-in
has 25 or 50 psec rise time, depending on the
sampling head, but the accuracy of the time base is
still apoint of difficulty.
At present, the best way to overcome the timing
problem is to measure periodically the delay of a
fixed length of transmission line, and allow the
computer controlling the test system to adjust the
delay measurement results by the percent difference
between the initial calibrated delay of the fixedlength line and the value measured at the time the
IC is tested.
Another important characteristic of the test instrumentation is repeatability—the ability to measure the same IC many times in the same test fixture
and obtain the same results. Repeatability should
be considered when the initial specification window
is set or—if the specification window is already set
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Fast addition. Eight-bit adder goes
through full cycle in remarkably
short time of 18.28 nsec.
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Eight bits. Full adder contains several hundred components on one chip, and
uses three layers of metalization. The inverting exclusive-OR
terminal, designated É, provides look-ahead logic.

Because of the difficulty of making accurate measurements, the problem of relating the incoming
inspection tests of the user to the final electrical
tests of the manufacturer assume major proportions. The usual correlation procedure is for the
manufacturer to take, say, 50 circuits and record
all their dynamic and static parameters. The 50
units are then sent to the customer for the same
measurements. From both sets of data, adifference

factor, DF, is determined. The circuits are now
divided between vendor and buyer, and used to
check the calibration of their test sets.
Ordinarily, the buyer widens his specification
window by DF/2, while the vendor narrows his
window by the same amount. This procedure should
guarantee that no failures will be measured by the
buyer.
Unfortunately, if the DF is significant (200 psec
for a 1-nsec circuit, for example), the vendor's
yield decreases almost exponentially. So, until more
accurate measuring techniques are available, it's
better practice for the vendor to base his specification window on the repeatability of his measuring
instrument. Obviously, the vendor will then attempt
to get the highest degree of repeatability possible.
If asimilar effort is made by the buyer, the difference factor will decrease, and the method of widening and narrowing the specification window can be
used to correlate the measurements without serious
effect on the vendor's yield.
Acknowledgment

No minimum. At the shortest pulse width possible
with a MECL-3 gate, the flip-flop still operates.
Horizontal scale is 1 nsec/division.
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Development of the eight-bit full adder was supported
by the Air Force's Systems Engineering Group,
Research and Technology Division, at WrightPatterson Air Force Base
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Significantly smaller.
Far more reliable.
Lower in price.
You'll find no maze of capacitors, coils,
or multiple soldered joints in the new
Damon Monolithic Crystal Filter. Instead, a single crystal substrate with
coupled resonators provides far more
reliable performance in far less space
than conventional multicomponent filters — and at a significantly lower
price. Failure rate is nearly zero.
Since all resonators are on a single
AT-cut quartz plate, you get superior
temperature characteristics. And the
coldweld enclosure assures improved
aging. Damon monolithic filters are
available in a variety of computerassisted designs from Chebyshev to
Gaussian characteristics — with minimum delivery time.

Specifications: Center frequency
(f o): 3 MHz to 30 MHz. Bandwidth at
—3 dB (B 3): 300 Hz to 30 KHz. Coupled
resonators (N): 2 to 8. Insertion loss:
1 to 6dB (determined by f„, B, and N).
Termination impedance: 50 ohms to 5
kilohms (determined by f
o and
:t )•
Ripple: 0.5 dB max.
B

For a detailed technical
brochure on new Damon
Monolithic Crystal
Filters, write:
Electronics Division,
Damon Engineering, Inc.,
115 Fourth Ave.,
Needham, Mass. 02194.
Or call (617) 449-0800.

DAMON
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lybrid computers III

Devising industrial control systems
.'ith hybrid computers, engineers can simulate processes, analyze
'isturbances, and evaluate advanced digital control configurations

'y Charles W. Ross
beds & Northrup Co., North Wales, Pa.

hen the customer buys adigital computer control
¡stem he wants an installation that does its job
le first time the plant operator presses the start
itton. He rarely got what he wanted in the early
ays of computer control, but today his chances are
uch better. For example, fast startup is the order
7the day in two specific applications: control sysms for several cement plants and for economic
Dwer dispatching from interconnected generating
ations.
Rapid successful startup of a computer control
¡stem is not accidental. It takes knowledge of
Dth process technology and control technology.
nd much of this knowledge can be gleaned from
hybrid computing facility. With it, the user can:
•Develop a model of the process and its distrbances
•Develop control criteria, objectives, operability,
id system constraints
•Develop aspecific control scheme
•Evaluate the control scheme by simulation and
?Id tests
The study and simulation of critical and sophiscated control problems may take man-hours to
an-years to complete. Simulation is expensive,
ld the engineer must be sure he isn't solving a
-oblem whose solution is already known. Further,
de simulation will provide useful answers only to
•oblems that are correctly specified, so the engi?er must be certain he has included all important
;pects of the problem. Too often, he becomes so
trigued with the simulation of details or the purlit of tangential theoretical information that he
ierlooks points of first-order importance.
These pitfalls can be overcome, to alarge extent,
¡first developing a control philosophy checklist:
)mplete safety of plant personnel and equipment,
'gh quality of the final product, maximum throughit, minimum production costs, and full reliability
operation even during major upsets in the proc:s. The engineer thus makes sure that all salient

operational needs are included in the simu
study. A control configuration—together vi
tuning—that doesn't meet these objectives
be re-evaluated, modified, or abandoned fc
particular application.
The digital control computer—which can be
ily simulated on the hybrid's digital par
opened up new opportunities for the control
neer. Almost anything his experience and an
teaches him can be translated into compute(
cution. With direct-digital control ideas first
ulated on the hybrid's digital computer, the
neer can now offer practical solutions to
control problems.
Novel digital approaches

Analytically and practically, the most rewa
digital control studies involve the developmen
application of new or different techniques that
not been economical to implement with a
control equipment. Novel digital approache.
be efficiently applied to any aspect of cor
measuring, filtering, predicting, constraining, a
ing, and optimizing.
In contrast to an analog control application,
ever, every detail in an advanced digital a
scheme must be prespecified, and the de:
must understand the functional operation of
element in the controller. Also, the design of
tal controllers requires digital techniques to h
accuracy, scaling, sampling, and the inter
between controller elements.
Simulation is absolutely necessary for debu
and evaluating new and sophisticated digital
trol schemes. Again, the hybrid computing fi
proves useful. Each bit of the many hundre
program instructions and each of the hundre
paths through the controller for digital a
execution must be correct if the control is to or
reliably. Errors will be infrequent, but whei
does occur its effect will usually be subtle and

not appreciably affect process operation. But some
errors could cause dramatic consequences.
Many subtle problems involving the executive
program operation, priority interrupts, timing and
initializing of input and output operations are best
overcome by hybrid simulation. Any errors left
to be found after installation of the digital controller are very expensive to correct. More important, they jeopardize the confidence of the operators in the controller's ability to perform properly.
After anew and sophisticated control configuration has been studied, designed, debugged, and
evaluated on the hybrid computer, the same simulation can be used effectively for demonstrations
to plant management, training of operating personnel, and checking of program modifications and
interactions.
The actual digital computer control system to
be shipped to the field can be proved out ahead
of time on the hybrid computer, or on special
portable analog computers to model the plant.
Controller settings can be evaluated under expected
field conditions and program modifications and interactions can be checked. Tests may be run in
speeded-up time and without the pressures of production considerations and curious, often impatient,
operating personnel.

The hybrid computer is valuable not only for
the actual design of the control system but also
in the step ahead of design—developing the general
rules of control. Before the engineer can even begin to design the needed control system, he must
have abackground, or astorehouse of information,
on the general characteristics of control systems.
This storehouse comes from generalized investigations to:
•Study the dynamic characteristics of many different processes and of a variety of the process
disturbances.
•Study and develop advanced control, measurement, and simulation techniques.
•Study methods of applying these techniques to
the control of industrial processes.
Such investigations, though they are general,
should nevertheless relate to real industrial processes. That is, a simulated process being studied
must have adynamic characteristic similar to those
found in actual processes.
It's fortunate that many controlled plants, even
in different industries, can be represented by the
same model (or transfer function or dynamic characteristic)—for example, one containing adead time
and one or more time constants. The difference
between these processes would be in the values

Voracious. Because control-system design requires tremendous amounts of data, this converter and paper-tape
logger is sent to the field. Here the system is back at the hybrid center reading in tape for analysis.
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Custom hybrid computer for control studies
Analog outputs

Priority
interrupts

Analog
control
logic

ANALOG COMPUTER

The mission of the hybrid computing facilities at
the Leeds & Northrup Co. is simple and straightforward: aid in the design and application of complex control systems that the company sells. With
this aim in mind, the systems analysis department,
headed by Charles Ross, the author, designed and
installed a custom hybrid computer.
In many ways it is functionally like other hybrid
computers, but Lecres has special characteristics
that tie in with the company goal. For example,
the hybrid's digital computer and interface is the
same kind L&N sells to its customers.
This up-to-date equipment in the hybrid facility
provides ameans of testing new hardware designs,
debugging new control schemes, and developing
software packages on the actual equipment that
would be used for field applications.
The hybrid computer consists of a medium-scale

of these dynamic factors.
In a typical generalized study, a process with
a dead time and, say, three time constants would
be simulated. The hybrid computer would be programed to run through many series of tests, each
test run showing the response to agiven combination of dynamic factors while, say, the dominant
time constant is varied. A test study can result in
thousands of data points.
Data from the study is then correlated, perhaps
as families of curves, to present nearly every detail
of dynamic performance. Only some of the information might be used on acurrent project, but it's
all there, ready for the engineer to use without
having to go through another simulation procedure
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Digital

outputs
HYBRID
INTERFACE

INPUT/OUTPUT

analog computer, an EAI 231-R, and athird-generation digital computer, the SDS / 2, that Leeds &
Northrup uses to produce its LN5000 control system.
The hybrid input-output equipment between the
analog and digital computers is unique. It uses 'Ares
process control input-output equipment (called process 1/ o) to service priority interrupts and analog
and digital inputs and outputs.
The hybrid interface is designed around adigital
patch panel, and this uses the same logic elements
as does the process A/0. This panel provides patchable logic and access to digital inputs, outputs, and
priority interrupts for the digital computer, and
analog comparators, solid state switches, and mode
control for the analog computer. This interface also
includes decade pulse generators, presetable recycling counters, a storage oscilloscope, and a logic
display panel.

for the same class of problem.
In some cases, the model can be determined only
from theoretical considerations, particularly if the
process doesn't physically exist prior to the study—
the model for a fast new boiler for a generating
station, aonce-through supercritical boiler, had to
be developed this way, for example.
Because of their size, theoretical models may

have to be simulated first on alarge computer like
those found at commercial data centers, and the
results approximated by curve fitting to produce
a manageable model for control investigations on
the hybrid computer.
Most of the time, though, the process does exist,
so dynamic and steady-state process models then
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A-d inputs

DIGITAL COMPUTER
Configurations. The hybrid's components may be
arranged and controlled in several configurations.
The analog and digital computers can be operated
independently with patchable logic. In combination, the two machines execute true hybrid computation. The process is usually simulated on the
analog computer and the control functions executed
on the digital computer—or vice versa, depending on
the nature of the control problem and the form of
the data. Process models prewired on analog patchboards reduce setup time when changing from one
control study to another. Similarly, control schemes
are stored in the second-level memory of the digital
computer for easy call-up when needed.
An engineer may communicate with the digital
computer through a typewriter, paper tape, and
various control panels—including the Manual Input
Console that's part of the L.N5000 digital system.

can be obtained by a combination of theoretical
considerations, engineering judgment, and experimental measurements made on the .process in a
field test.
A substantial part of the systems analysis activity, field testing requires an intimate knowledge of
a variety of deterministic and statistical measurement and data-analysis techniques.
Some processes, however, prove difficult to test,
particularly when their dynamics are quite slow.
Tests take along time to complete, and during the
test extraneous disturbances can cause errors or
invalidate the results. For such cases, some companies bring adigital computer right into the field
to analyze the data.
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MANUAL INPUT CONSOLE
With the mic, studies can be extended to include
the man-machine interface problem and facilitate
the training of engineers and operators to apply
direct-digital control.
Lacres present hybrid computing center results
from anumber of evolutionary steps starting in 1960.
At that time the earliest hybrid work was done
on an analog computer modified to include logic
and timing operations.
Even though this semihybrid system was relatively simple, it proved invaluable for developing
the experience necessary for the application of
direct-digital control. These early studies—still used
today as guidelines for the design of more sophisticated control schemes—yielded information on sampling rates, control periods, controller settings, aliasing errors, steady-state errors, and input and output resolution requirements.

Certain field-test results are immediately available at the end of each run, so engineers can rapidly determine the validity of the data and make
on-the-spot decisions about the parameters of the
next test. Of course, the data gathered on punched
tape during these quick-look field tests can be preserved and used again for later, more detailed,
studies on the hybrid computer.
If test conditions and requirements are not severe
—for example, if the signals are relatively free of
noise—deterministic tests, the response of the system to known inputs, should prove satisfactory.
That is, an analysis may be made in the field of
the response-chart records that result from known
pulse, step, or frequency-response disturbances.
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Noisy. Although not very obvious, an actual random
operating signal, top, contains important dynamics
information, but to find it the noisy signal must be
run through aspecial analog computer program to get
its corresponding power spectral density, bottom.

Measurement methods
Measurement techniques—such as auto-correlation, cross-correlation, and power spectral density
methods, which may require large amounts of data
—may be used when the process is nonlinear, when
high accuracy is required, or when noise masks
the signals. Here, the hybrid computer proves most
useful: it can provide necessary filtering and time
shifting, and repeated solutions can be run in faster
than real time.
Generally speaking, the cross-correlation method
proves most useful for determining plant dynamics,
while auto-correlation and power spectral density
approaches are best for determining disturbance
dynamics. For cross-correlation, information can
be extracted by the computer from punched-papertape records of random process noise. Where feasible, the cross-correlation procedure can be aided
by adding adeterministic perturbation to the noisy
variable being measured.
Cross-correlation takes time-domain information
—deterministic or random process signals—and converts it into amplitude and phase-angle data for
frequency-response plots. These Bode plots then
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represent the dynamics of the measured process.
Knowing the dynamic characteristics of process
disturbances is also vital to the design of a good
control system. Auto-correlation and power spectral
density (psd) methods yield the information.
In the auto-correlation method, the noisy random
signal is compared with itself over and over again,
but each time it is compared asmall displacement
in time is introduced. The plot can be interpreted
to yield the signal's dynamics. Because of the required and exceedingly numerous time displacements, auto-correlation is usually carried out on
the digital part of the hybrid system.
The psd method reveals the energy content of
the noisy signal at different frequencies. The psd
procedure is carried out on the analog part of the
hybrid, and its result is somewhat similar to the
Bode plot. For determining dynamic characteristics of noisy process signals by statistical methods,
the psd procedure generally gives finer resolution
than does the auto-correlation method. Sometimes
the noise is first processed by auto-correlation on
the digital computer; then the auto-correlation results are fed to the analog computer to provide
apsd plot.

Consider areal problem. The random frequency
variation due to load changes on an interconnected
system of electric generators produces a noisy
chart record like the real one shown at the left.
Time runs horizontally, each division equaling 10
minutes. Deviation from the base frequency of 60
hertz is recorded vertically, 10 minor divisions on
the chart paper equaling 0.05 hertz.
To facilitate data analysis, this same analog information is converted in the field to digital form
and punched on paper tape. Then the tape is
brought to the hybrid computing center for analysis. Here, the digital values are converted back to
analog signals that go through an analog computational program to provide the psd—the measured
spectral characteristics of frequency variations.
The tape may be run many times to produce information at selected frequencies throughout the
spectrum.
Engineers designing a control system use the
information in the psd plot to determine such things
as the degree of controllability, the necessary filtering of signals, and the allowable sampling rate of
the digital computer-control system.
The analog computer part of the hybrid system
provides the highest resolution for plotting psd
curves. The digital computer has its role, too, in
evaluating random signals. The digital computer,
as noted, processes data to yield auto- and crosscorrelations. It also gives standard deviations and
averages of measurements, so engineers know how
much confidence to give to the calculated data
points and plots.
Once the characteristics of actual process disturbances have been determined, the disturbances
can be simulated at the hybrid facility to perturb
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the simulated plant. Both analog and digital function generators are used to produce deterministic
disturbances, such as impulses, steps, and ramps,
and to generate statistical disturbances (noise),
which can be shaped with filters to give the appropriate energy content and frequency distribution.

wouldn't be tolerated by operating management of
the real plant.
Developing control criteria

As a general rule, a control scheme that may
give ideal performance based on one criterion or
test condition may perform poorly under other criRules of thumb
teria and process characteristics. Therefore, many
tests must be run of the simulated plant and its
When high accuracy is not needed, engineers in
control scheme to find out under which conditions
the field often can get a good idea of the characthe control idea proves ideal, acceptable, or unacteristic of noisy disturbances, without having to
ceptable. During one set of tests, for example, the
resort to computer analysis, by using rules of
simulated process is held in aselected state, and for
thumb developed from generalized simulation studeach test the simulated disturbance is adjusted to
ies. For example, with amethod based on counting
anew value by the engineer.
the number of times arandom signal, like the one
Depending on particular test conditions, various
reproduced at the left, crosses the zero-base line
combinations of analog and digital execution of
in a given time period, an engineer can estimate
process and controller characteristics can be evalthe dominant time constant representing the disuated. However, most advanced control techniques
turbance. Also, he can measure the peak-to-peak
being studied at present are intended to be executed
value to estimate the signal's root-mean-square
digitally and are only practical for direct-digital
magnitude. Knowing the approximate time constant
will let the engineer decide—for example—on a control. Thus, general practice is to simulate the
controller on the digital part of the hybrid comsuitable scanning speed and analog and digital
puter and the continuous process and its disturbfiltering to be sure he acquires the desired highances on the analog part.
frequency content of the disturbance.
The versatility of the hybrid computer does
Model building—whether by theory or field testallow some variation in where portions of the
ing, or both—produces dynamic characteristics in
overall system are simulated. For example, the
avariety of forms: time domain, frequency domain,
memory capability of the digital computer simpliLaplace transform, Ztransform, and statistical funcfies the simulation of aprocess dead time having a
tions. To execute a study, models are simulated
variable delay. Also, process nonlinearitics might
on the analog or digital part of the hybrid computer,
be programed more effectively on the digital
and models may have to be converted from one
computer.
mathematical form to another.
The use of a digital computer as a controller
Analysis in the frequency domain, generally carraises some special problems, and it pays to
ried out on the analog computer, provides high acinvestigate them on the hybrid system rather than
curacy for study and for curve matching. Dynamic
wait until the control system is shipped to the
characteristics expressed in either the time domain
plant. Of particular concern is what happens to
or Laplace domain are also most useful for simulacontrollability at various rates of sampling of
tion on the analog computer.
the digital controller's input and output signals.
With the proper programs, the digital computer
For example, if an input signal is sampled too
part of the hybrid system can convert time-response
data or Laplace transform dynamics directly to Z slowly, the high frequencies in the signal can be
"aliased" back to the low frequencies. Aliasing
transforms. The Z transform, related to the Laplace
errors are difficult, if not impossible, to compensate
transform but suited to the computational time delays intrinsic to the digital computer, permits the for.
digital simulation of continuous processes and the
Keeping in step
digital execution of their control systems.
The hybrid computer has played an invaluable
The execution time for making calculations must
also be taken into account with the digital system.
role in gathering field data and processing it into
ameaningful model. The net result is that a real When the control law includes dead time, for
example, the computer must complete the deadindustrial operation with real disturbances and
time calculation in time to synchronize it with
constraints can be simulated on the analog or digital part, or on both parts, of the hybrid computer.
other calculations. Synchronizing problems can
Now the engineer can proceed with the developalso occur in the digital computation of performment of asuitable control scheme for the process,
ance criteria. The digital computer programs the
with reasonable assurance that a control scheme
starting time of a specified disturbance on the
that works for the simulated plant will also work
simulated process. The computer also calculates
on the actual plant.
a performance criterion during the disturbance.
From avery practical viewpoint, hybrid simulaBoth have to be synchronized; otherwise one or
tion gives the engineer two major advantages: he more time intervals in calculating the criterion might
can run tests on the plant in faster than real time, be skipped, and the net computational error might
thus shortening development time, and he can ex- be as high as 25-30%. For this reason, even though
periment with the simulated plant in ways that certain time-domain criteria can be calculated
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No blackout on the hybrid. To find out
what happens when a 20-megawatt
load change is made on an
interconnected system of five
generators totaling 500 megawatts,
engineers at Leeds & Northrup

GENERATOR 1 75 MEGAWATTS

simulated the entire problem on their
hybrid computer.
These eight charts show responses
of the generators and the control
system. Five generators, each of a
different capacity, were simulated on

GENERATOR 2125 MEGAWATTS

the analog part. Their responses are
shown in the top five charts, including
the economic distribution of a 20megawatt load change (see bottom
chart) among them. The second chart
from the bottom shows the area

GENERATOR 3 60 MEGAWATTS
4.

2.5,41

control error representing the

UNAIECESSPlay

difference between the area's

SA100174 CO/VT:Rol.

uNir ec nor/

generation and load. This function was
also simulated on the analog.
The third chart from the bottom
shows the system's master-controller

GENERATOR 4 .40 MEGAWATTS

gain. The master controller was
implemented digitally. The gain can
be modified by an error-adaptive
control computer (EACC), a special
form of filtering that weights the
present and anticipated area control

GENERATOR 5200 MEGAWATTS

error and makes logical control
decisions. Using the EACC means that

EACc OP --x—EACc oAl

MASTER CONTROLLER GAIN

t,

.1

the larger and more sustained the
error, the more aggressive the control

Ii

1,
•
:.i

how
Gale/

L!P

correction. In this study, the EACC was
implemented on the digital computer.

'

The left portion of the top five
charts indicates the unnecessary

SAIW

activity of the generators in trying to
follow the area control error—with the
f

AREA CONTROL ERROR

EACC out of the control scheme. With
the EACC connected, unit activity is

VEFFEcr

reduced sharply, yet each generator
still responds rapidly to a load change.
Note how the EACC keeps the
controller gain low—except during
load change, when the EACC raises
the controller gain sharply to cause

SYSTEM LOAD

digitally, synchronizing problems can be reduced
if criteria calculations are made in the analog
computer.
The number of tests and the quantity of data
required for a process control study, particularly
ageneralized study, is staggering. The hybrid computer helps in systemizing these tests and greatly
reduces tasks that are tedious, time-consuming,
and often impractical or impossible for an engineer
to carry out by himself. Using the hybrid computer,
the engineer need only adjust the simulated process

fast correction.

configuration and dynamic constants of the process
and control loops.
A

typical test series

Consider a representative series of tests. The
controllability of a process is typically characterized by the ratio of effective dead time to process
lags in the closed loop. These dynamic factors
must also include the contributions of the filters
and the measuring instruments in the loop. Tests
are usually carried out on normalized data that

can range in value from zero to infinity. Normalizing aids the comparison of different sets of tests.
The role of the digital computer, besides that
of simulating parts of the over-all problem, is to
help set up the analog computer simulation, and
to acquire and process data generated by the
analog computer during the course of the solutions.
Different performance criteria provide selective information applicable to aparticular process.
Among the more common criteria are: percent overshoot, settling time, maximum error, integral of
absolute error, integral of time multiplied by
absolute error, and integral of error squared. Since
the purpose of a properly tuned controller is to
constrain an error, these same performance criteria can be used to evaluate the amount of required control action.
Depending on the application, one or more criteria will be selected to tell how the controller
is performing. By normalizing the criteria, several
control schemes may be compared with each other
under the same test conditions. Or, several criteria can be evaluated simultaneously for each
test run, a relatively easy thing to do, since data
is normalized and some pieces of data may be
used several times in calculating several criteria.
By way of example, the percent-overshoot criterion might be selected for a process variable
that must not exceed an allowable deviation as the
result of a disturbance. A temperature overshoot
of more than 5% might be unsafe, and a control
system that didn't constrain temperature error to
less than this amount wouldn't be satisfactory.
During the performance tests, the dynamic responses versus time are superimposed on one another on the hybrid's x-y recorder or the storage
type cathode-ray tube to permit visual evaluation
and comparison of results, say, of combinations of
controller tuning values.
Tuning the controller for best response based
on some criterion is a tedious, time-consuming,
iterative procedure, especially if done manually by
the engineer or technician. This chore can be accomplished on the hybrid facility by using digital
optimizing techniques, which will automatically
search for the best tuning based on specified criterial and constraints. Because more than one optimum may exist, and the one that's more satisfactory may not be clear in advance, automatic tuning
by the computer may require human intervention.
Other factors
Many other factors in control studies must be
taken into account, and nearly all require simulation studies for a complete evaluation of control
performance. These include dead bands, velocity
limits, and constraints on motor drive units; soft
(high, but safe) and hard (higher, and unsafe) limits
on the process; operating constraints; economic
considerations; interactions between process variables and between control loops, and the slowlychanging-with-time character of many processes
and their operating disturbances.
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No control study is really complete without considering the problem of filtering the signal. The
analog and digital filters used in digital control
loops must satisfy two somewhat conflicting requirements:
•Remove high-frequency components in the disturbances that can't be controlled with a given
control scheme. Any attempt to control these disturbances hurts performance.
•Remove those frequency components in the
disturbances that would cause excessive control
swings, result in unnecessary wear and tear on the
control and plant equipment, and cause unecomonic fluctuations in process operation.
The latter type of filtering requirement leads to
judicious tradeoffs, since heavy filtering reduces
the controllability of otherwise controllable disturbances. A distinctive approach to the filtering problem is the error-adaptive control computer (EAcC).
The EACC monitors the error and the integral of
the error and makes logical decisions on the probability that the error signal requires control action.
The EACC can be implemented digitally or by a
special-purpose hybrid computer.
The performance of this special type of filter
is shown in the charts at the left in connection
with the simulation on the analog computer of
five interconnected electric generating units, the
digital simulation of the EACC, and the responses
due to disturbances with and without the EACC
connected to the system.
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Lasers IV

Blue-green high-powered light
extends underwater visibility
Lasers have more than doubled the range of vision possible with ordinary light,
but over-all progress is being slowed by the difficulties of predicting
the behavior of light scattered by water and suspended particles

By Edward Kornstein and Hans Wetzstein
RCA, Burlington, Mass.

Blue-green nanosecond laser pulses with megawatts
of peak power have more than doubled the range of
underwater vision possible with high-intensity
ordinary light. Objects bathed in such laser light
can now be seen at distances up to 165 feet.
These high-power lasers can generate pulses
short enough for range gating, a technique that
suppresses the main limitation on underwater
vision: light scattered back to the viewer not by
the object but by the water and particles or organisms contained in it. In arange-gated system, the
receiver is turned on when the laser pulse reflected
from the object—along with back scattered light
in the immediate vicinity—is arriving. However,
the receiver is off when back scattered light from
other regions in the water is arriving.
Designers of underwater laser systems break
down light arriving at the receiver during this
gating period into two classifications: object luminance (light directly reflected from whatever the
laser is beamed at) and veiling luminance (light
present from other sources and laser light scattered
by the water).
Lasers were first used in underwater experiments
several years ago, about the time optical frequency
doublers were demonstrated. These converted the
infrared output of neodymium-doped lasers to the
blue-green part of the spectrum, which is attenuated least by water.
Since them, extensive propagation measurements
and some scattering studies have been made. Surprisingly, though, only a few were done in the
ocean, where underwater lasers would find the most
use. Only recently has range gating been incorporated in asystem—built for the Navy by the Kolls-
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man Instrument Corp., a subsidiary of Standard
Kollsman Industries Inc. The problem was—and still
is—that range gating requires knowledge of how
long the backscattered light takes to travel to the
receiver. But that depends mainly upon the path
lengths that the light has to travel, and these are
very complicated and poorly understood.
Understanding how light is scattered underwater
will be even more crucial in designing laser detection and visibility systems of the future. These will
scan objects point by point instead of illuminating
the entire object, as the Kollsman system does.
Scanned systems are expected to offer maximum
visibility, primarily because they take advantage of
forward scattering: light that's scattered out of the
beam in the direction of propagation—either from
the laser to the object or from the reflecting object
back to the receiver. Much of this light eventually
falls back into the beam.
Because of the complexities of back and forward
scattering, engineers are building underwater laser
systems now, without waiting for answers from
researchers. But, at that same time, many others are
trying to devise experiments to increase basic knowledge.
Who needs eyes?
The need for improving underwater vision might
not be immediately obvious. Sonar, of course, has
been used for many years in underwater detection
and ranging, but irregularities on the ocean floor
sometimes give false returns. Probably, an underwater laser system would be used after the sonar
detected the presence of an object. The laser would
scan at highest power to establish asetting for the
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Underwater visibility. Suspended on atest

carriage, this target is lowered in test tank,
then illuminated with Kollsman's laser. The
photo shows how the object looks 125 feet
away. Resolution was 380 to 400 lines at
this distance.

-

Versatility
An underwater laser system requires:
• Source. The laser would be capable of short,
high-power pulses that could be focused into a
narrow beam for the longest ranges. Its peak
power should be variable so that the pulse rate
could be increased for imaging at intermediate
ranges. For scanned high resolution at a few
attenuation lengths, the laser should be operable
in the continuous-wave mode.
• Source optics. For searching and imaging,
scanning mechanisms must be included. In
addition, the beam must be focused to as narrow
awidth as possible. And polarization components
should be included to discriminate between
wanted and unwanted light.
• Receiver detector. In scanned systems this
would be a photomultiplier using large-accept-
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ance angle optics, while in imaging systems it
would consist of a sensitive imaging tube with
intensifiers for short-pulse range gating.
• Receiver optics. Included might be polarization analyzers, spectral filters for suppressing
background light, image formers or integrators,
and scanning mechanisms.
• Control circuits. Timing for setting range
gating would be included, as well as means of
synchronizing laser pulses with the image tube
scanner. Transmitter power and receiver sensitivity would be adjusted over a wide dynamic
range.
• Data processing and display circuits. Images
from receivers would be assembled and presented to the cathode-ray tube display, rangegated information stored for data processing, and
images processed—for example, photographed—
at different ranges.
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range gate. Then it would continue to scan the
object so that it could be viewed—along with any
other structures in the vicinity—to prevent collision
if the vehicle approached.
Although present results can hardly be called
spectacular, anyone who followed the search for the
nuclear bombs off Palomar, Spain, in 1966 will
appreciate the need for even modest improvements
in underwater visibility. The Navy "tracked" the
bombs by skid marks they left on the ocean floor
—but then lost the marks. Seeing was so difficult
that when the search was resumed each day the
divers relied on old beer cans and coffee cups as
landmarks.

Seeing through the fog
The main limit on underwater
vision is the blurring caused by
light reflected back from the water
between the viewer and the object
he's looking at. Range gating is a
technique that minimizes backscattered light by causing a receiver to detect only the light pulse
reflected from the object. The
receiver must open just as the
pulse arrives at the detector. And
the detector must stay open only
for the pulse duration. Thus, backscattered light, which arrives at
the detector before the reflected
pulse, is ignored.
Range gating requires a very
fast shutter that can open and
close in 10 nanoseconds to accommodate the very short laser pulses.
Among the more familiar fast
shutters are Kerr cells, Faraday
devices, and Pockel cells. However, these are of limited use in
underwater range-gated systems,
because they pass or block light
depending on its polarization and
only provide a limited field of
coverage. In addition, backscattered light could conceivably be
polarized in the same way as the
light reflected from an object.
Instead, electronic shutters and
a two-step detection process have
been used. The light entering the
receiver falls on the surface of a
photocathode, which emits electrons from each point in proportion to the incident photons.
An electric field accelerates the
electrons, which are then focused
by an electrostatic and/or electromagnetic lens onto the storage or
display surface.
When image orthicons are used,
the storage surface is a dielectric
target; when image converters or
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Lasers, then, hold promise for applications such
as searches and surveys of the ocean floor, searches
under ice, and semaphore-type communications
over short distances.
Of the three types of systems possible, the
simplest would use an electro-optic modulator as a
range gate between the eye and window. An image
intensifier could improve visibility.
A system like that designed by Kollsman would
use a television type display that would be synchronized with the range-gated pulses. Such a system could detect very low light levels.
The third and most complex system—using the
scanning technique—would have a photomultiplier

image intensifiers are used, the
storage surface is a light-emitting
phosphor. Pulsing acontrol grid in
the tube, or pulsing the accelerating voltage provides the shuttering
action. The shutter must be synchronized with the laser so that it
opens at set intervals after the
pulse is fired.
Hardware. The outputs of image
converters or intensifier tubes are
usually coupled to the following
image tube by afiber optics bundle
to minimize optical losses.
Because dynamic range is very
important in underwater light systems, wide-range, non-blooming,
sensitive image tubes, such as the
Westinghouse WL-30691 can be
used. Alternatively, RCA's intensity vidicon the C-23001D, which
has a switchable triode intensifier,
can be used.
For long-range scanning systems, a gated scanning photo-

multiplier or image-dissector tube
would be used. These types are
less complex than imaging tubes.
But to cover a reasonable field of
view, scanning must be done
mechanically, not electrically.
Brief flash. As the table shows,
short pulses are essential in rangegated systems, even in fairly clear
water. For maximum contrast between the light reflected from an
object and unwanted light, the
shutter should stay open for a
length of time as close to that of
the pulse as possible.
Because the range gate selects
only a nanosecond view of the
illuminated object, the depth of the
field of view is limited. However,
unless the detector becomes saturated, returns from a number of
range resolution elements can be
stored and compared. The same
image can then be examined at
different ranges.

Pulse length and light contrast
Pulse and gate length
10
20
50
100

Maximum possible contrast

ns
ns
ns
ns

Pulse length kept at 10 ns
gate length

20 ns
50 ns
100 ns

70.5
36.1
11.1
3.19
Maximum contrast
(Gate opens as
reflected pulse
reaches receiver)

Maximum contrast
(Gate closes as
reflected pulse
reaches receiver)

39.2
20.2
13.0

31.3
8.35
1.63

a=0.1 meter'; attenuation length =10 meters
o= 80 °=0.0002 meter' (backscatter coefficient)
p=0.1 (diffuse reflection coefficient of object)
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and store acomplete scan in amemory before displaying it on atube.
Blue power
Two types of lasers—gas and crystalline— can be
used to produce blue-green light. The gas types—
pulsed argon, xenon, krypton, and neon lasers—
have the highest pulse rates, but their peak power
and efficiency is low. The Avco Corp.'s pulsed neon
laser, for example, has 12 kilowatts of peak power
at arate of 1,000 pulses a second, apulse width of
a few nanoseconds, and an efficiency of about
0.01%. Argon and krypton lasers have even lower
peak powers and wider pulses.

PULSE LEAVES AT t•0

All the significant underwater laser measurements
have been made with the crystalline type—pulsed
neodymium-doped glass or yttrium aluminum garnet (yag). The 10- to 20-megawatt peak output at
1.06 microns passes through either alithium niobate
or potassium dideuterium phosphase single crystal.
This doubles the frequency of the light, producing
about 1megawatt of output power at 0.53 mircon.
The high peak power explains why the neodymiumdoped, frequency-doubled lasers are preferred even
though their pulse rates are low—only about 50 to
60 asecond. For higher rates, several lasers would
have to be fired sequentially. Efforts are now being
made—at Bell Labs, for example—to improve the

PULSE AT

PULSE AT

7
Range gating. Because the

TRANSM ITTER

object's location is uncertain, the
receiver stays open for atime

RECEIVER

RANGE DEPTH

APERTURE OPENED
ONLY FROM t1 TO t2

equaling the difference between
Ti and T2.

V•• VELOCITY OF LIGHT IN WATER
ag 2.25 x10 8 METERS PER SECOND

FORWARD SCATTERING
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PLANE IN
BACKSCATTER
VOLUME

o
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SOURCEBEAM
BEAM
CROSS
SECTION

BACK SCATTERING

(

Scattering. During propagation
large amount of light is
scattered forward out of beam
but eventually finds its way back
to illuminate object.

BACKSCATTER VOLUME
SET BY RANGE GATING

Shut out. Most of the light

ACCEPTANCE
ANGLE
IRRADIANCE
FROM
DIFFUSELY
REFLECTING
OBJECT
RECEIVER

scattered back from the water
and particles doesn't enter
range gated receiver. Amount
that does interferes with light
reflected from object,
decreasing visibility.

BACKSCATTERED
IRRADIANCE
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OUTPUT POWER
MONITOR

FLASH LAMP
(LIQUID COOLED)

ROTATING PRISM
Q- SWITCH

LASER OUTPUT
TERMINATOR

HARMONIC GENERATOR
CRYSTAL (KD •P)

LASER PUMP
CAVITY

Pressurized. This was the first blue-green underwater laser system. It was developed by RCA shortly after frequency
doubling was demonstrated. Its pulse rate was 1 per second and it was operable down to 500 feet.

conversion efficiency of frequency-doubling yag
lasers.
Crystalline-laser pulse widths are about 10 nanoseconds, in contrast to the microsecond to milisecond widths of conventional light sources, such as
pulsed mercury or xenon lamps. And blue-green
laser power could be increased several orders of
magnitude from the present maximum without boiling or ionizing the water.
But perhaps the most important studies began
about six years ago when the Naval Research
Laboratories built a laser system for propagation
measurements in clear water. However, the laser
didn't emit light in the blue-green region of the
spectrum, and it was mounted on aplatform instead
of in a submersible package. A series of prisms
deflected the beam into the water.

COASTAL MINIMUM
COASTAL MEAN
COASTAL MAXIMUM
OCEANIC MINIMUM
OCEANIC MEAN

ATTENUATION LENGTH (METERS)

1.25

OCEAN MAXIMUM

1.43

PURE WATER

1.66
ZOO
2.50
3.33
5.00
10.00
0.45

0.50

0.55

0.610

WAVELENGTH IN MICRONS
Wide variation. Attenuation length—the distance
light travels in water before its power is reduced 37%
—depends on quality of water and light wavelength.
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0.65

First dip
Then, in 1962, shortly after frequency doubling
had been demonstrated, RCA devised the first bluegreen laser. The company used potassium dihydrogen phosphate as a frequency doubler. This first
underwater laser, developed for the Navy and pack-
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a(e)csimi -1

INCIDENT
IRRADIANCE

00

,.SCATTERING
-' VOLUME
(/ELEMENT (dV)

Scattering in the Pacific
Location
Deflected light. Linear and
logarithmic polar plot of
volume scattering function
shows enormous amount of
multipath incident irradiance.
The table shows the increase
of the volume scattering
function as the angle
increases. The total scattering
coefficient, s, equals
2D. f
o

q (0)

sin ed O.

Outfall of
sewage
San Pedro
Bay

Total
Attenuation
a

0.736

0.129

0.118

0.111

Attenuation
Length

1.36

7.75

8.5

9

0.00268
0.000356
0.000132
0.000124
0.000156
0.000175
0.000191
0.000197

0.00358
0.000396
0.000145
0.000146
0.000192
0.000202
0.000206
0.000207

0.00313
0.000338
0.000142
0.000146
0.000193
0.000208
0.000219
0.000223

Volume
Scattering
Function

00

30
60
90
meters -' 120
150
160
170
180

-

0.0360
0.00419
0.00134
0.000903
0.001003
0.001028
0.001036
0.001037

aged in awaterproof container, had apulse rate of
about 1every five seconds. It was used in propagation experiments at the Navy's David Taylor Model
Basin, Carderock, Md.
A faster version, with apulse rate of 1per second, was also built for the Navy. One of the pioneers in underwater light measurements, S.Q. Duntley of the Scripps Institute of Oceanography, La
Jolla, Calif., used this laser to make the first measurements of forward scattering. He worked at the
Navy's Diamond Island test station on Lake Winnepesaukee, in New Hampshire.
Designed for operation at depths of 500 feet,
this unit has all its electrical and control connections in watertight seals at the rear. Its pressurized
container is about 32 inches long and 8 inches in
diameter, and weighs about 75 pounds. The main
technical problem was keeping the size down and
still being able to generate 1pulse a second with
reasonable efficiency. Solving this problem created
another: heat. So the designers created aheat exchanger that uses the ocean as a sink. Another
design feature of the unit is its rigid construction,
which ensures that the components remain aligned
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Halfway
Santa Catalina San Clemente
between
coastal water
Island
Santa Catalina
coastal water
and San Pedro

even if the laser is buffeted about in the water.
The first range-gated underwater laser system
was tested several months ago by the Navy. Developed by Kollsman, it used a30-pps yag laser and a
lithium niobate frequency doubler, both supplied
by the Raytheon Co. The 10-nanosecond output
pulses varied between 400 and 500 kw of peak
power. At the receiver, an electrostatically focused
image converter was pulsed by applying avoltage
to a control grid to accomplish range gating. The
image converter tube's output was coupled to an
image-orthicon television camera. Other companies
have since built or are now building such systems.
Damping light
The degree of attenuation of light depends both
on its wavelength and the quality of the water. For
a laser system, the power received is given by
Pr° --= P. e- ar, where Pr° is the residual power
reaching rmeters without having been deviated by
scattering and P. is the total power in the laser
beam as it enters the water at r= 0.
The factor ais the volume attenuation coefficient
of light of a particular wavelength in water of a
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Laser peak pulse power
=7.1 meters; +‹ =18.9 meters
200 Kilowatts

2000 Megawatts

200 Kilowatts x1.42 x10''
(hypothetical laser)

Distance
in Meters

Number of
attenuation
lengths

Distance
in Meters

Number of
attenuation
lengths

Distance
in Meters

Number of
attenuation
lengths

Monopath
irradiance

213

29.6

280

39.6

450

63.5

Scattered
irradiance

450

63.5

620

87.5

1080

effective
attenuation
length

23.8

32.8
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Light that is scattered out of the laser beam but
eventually reaches the illuminated object travels a
multitude of complicated paths. It's hard enough to
predict the direction and number of these paths.
But RCA and others are trying to do something even
more difficult. They're divising experimental methods to measure the travel time of scattered laser
light. Measurement data will not only help to make
range gating more effective but also will dilineate
those regions adjacent to the beam where forward
scattering is most important. These regions determine how much light eventually falls on the object
and also how much anarrow scanned laser beam
broadens.
For the moment, then, engineers have to make
do with approximations of scattering effects. Four
analytic approaches have been taken: multiple integration using the volume-attenuation and scattering coefficients, radiative transfer methods using
Scattering losses
iterative computation of integro-differential equations,
Monte Carlo computational procedures, and
The attenuation of light in water comes from
two independent mechanisms—absorption and scat- diffusion theory.
Multiple integration has been useful in a few
tering. The attenuation coefficient, a, is thus the
sum of two components, a and s, where a is the cases, but diffusion theory has yielded the best
volume absorption coefficient and sis the volume results. It's rigorously applicable only to mildly
scattering coefflicent. Duntley found that typical anisotropic scattering but has been extremely usevalues for clear blue ocean water at 0.48 micron are: ful in predicting irradiance (the energy falling on
the object in watts per unit area). Diffusion theory
a = 0.05 meters -1
can also indicate how much of the irradiance is
a.= 0.02 meters -1 (40% of a )
scattered light.
S = 0.03 meters -1 (60% of a )
However, the theory can't be used to study the
Light scattering in the ocean is highly anisotropic because of transparent organisms that have a travel times of scattered light or the many different
different index of refraction than the water. On the paths it takes.
other hand, scattering is the saine in all directions
A surprising result
in distilled water. Fortunately, there's less backscattering than forward scattering.
Duntley applied diffusion theory, working out a
Duntley measured forward scattering out to 30 complex model for beams spreading more than 20°
attenuation lengths. Later, H.J. Okoomian of RCA and later extended it to highly collimated beams.
extended this to about 50. The difficulties of writing He discovered that beyond a few attenuation
equations to predict such heavy and anisotropic lengths, much more scattered light than monopath
scattering and designing equipment to measure it light will arrive at the object. This finding also
are formidable, and no one has yet devised a showed that the receiver should accept light over a
wide cone.
satisfactory analytical model.

particular quality (clear or muddy, for example).
It's usually expressed in meters -1 .The reciprocal of
the attenuation coefllicent, 1/a, is the attenuation
length, representing the distance in meters over
which light intensity is reduced by l/e—about 37%.
Duntley, the Scripps Institute scientist, points out
that during the day dark-suited swimmers are just
visible underwater when they're four attenuation
lengths away.
Attenuation lengths vary sharply, reaching 10
meters in average ocean water at 0.5 micron but
decreasing to less than two meters in muddy costal
waters. L.F. Drummeter and G.L. Knestrich of the
US Naval Research Laboratories showed that there
were no narrow windows in the optical frequency
spectrum—other than the broad dip in attenuation
in the blue-green—that lasers could take advantage
of.
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Okoomian used Duntley's technique to show that
11,, the irradiance of the center of the laser beam,
equals
Hip± Hro= (je/r2)
(cike—kr/47a)

worked out—a somewhat difficult and time-consuming process—they show that forward scattering
more than doubles the range. (See the table on page
145). As these equations show, range depends
IV is the irradiance from monopath light, 11,.* the strongly on a, the attenuation coefficient for nonirradiance from scattered light, jthe radiant inten- scattered light, and k, the attenuation coefficient for
sity of the collimated beam in watts/steradian, r scattered light. And it depends much less on the logthe range in meters, c a constant determined by arithmic ratio of H to j, that is, the ratio of detector
Okoomian for his experimental setup as 4.08 X threshold irradiance to the laser beam power.
10 -3 ,and k an attenuation coefficient for scattered
As the table shows, increases in either receiver
light.
or transmitter power by several orders of magnitude
Even though cis quite small, the fact that k is only increase the range of visibility slightly. In fact,
generally 30% to 40% of ameans that beyond 5to it would require a 15 orders-of-magnitude power
10 attenuation lengths the scattered light is more increase to double the range as does forward scatintense than the nonscattered, eventually becoming tering.
the only significant contribution to irradiance. For
However, the questions of how much detector
example, with areceiver having afield of view of threshold can be lowered and power increased still
26°, the ratio of 11,° to H°, is about 103 at 20 atten- must be answered, because there does come apoint
uation lengths and about 106 at 40 attenuation when there's no other way to further extend range.
lengths.
To lower detector threshold requires designing
Nevertheless, the energy of the laser beam has alarger aperture that takes in more of the on-axis
spread considerably by the time it illuminates an as well as the off-axis scattered light. Since the
object in the water. Experiments with a 1.25-inch- equations shown above are only applicable for
diameter beam at 6.66 attenuation lengths show on-axis light, much more complicated calculations
that 20% of the total energy is distributed over a are needed to design such adetector. And for most
62-inch diameter circle, 50% over a134-inch circle, applications it's not practical to make apertures
and 80% over a 232-inch circle. Yet experiments much larger than a few tens of centimeters in
also show that the irradiance is highest at the beam diameter.
center and adjacent to it because of the symmetry
Since—as the table on page 146 shows—an
of this wide forward scattering. Wide scattering, order of magnitude increase in sensitivity or power
therefore, tends to form an intense halo around the
beam. While this halo does cut down on the contrast between the object and its background—an
undesirable effect in scanned laser systems—it
doesn't invalidate such systems.
One interesting fact noted can be taken advanOBJECT
tage of to discriminate against background or backTRANSMITTER
scattered light, which generally is at a different
polarization than the laser beam. At four attenRECEIVER
uation lengths where only one out of 10 photons is
received without scattering, linearly polarized light
is still 90% polarized. And after 20 attenuation
lengths, when only 1 out of every 106 photons is
MONOSTATIC
received unscattered, polarization is down only
to 82%.
Scattering vs. power
Actually, forward scattering offers more than a
two-fold increase in range. This can be appreciated
by comparing the ranges of scattered and monopath light as shown by solving the equation
H = (je — °r/r2)
(cjke — kr/4irr) for both types
of light.
r„,, = (2.303/a)logi o(Hr.,NO
(2.303/k)log io (H4irr,,/cjk)
H is the irradiance in watts per square meter
needed by the receiver for asatisfactory signal-tonoise ratio. Inserting typical values from OkoomIan's measurements in these equations gives
r„„ = —16.3logio(1.77 X 10 -18 )r 2 „
r„ = —43.5log io (1.03 X 10 -13 )r,,
If these transcendental equations are in turn
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Visible choice. Bistatic arrangement is preferable
but impractical so monostatic is used in conjunction
with range gating to suppress backscattered light.
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extends visibility about 2.4 attenuation lengths, the
question remains: how much energy can be put into
the water. A limit is reached when the laser beam
either boils or ionizes the water, causing electrical
breakdown.
Boiling point
It can be shown that the maximum peak power
of apulse in the water is given approximately by
Pe = (àtsrd 2)/4atp
where a =. the absorption coefficient in centimeters -1 ,tp the pulse length, àt the permissible temperature rise in water in degrees Centigrade, sthe
specific heat of water, and (r/4)d2 the cross-sectional area of the beam.
This equation ignores heat loss to water molecules adjacent to those in the beam. Such losses
are low because the transmitted pulses are so short.
On the other hand, the equation doesn't take into
account the greater heating that would occur with
a high repetition-rate pulse stream due to superposition of heat after many pulses.
Representative values for the parameters in this
equation are a= 0.00064 centimeter -1 ,tp = 10 -8
seconds, àt = 50°C, s = 4.186 joules per cubic
centimeter degree C, and (7r/4)d2 = 1square centimeter. Inserting these values in the equation for
ashort pulse in water that has an aof 0.16 (that is,
40% of a) gives:
Pe := 3.28 X 10 13 watts
Because the cross-sectional area of the beam

POWER

enters into these calculations, the power density
can be thought of as 3.28 X 10 13 watts per square
centimeter. It's doubtful, though, that such an instantaneous temperature rise could really be tolerated. At the very least, it would probably change
the water's index of refraction, causing the beam
to become unstable.
Because of these extremely high power densities,
it's important to examine the voltage gradient produced in the water by the beam. Using electrostatic
units, it can be shown that
(41Y/ra2)= (CE 2/87r)
where P' =. the power in ergs per second, (r/4)d2
the cross-sectional area of the beam in square centimeters, which in turn equals 1square centimeter,
E = the voltage gradient in statvolts per centimeter, and C = the velocity of light in water—
approximately 2.25 X 10 1°centimeters a second.
Solving for E gives =_ 31.8 P/ volts per centimeter
where P is expressed in watts. If P = 3.28 X 1013
watts, then E = 1.82 X 108 volts per centimeter.
Actual limits
While such a voltage gradient is indeed high,
it's calculated on the assumption that all the power
is contained in a single electromagnetic transmission mode. That's not likely to be the case. If n
modes of equal power were present, E would be
divided by n1 for each. Difficult—though not impossible—calculations would then have to be made
of how mode voltages add.
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Because the laser pulses are usually about 10
nanoseconds in duration and electrons and ions
have low mobility in water, it's likely that very high
voltage gradients can be supported.
So it seems reasonable to push power density up
to about 10 1°watts per square centimeter. Considering that Olcoomian used a laser beam in his
experiments with apower density of only 100 watts
per square centimeter, there's some room for increased power in the field.
There are ways, too, of increasing power beyond
this suggested limit. For instance, the beam area
could be broadened. Or the beam could be made
to converge after it enters the water. This would
allow more power to be used, because the beam
would not disturb the water until it came to afocal
point.
Researchers have used laser beams to form
bubbles at the point of focus. As the laser-formed
bubble collapses, it emits a broad spectrum of
sound waves. The possibility thus exists of launching acoustic waves at adistance from the generator.
In practice, the amount of power that can be
allowed in the water will also depend strongly on
local inhomogeneities and scatterering centers. Similarly, such inhomogeneities limit the onset of cavitation in sonar experiments. And the amount of
heat that water can stand is by no means aclosed
issue, for when bubbles created by intense sound
waves collapse, they compress the water vapor,
causing it to reach temperatures approaching that
of the sun. This has been observed in aphenomenon
called sonoluminescence where intense sound waves
result in radiated light.
To predict the performance of an underwater
laser system, it's necessary to take into account the
direction and travel time of the off-axis light. However, experiments have been confined to a small
number of attenuation lengths, so that there isn't
enough data about this type of scattered light. For
that matter, little is known about on-axis scattered
light at ranges below 10 attenuation lengths.
Measurements must be performed in water whose
attenuation length exceeds the oceanic mean of 10
meters. Also, measurements should be made at distances of 10 to 30 "effective" attenuation lengths.
Clearly, optical benches of such lengths, free from
interfering boundaries, can only be built on the
ocean bottom. So far, the high costs have prevented
this.
Engineers have instead turned their attention to
the following:
•Range gating
•Designing narrow band filters at the laserbeam wavelength to reduce background light.
•Designing polarization components to take advantage of the differences in polarization between
light reflected from the object and background and
scattered light.
•Separating source and receiver to reduce unwanted light.
The way backscattered light is handled depends
in part on how the underwater laser system's trans-
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mitter and receiver are located in relation to the
illuminated object. As in radar, when transmitter
and receiver are essentially in the same place the
system is said to be monostatic. When they're in
different places, the system is called bistatic. For
measurements from moving vehicles a monostatic
arrangement is, obviously, necessary. As the drawing on page 147 shows, range gating can significantly reduce backscatter in such asystem.
But the ideal way to design asystem is to place
transmitter and receiver relatively far apart. When
this is done, range gating is not necessary because
it produces little if any improvement in visibility.
In practice, designers compromise by keeping the
transmitter and receiver as far apart as the vehicle's
size permits.
When imaging sensors are used in the receiver,
only the nonscattered light forms the image because
of the need to preserve the rays' geometry. On- and
off-axis scattered light is either wasted or shows
up as interfering background illumination.
Only ascanned laser system, which would use a
nonimaging sensor that accepts light over a large
area, can make fullest use of forward scattering.
Such asystem would build up an image from pulses
returned to a nonimaging sensor in the receiver.
This type of system offers the highest potential
range because it uses forward scattering and concentrates all the laser beam power in anarrow beam
that illuminates only one part of the object at a
time. Average power would be reduced slightly,
however, because ahigh pulse rate would be necessary in such a system.
Using the table on page 146, an upper limit
can be set on the range achievable in a scanned
laser system that detects only the outline of an
object. One caution: this limit will probably be
reduced by the decrease in contrast from the halo
effect resulting from off-axis, forward-scattered
light. And it's also worthwhile noting that diffusion
reflection will reduce power about two orders of
magnitude—equivalent to about 5effective attenuation lengths. A two-way laser system using ascanning and anonimaging receiver could have arange
of about 24 to 37 attenuation lengths over the span
of power levels indicated in the table. Some researchers, though, feel that this is unduly optimistic.
R.E. Martin of Autonetics conducted an analytic
study, for example, that gave somewhat less encouraging results—probably because he considered
only nonscattered light. His hypothetical system
used scanning and range gating and had 100 x100
resolution elements that were scanned 30 times a
second with an average power of 103 to 100 watts.
His figures indicated an upper limit on visibility
of 10 to 13 attenuation lengths.
The authors believe that future systems using all
possible refinements and having low resolution for
outline detection will probably recognize objects
out to 15 and perhaps 20 attenuation lengths. In
clear ocean water with an attenuation length of 10
meters, this would mean that objects as far away as
150 or even 200 meters could be recognized.
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Recent work on underwater lasers gives cause
for optimism. For instance, Paul Heckman Jr. and
R.T. Hodgson of the Underwater Ordnance Department of the Navy's test station in Pasadena did
range-gating experiments in water with a10.5-meter
attenuation length and showed that diffusion theory
and results coincided remarkably.
'
G.D. Gilbert of the Naval Ordnance Test Station
in China Lake, Calif., and his associates tested
linearly and circularly polarized components in an
underwater system, showing that backscatter discrimination and appreciably increased range could
be provided by distinguishing polarizations.
F.W. Replogle of Perkin-Elmer Corp. used acollimated beam from an arc lamp instead of alaser
to define the limits of resolution in water with an
attenuation length of 5 meters. He worked out to
four attenuation lengths. Replogle's main contribution was the application of an analytic method
known as the modulation transfer function, which
deals with optical elements and components in a
manner analogous to the way the frequency response of electrical systems is calculated. This
method describes an optical component's ability to
reproduce spatial resolution in ageneralized manner for systems analysis. Replogle found that he
could get resolution up to 1,000 cycles per radian
and detect acontrast between objects with angular
sizes as small as 0.0005 radian.
The modulation transfer approach has also been
applied by Anthony Immarco and T. Oigarden of
Kollsman. Their work showed, as expected, asharp
drop-off in resolution with increasing range for
nonscattered light. Later, working with T. Keil and
Michael Kerpchar, Immarco got aresolution of 400
television lines out to about four attenuation
lengths. Laser power and receiver sensitivity limited the range. The experiment was conducted in
filtered water with a 9-meter attenuation length.
Keil, Kerpchar, and Immarco in another test, detected an object over 10 attenuation lengths away
that had been backlit. In this test, the resolution
was about 600 television lines, indicating that forward scattering caused less distortion at the receiver than was expected.
In another experiment, A.W. Angelbeck of United
Aircraft used ascanned but continuous- wave argon
ion laser that emitted light with a wavelength of
0.48 micron with 3 X 10 -8 watts of power. He did
his experiments up to four attenuation lengths in
water with an attenuation length of 0.66 meter. To
suppress backscatter, he separated the transmitter
and the receiver.
His analyses are interesting because they show
that even with the best means used to reduce backscatter, light reflected back to the detector saturates
it, reducing usable laser power to 106 watts for a
range of nine attenuation lengths. Allowing for the
differences in water attenuation, this result is close
to the power limit given in the previous equation.
Lasers have been used to form holograms of objects in murky water to improve visibility. K.A. Stetson, at the time with the Geophysics Corp. of
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America, first illuminated an object submerged in
murky liquid with an incoherent light source and
photographed it. Then he illuminated the same
object with alaser beam, and taking advantage of
the coherence difference between the scattered and
nonscattered reflected light, formed ahologram. The
photograph made from the reconstructed hologram
was judged much better than that made of the
object bathed in incoherent light.
Such an application might require very high laser
power to allow the imaging photons to form ahologram in the presence of the many scattered photons.
Nevertheless, this technique may be applied for
short-range work in very muddy water—for example,
where the bottom of the ocean has been stirred up.
Very high frequency sonar imaging is currently
used under such conditions, so more information is
needed to prove the practicality of underwater
holography.
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'We must be able to tell our integrated
circuit customers not only where we
are, but where we're going. That's why
our researchers keep one foot in today's
problems and the other in tomorrow's
key technologies':
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the electronic industry.
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Our new 150 Grid, Series G
relays are only 0.32" high. You
I
ACTUAL VII

can stack more PC boards in a

given height and increase the packing
density of components. The Series G is
a sealed, mil-spec, 2 amp, 2 pdt unit54% smaller and 52% lighter than 1/2 size
crystal can relays. Complete details are
in our new Bulletin 3200. Write for it.
Leach Corporation Relay Division,
Dept. A, 5915 Avalon Blvd.,

LEACH

Los Angeles, Calif. 90003.
(213) 232-8221

We have quite a thing about
transmission capacity.
108 50-baud channels.

Like RECTIPLEX.
This new carrier telegraph system commenced service between Tokyo (KDD)
and San Francisco (RCA) June 1968 and
revolutionized transmission capacity and
transmission rates.
The development of this brilliant innovation posed quite a few problems. We
had to increase speed and capacity, and,
at the same time, battle the high costs
of for-hire cables and new-cable installation. In cooperation with K.D D. we
found the answer: RECTIPLEX, in which

e

a unique phase-modulation transmits 108
standard telegraph channels over asingle
voice band. The resulting transmission
capacity is five times that of conventional
multiplex systems, and combines economical capacity expansion with faster
data transmission.
RECTIPLEX I lived up to the highest
expectations. So will RECTIPLEX II, when
it revolutionizes cable transmission between Tokyo (KDD) and New York (ITT)
this Autumn.

FUJITSU LIMITED
Communiution.s and aectronics
Marunouchi, Tokyo, Japan

Main Products: Telephone Exchange Equipment D Telephone Sets D Carrier Transmission Equipment D Radio Communication Equipment D Space Electronics Equipment
D Data Communication Equipmer.t D Telemetering and Remote Control Equipment D Computers ,FACOM; and Peripheral Equipment D Automatic Control Equipment
(FANUCi ID Electric Indicators D Electronic Components and Semiconductor Devices.
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After 17years Sylvania breaks with custom.
You probably never knew it, but
Sylvania is one of the biggest makers of precision-built circuit-board
connectors. For years we have been
supplying the biggest names in the
computer and communications
fields. But strictly on a custom
basis.
Some of our custom designs have
become industry standards. And
now we are making them available
as off-the-shelf items. This means
you can now get the benefits of cus-

tom design without tooling or setup charges.
And it means you can buy in
small quantities at low prices.
You get Sylvania's exclusive
welded gold-dot contact design that
puts the gold only where it's needed
for low contact resistance (less
than 50mV). And less gold means
less expense.
You also get Sylvania's precision
construction that puts wire-wrap
terminals exactly in the right posiCONNECTORS BY

tion for programmed wiring systems.
Formats available include: 44pin single position, 20-pin single
position, 212-pin eight position,
and 220-pin five position. Contact
ratings up to 5Amperes.
If these types won't fill your
needs, remember we're still one of
the biggest names in custom designs. Call is. Sylvania Metals &
Chemicals, Parts Division, Warren,
Pa. 16365.

There Really is Something New
Behind These Successful General Electric Programs:
A New Systemsoriented Division
With Expanded Ability
In Land and Sea-based
Electronics

Undersea detection systems, like the
Navy's SQS-26 CX sonar, rely on General Electric's proven expertise in signal processing, transducer design and
environment knowledge to satisfy diverse mission requirements. SQS-26
will be the major anti-submarine sensor
system in the Navy's surface fleet over
the next decade.

t
Control accuracy for Navy's Tartar guided missile system is provided by General Electric's MK 73 Director. It precisely positions the radar's automatic
target acquisition, provides accurate
target data, and instantly "locks-on"
supersonic targets. General Electric is
presently doing developmental work
on solid-state power drives to control
the guns, launchers, and directors of
the 1970's.

The General Electric people who
have designed and produced
some of the free world's most
sophisticated Fire Control, Radar,
Sonar, and Guidance equipment
staff the new Electronic Systems
Division. To this staff has been
added an advanced systems
organization to lead the Division
into new systems fields.
With new concepts, advanced
technology, and the latest
management techniques, this
time-proven military electronics

Strategic detection and tracking radar
systems continually probe for objects
in space. Advanced missile detection
systems such as PAR (Perimeter Acquisition Radar) will rely heavily on
General Electric's advances in signal
processing state-of-the-art and environmental phenomena.

Weapon Control systems utilize advanced digital system technologies to
perform complex fire control functions.
For example, MK 84 fire control for the
Navy's Polaris FBM system continuously
calculates launch trajectory information. The third-generation MK 88 Poseidon Fire Control system evolved from
MK 84 equipment and technologies.

team is leading General Electric
into the new era of integrated
land and sea-based electronic
systems.

For more information about
General Electric's many programs
and activities in the land and
sea-based electronic systems
area, write General Electric,
Court Street, Building 9-48,
Syracuse, New York 13201.

"MicroWave Magazine photo by Torn Kilpatrick"

Tactical radar systems like MPQ-4 fulfill a vital battlefield mission by pinpointing
enemy mortar locations on the first round fired. Advanced data processing, microelectronics and analog-to-digital technologies will be critical to improved tactical
radar designs—the TPQ-27 Course Directing Radar; ship-based IPDTAS (Interim
Point Defense Target Acquisition System) and for ASMS (Advanced Surface Missile
System).

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK
7:3-ogress /s Ow- Most important Product

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

Cut it out and paste it on
our 3-digit dpm:
r

--

WESTON

999
MILLIVOLTS D.C.

Now you know what our new model looks like.

We introduced the world's first
all-electronic *Digital Panel Meter
just last fall, and the first AC model
in May. Your response has been
overwhelming. Now we've taken
the same size package—same size
panel cut-out—and added afourth
digit. Our new Model 1280 is designed especially for those who

need a full four digit unit with
.05% ±1 digit accuracy, .01%
resolution (10 microvolts). But no
matter which dpm you wish to
order, you'll begetting BCD output,
print command, remote command,
solid state reliability and digital
accuracy in a panel-mount
instrument tailored to your needs.

Standard ranges are available from
100 millivolts and up. Write today
for information on our complete
line of digital panel meters.
WESTON INSTRUMENTS DIV.,
Weston Instruments, Inc., Newark,
N.J. 07114. a Schlumberger company

WESTON®
U S. Pat. 3,051.939 and patents pending

Spot Remover.
At the Pomona division of General
Dynamics engineers and scientists
have developed the world's most
effective spot removers. They are
missiles with names like TERRIER,
TARTAR, REDEYE, STANDARD MISSILE and STANDARD ARM.
Developing new missiles for removing
faster, smaller, more distant spots is a
continuing, long-range program.
Here in Pomona, in beautiful Southern California, is the nation's leading
integrated facility for the research,
development, testing and manufactur158
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ing of tactical guided missiles. Pomona
division is close to the beaches and the
mountains, and just freeway minutes
from downtown Los Angeles and
Hollywood. Pomona division is close to
many colleges and universities and we
encourage continued studies through
company sponsored programs.
We have a lot to offer here for the
scientist or engineer looking for a
secure future in an organization that
appreciates the creative mind. We both
invite and reward inventiveness.
If you are thinking of a move up for

your career and your family, please
send your detailed resume to:
Mr. L. F. Cecchi,
Manager, Engineering Personnel
Pomona division of General Dynamics
P. O. Box 2507-N
Pomona, California 91766

GENERAL DYNAMICS

Pomona Division
An Equal Opportunity Employer
U.S. Citizenship Required
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LOW COST

NPN SILICON POWER TRANSISTORS

olitron

from

From milliwatt to watt, Solitron's 2 Amp Silicon Power Transistors
"bridge

the

gap"

between

small

signal

and

high

power

device

applications. Here's why. Voltage ratings up to 300V, leakages as
low as 0.5nA, saturation voltages less than 0.1V and uniform current
gain from 10mA up to 500mA. They may be used for small DC/DC
converters, core drivers,

relay drivers,

voltage switch amplifiers.

All

low

servo amplifiers and

priced,

these

medium

high

power

transistors are available in TO-46, TO-5 and TO-66 packages.

TO-46

TO-5
PERFORMANCE

RATED BREAKDOWN VOLTAGES

Type
Number
TO-46

h, E

VcE (sat)
Volts

elc = 0.5A

'q c = 0.5A

VcE = 5.0V

I. - .05A

SPECIFICATIONS

V. E (sat)
Volts

I
COO

ti.

ON

MH z

Type
Number
TO-5

Type
Number
TO-66

Min.

Min.

Min.

Min.

Max.

Max.

Max.

Max.

(
"
NCB

2N4862

2N4863

2N4864

140

120

8

50

150'

0.20

12

0.1

60

85

SDT5001

SDT5501

SDT5901

60

40

8

50

150

0.35

12

0.1

30

85

SD15002

SDT5502

SDT5902

80

60

8

50

150

0.35

12

0.1

30

85

SDT5003

SDT5503

S0T5903

100

80

8

50

150

0.35

1.2

0.1

60

85
85

B\/

BO

BV„,,

BV E.c,

9I
11.

- 0.5A

I. - .05A

TYP .

5015004

SDT5504

SDT 5904

140

100

8

50

150

0.35

1.2

0.1

60

SDT5005

SDT5505

SDT5905

180

120

8

50

150

0.
35

1.
2

0.
1

60

85

SDT5011

SDT5511

SDT5911

60

40

8

120

-

0.35

1.2

0.1

30

85

SDT5012

SDT5512

SDT 5912

80

60

8

120

-

0.35

1.2

0.1

30

85

SDT5013

SDT5513

SDT5913

100

80

8

120

-

035

1.2

0.1

60

85

015014

SDT5514

SDT5914

140

100

8

120

0.35

1.2

0.1

60

85

SDT5015

SDT5515

SDT5915

180

120

8

120

0.35

1.2

0.1

60

85

*Vc E

-.

-

2.0V

To obtain additional information on these devices,
Dial 1-800-327-3243 for a no charge telephone call.

bolitron

DEVICES, INC.

1177 BLUE HERON BLVD./ RIVIERA BEACH, FLA. /(305) 848-4311 /PIK (510) 952-6676
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159

Being carried, the portable Digitest; other Honeywell DVM's (I. to r.): 620 Series; 630 Series; 85 Series.

You bet Honeywell makes DVM's
here's our fifth generation!
Beginning in 1954 with our 4500 Series,

Price

we've been building good DVM's. We've
refined them, improved their accuracy, and
expanded their capabilities through four
distinct generations — each better than the
last. The family that makes up the present
generation comprises abroad line of models
in awide price range. You can choose precisely what it takes to solve your measurement problems, buying no more — or no

Digitest

$395

Accuracy
.5%

——

Capability

Readout Speed

DC/AC/I/Res.

2 sec.

Features: An extremely versatile solid-state instrument with total portability due to built-in,
rechargeable batteries. High speed and accuracy make it aperfect all-around service tool,
equally at home in the lab, on the production line, or in the field.
620B Series

$985

.01%

DC/AC/Res.

4 per sec.

table at right gives you a qu ck rundown
on the fifth generation.

Features: Portable, integrating units with exclusive "autoject" circuit providing higher noise
rejection at any frequency than any other integrating DVM. Full 4 digits plus 5th for 20%
overrange; automatic ranging and polarity; isolated differential inputs for over 140 db of
common mode rejection of noise.

Send for the Honeywell
DVM Solution Kit. Get

630S Series

fewer — features than you really need. The

complete information on
the entire Honeywell DVM

83595

.01%

DC/AC/Res.

10 per sec.

the instrument that will

Features: Highly versatile without additional accessories, this integrating DVM/Counter
series gives you 5 full digits plus 6th for 20% overrange, 5 DC ranges, with the most
sensitive providing lbtv resolution; differential inputs and integrating logic for up to 140 db
noise rejection, and remote programming of all functions and BCD outputs.

provide the precise solution to your measurement problems. Write:

85 Series

line — learn how to select

Honeywell, Test Instruments Div., P.O. Box
5227,4800 E. Dry Creek Rd., Denver, Colo.
80217. Or, call your Honeywell Sales Engineer today !

160

Honeywell

Circle 160 on reader service card

83800

.005%

DC/AC/Res.

100 per sec.

Features: Highly compatible with automatic data systems, these multimeters provide maximum measurement speed and accuracy. They offer ratiometer operation; basic 101.v resolution; full 5-digit measurements; automatic ranging and polarity, and up to 160 db common
mode rejection of noise.

Honeywell engineers sell solutions
Circle 161 on reader service card

S-H-H-H-H!
The Quiet One is at work.
It's the only potentiometer in the low
cost field that is within one quarter
of one percent of having no electrical
noise, at all.
And yet it costs so little you can have
computer-quality in any product with
no sacrifice in economy.
Clarostat's Temp-Maturing e exclusive
process, so stabilizes and homoginizes
each Quiet One that they've been
field tested to 2 million cycles with
less than a5% resistance change.
Come to think of it, you
could pay many times
more and still not
get the linearity, the
stability ... the sheer
Clarostat quality that
goes into every Quiet One
from Clarostat. Write
Dept. 101 Dover, N.H. 03820
It's quietly Revolutionary

CLAROSTAT

The In Group
When you need a data acquisition system,
the simplest, safest way to get it is to start
—and finish—with Hewlett-Packard. All
from the same source. You get off-the-shelf
delivery; no costly special engineering required; complete systems—system components—proved in the field.
Large or small, complex or simple, fast or
slow, computerized or not—you can buy

your data acquisition system right off our
data sheet. Even if your requirements are
unconventional or way out, we can deliver a
system that will fill your need.
For acomplete run-down on all the members
of our systems group, call your HP field
engineer. Or write Hewlett-Packard, Palo
Alto, California 94304; Europe: 54 Route
des Acacias, Geneva.

HEWLETT eiï PACKARD
DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS

06826
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Slow and steady does not win the race.
With SSPI's new GA200 series nancsecond thyristors, it's
speed that counts. And what speed! They're capable of
switching 1amp in 10 nanoseconds or 30 amps in 20 nanoseconds. The fastest, high-current switching elements on the
market. And the only ones! With this speed, they're ideal for
use in high speed pulse modulator circuits, in high current,
precise digital switching, or in laser driving.
But there's more to the GA200 series than speed. It can meet
any voltage requirement and maintain a20 nanosecond
switching speed. How? By series stringing ... without
sacrificing ananosecond.
The new GA200 nanosecond thyristors are available in spacesaving TO-18 packages. Quite astory, eh Aesop?
For further information about the nancsecond thyristor or series
stringing techniques (The New Design Ideas 210)
call or write Ralph Lowry at:
SOLID STATE PRODUCTS
t>
1

Pingree Street, Salem, Massachusetts 01970
Telephone: (617) 745-2900

Arkansas.

Mother nature is our greatest ¡ndustrial salesman.
Arkansas Industrial Development Commission

164
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State Capitol

Little Rock 72201

AC 501 376-1961
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14% more power
per dollar.
New full capacity thyristors
from Westinghouse

It's a breakthrough. We've added 14%
more power capacity to thyristors without adding to the price. The extra amps
are free.
These new thyristors (Types 250 and
251) are rated at 80 and 40 amps AVE.
With them you can uprate existing SCR
circuits without cost increase. In new
circuits, these devices help you even
more. They allow you to achieve simpler,
lower-cost designs.
Our breakthrough was in bringing out
the full inherent capacity of thyristors.
New diffusion techniques have been
used. And critical thermal stresses
have been eliminated with exclusive
Westinghouse CBE construction.
Design Opportunities—Look at the
characteristics comparison charts here.
You can see the opportunities. For example, if you make a 11
/ hp. motor con2
trol, you could uprate it to 2 hp. with a
simple thyristor switch from "Brand X"
to Westinghouse.
Here's another cost-cutter: simplify
circuits by reducing dv/dt protection
networks. Until now, dv/dt on standard
thyristors has been limited to 200hisec.

COMPARATIVE FIGURE-OF-MERIT CURVES
—THREE COMPETITIVE THYRISTORS

.8
E
TYP
F5 0
)
%

4

.6

•
•
••

.4

BRAND
• ....X
i
•

Data For Thought—Let your ingenuity
rove with full data to go on. You'll find
many more circuits to capitalize on the
Westinghouse "full capacity" thyristor.
We'll be glad to help. Just call your local
Westinghouse salesman. Or phone us at
(412) 925-7272. Or write Westinghouse
Semiconductor Division, Youngwood,
Pennsylvania 15697.
COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

•

— 70-80 AMP DEVICES

,*•%

.2

0250

BRAND
Current (I RMS•/I AVE )

•1

Y

BRAND X BRAND Y

125/80 110/70

110/70

Applied Current
40

50

60

70

80

AVERAGE CURRENT, AMPERES

Westinghouse offers aminimum of 300/
usec. (typically 600/psec.) to full We.
Maybe you're working with a 550 volt
power supply. Then here's the industry's
first positive control ...thyristors that
block 1800 volt transients and 1500
volts steady-state.
When you design drive circuitry, our
maximum 1
9; of 100 ma. is an optimum
figure. It's low enough so you can
achieve low-cost circuitry, high enough
to minimize false triggering.

(9 sA =.125°C/W, TA---40°C) 71.5
Voltage (V

8/V

1)

dv/dt
(Exponential to full VFB )
1
9t (T,

25°C)

64.4

70.0

1500/
1800

1300!
1550

1300/
1560

300

200

200

100

150

150

COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
— 35-40 AMP DEVICES
®251
Current •
IRMS /l AvE )

BRAND X BRANDY

63/40

55/35

55/35

40

35

35

1500/
1800

1300/
1550

1300/
1560

300

200

200

100

100

150

Applied Current
(6, A -=.44^C/W, TA---40•C)
Voltage (V FB /V FT )
dv/dt
(Exponential to full VFB )
I
gt (1)

25°C)

You can be sure if its Westinghouse
CC 2092
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Available now from Potter &Brumfield!

Dry reed/solid state time delays
in one package for p.c. boards

411
In this broad line there's
atime delay relay for
every application

LEFT: CJ Series dry reed relay
with solid state time delay.

Dry reed/solid state hybrids are the newest members of our family
of time delays. They are packaged the same as, and are completely
compatible with, our regular line of dry reeds. You may get up to
five reeds per package, plus the time delay circuit. Ask for our
CJ Series.

+kb

"Ner›.._

Other P&B time delays include:
CU SERIES. Priced as low as $12.50 in single lot quantities.
Recommended for delay on operate applications in machine
tool controls, copiers, office equipment and many others.

lb •
•

FREE!

Our complete catalog

CH SERIES. A practical, low cost answer to many industrial time delay applications. Octal-type plug-in terminals.
Accuracy is +10% with repeatability ±2%. For time delay
on operate, on release and adjustable interval.

on Solid State Time Delays.
Write for it today.

CD SERIES. For critical applications requiring accuracy of
±5% and repeatability of ±1%. Many styles are available
to switch relays rated at 3, 5, 10 and 25 amperes @ 115 VAC.

For complete information, call your local P&B representative or
write directly to Potter & Brumfield, Division of American
Machine & Foundry Company, Princeton, Indiana 47570.

Arlel
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Standard P& B Solid State Time Delay relays
are available from leading
electronic parts distributors.

I POTTER & BRUMFIELD
Electronics
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Small. Simple. An almost infinite number of switching
combinations. Interlocking, push-push or momentary
action. Modular construction. Switch assemblies available with modules of 2, 4, 6 or 8 poles interchangeably.
2to 16 poles on one button. Inexpensive. Rugged. Dependable. Bracket or circuit board mounted; .45 amps
@ 115 VAC, A.C. line switch with 5 amp current rating
available. Low priced for applications from guitars to
computers to testing equipment.
For a demonstration of the versatility of these push
button switches, contact your nearest Centralab representative. A complete push button switch kit for
prototyping is available from Centralab Industrial Distributors. To find your contact for prompt service,
samples and a copy of our new push button switch
catalog, write Centralab at the address at the right.
•Isostat

CENTRALAB
Elettnx.cs Dosaon
GLOBE UNION INC
5737 NORTH GREEN BAY AVENUE
ABLWALKEE. VOSCONSIN 53201

Licensed

M-6815

capacitors /packaged circuits /rotary and push button switches /technical ceramics /potentiometers /solar cells /semiconductors
Electronics lOctober 14, 1968
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/
4
"
aCermet Pots
On 3
2watt

in Wirewound or Carbon Price Range

(in production
quantities)
Only CTS, high volume automated producers of cermet controls, offers a line of 3/
4"dia.,
2-watt cermet potentiometers at prices you would expect to pay for industrial wirewound
or carbon pots.
Series 550 combines long life, low noise, high overload capability, high stability and
wide 'resistance range in compact construction that exceeds MIL-R-23285 (a tighter
cermet version of MIL-R-94). Single, dual and concentric constructions.
Compare these specifications
(linear taper)

Standard
Characteristics
Temperature Coefficient
Resistance
ohms
4012 to 1.35K(2
1.36K(2 to 2.9KR
3K12to 1.35 meg.
1.36 meg. to 5 meg.

2-watt /
4 "dia.
3
Germet Variable
Resistor

TC
PPM
—0 to +100
—0 to +250
±100
± 150

±2%

±1%

Rotational Life

50,000 cycles
±5% A R

100,000 cycles
± 10% A R

Resistance Range

50 ohms through
1megohm

25 to 49 ohms
or 1 megohm
to 5 megohms

Independent
Linearity

±5%

±3%

ENR

Series 550

TC
PPM
—50 to +200
—100 to +300
—100 to +250
± 250

Optional
Characteristics
(no more than
10c extra
per item)

For help in your application, call on CTS, the world's
largest producer of variable resistors.
iViOst unocieis avaik,oie

trir,Ju b uCTS distributors.

Founded 1896

CTS OF BERNE, INC.
BERNE, INDIANA
Subsidiary of CTS Corporation, Elkhart, Indiana
à.
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Probing the News
Government electronics

NASA future earthbound by economics
After landing men on the moon, the agency' sactivities will largely center on applications
of space technology to mundane problems, rather than manned exploration projects
By Paul A. Dickson
Washington regional editor

As it begins its second decade, the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration doesn't know where
it's headed. Right now, it seems
that the agency's work will, literally, be kept close to the planet
Earth. Outer space exploration, at
least on agrand scale, will have to
wait for better times.
Yet, on the face of it, NASA had
a lot to rejoice about on its Oct.
1 anniversary date. The Apollo
program was finally back on its
feet after a tragic 1967 fire; a
manned shot was planned for the
first two weeks of the month; and
a manned lunar flyby was programed for December. Officials,
who had been pessimistic a few
weeks earlier about the possibilities
of putting U.S. astronauts on the
moon in 1969, were beginning to
say that there was a "good possibility" the deadline could be met.
Moreover, the success of the Soviet's unmanned lunar orbiter, Zond
5, was stimulating renewed public
interest in the space race to the
moon. And finally, the agency
could review anumber of tangible
accomplishments—sizable networks
of research centers and tracking
stations operating smoothly; hundreds of satellites orbiting the
earth; and plenty of extra boosters
built and available for follow-on
space programs.
Inside story. The sad truth, however, is that the agency has been
coming up short in key situations.
Congressional—and public—support
for its efforts is ebbing. The current budget of $3.85 billion is the
lowest in five years. What's more,
Electronics
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NASA isn't sure what it will do for

an encore once it does put men
on the moon. It may well face a
Hobson's choice; manned planetary exploration is not going to be
supported during the next decade,
and the summary fate of the Voyager proposal suggests there isn't
a whole lot of interest in costly
unmanned programs. At the same
time, NASA must take into account
the unknowns involved in dealing
with a new President. On a less
cosmic level, the agency has anew
acting administrator, who, according to insiders, is going to take
some getting used to. And the fact
that his tenure is by no means assured adds further uncertainties.
Goals to go
Long-range planning for the next
10 years is NASA's most important
task at the moment. If the agency
can develop sound goals that attract broad support, most of the
pieces will fall into place. But the
organization's direction is a big
question mark. This indecision is
beginning to create amorale problem. Says a long-time Apollo program manager: "There's a lot up
in the air, and quite a few people
in the program are, of necessity,
thinking about other jobs. Right
now, we're being driven by the
cry 'push the schedule.' This is all
very well, but what it comes down
to is the fact that we're pushing
ourselves right out of our livelihoods."
The individual now best qualified to comment officially on NASA's
goals is Thomas O. Paine, james

E. Webb's
successor as the
agency's (acting) administrator.
Paine, however, isn't targeting any
single, major objective like landing
men on the moon by acertain date.
Instead, he anticipates a series of
practical projects for the next decade:
• Manned lunar exploration and
establishment of an orbital National
Space Station
• Unmanned exploration of planets like Mercury and Jupiter and
hothouse development of earth orbiters
• Generally greater efforts to apply space technology on down-toearth problems.
While Paine's operating program is not as ambitious as some
proposed by Webb, who pushed
valiantly for a major effort in
manned planetary exploration and
a sizable Apollo Applications Program, it's still pretty far out—given
the realities of the situation. Nonetheless, Paine intends to start beating the drums immediately.
Near and far
Specifically, Paine is going to try
to get money for the experiment
definition work on an orbital space
station back into the fiscal 1970
budget; this project was squeezed
out as aline item in the fiscal 1969
allocation. Paine will also attempt
to "substantially advance" funding
for earth applications work. This
implies greater use of space for
communications, weather observation, navigation aids, and remote
surveys of agricultural, mineral,
petroleum and water resources. In
169

there's more engineering than research."
Much the same situation preon practical, near-earth projects ...
vails at the space agency's Langley
Research Center in Hampton, Va.
addition, Paine says: "Due to some has elected not to pursue its goal John Duberg, associate director,
fortunate planetary alignments dur- of preeminence in space; it is ac- says the center is heavily involved
ing the 1970's we'll be able to move cepting both the advantage of ex- in such projects as laser-scattering
forward into deep space. We will, penditure reductions and the dis- instrumentation for CAT and colliadvantage of a second-rate posi- sion-avoidance systems. He anticihowever, have to start moving on
pates a continued high level of
these programs shortly if we're to tion."
activity in the broad area of aviatake advantage of the situation."
Crystal ball
tion safety.
On line. The Jet Propulsion LabWelsh, who sports a gold HHH
Edward C. Welsh, executive secoratory would ride herd on this socalled "Grand Tour" series of mis- retary of the National Aeronautics button, says: "I think the future
(of space activities) would be more
sions. Jupiter is slated to be the and Space Council and an imporfavorable
if Democrats are elected."
tant
Presidential
advisor,
is
another
first of the outer planets to be
checked; Saturn, Uranus, and Nep- official with a clear vision of a He predicts that Richard M. Nixon,
likely—as opposed to desirable— if elected President, would engitune would also be on the itinerary.
The lineup will be favorable in course for NASA. Along with Paine, neer slashes of as much as $1.5 billion from abudget request around
1976 and 1979. Homer Stewart, he anticipates a shift in emphasis.
"Planners are beginning to realize the present norm of $4 billion. HuJPL's advanced studies advisor and
that projects must have almost im- bert H. Humphrey, he feels, would
a professor of aeronautics at the
California Institute of Technology, mediately realizable public bene- press for an increase. But others
contend HHH would emphasize soputs a lower-limit price tag of fits," he says.
Welsh has no quarrel with cial rather than space programs.
$150 million on the project, but is
Awkward stage. At lower levels
convinced it will be approved be- Paine's list of priorities, but he
adds a few refinements. For ex- in the space agency, there's real
cause of broad support within the
space agency. The only technical ample, he believes manned plane- concern about the election. For
tary exploration should—and could example, the man who handles fiobstacle he anticipates involves
nances in one of the larger program
power; a Jupiter flight would re- —get going during the next decade.
offices at headquarters fears the
quire aspacecraft with between 10 "There are a number of reasons
switchover may necessitate the
and 50 kilowatts of power—a big why it can't start now," he says.
jump from the defunct Voyager "But there's agood possibility that writing of two budgets—one for the
spacecraft for which only 1kw was we could head in this direction outgoing administration and anwithin five years." Welsh also be- other for the incoming. This, he
specified.
says, could cause serious delays
Paine won't put a price tag on lieves aeronautics will get abigger
in getting fiscal 1970 funds into
the projects he's after, but he is play. He cites two reasons for this
specific programs. And along with
willing to talk generally about fund- expectation: "The problems are geting for the agency. "We're begin- ting more critical, and increasingly anumber of colleagues, this source
ning to falter abit with respect to there'll be a blurring of astronau- is worried about aRepublican vicJohn Kennedy's goal of making the tics and aeronautics. In other tory. "Nixon's on record against
U.S. number one in space," he says. words, the spacecraft of the future heavy spending on space," he says.
NASA is now working on its fiscal
"The U.S. is in afine position for will become more like airplanes,
1970 request. But even though the
the next decade. But we must de- and vice versa."
Division of labor. On this point, present Administration is considcide on the role we want to play.
If we're willing to yield to the So- James C. Elms, director of NASA's ered pro-space, insiders report the
viets—but still maintain an ade- Electronics Research Center in agency has been instructed to hold
quate program—then annual budg- Cambridge, Mass., agrees with its request around the $4 billion
ets of around $4 billion are Welsh. "A congressman asked me level—well below the amount asked
indicated. However, if we want to how our work was divided, and I for in fiscal 1969.
told him three-quarters space and
remain on top and reap space's
Real world
enormous benefits, we'll need $5 three-quarters aeronautics/ avionWhile high-echelon planners can
ics," he says. "Many of our acbillion to $6 billion ayear."
Webb, who, except for apromise tivities are interrelated or feeder sketch with broad strokes, officials
to be available as a consultant on work for upcoming efforts." At the in the program offices must essay
transition problems, is now on the moment ERC is concentrating on detailed pictures of their areas of
avionics for vertical and short take- competence over shorter spans. For
sidelines, believes the decision has
been made for all practical pur- off and landing (v/STOL) craft, example, the Office of Manned
Space Flight is now preoccupied
poses. "The cutbacks to which clear-air-turbulence detectors, pilot-warning and anticollision indi- with the lunar program. At the
NASA is adapting this year are only
the most recent in aseries that to- cators, and power supplies. "Much same time, however, it's intent on
gether might be called a national of our work involves adapting the keeping what's left of the Apollo
decision," he says. "In other words, lessons learned in space for air- Applications Program alive. Under
the terms of the interim operating
for the time being at least, the U.S. craft," says Elms. "In this light,

.the space agency will concentrate
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plan proposed by NASA this summer [Electronics, Aug. 19, p. 59],
the AAP request was slashed from
$300 million to $140 million; the
flight portion of the project will be
delayed and limited to a Saturn
1 workshop and single telescope
mount.
Charles W. Mathews, deputy associate administrator for this organization admits that the cuts
have hurt. However, he says, lunar
exploration and the proposed space
station should keep his office busy.
He expects an average of two trips
to the moon each year through most
of the 1970's. (But last year, before
production of the Saturn 5's was
cut back, officials were talking in
term of ahalf dozen ayear.) Mathews believes the number of annual
lunar visits may rise during the
late 1970's when NASA plans to
make dual launches from a single
booster.
Kurt H. Debus, director of the
Kennedy Space Center, is convinced the U.S. will press on with
exploration of the lunar surface.
"More and more questions will be
raised by new findings," he says.
"And there's no case in history
where an explorer said `okay, we
know it all now.' Once we've made
the moon landing, we won't be content to sit back."
By any other name. Mathews has
high hopes for the space station,
which appeared in the last budget
request as the Saturn 5 workshop
of the AAP. Next time around, it's
expected to appear, rechristened
the National Space Station.
"We'll have to go step by step
to develop avery large station that
could carry abig crew and weigh,
say, amillion pounds," says Mathews. "The first model will carry a
crew of about a dozen and weigh
less than 100,000 pounds." He believes number one might be technologically ready to go up by the
early to mid-1970's. However, the
decision-making process will probably hold the program up for a
few years, he says.
Mathews emphasizes the prospective utility of the station as does
his boss, Paine. They assert it could
pay off quickly as: an observation
platform for an advanced earth resources program, a maintenence
and light manufacturing center for
unmanned satellites, alaunch platform for small unmanned spaceElectronics October 14, 1968

craft, or, eventually, away station
for outer space.
Mathews also foresees development of reusable spacecraft—an
eventuality
that suggests
the
agency will want less but more reliable electronics. Long discussed,
the subject is beginning to surface
officially. Welsh, for example, says:
"There's a tremendous economic
potential in reusable craft. What
we're doing now is like taking a
plane to Los Angeles and then
throwing it away." John D. Hodge,
director of the newly formed Advanced Missions Program Office at
the Manned Spacecraft Center in
Houston, is also an enthusiastic
booster of reusable craft. "They
could provide a significant economic contribution to space flight,"
he says.
Poor relation. At the Office of
Space Science and Applications the
situation is much the same. Ambitious proposals from past seasons
like Voyager are no longer under
consideration; other candidates—
the biosatellite and 1973 Mariner-

Mars programs, for example—are
in the deferred or doubtful category. And NASA's interim operating
plan eliminated Orbiting Atmospheric Explorers C and D; funds
for launch vehicles and sounding
rockets have been cut as have outlays for support activities in research and technology.
Oran W. Nicks, OSSA's deputy
associate administrator, says he's
still encouraged by the long-term
picture. But he concedes some programs will suffer over the short
term. Nicks is still hopeful that the
biosatellite and Mariner programs
can be saved, but he rates the possibilities of two proposed Pioneer
missions to Jupiter in 1972 and 1973
as only fair.
Nicks notes new programs will
be sought in the fiscal 1970 budget
—for example, an atmospheric
probe of Venus, a deep-space Venus-Mercury probe in 1973, and a
new push for astronomy satellites.
Moreover, he expects space applications work to come on strong
through the 1970's. He's particu-

The evangelist and
the pragmatist

The prospective differences between the space agency's first and second
decades is perhaps best seen in the differences in style of the incoming
and outgoing administrators.
James E. Webb, who resigned st month as
chief, acted as
an almost evangelical advocate
the civilian space e
or the past
eight years. His annual forays t apitol Hill—with the exce
nof the
last two fiscal years—produce
esults. Congressional appropri ions for
the agency peaked at around
.2 billion in fiscal 1965 and fisca 966.
Since then, the track has b
downward. But even so, Webb's e rts
I. In the opinion of most observers,
have been relatively succeSs
forestalled even deeper c than those actually made.
"I've watched him in ongress. When they ask him a question, it's
like trying to get agl
of water from afire hydrant," says an agency
insider. "NASA'S lost a at salesman, and this is going to hurt."
Webb, co mmenti
on the success of his efforts, says that one of the
agency's best ploy as been "running between the legs" of bureaucrats.
If Webb was
A's huckster, Thomas O. Paine, now acting administrator, qua
as apragmatist. When discussing prospective programs
Paine
ably emphasizes their practical aspects. Moreover, he dees himself as sympathetic to the nation's other priorities.
"A decade ago, Sputnik aroused the country to our deficiencies in
space," he says. "Now the clear need for better education in our schools
and the too-long-postponed problems of our cities are again waking us
up. We shall certainly have to make adequate provisions for these areas."
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larly high on unmanned planetary
exploration, which now accounts
for a scant 2% of NASA's budget.
"We're in aperiod where we have
to keep a close watch over every
nickel; but if one of our goals is
to get the highest scientific yield
for our money, then planetary missions will continue to be scheduled," he says.
Richard L. Daniels, chief of resources management at OSSA, is
abit more concerned than his boss
about the immediate future. "We're
in a position where, frankly,
planning is abit fuzzy. We're trying to work with an operating plan
which is still hard to pin down. At
the same time, we're going into
the next budget cycle," he says.
Daniels is concerned about possible
cuts during the next two years,
pointing out that with Apollo going
full tilt, a$3 billion allocation could
virtually wipe out his office. "As
it stands, we're just hanging on by
our fingernails," he adds.
Daniels' sentiments are echoed
by Bernard Lubarsky, assistant director of power projects at NASA's
Lewis Research Center in Cleveland. "Very few new missions have
been approved in recent years," he
says. "And this affects the Office
of Manned Space Flight and OSSA
to a great degree since they work
predominantly on approved activities. The effect here is less pronounced right now since we're laying a general base for a class of
future missions. However, we're
beginning to have trouble knowing
what to emphasize since we have
no clear idea of the nature of the
missions in the 1970's and 1980's."
Wesley Hjornovik, associate director at McS, puts it another way:
"We're going through avalley with
mountains on the other side. Ijust
don't know how wide the valley is."
Air wing. The Office of Advanced
Research and Technology, third
largest in NASA's hierarchy, has a
broad mandate covering areas from
basic R & D to practical problem
solving. John R. Biggs, who heads
the organization, says: "While aeronautics was not neglected during
the last 10 years, it was deemphasized. Ibelieve we'll feel the impact

of renewed interest around here."
Among the areas he pinpoints are
visTOL technology, air foil design, and structural work on supersonic aircraft. He also anticipates
major expenditures for reducing aircraft noise, estimating that up to
30% of the aeronautical allocation
would be spent for this purpose
during the next few years. Avionics
work, Biggs says, will also benefit;
guidance systems, highly accurate
navigation equipment, L-band communications gear, collision avoidance apparatus, and clear air turbulence detectors are among the
areas he cites.
Biggs has a long specific electronics shopping list which, among
other things, includes advanced
antenna designs, the next generation of inertial guidance equipment,
and high-capacity computer memories. In amore general vein, Biggs
would like to push ahead in such
areas as component reliability, computer software and hardware, and
large-scale integration.
Expectation gap
In view of Congressional hostility and public apathy, many observers consider the plans—curtailed though they may be—of top
NASA officials unduly optimistic.
Certainly, there's no prospect of
anything like the "moon fever" that
buoyed the agency's efforts to get
men and money during the early
1980's. Nonetheless, planners insist
that a unifying goal is no longer
necessary; the race to the moon has
long since served its purpose of
building NASA. More practical objectives, they contend, will sell
themselves.
Webb views the current situation less as a defeat than as
"a challenge of the times." The
U.S. will be able to resume its role
as aspacefaring nation with aminimum of strain, he believes, since
NASA was designed from the outset
to be an adaptive organization that
could expand and contract in harmony with external exigencies. This
contention, however, presupposes
the agency's plant and capacities
are not permitted to deteriorate below agiven reactivation level.
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Space electronics

Aerospace industry keeps its cool
Faced with the prospect of living without big NASA contracts for awhile,
many firms are reorienting efforts toward earth and near-earth applications
As the space agency moves into
its second decade with an almost
bare cupboard, aerospace contractors are reconciling themselves to
just eking out aliving in the civilian sector for the time being at
least. Surprisingly, the major companies in the field view the prospect with something approaching
equanimity. And so far as possible,
most of them plan to keep teams
of engineers and technicians together to continue work on spaceoriented projects.
"If you start with the premise
that the U.S. is not going the way
of Britain, you know programs like
Voyager and the Jupiter probe will
eventually get off the ground," says
an official at the General Electric
Co.'s Missile and Space division
in Philadelphia. "Every time the
Congress forces NASA to cut back
another program, we patiently tell
ourselves that it will eventually be
resurrected. However, it does look
as though a good many will have
to wait until the war is over."

can Rockwell Corp.'s Space divi- money-squeeze situation like we
sion, says a highly skilled work have now, NASA will look to proven
force has been marshalled at his
technology, and we have the buildcompany for the Apollo program,
ing blocks."
and that it won't be let go. The
Beating the bushes. Much the
division, which is NASA's prime same situation prevails at the Raycontractor for the Apollo command theon Co. "We have men with
and service modules, is currently space-oriented skills; to keep them
investigating commercial and mili- on the .job, we're bidding almost
tary outlets for its talents.
anywhere we see markets," says
In addition, Healey hopes that Harold L. Evans, vice president
there will be a follow-on market and general manager of the firm's
for hardware beyond the five Space and Information Systems dimanned flights that have so far vision. "We're already doing busibeen authorized. "We're putting ness with the Air Force, and we put
some faith in the Apollo Applica- in abid on Intelsat 4. This, coupled
tions Program," he says. "In a with our NASA bookings, allows us

Going it alone
Along with anumber of its industry fellows, GE hasn't stopped research and development work on
space projects just because funds
are in short supply at the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. "We have astable of scientists whose job it is to decide what
the agency's going to be doing 10
and 20 years down the road," says
an official. "They spearhead the inhouse efforts in these directions.
Even five years worth of cutbacks
wouldn't panic us. Events like
(James E.) Webb's resignation, a
Presidential election, and tightening purse strings simply don't have
a great effect on our long-range
work. We keep pouring in our own
money, knowing it will take alittle
longer to secure areturn."
John Healey, vice president for
manufacturing at the North AmeriElectronics IOctober 14, 1968

Quick-change artist. This rendering of an orbiting space station was released last January, billed as the Saturn 5 workshop of the Apollo Applications Program. But ever since AAP was wounded by budget slashes, the
workshop
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emerge as a major post-Apollo commitment for the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration. Aerospace contractors and NASA's research centers are already eyeing the program as a source of salvation

once the

lunar landing is made and emphasis shifts to earth applications. As a matter
of fact, the picture itself suggests the prospective intensity of the rivalry;
it was released by the Marshall Space Flight Center in less than a week from
the time NASA first proposed the project in its fiscal 1969 budget. Clearly,
Marshall wants in on the act and figures publicity might be of some help.
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A gaggle of scapegoats
When it comes to assigning blame for the increasingly general lack of
support for America's civilian space efforts, officials play no favorites.
For example, Edward C. Welsh, executive secretary of the National
Aeronautics and Space Council fingers the press, the Government, and
business. However, he reserves his sharpest criticisms for the latter group.
"Corporations do a good job convincing people they need cosmetics,
cigarettes, and beer. But aerospace contractors have done little to dramatize the benefits of space exploration," he charges. Moreover, he says,
too much of the public relations orientation is intramural. "Industry
briefings are all very well, but what about drumming up some popular
support?" he asks.
Welsh's convictions stem from his experiences during frequent trips
around the country. He's especially upset by the inane questions put to
him by representatives of the media in communities that are home base
for important space contractors. "And when Ispeak to business and professional groups, they treat me like aman from Mars," he says. "Afterwards, Ihave trouble answering all the mail I get requesting further
information on applications and technology spinoffs."
Offensive measures. But atop official at one aerospace firm is inclined
to pin the blame on NASA. "The agency needs more of aMadison Avenue
approach to sell the public on the worth of communications and navigation satellites," he says. "If Iwere an ordinary guy, Icould understand—
and even accept—the need for aspace platform from which to bomb the
Russians. But Icouldn't be sold on pure science without tangible benefits."
Another source suggests that the Congress has lost confidence in NASA
"because of the lack of coordination in its activities and the petty jealousies of the affiliated research centers working on manned space programs."
This man cites acase where the Marshall Space Flight Center bid strenuously for some work involving altitude-chamber tests of an Apollo Applications Program vehicle. "They don't have a chamber, and would have
had to go to the Air Force's Tullahoma facility," he says. "And there's
aperfectly good installation at the Kennedy Space Center."
Defensive. A highly placed NASA official complains he's tired being
made to feel that his efforts are somehow taking bread from the mouths
of helpless infants—simply to put men on the moon. "The space program
has been the greatest technological forcing factor that the world's ever
seen," he asserts. Walter T. Olson, assistant director of public affairs at
the space agency's Lewis Research Center, agrees. "A tremendous amount
of knowledge with immediate practical value has come out of the program," he says. "Weather satellites are but one example. A 10% improvement in weather prediction can save millions of dollars aday on earth."
Kurt Debus, director of the Kennedy Space Center, blames the public
itself for the lack of support. "People want to read about what's nearest
their hearts—Vietnam, the student riots, and the like," he says. "Public
reaction to Sputnik had aterrific effect. But Idon't see much from Zond
5." Debus worries that the majority of those in the Congress don't understand how space exploration "affects the power picture of the U.S."

to cover aspectrum from the outright commercial through scientific
and military."
Robert Roney, manager of the
Hughes Aircraft Co.'s Space Systems division, believes the current
austerity is at least partially due
to the fact that projects launched
during NASA's first decade fell into
the adventuresome category. "Some
adventure is good, but it can only
be sustained up to a certain expenditure level for alimited time,"
he explains. "NASA's reached a
point where its outlays arc a noticeable percentage of the national
budget. And this is beginning to
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bother the conscience of the taxpayer." Even if all our problems
were to be solved, Roney believes,
the space program would continue
to lose its rating as anational priority; he anticipates annual NASA
budgets in the $2.5 billion-to-$3.5
billion range from here on out.
Boxed in. The agency's current
commitments to manned space
flight, Roney reasons, will have at
least as great an effect on its shortrun direction as the shortage of
research and development funds.
"NASA can't start any substantial
projects until the early 1970's because of its preoccupation with

manned flight," he says. "And anything it wants to pursue then must
start from scratch." As a result,
Roney expects the missions originally scheduled for 1973 and 1975
to slip into the later years of the
decade. "R&D work that should
have been funded during fiscal
1969 for launches in 1975 just isn't
being done," he says.
North American's Healey agrees.
"A hiatus in both manned and unmanned missions is inevitable after
1971 no matter what new life is
injected into the Apollo Applications Program or a Voyager-like
project," he says. "It's just too late
to get anything started." He adds,
though, that "the study that's been
made for AAP and landing instrumented packages on planets will
shorten the development time
needed for the next project."
A source at another leading aerospace contractor notes that it's getting harder to hold good people
aside from the group dedicated to a
lunar landing. "They look ahead
and see the future vanishing in a
year and a half." On the other
hand, he notes that pessimism isn't
quite so rampant among managers
since they realize that programs
have been stretched out rather than
abandoned. Activity, after men are
put on the moon, will be "less than
now but more than nothing," he
says. "The ebb and flow of effort
will parallel threats of war, hardcore unemployment, and the like.
If only from an economic standpoint, the aerospace industry can't
be completely crushed. We'd have
afantastic unemployment problem.
I anticipate an amalgam of programs with a decided military
flavor since defense requirements
will outlast others."
But Richard DeLauer, vice president and general manager of TRW
Inc.'s Systems Group, is alot less
optimistic in his assessment of the
civilian space outlook. "I'm not setting up national priorities, but it
certainly seems to me that if we
can spend $4 billion a year on
cigars and cigarettes, we can afford
a similar amount for a very important piece of our national welfare," he says. "Cutbacks in NASA
funding have drastically lowered
the morale of key scientists and
engineers inside and outside the
agency." DeLauer's concern is that
there won't be aconsumer for adElectronks October 14, 1966
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Ins. Loss:

0.5 db maximum

VSWR:

1.20 maximum

Connectors:

Cover flanges w/
tapped holes

R123LTS

Isolation:

20 db minimum

Ins. Loss.

0.3 db maximum

VSWR.

1.25 maximum

Connectors:

OSM female

lffilt

SWITMDRIVERS

COAXIAL

AVEGUID
Frequency
GHz

50

Ku 148LTS

EDS 1148

Ku149LTS

EDS 1149

K115LTS

EDS 1115,

R123LTS

EDS 1123

The solid state drivers
have been specifically
engineered for
compatibility with
E& M switches

COMPLETE DATA
AVAILABLE
UPON REQUEST

11111
Division of 11 gEIctroñTbrporation
7419 Greenbush Avenue; North Hollywood, Calif.. 91605
Telephone (213) 875-1484
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... applications efforts have

Rx for your

been on apittance budget...

POWER SUPPLY PROBLEMS:

vanced technology. "If you don't
have one, you won't turn out the
next product," he says.

New 1969
Technipower
Catalog/Design Data Book

64 pages filled with
complete electrical,
thermal, and design
information as well as
the largest variety of
modular power on the
market.
Send for your
free copy
now!

Reliability —
State-of-the-art —
Small size —
Widest selection —
These are reasons
why you should call
Technipower
for your power
supply requirements.

TECH111POWER

A BEF1RUS Subsidiary

Benrus Center, Ridgefield, Conn. 06877

Phone: 203-438-0333

TWX: 710-450-3631

In Europe contact:
TECHNIPOWER, Benrus Technical, 20 Avenue des Planches, 1820 Montreux, SWITZERLAND
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Closer to home
Many companies are shifting
their attention to earth applications
projects from the deep space
probes and manned missions that
are being deferred. "We need something to focus on after the lunar
landing; Ithink the logical candidates are earth applications and an
experimental space station," says
Arthur E. Cooper, general manager
of the International Business Machines Corp.'s Space Systems Center. Cooper sees an orbital space
station as a great place to check
out programing and processing for
computers built with large-scale integration techniques.
Hughes Aircraft is also interested
in such near-earth projects as
meteorological,
communications,
and resource-surveying satellites.
"Applications efforts aren't hurting
in comparison with other areas,"
Roney observes. "But that's because there never was much money
in
the
applications programs.
Lately, however, it's been growing
some. The reverse is true of planetary exploration work."
Roney notes that there's been
some confusion in the past about
just which agencies have jurisdiction over certain parts of applications programs. And he's more
than willing to suggest solutions.
"NASA's proper role is to lead in
technology development so the appropriate Government body—the
Environmental Science Services
Administration, for example, in the
case of meteorological satellites—
can take over and administer a
system for application once it has
been developed."
Short shrift. He complains, however, that things don't always work
out just this way. "This is an area
where there's adirect return to the
taxpayer. But the total effort has
been given only a pittance out of
the NASA budget," he says. "Moreover, there are administrative—
bureaucratic, if you will—issues
that impede progress in the applications area." Roney cites the case
of the Geostationary (synchronous)
Electronics IOctober 14, 1968

Orbit Environmental Satellite. This
meteorological program has been
carried on the Government's books
for anumber of years, he says, but
has never gotten off the ground
because it lacks precedence in
ESSA budgets, and NASA shies away
because of its operational nature.
"Yet the results of the Applications
Technology Satellite program have
demonstrated the utility of such a
project," he asserts.
General Electric also wants to
get into the act; at the moment, it's
developing its own version of an
earth resources technology satellite.
And, notwithstanding the official
positions of the Communications
Satellite Corp. and the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co., the
company has invested three years
worth of R&D effort in direct broadcast spacecraft. A source at GE
says the company anticipates that
such systems will be implemented
during the 1970's.
TRW also has its eye on a slice
of the application pie. "If I had
my choice, I'd point U.S. programs
toward earth applications," says
DeLauer. "And both manned and
unmanned shots would be included." He warns, however, that
the biggest potential problem in
this area has little to do with space
technology. "Rather, it's a quasimanagement hangup. For example,
what do you do with data from
space once it's acquired? How do
you get it to users in aformat that's
useful? The real difficulties center
on utilization rather than acquisition."
A number of aerospace contractors are aiming their efforts at improving existing gear for nearearth
applications.
Roney
of
Hughes, for example, identifies a
number of areas of technology that
could prove mission-limiting. For
one thing, he says, there's a need
for larger antennas and for the precision pointing of sensors. For another, the energy-storage apparatus
used in periods when aspacecraft
is not illuminated by the sun is
accounting for an increasingly
large portion of the craft's total
weight. "We need better technology here to get some pounds off,"
he says. "And within a decade,
we'll also need to be generating
up to 50 kilowatts of power. We

StereoZoom® 7, just added to the matchless line of Bausch &Lomb
Stereomicroscopes, now takes pictures. That's right, takes pictures.
There's an integrated camera system, which allows you to use a
35mm or 4" x5" film; or 3¼" x41
/ "or 4" x5" *Polaroid camera,
4
and start shooting. You might call it the StereoZoom 7Triocular
Photomicrographic System, because that's what it is.
It's also amultiplex system, because visual and photographic
functions in no way interfere with each other. You can look while
you shoot. And you know how important that is.
This photographic potential plus the widest zoom range, clearest viewing, highest magnification, and asufficient variety of models make StereoZoom 7the one you surely should find out about.
Write today for Catalog 31-2185 and for our free demonstration
offer. Bausch & Lomb, Scientific Instrument Division, 99710 Bausch
Street, Rochester, New York 14602.
*Reg. Polaroid Corp.

BAUSCH & LOMB
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT DIVISION
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Out

500 mw

Waveform
Distortion
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Stack this
$350 oscillator
against the
competition
regardless of price!
You'll be surprised! In spite of its low price, the
Model 4200 exhibits extraordinary performance. It
excels in those specifications most eagerly sought by
men who really know oscillators. Krohn-Hite's twenty
years of frequency-generator know-how has produced
a unique circuit* that makes low-priced high performance a reality at last.
Here's how the Model 4200 stacks up against
several competitors:
BROADER FREQUENCY RANGE: The Model 4200 outranges most of the others, including more expensive units.
MORE OUTPUT POWER: The Model 4200 has from 2.5
to 50 times the power of the other units.
BEST WAVEFORM PURITY: The Model 4200 is un-

excelled.

BEST BUY: The $350 price speaks for itself.
See for yourself. Write for data. Then contact your
Krohn-Hite Representative for a no-holds-barred demonstration. The Model 4200 is a lot of oscillator for
$350.
'Patent applied for.
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580 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02139, U.S.A.
Phone: (617) 491-3211
TWX: 710-320-6583
Oscillators /Filters /AC
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can probably get this from solar
cells, but they'll have to be more
efficient than they are now to keep
the weight down."
Roney's strictures apply primarily to spacecraft operating "in
the neighborhood of the earth."
For deep space probes to Mars and
beyond, he says, there will be similar power problems, but the craft
will use electric propulsion and nuclear generators.
Star trek. The prospect of long—
five to 20 years—orbital lifetimes
suggests that spacecraft and support systems will have to be more
reliable than they are at present,
he goes on. In addition, more stable
fuels will be required, along with
improved thrusters and storage systems. These factors will be especially important in controlled paths
such as synchronous orbits.
"We should see a definite shift
to more unmanned missions during
the 1970's," says Raytheon's Evans.
"We need more data and experience
before sending men beyond the
moon. For the moment, at least,
there's no choice but to push ahead
in the unmanned field."
Evans discerns three areas of
technological concentration. "First
the high data rates we'll be transmitting from space suggest aneed
for broad bandwidths, which pose
power problems. Lasers and millimeter-wave systems may offer a
solution to these difficulties, but
more work is needed before we can
rely on such equipment," he says.
"Breakthroughs aren't required—
just dogged effort and improved
components."
According to Evans, the prospect
of extended flights also means that
more work will have to be done on
environmental support and control
systems. Finally, spacecraft and
data-gathering instrumentation will
have to be upgraded. Sensors for
planetary applications are going to
have to be smaller, more rugged,
and use less power than at present, he says, but these goals appear achievable through microminiaturization.

Contributions to this report were made by
Lawrence Curran and Burton Bell in Los
Angeles; Walter Barney and Peter Vogel in
San Francisco; James Brinton in Boston; Sue
Butler at Cape Kennedy; Peter Schuyten in
New York; Paul Dickson in Washington;
Marvin Reid in Dallas; Tom Jacobs in
Cleveland; and Barbara LeRouax in Houston.
It was compiled by Eric Aiken.
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The new Hewlett-Packard 5480A Signal Analyzer ferrets out and displays repetitive signals buried in noise
—even when the noise has the same frequency spectrum as the signal.
Enhancing the signal as much as 60 dB (1000 fold),
the 5480A uses an exclusive calibrated averaging technique that holds your signal display in full view, right
where you want it. The signal is always calibrated,
doesn't grow and wander off your scope as with conventional "summation" averaging.The display is flickerfree and continuous, even for very low sweep speeds.

•

\\AA/

connects directly and I/O couplers let you connect
a printer or tape punch or even a general-purpose
computer. Plug-in construction insures versatility and
future capabilities. The 5480A Signal Analyzer brings
new convenience and flexibility to electronics, acoustics, vibration analysis, communications and other analytical work. Price: $9500.
Need a way to get rid of unwanted signals? Get complete details on the 5480A simply by calling your local
HP field engineer, or writing Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto,
Calif. 94304; Europe: 54 Route des Acacias, Geneva.

The 5480A can even follow a signal that is changing.
Logic circuitry follows slow changes by emphasizing
new data. This means you can keep watch on effects
as you change parameters.
Two input channels let you view and compare two signals or take their sum and difference before averaging.
You can see the noise portion on the CRT, and you can
output it for variance analysis.
Another convenience of this instrument is its ability
to interface easily with other devices. An X-Y recorder
Electronics IOctober 14, 1968
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Management

Programing executives for overseas
Course run by the Business Council for International Understanding in Washington
prepares technical managers and businessmen for cultural shock of working abroad
By Robert Skole
Washington bureau manager

This week, adozen business executives in Washington, D.C., will be
learning about religion in Southeast Asia, trends in modern South
American art, and labor-management relations and government
regulation of business in Western
Europe.
Last week, these same men, who
come from technology-oriented as
well as conventional commercial
concerns, listened to a panel of
three black militants. They toured
Washington ghetto areas, heard a
talk on urban problems by the
capital's mayor, Walter E. Washington, and lectures on modern
American literature, the U.S. stage
and screen, and U.S. social structure.
Staging area. These executives
are winding up afour-week course
designed to help American businessmen operate more successfully
overseas. Sponsored by the Business Council for International Understanding—a nonprofit association
financed by some 100 major companies—the courses are held at the
American University School of International Service in Washington.
The broad areas covered by the
lecturers are designed to lessen the
cultural shock typically experienced
by American businessmen and their
wives abroad. But the primary aim,
of course, comes down to dollars
and cents: to help American companies do abetter job overseas.
The program is not new; it
opened for business nine years ago
and now has some 1,200 graduates,
who have worked nearly everywhere in the world in just about
every type of business and technical assignment. A growing number
of electronics firms, mindful of the
intensifying competition in international markets, are sending their
Electronics
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overseas managers and engineering
specialists to the course. A partial
roster includes the General Electric
Co., Honeywell Inc., the International Business Machines Corp.,
RCA, the Sperry Rand Corp., Tektronix Inc., Varian Associates Inc.,
and the Westinghouse Electric
Corp.
Leading light
As far as program director, Richard Butwell, is concerned, more
companies should be represented in
the program. He feels that although
the BCIU has done a good job so
far, it has not even come close to
exhausting the number of firms that
could profit by the program.
Butwell, who was named director of the program last month, has
an impressive background. He was
formerly director of the Patterson
School of Diplomacy and International Commerce at the University
of Kentucky; he holds aPh.D. from
Oxford, and was a professor of
political science at the University

of Illinois. In addition, Butwell was
a Fulbright scholar in Southeast
Asia, a Fulbright professor of international relations at the University of Burma, and aSeato research
fellow in Thailand.
Butwell has seen many of "the
ugly Americans" abroad. He believes while many of them muddle
through in international business,
this does not necessarily mean that
acorporation could transplant just
any executive or manager, who
has been a success at home, and
expect equivalent results from him
abroad.
Question mark. "You can't be
100% sure when you pull aguy out
of the line that he and his wife can
adapt successfully to a new environment," says Douglas Taylor of
Tektronix, who recently returned
to Beaverton, Ore., headquarters
after 19 months at the company's
plant in the Netherlands. "The
BCIU course raises the odds that
a couple will adapt. It also gives
them the chance to see if they

Guest. Herbert Reid, a law professor at Howard University, lectures BCIU
class now going through course to prepare them for overseas assignments.
183

... Americans overseas should be able

The Material
of Unlimited Uses...

SOLDERING
"UNSOLDERABLES"
...is but one of the thousands of
uses for advanced low-meltingtemperature alloys such as
Cerrosea l® 35. Cerroseal 35 melts
between 238 and 260° F., and can
be used with ordinary soldering
techniques. When soldered with
this versatile alloy, "toughies"
such as glass-to-metal, ceramic-tometal and metal-to-metal seals
stay tight even in adeep vacuum.
Other Cerro e Alloys, including
specials made to your individual
specs, are perfect for joining
ultra-delicate parts like integrated
circuits which cannot be
heat-sinked during soldering.
Low-temperature soldering as cool
as 117° F. can also be accomplished with certain Cerro Alloys.
For detailed information contact
Cerro Alloy Dept., Cerro Copper &
Brass Company, Stamford, Conn.
06907... R. S. Darnell
(203) 327-0550.
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to discuss their country's problems...
can. If not, they can back out. After
all, the company's loss would be
extremely high if they muffed it."
Obviously, companies that send
their executives to the BCIU course
believe the expense—which is high
—is well worth it. The tuition
ranges from $900 for asingle man
to $1,500 for an executive and his
wife. This outlay does not include
any provisions for hotels and meals.
There is an additional fee of about
$200 per week per person for intensive language study. And when a
company takes a top hand out of
circulation for four weeks it's an
extra item that must be figured in
the cost.
Most of those who attended the
course say that the expense was
fully justified. "It was so valuable
that Iwould have been willing to
have paid my own way if necessary," says O.E. Maniscalco of
IBM's Systems Development division, who's back in White Plains,
N.Y., after astint in Peru. Sherman
Rutherford, who was until recently
manager of Varian Associates' plant
in Turin, Italy, is also an enthusiast.
"The BCIU course was better than
good—it was
excellent,"
says
Rutherford, who's now back to the
States.
Expansion plans. For all the
praise, Butwell readily admits that
the current program has certain
shortcomings. Right now, five
classes a year go through the
course; Butwell would like to have
12 so firms could send men anytime during the year. He believes
it will be necessary to have courses
in the summer, when it is simpler
for wives to attend because of
school vacations. Butwell also
wants to establish an active research program to learn specifically what it takes to help people
adjust to living abroad, as well as
to help businessmen succeed in
foreign lands.
The BCIU has compiled abooklet showing a number of ways
Americans can unwittingly offend:
•"If you sit with the sole of your
shoe exposed to aTurk, you grossly
insult him.
•If you offer a devout Moslem
hard liquor, you are guilty of un-

forgivable ignorance.
•Anyone who places an image of
Buddha lower
than
eye-level
arouses the anger of Buddhists.
•If you touch the hand or arm
of aVietnamese lady in public, you
are being offensive."
The program at American University is designed to go further
than simply alerting its students to
possible blunders of this sort; it
tries to explain the why of different
peoples' behavior. In addition, emphasis is placed on thorough
grounding in such American problems as racial strife and poverty.
"An American engineer in Brazil
might know all there is to know
about transistors," says an instructor. "But if he can't discuss America's race problems intelligently
when the subject comes up—and it
will come up—then the Brazilians
he's in contact with will think him
pretty stupid."
Varian's Rutherford says that in
dealing with the thornier aspects of
U.S. life—for example, the nation's
involvement in Vietnam—"we were
told to keep things always on a
personal basis by saying something
like 'there are lots of things Idon't
understand or like about U.S. policies, but Ithink the reason we are
there is ...' and then give the
State Department line."
Party line
Critics of the course might
charge that it is 100% American
and 200% free enterprise in conception. One BCIU booklet notes
that the course tells students "what
the Communists are up to ...how
they are organized ...their major
propaganda appeals ...how to
handle Red-inspired attacks on the
U.S., on American business, and
on the free-enterprise system."
And the fact that one of the lecturers, who discusses "Communism: theory and strategy," is
Henry M. Schreiber of the Central
Intelligence Agency, makes some
businessmen wonder if it would not
be best to avoid the BCIU altogether. "We get enough problems
abroad without having lectures by a
CIA agent," says one executive.
The Council, however, makes
Electronics IOctober 14, 1968

"I was in terrible trouble. The additional circuitry changed my power supply requirements."

"More trouble ...my usual source of supply
said, 'Six weeks to get power supplies with the
new ratings'."

"I had heard about Acopian's incredible 3-day
shipment guarantee on their 62,000 different
types of AC to DC plug-in power supplies, and
decided to give them atry."

"Imagine my glee... when afew days later ...."
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Next time you're in trouble with power supply delivery, contact Acopian. If you do not have acopy of our latest catalog,
by all means, request one. It lists 62,000 different AC to DC
plug-in power supplies, any of which will be shipped to you
in just three days! For particulars, contact your local Acopian
rep., call us at (215) 258-5441, or write
to Acopian Corp., Easton, Penna. 18042.

4.5V, 20 MIL LAMPS
GIVE TUNG-SOL READOUTS
LOW POWER DRAIN,
MINIMUM HEAT,
MAXIMUM RELIABILITY

The new T-3/4 lamps used in Tung-Sol readouts, both
digital and alphanumeric, provide important performance advantages without loss of effective
brilliance. The low-power factor is especially advantageous where energy-source weight must be minimized—such as in aircraft and space vehicles.
Tung-Sol digital and alphanumeric readouts have
excellent off-on contrast and a 150° viewing angle.
They are designed to be intermixed. Write for brochure T-431, which contains 12 pages of detailed
information. Tung-Sol Division, Wagner Electric Corporation, One Summer Avenue, Newark, N.J. 07104.

every effort to get lecturers who
are tops in their fields. And obviously, the CIA has some experts
on Communism. The fact that the
course is located in Washington
gives officials access to Government
experts, as well as highly qualified
academic types. In addition, programs—both formal and informal—
are arranged to permit students to
meet foreigners, particularly people
from countries where they will be
assigned.
"I remember how delighted one
of the participants was when he
had dinner with a Spanish couple
here," says a BCIU staff member.
"He was going to Spain—but he'd
never met a Spaniard in his life."
Taylor of Tektronix was instrument production manager at the
firm's Netherland's plant; he was
responsible for manufacturing oscilloscopes for the European market.
As one of five top management people at the plant, he was not only in
charge of quality control but also
of seeing that the right number of
people were at the right place at
the right time. This involved considerable contact with Dutch engineers and production workers.
"There was really little cultural
shock for me in Holland," he says.
"But the men in the BCIU course
with me who were going to India
really had their eyes opened. I
think the course was very valuable.
When you're assigned to an operation somewhere, you usually read
all you can about it, and BCIU tries
to get people who can brief you on

TUNG-SOL'

OPTIMUM CONTRAST
DIGITAL AND ALPHANUMERIC
READOUTS
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Head man. Richard Butwell, who directs
the BCIU program for executives going
abroad, wants research on how to help
his graduates adjust faster and better.
Circle 187 on reader service card-÷-

The 810 consists of two complete, overvoltage and short circuit proof arn »
single monolithic chip in a14 lead dual in-line package. It is pin intercha
the dual 709. Typical specs for each amplifier are

Competitive prices based on best information available to us—quantity
Ask about our 8110E offering the performance above in the 709 pin co
Amelco Semiconductor, 1300 Terra Bella Ave. •Mountain View, Calif. 94040, Phone (415
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Durant (Europa) N.V. Barneveld, Netherlands

ypical Digital Clock
keypunch

these sources:
Durant Digital

assembles

application, autoinformation

from

1. Time, day and year from
Clock.
2. Job and routing

from
prepunched workers time card.
3.
Production count for time period from worker, using input station. Simultaneously, instantly, keypunch enters this total input on
a single computer card

for EDP use.

In the newest CORNING® Low Cost Digital
Memory Modules for serial storage.
Each bit costs 254 cents, for 4096 bits
@ 16 MHz, in the 1000-module bracket.
More modules—less cost. And even for
100 units, your total cost is less than
anickel per bit.
CORNING modules plug in.
T'I'L interface circuitry has been done for
you. The medium is proven zero-TC
glass from Corning. Stable.
Rugged.
These modules are available now, off the shelf.
Specials on request.
For specs and to see a
sample, write Corning
Glass Works, Electronic
Products Division, Advanced
Products Dept., Raleigh, N.C. 27604.
Telephone (919) 828-0511, Ext. 262.
Available Delay Time
Available
Frequencies

64 iLsec.

128 µsec.

256 p. sec.

4 MHz

256 bits

512 bits

1024 bits

8MHz

512 bits

1024 bits

2048 bits

16 MHz

1024 bits

2048 bits

4096 bits

CORNING
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A New X-Y Recorder...

stood the subject well enough."
Lawrence Mayhew, who has
been resident manager of the Tektronix plant in the Netherlands for
the past three years, was the first
man from his firm to go through
the BCIU course. He is particularly
enthusiastic about the preconditioning and believes that wives
should also attend.
Give and take. The members of
the course are not only given a
full briefing on how foreigners do
business, but they also learn the
difficulties their opposite numbers
experience dealing with Americans.
During the current session, for example, there was a lecture on the
subject by Peter Altvater, aGerman
attorney associated with a French
firm with offices in Washington.
Fast shuffle

That's Easier To Operate
Easier to operate ... easier to position ... and meets top performance
requirements. The function/ riter* recorder is more convenient than
other X-Y plotters. You can operate
this new TI recorder in five different positions to suit any application.
Mount it in a 19-inch rack without
adapters, stand it upright on a
benchtop or position it flat with the
writing surface horizontal, at a 45°
or 90° tilt angle so you see the plot,
even when you're sitting.
It's easy to change applications too.
Three types of plug-in "function
modules" allow you to plot inputs
from 100AT to 50v, with time sweeps

module offers 16 calibrated scale
factors. Time Base module gives 10
time or voltage factors.
For more than four years, the servo
system of the function/riter recorder
has been use-proved in thousands
of other TI instruments. Quieter
operation of the vacuum hold down
(for either 81
/ x 11-inch or 11 x 172
inch paper), solid-state electronics,
20 inches/second slewing speed and
accuracy of 0.2% of full scale are
some of the other features that
make this X-Y recorder an outstanding instrument to solve your
plotting problems.
There's more to the story too. Find

Most American executives and
engineers abroad have not had the
preconditioning that is offered by
the BCIU course. In many cases,
executives are sent abroad with
nothing more than a handshake
from the president of the company
and the advice "just act naturally,
George, and you'll do alright." And
in spite of George's "natural" bumbling, he probably does do alright
largely because what he is selling—
or the company he is representing—
is so advanced technically that he
can hardly fail to succeed.
But foreign competition grows
keener. For example, Japanese
manufacturers have a dozen technicians stationed in Sweden just to
service their numerically-controlled
machine tools there. As a result,
their sales have been climbing—at
the expense of American and European producers.
By the book. And Europeans are
becoming sharply aware of the
competitive threat of the American
giants. The thesis was clearly and
dramatically expounded in the continental best-seller, "The American
Challenge," by J.J. Servan-Schreiber [Electronics, Dec. 11, 1967, p.
CM.11
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acircular
subminiature
connector.

And created
an instant
shortage.
We knew we had a good thing
with our BULLS-EYE circular
subminiatures.
Without sacrificing size or
spacing, we'd increased contact
density 50 to 200%. Mounting
density 33%.
The orders came flying.
And BULLS-EYE connectors
got scarce.
But now we think we've got
the problem licked. For awhile,
at least.
Now you can get 102 contacts in a size 18 shell that
tucks away in a standard MS
cutout. But much closer to-

gether than other circulars.
It's our PolarHex centermounted jackscrew that lets
you mount more connectors per
panel and guarantees positive
alignment and mating.
The BULLS-EYE incorporates
the same crimp snap-in contact
design and retention system
that made Hughes rectangulars
famous. Housed in featherweight stainless steel shells.
They're available in sizes 8
through 18. In four styles with
14 to 102 contacts. All in nonenvironmental, environmental,
or potting versions.

Write before there's another
run on them.
Write Hughes Aircraft Co.,
Connecting Devices, 500 Superior Ave., Newport Beach, Calif.
92663. Phone (714) 548-0671.
TWX (714) 642-1353.
G.0 Connecting Devices, part of
Hughes Circuit Technologies.
Including: ContourTm Cable;
Semiconductors; Flip Chips/
Equipment; Frequency Control
Devices; Microelectronic Circuits: MOSFETs.

HUGHES
108,11
•••1'. CO•111•••••

If it's happening in connec
0i f0e0 7.•

'

PG SERIES MAGNETIC PROTECTO

SERIES APG, low cost electromagnetic circuit protectors, are designed for industrial applicati
and ground support military equipment. The compact size, together with a wide range of curr
ratings and delays, make it an invaluable component where positive protection is a requis
FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

Low cost
Compact size
1, 2 or 3 poles
Single toggle
Choice of delays

•
•
•
•
•

50V DC; 120/240V 60 and 400 Hz
Ratings from 50 ma to 30 amperes
Quick connect or screw terminals
—40°C to +95°C operating range
Special contacts quench arc rapidly

•
•
•
•
•

Positive latching
High rupture curr
Trip free
Magnetic operati
Low series R or
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NOMINAL DC RESISTANCE AND IMPEDANCE AT 25•C

AIRPAX ELECTRONIC
CAMBRIDGE DIVISION, CAMBRIDGE, MARYLAN
Phone (301) 228-4600
TELEX 8-7715

TWX 710 865-96
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New Products
Data handling

Computer with peripherals
will rent for $40 amonth
Mass production of MOS circuits is key to cost of keyboard-display-storage net;
new company plans volume merchandising, novel field maintenance policy
By James Brinton
Boston bureau manager

Soon it will be possible to rent a
small data-handling system for under $40 a month—less than some
family telephone bills. The system
will include a data processor, keyboard, video display, and two miniature magnetic-tape memories. Its
makers call it the System 21.
Prototypes of the new system
will be shown publicly for the first
time this week.
System 21 is the first product of
a new firm, the Viatron Computer
Systems
Corp.
of
Burlington,
Mass., and it differs from the products of other companies in technology as well as price—its circuits
are composed almost entirely of
very large arrays of metal oxide
semiconductor devices [Electronics, Sept. 30, p. 48].
"Low-cost mos and large markets are essential to our success,"
says president Edward M. Bennett,
whose company is making probably the biggest bet on MOS since
the one Victor Comptometer Corp.
made and lost [Electronics, March
6, 1967, p. 231]. But the technology
has come along way in the interim,
and Bennett doesn't think that MOS
is a gamble. He expects to be the
nation's largest user of MOS arrays
and says that not even the National
Security Agency—believed to be
biggest user now—will be buying
Electronics IOctober 14, 1968
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Rental package. Blocks in color represent the basic System 21. Other units
within solid lines are available from Viatron at extra cost.
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GREATER
TAPE
SENSITIVITY
with Pfizer
magnetic iron oxides
Whenever there's aneed for a
more versatile magnetic tape with a
high output, chances are Pfizer has the
magnetic oxide for you to produce it.
Significant ad eances in magnetic
tape technology have coincided with
Pfizer's continuing development of
high quality oxides. Available are
IRN® magnetic oxides of high density
which facilitate more magnetic action
in agiven volume, providing greater
sensitivity in awide variety of uses:
Audio, video, computer and
instrumentation tapes;
Memory drums and discs;
Cinema film stripings;
Magnetic inks;
Transfer tapes;
Ribbons.

FYI*

Pfizer is also pleased to announce the
availability of Ultralap—a new emulsion-coated, bonded abrasive on a
polyester back—available with many
different materials and grit sizes—
providing amazing effectiveness and
durability. For complete technical
data, please write.
•For Your Information
Pioneering in Physical Chemicals

MINERALS
PIGMENTS
& METALS
DIVISION

Dept
75,
235 East 42nd Street
New York. New York 10017
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more than Viatron.
A penny a bit. Bennett sees a
need for as many as ahalf-million
arrays a year by the end of 1969,
based on 50 arrays per System 21.
This volume production should
help drive down the cost of readonly memories and shift registers
to as little as apenny per bit.
Even initial units in the Viatron
line will probably use shift registers with capacities of 1024 bits,
and read-only memories of equal
size. These will be 90- by 90-mil
chips. Capacities of 2,048 bits may
be used if cost-per-bit is low
enough.
The Viatron president hopes to
make data handlers like the System
21 as common as electric typewriters. "We want to sell to large corporations that haven't yet been able
to decentralize their data processing as they have other clerical functions—it's been too costly. Viatron
hopes to sell eventually to the man
who never used acomputer, and to
give him a console at every desk
in his company."
Viatron claims it had more than
2,000 letters of intent in late September; it expects atotal of 10,000
by its mid-October public announcement date. "We already
have several rental agreements for
evaluation quantities of tens of
machines," says Bennett.
The System 21 is built around
the 2101 Microprocessor, an 8-bit-

per-byte, one-byte-per-word machine. Rental for a 2101A with a
512-instruction microprogram, held
in a large MOS read-only memory,
is $20 monthly. The 2101B has a
more complex 1024-microinstruction program, and it'll rent for $36
monthly.
The 2101's microprogram uses
a bit-setting, matrix-programing
strategy. Its instructions are 12 bits
wide. Two bits are used for its
operational code and the remaining ones serve as re-address. Its
programs are generalized, so that
one data retrieval program could
also serve inventory control and
many other business functions.
Fitting into or around the basic
2101 are a variety of input, output
and storage devices, many of them
designed with aphilosophy unique
in the EDP industry. One device is
the video display which rents for
$5 per month and is placed atop
the processor.
The 2130 is an inexpensive transistor television set without aradiofrequency section. Data is formed
on its screen in astandard 525-line
raster display. The microprocessor
is capable of driving the display to
show 16 lines of text totaling 320
characters. It uses astandard ASCII
64-character all-upper-case font,
delivering the signals to the 2130's
video amplifiers. The video display
will probably be made by one of Japan's larger electronics firms, but

Spiraling spinoff from nonprofit Mitre Corp.
When a new company's prices are as far below the market average as
Viatron's, the management needs good credentials to convince potential
customers of its solidity.
Says Edward M. Bennett president of Viatron: "Most of the letters
of intent we've received came in with a wry comment like 'Sure, take
our order; we'll be happy to help you go bankrupt.'"
But with rental agreements for hundreds of machines, thousands of
letters of intent already in house, and prototypes ready to introduce this
week, bankruptcy law is the last thing Viatron's managers worry about.
Of the 90 employees now on the payroll, most are engineers who left
Mitre Corp., Bedford, Mass., the Air Force-sponsored nonprofit organization that performs engineering systems work for government agencies.
Bennett had been with Mitre since 1959. He managed Project Aesop,
areal-time digital data management system for Southeast Asia.
Joseph Spiegel, vice president for operations, also joined Mitre in
1959. He headed the Aesop engineering group, and directed the Institute
for Military Information Systems which advised high-level government
officials on present and projected electronic data processing developments
to solve military problems. Spiegel's doctorate was earned at Columbia.
Lloyd O. Ireland, financial vice president, had been corporate comptroller of the Colgate-Palmolive Co. since 1963. While there, he planned
installation of C-P's world-wide am' system.
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TWO ENGINEERS
WITH THE SAME
PROGRAMMING PROBLEM

ie r

USING ROTARY SWITCHES requires 330
soldered joints ...over 8 hours of labor ...
occupies 293 square inches of panel space ...
costs $88.00 installed.
(That's $0.29 per switching point.)

WHICH

ONE

CHECK

FOR A

USING

CHERRY

SELECTOR

SWITCH

requires no soldering ...less than 5 minutes
of labor ...occupies 41 square inches of panel
space ...costs $32.95 installed.
(That's $0.11 per switching point.)

WOULD

YOU

MISTAKE

IN

LIKE

TO

WIRING?

WRITE TODAY for full details on the totally
new Cherry Selector Switch. It may change
all your old ideas about programming devices.

CHERRY
CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORP.
Electronics
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• 1656 Old Deerfield Road

•
• Highland Park, Illinois 60035
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resolver/synchro
to digital conversion
.01° accuracy

eoP

/sec. tracking

North Atlantic now brings you a new generation of solid-state analog-to-digital
converters for resolver and synchro data. They offer major advances in high-speed

no contract has been signed yet.
Data homework. Viatron will also
rent two adapters, each of which
converts the output of the processor to standard broadcast-frequency television signals. The
adapter outputs can be either 70ohm coaxial cable or 300-ohm twin
lead—making it possible for an executive to carry home tape-stores
for viewing on his home tv set.
One adapter, the 2140, drives asingle tv set and rents for $7.50
monthly; the 2141, which can drive
2to 12 sets, rents for $23, making it
attractive for education projects.
A businessman isn't going to
carry home a refrigeration-sized
tape drive, just so he can put data
on his tv. Viatron's solution is to
store data on tape which is 0.150inch wide. The tape is reeled into
small cartridges looking a lot like
those developed by Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken for its small audio
tape recorders. The Viatron tape
holds 500 bpi, using an oxide only
slightly better than audio types.
To get a maximum amount of
data on the tape and to prevent
lost bits, or dropouts, Viatron has
developed a coding scheme for error detection and correction, and a
two-track record scheme which
adds redundancy during read and
write. Conventional audio recordplayback heads are used, and dropout is estimated to be only 1 in
107 or 10 8 bits.
The error detection and correction code is so powerful that Viatron has been able to use an extremely inexpensive tape drive.
"We could almost give the recorders away," says Bennett. Viatron

precision tracking as required in modern antenna readout, ground support, simu-

24000'

lation, and measurement systems.
For example, the M

45 provides conversion of both resolver and synchro

data at rates to 2000°/second, and accommodates 11.8v to 90v 400Hz line-line
signals. For multiplexed applications, acquisition time is less than 50ms. Digital
output data is visually displayed and simultaneously available on rear connectors.
All modes are programmable as well as manually controlled. Optional features
include .001°

resolution with 10 arc second accuracy, data frequencies from

60Hz to 4.8KHz, data freeze command for digital readout at a critical instant, and
programmed mode where difference angle computation is required.
Your North Atlantic representative (see EEM) has complete specifications and
application information

He'll be glad to show you how these con-

verters can answer critical interface problems in your system.

N

O

R.T I-I

AT

industries, inc.

TERMINAL DRIVE, PLAINVIEW, NEW YORK 11803 •516-681-8600

Three-in-one. Display, processor
and keyboard make up a console.
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Your table (or desk) to be more specific. They're the most valuable set of reference
manuals available on magnetic shielding materials and fabrication methods. They
cover the complete line of Netic and Co-Netic Alloys from MSD. They're a veritable
gold-mine of information from the company that's provided over 80% of the magnetic shield designs currently in use and whose products are the recognized world standard in its field.
They're yours for the asking. Contact your MSD rep or write
West Coast Stocking Reps
Tech Rep Distributor Co.
10606 W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90064
213, 836-6806
213, 871-0055

Frauman Associates, P.O. Box 969
Menlo Park, Calif. 94026
415, 322-8461

MAGNETIC SHIELD DIVISION
PERFECTION MICA COMPANY
1322 N. Elston Avenue •Chicago, Illinois 60622
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NEW
FROM

... tape cartridges
to sell for $4 each...

\ FM-2400
FREQUENCY
METER

• For Mobile Or Base Station Use
• Tests Predetermined Frequencies 25 -470 MHz
• Portable ...Use It Anywhere
The FM-2400 is designed for
testing and adjustment of
mobile and base station
transmitters and receivers at
predetermined frequencies
between 25 and 470 MHz. The
FM-2400 provides an accurate standard frequency signal to which the transmitter
can be compared. This same
signal is applied to the associated receiver(s), thereby
assuring ar accurate frequency adjustment on all
parts of the communications
system.
Up to 24 crystals may be inserted into the meter for the
selection of the frequencies
required fo- testing of the
system transmitters and re198

Circle 198 on reader service card

ceivers. The frequencies can
be those of the radio frequency channels of operation,
and/or of the intermediate
frequencies of the receiver
between 100 KHz and 100
MHz. Self contained unit.
Battery operated.
FM-2400 (meter only)
RF Crystals with
temperature run
IF Crystals
200-2,000 KHz
2,001-13,000 KHz

9395.00
$23.50 ea.
See Catalog •
See Catalog'

*WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

INTERNATIONAL

CRYSTAL MFG. CO.. INC.
10 NO

LEE

• OKLA

CITY. OKLA. 73102

charges $4 per month per tape
drive. Two drives fit the 2101's
front panel and add $8 monthly to
the rental charge.
The cartridges are being manufactured by Data Packaging Corp.
of Cambridge, Mass., and are identical in most parts with Philips
cassettes. But design has been
changed to reduce internal friction,
tape binding, skew and other
faults. Most of the fixes have been
simple, like adding washers and
controlling tape slitting more accurately to assure that edges are
parallel and width is constant.
The cartridges, called Viatape,
will be sold for $4 each. One Viatape will hold 100 records, with 80
characters per record and 8bits per
character. Tape speed will be approximately 5inches per second.
Operators will be able to enter,
alter, and read data on these tapes
by using akeyboard built for Vialion by the Microswitch division
of Honeywell, Inc. The keyboard,
which plugs into the front of the
processor, is known as the Model
2120 and will be rented for $5
monthly.
For hard-copy printout, Viatron
will rent what it calls the 2180
typing robot, an mos-logic-driven
collection of solenoids which fits
over the keyboard of an IBM Selectric typewriter. Since only the mOS
logic is inexpensive in this module
—the rest is almost all electromechanical—the rental is the same as
that of the 2101 mainframe, $20.
Designed to communicate. Many
companies already have invested
in other EDP gear and would like
to connect System 21 with existing
services. The logic was designed
with this in mind.
"The 2101 is a character-asynchronous, bit-parallel serial processor to which you can couple inputs and outputs through either of
two data channels," says Bennett.
"Communications adapters—mOs
parallel-to-serial converters and
vice versa—help the machine to
communicate with remote keyboards, real-time devices for industrial control, printers, acoustic
couplers for telephone linkups, and
other external equipment.
So a 2101 mainframe equipped
Electronics IOctober 14, 1968

for
instant
impedance
readout

Hewlett-Packard 4815A RF Vector Impedance Meter
updates making impedance measurements. It's fast
and simple. No tedious nulling and balancing, you just
touch and read positive and negative impedance
directly. Measure components, networks or probe
right into active circuits in their normal operating
environment. The 4815A speeds up testing in
laboratory, incoming inspection and production line
operations.
Application Note 86 describes many applications of
the 4815A RF Vector Impedance Meter (500 kHz to
108 MHz) and the 4800A Vector Impedance Meter
which operates in the 5Hz to 500 kHz range. For your
copy and complete specifications, contact your local
Hewlett-Packard field engineer or write: Hewlett-Packard,
Rockaway Division, Green Pond Road, Rockaway,
New Jersey 07866.
Pertinent Specifications:
Frequency Range: 500 kHz to 108 MHz, continuous.
Impedance Range: 1ohm to 100,000 ohms.
Phase Range: 0to 360°.
Price: $2,650.

;
HEWLETT ilk PACKARD
IMPEDANCE

INSTRUMENTS
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... will farm out
parts production...

wanted: "big"
insulator
problems
Solving "big" insulator problems is Lapp's specialty.
Wherever insulator requirements call for high strength,
special electrical specifications, maximum dependability
and long service ...Lapp is
the company to contact.
Lapp has been designing,
testing and making insulators
for communicat ons installations for almost a half century. On many special jobs,
our experience provides the
basic engineerirg and design,
which enables us to deliver
the job quicker, and save you
money.

How "big" are the jobs
we've done? How about tower base insulators to 9 million
lbs. ultimate strength with 500
kv peak wet flashover. Or,
compression cone guy insulators to 620 thousand lbs.
strength and in strings with
grading rings giving wet flashover to 700 kv peak.
Lapp also made 3 of the
world's largest RF feed
through bushings with wet
flashover of 600 kv peak, for
continuous operation at 2545
amperes at 140 kv rms at
14-30 kc. Our double-yoked
strain insulators have been
made to 240 thousand lbs. ultimate strength with awet flashover rating of 700 kv peak.
From drawing board to delivery, you can count on Lapp
when it comes to "big" insulator problems. Write for additional information, Lapp Insulator Co., Inc., LeRoy, N.Y.
14482.

Lapp

with two data channels can communicate through one channel with
its keyboard and a typing robot
($5 and $20 monthly), though not
simultaneously. Through the other,
it can feed data into acommunications adapter (Model 2190, $25
monthly). This in turn can connect
with other machines through an
acoustic coupler, through a data
set from the Bell System, or
through a model tailored to the
Bell System's proposed networkprotection
device
[Electronics,
Sept. 16, p. 55].
Where massive translation is
needed, as from punched card format to Viatape coding, the company will supply bidirectional
translators for either magnetic tape
or cards. Viatron's card translator
(Model 2170, $100 monthly) not
only can convert data on punched
cards to Viatape coding and record
it in cartridge format, but it can
act as a card duplicator, with the
extra logic arelatively inexpensive
item because of MOS.
Extra job. The card translator
will drive an IBM model 29 punch.
But Viatron will build its own large
tape drive for its 2171 tape translator. This is a far more complex
device than the company's cartridge tape drives, and because
most of it is electromechanical, its
rental will be arelatively high $250
per month. The 2127 will do extra
duty as a tape duplicator.
Viatron plans to do as little construction of parts or subassemblies
as possible, with the aim of keeping overhead down.
The company will not have a
field service organization, and field
maintenance will not be necessary.
Repairs will be made at the company plant. One plan under discussion includes shipping extra machines to alarge user at virtually no
cost. In the event of trouble, these
machines would replace the defective ones, which would be
shipped back to the factory for repair.
Delivery of System 21 production units is scheduled to start in
the spring of 1969.
Viatron Computer Systems Corp., 105
Terrace Hall Ave., Burlington, Mass
01803 [338]
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CDE's Extended Temperature Range Aluminum Electrolytic
Capacitors with Optimum Reliability and Low Cost.
Featuring the exclusive CDE continuous cold weld connection of
section to rod...insuring supeANODE
COLD
WELDED
TO
ALUMI
NUM

rior mechanical and electrical
reliability. With far superior ESR
to Temperature characteristics.

TYPI
CAL EFFECT I
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TEMPERATURE FOR A ISOMFD 25 VOC CAPACITOR
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CONVENTIONAL ALUMINUM
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And with high ripple current capability, low DC
leakage, Capacitance and DF stability. Low impedance, rugged design for vibration and shock
endurance.

These units are now available for your design considerations.
UHT

UHL

Miniature Axial Lead Case Sizes: /
4 x 1Yie, to
3
from 3 VDC to 100 VDC.

4 8
/
3

X 211/16". Ratings:

3

mfd to 100 mfd,

Miniature Axial Lead Case Sizes: 9
/32 X 15/16 to 3
4 1X 211/
/
16 ". Ratings: 3.3 mfd to 1000
mfd, from 5 VDC to 200 VDC, designed to meet and exceed Mil C 39018/1. (Already
stock standards on our Distributor's shelves.)

—55 to + 150 ° C OPERATION

—55 to + 125° C OPERATION

-

UHR

Large Axial Lead Case Sizes: % x 1Vs to 1"x 3 / . Ratings: 10 mfd to 12,000 mfd,
from 5 VDC to 200 VDC, designed to meet and exceed MIL C 39018/3.)
(Also available in
55 to +85
C specifications.)
5 8 "

—55 to + 105 ° C OPERATION

-

—

HNLH

Until

°

Miniature Axial Lead Case Sizes: / x / to % x 11
2 ". Ratings: 1 mfd to 600 mfd, from
/
VDC to 150 VDC. (Already stock standards on our Distributor's shelves.)

—80 to + 110' C OPERATION

Computor Grade Case Sizes: 14 8 x21
/43 to 3" x 8%
5 VDC 240 mfd to 9000 mfd at 150 VDC.

—55 to + 105

14

5 8

3

'

at

"

.

Ratings: 5500 mfd to 300,000 mfd

For your design considerations, ask for details from
your local CDE Sales Engineering Office. Or write:
Circle 201 on reader service card

CDE

C OPERATION

CORNELLDUBILIER

50 Paris Street, Newark, N. J

Helioots
new, economy
dc voltace reculators
are only slOgptir
Helipot's new positive (Model 809) and
negative (Model 859) self-contained
hybrid cermet units are designed to give
you high performance at budget prices.
•5to 28 volts fixed outputs
•0.003%/ma maximum load regulation

•2volt

minimum AV across regulator

•750 ma load capability
•34 db ripple attenuation to 100 kHz
•—55° to +125°C operating
temperature range
Add-on capabilities include: short circuit protection with an external transistor, loads over 5 amps with an external
pass transistor, and adjustable outputs
with an external resistor.
These regulators are small (1" x0.5" x
0.170" high), fully sealed (1 x10 -7 )and
compatible with flat pack and dual inline packaging. And, they're available
from local stock. For more information,
call your local Helipot sales representative or circle the reader service number.

Beckman
INSTRUMENTS,

INC.

HELIPOT DIVISION
FULL ERTON, CALIFORNIA •92634
INTERNATIONAL SUEISiDIARIES GENEVA, MUNICN, GLENROTNES. SCOTLAND:
TORVO, PARIS, CAPETOWN, LONDON. MEXICO CITY. STOCRIant L., VIENNA

New Components Review

Voltage variable capacitors are
available from 1 pf to 22 pf (at
4 y bias) in a smaller-than-standard package (45% of the DO-7
size). They feature high capacitive
reactance at high frequencies and
high Q. Micro-caps are 100%
glass encapsulated with true hermetic seal. They make tuning
practical from 200 to 1,500 Mhz.
Eastron Corp., 25 Locust St.,
Haverhill, Mass. [341]

Coaxial relay RC62 handles 500
w c-w power at 30 Mhz. Insertion loss is less than 0.1 db.
Frequency range is 0 to 40 Mhz.
The unit weighs 3 oz and measures 21/
4 x 1
/ in. The inter2
1
rupting element is a low cost
vacuum
ceramic
relay
in
a
stamped metal housing equipped
with BNC or TNC connectors. ITT
Jennings Div. of ITT Corp., Box
1278, San Jose, Calif. [342]

High vacuum relays series TS are
for high power switching in communication and power equipment
for airborne and ground applications. They are available in normally open (Form A), type TSB
normally closed (Form B), type
TS10. Quantity price is approximately $150 each; availability, 3
weeks. Torr Laboratories Inc.,
2228 Cotner Ave., Los Angeles
90064. [343]

Wirewound trimming pot type 940
comes in the dual-in-line package
and can be handled by the same
automatic insertion machinery being used for the IC. Resistance
values available range from 10
ohms to 20 kilohms, ±-10% tolerance. Power rating is 1 w at
40°C. Price (100 to 249) ranges
from $2.60 to $2.86 each. IRC,
Div. of TRW Inc., 401 N. Broad
St., Philadelphia. [344]

Metallic film trimmer potentiometer is a 1/4-ifl. device used in
the design of high frequency
printed circuits. The single turn
unit comes in 2 models, the M F2
without stops and the MF2S with
stops. It features infinite resolution, low temperature coefficient,
and a full range of resistance
values for 10 ohms through 100
kilohms. MineIco, 600 South St.,
Holbrook, Mass. [345]

Ultra-low-ohm ribbon resistors for
high current and high frequency
applications feature high reliability and low temperature coefficient of .±35 ppm. They are rated
at 2 w and from 1 to 200 milliohms with 1%, 2%, 5% and
10% tolerance. Units are useful
in r-f power amplifiers employing semiconductors. Constanta Co.
of Canada Ltd., 280 Regina Ave.,
Montreal, Canada. [346]

All-molded
chokes
designated
Spacemate are for p-c board use.
Available in both shielded and
non-shielded designs, units operate
between —55 ° and +125 °C environmental temperatures, meet
Mil Specs 15305-C, Grade 1,
Class B, and provide inductance
ranges from 0.01 to 225 mh.
Delivery takes 4 weeks. PCA Electronics Inc., 16799 Schoenborn
St., Sepulveda, Calif. [347]

Industrial relay model 3115 has a
1.0 amp, dpdt contact rating.
Pickup sensitivity is 200 mw and
operating temperature range is
—24 ° to +85 °C. Coil resistance
range is 65 to 1, 350 ohms. The
unit measures 0.26 x 0.53 x 0.43
in. and features 0.1 in. pin spacing. Price is $6.91 each in 500piece
quantities.
Bourns
Inc.,
1200 Columbia Ave., Riverside,
Calif. 92507 [348]

New components

Tiny pot does precision jobs
Plastic device for crowded control panels is

5
/8

inch wide;

resistance change less than 5% over 50,000 rotations
For the engineer who thinks there
can be very little that's new in
potentiometers, Clarostat Manufacturing Co. has news. Next month,
the company will introduce what
it calls the smallest commercial
plastic pot yet marketed—% inch
in diameter—and its specifications
Electronics IOctober 14, 1968

meet or exceed military standards.
It will be designated the model 381.
John M. Muir, marketing manager, says that the company developed a %-inch pot because control panels are fast becoming more
crowded. "While active circuit elements have shrunk, control ele-

ments haven't," he says.
Also, a small pot allows Clarostat to take better advantage of the
trend toward modular instrumentation. Function-changing modules
naturally are even smaller than
their mainframes, thus the size
squeeze is even greater.
Design and manufacturing techniques for the 381 were developed
over about two years. The new
methods make possible:
• Dynamic noise that is less than
1% of maximum resistance. Dynamic noise is the change in contact resistance which occurs as a
pot's shaft is turned. Static noise
is also low.
203

American Technological Institute's

HOME STUDY
BRIEFING COURSE

"FORTRAN
FOR ENGINEERS
AND SCIENTISTS"
Easy, time-saving way to
advance in the computer age
This 10-lesson course is not designed for programmmers, but
to help engineers and scientists
to understand FORTRAN. If your
professional duties don't involve use of computer facilities
now, they probably will in the
near future. You will communicate with EDP people easily and
be more valuable to any company. Each lesson is complete,
with test questions and answers;
each has an examination which
is graded by our experts. Personalized schedule is arranged
to suit your convenience. Cost
includes lessons, grading and
all texts. A certificate of accomplishment is awarded upon
completion.
American Technological Institute
— atask force of experts
All was organized by the publishers of "Datamation," foremost magazine in the computer
field. It is directed by a P.E.author and a doctor of education-administrator, and guided
by a board of college deans and
engineer and EDP scientists.
Send for free brochure
It contains full details, including costs. There is no obligation
and no representative will call.
Fill in and mail the coupon today — it may lead you to a better tomorrow!
Accredited Member National Nome Study Council
American Technological Institute
Subsidiary of F. D. Thompson Publications, Inc.
Dept. EL, 35 Mason Street, Greenwich, Conn. 06830
Please send me your free FORTRAN brochure by
return mail.

Name
Address

City

State.
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... four fingers instead of one brush
sweep over the resistance element...
•Independent linearity, -±5%
special resistance element. After
compared to 10% to 20% for com16 hours of curing at 220°F, the
mercial carbon-composition pots.
base is ground to a 10-microinch
And the company says some protoflatness. The grind is intended to
types have linearity as good as 2%.
make the pot turn smoothly and to
•Longer life, 50,000 rotations
avoid lumps or high spots where
with a resistance change of less
the resistance element can wear
than 5%. By contrast, MIL-R-94 rethrough.
quires less than 10% change over
Then Clarostat runs the assem25,000 cyclings.
blies through automated screening
•Effective rotation of 270°. This
equipment which lays on a reis the rotation through which apot
sistance element of diallyl-phthawill change its resistance. Miniaate ink. The ink's temperature coturized terminals which take up
efficient of resistance is very low,
little of the pot's circumference
thus helping the device to operate
make it possible to pack in a over its mil spec temperature
greater range of resistances, or to
range.
spread out a given range (in deAfter drying and another brief
grees) to make control less critical.
heat curing, the assemblies are
Muir says, "270° is very long for
sorted for final resistance. Then
apot this size."
they arc held at 400°F for 20 hours
more. This cures the ink and also
relieves stresses within the base
itself.
The three heat treatments constitute aburn-in, or pre-aging, that
eliminates unreliable pots.
The contact assembly is built of
Monel 400 because the alloy has
good spring properties, wears well
and is free of iron, and thus is not
apt to oxidize.
Rather than use a single brush
to sweep the resistance element and
contact rail, Clarostat has designed
its contact with four fingers. This
adds redundancy and allows the
designers to reduce contact pressure to about 30 grams per finger.
By contrast, one of the company's
other standard pots, the type 53,
has 10 times the contact pressure—
and about 1/10 the life.
Agood turn. The shaft of the model
A stainless steel shaft finished
381 rotates through 270°.
to 32 microinches coupled with a
high-temperature lubricant also
boosts life.
•Mil-spec degradation characLinear models of the 381 have
teristics, resistance to humidity,
ranges from 100 ohms up to 5megspec changes with temperature
ohms; tapered versions are availvariation, shelf life, and other charable from 500 ohms to 2megohms.
acteristics all meet demands of
Linear or tapered, the 381 is
MIL-R-94.
rated at 1watt when its temperaRight mix. Clarostat attributes
ture is 70°C.
the 381 specs to agood mix of maThe price when the pot is bought
terials and manufacturing steps.
in 1,000-unit lots runs from $1 to
An intricate series of stampings,
$1.25. Delivery time is four to six
moldings, and insertion moldings
weeks.
provides a unified base, bushing,
and terminal assembly which acts
Clarostat Manufacturing Co., Washingas substrate and heat sink for the ton St., Dover, N.H. [349]
Electronics IOctober 14, 1968

The simplest way to design
12V VHF circuits like this
is to get the data sheet on
ITT's new RF power transistors
2N5424

- 180

MHz

14 5 WATTS

2N5422
F. M

130

OSC.@-

+0
V

CC

=

12.5

The sheet contains 18 performance plots, the industry's
most complete set of large signal data, including large
signal input and output impedance vs. frequency and
large signal input and output impedance vs. power.

before shipment. If you're designing VHF mobile transmitters, make circuit optimization easier. See your ITT
distributor or write for the industry's most comprehensive
VHF transistor specification sheet.

The 2N5421, 2, 3, and 4 have 1, 2, 5, or 13 watts output
respectively at 175 MHz. VSWR performance is specified
and each transistor is 100% tested for power output

ITT Semiconductors is a division of International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, 3301 Electronics Way,
West Palm Beach, Florida

fflfflaMM
Please send me afree copy of the industry's most complete spec sheet on VHF power transistors.

NAME

TITLE

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

semiconductors
FACTORIES IN FLORIDA • CALIFORNIA • MASSACHUSET
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Philbrick/Nexus has got it...
a$15 FET op amp
That's the price of QFT-5's in quantities of 100.
Philbrick/Nexus has alot more to offer in
FET operational amplifiers — the broadest and best
line in the industry. No matter what your requiremerts,
Philbrick/Nexus has the FET for you. If you need aFET
with the lowest offset voltage in the industry,
Philbrick/Nexus has got it. Looking for the lowest noise
and lowest input current anybody can offer?
Philbrick/Nexus has got it. No matter what you need
Philbrick/Nexus offers you more in FET operational amplifiers
— including the lowest priced FET. Check below for some of
the outstanding specifications you'll get from Philbrick/Nexus.
Call your Philbrick/Nexus sales representative for complete
specifications, prices and applications assistance. Or write,
Philbrick/Nexus Research, 22 Allied Drive at Route 128,
Dedham, Massachusetts 02026.
UNEQUALLED SPECIFICATIONS OF PHILBRICK/NEXUS FETs:
Lowest

offset voltage ... Model QFT-2B ... 5uv/°C Max.

Lowest noise

Model PP23C .... 2uV wideband noise

Lowest input current .... Model PP25C

10 pA Max.

Highest CMRR

Model 1003

1,000,000:1 CMRR

Lowest price

Model QFT-5

$15 in quantities of 100

VISIT US AT NEREM IN BOOTH 7372

0

11aw

PHILBRICK/NEXUS RESEARCH
A TELEDYNE COMPANY
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New Instruments Review

High-speed automatic capacitance
bridge C302 can measure capacitance as a percent deviation to
an accuracy of ±0.01%. The
transformer ratio-arm bridge uses
highly stable internal standards,
selected
by
front-panel
digit
switches. Two tolerance ranges are
provided: —15.9% to +15.99%
and —100% to +159.9%. Teradyne Inc., 183 Essex St., Boston,
Mass. 02111. [361]

4 7.
1 384

Frequency Printers series FP and
FPS offer continuous analysis and
simultaneous recording on a paper
strip chart of 30 adjacent frequency components covering 5
octaves of spectrum (32:1 frequency ratio) in the range 0.1 to
100,000 hz. The FPS series provides an additional amplitude/frequency bar-graph profile on command. Listening Inc., 6 Garden
St., Arlington, Mass. [362]

Digital multimeter 8300 offers allpush-button selection of 7 functions and 5 ranges. Measurement
functions include a-c and d-c
volts, a-c and d-c current, resistance, frequency and ratio. Five
Nixie numerical display tubes plus
a Nixie polarity indicator provide
true readout storage. Price is
$1,495.
California
Instruments
Corp., 3511 Midway Drive, San
Diego, Calif. [363]

c=1

lb 71; 7 4;772

Là&
Counter/timer model 110A is a
d-c to 50 Mhz unit featuring
simplified
remote
programing.
The instrument has IC design and
offers a full range of functions
and BCD output. Applications Include measurement of frequency,
period, period average, time interval and totalization. Price is
$1,185. Monsanto Electronic Instruments, 620 Passaic Ave., West
Caldwell, N.J. 07006. [365]

Power bridge PB-1C features a
self-balancing bridge circuit that
eliminates the need for bias power
adjustment, and an ultrastable
temperature compensated zener
referance that eliminates the need
for periodic reference voltage adjustment
against
a standard
reference. It measures over a
power range of 0.1 to 45 mw.
Price is $1,595. Weinschel Engineering, Gaithersburg, Md. [366]

Analog and go/no-go instrument
232C measures capacitance, dissipation factor, and d-c leakage.
Capacitance from 0.001 to 1,000
pf is expressed in % of deviation
from nominal value. DF is 0 to
100% with programed limit detection at an accuracy of -t0.2%
DF. D-c leakage range is 0 to
100 /ha with 0.1 pa resolution.
D.M. Research Corp., Madison
Ave., Lakewood, Ohio. [364]

•
Y
1

•••I

Differential d-c voltage standard
model 365 provides a null indicating, potentiometric d-c voltage
measuring instrument, a directreading d-c voltmeter, or a precision d-c standard with 0.001%
accuracy. Difference voltage is
indicated on a no-parallax meter
with 9 decade ranges from 10 ihv
to 1,000 v. Price is $3,500. Cohu
Electronics Inc., Box 623, San
Diego, Calif. 92112. [367]

X-Y recorder model 530 is designed to display low-level data
signals for industrial, medical and
general laboratory use. It features
true
differential
input
(measurements from grounded or
floating sources); common mode
rejection, up to 130 db; high
speed, typical 30 ips on X axis,
20 ¡Ps on Y axis. Honeywell Test
Instruments Div., Box 5227, Denver. [368]

New instruments

Portable unit sees millionth-of-a-gauss
Low-priced magnetometer operates in one-gauss field,
can find flaws in metal and spot acar at 200 feet
1
110.811(1011r.'

"Measurement of low-level magBlood on its way to the heart and a
netic fields is just coming into its
gun on its way to acrime have one
own," says Jack Janicke, vice presithing in common. Each generates
dent of the company's instrumensmall magnetic fields. It's possible
tation division. "We can't know all
that each could be detected by the
same type instrument, like the the uses people are going to think
portable model 101 magnetometer of for this instrument. Nothing else
in its price range can measure such
made by RFL Industries Inc.
Electronics
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Magnetic eye. The two permalloy
elements in the probe sense both the
intensity and polarity of a field.
207

If new materials

i new products
t new processes
new machinery

2.5 khz
OSCILLATOR

FREQUENCY

5 khz

DOUBLER

AMPLIFIER

2.5 khz
PROBE
TRANSFORMER

V BB

Skhz

FILTER

PROBE

DRIVER

V EE

Balancing act. When a magnetic field exists around the probe, the field generates
a5-khz signal. This signal is amplified and applied to a ring modulator,
which is continuously driven by a 5-khz square wave.

International
Amphitheatre
Chicago, Nov.11-15
Technical Conference on Plastics
Developments and Applications
The Plastics Show is the fitting climax to
the centennial year of the plastics
industry. At the Conference, run in
conjunction with the exposition,
interesting seminars will cover exciting
new plastics applications in industry
now, and for the future—automotive,
communications, agriculture, construction, home furnishings, appliances,
packaging and others, as well as
machinery developments and management problems relating to plastics.
Fill out the coupon below for the
Conference program and for arapid
registration form to get you in the show
quickly and easily.

PLASTICS laa less-less
KEYSTONE OF THE FUTURE

12th NATIONAL PLASTICS EXPOSITION

sR

Sponsored by
The Society of
the Plastics Industry, Inc.

Mail this coupon for rapid registration.

12th National Plastics Exposition
250 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017
NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY
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low fields and buck such high
fields."
The 101's price is $600. It measures changes as small as 0.25
gamma (105 gammas equals 1
gauss) in fields whose intensity is
as high as 1gauss.
On the job. Janicke expects the
first application of the 101 to be in
the nondestructive testing of metal
castings, pipes, welds and frames.
"The permeability of an object
changes if there's some defect", he
says. The 101 could also be used
to find underground pipes or metallic rods imbedded in concrete walls.
Putting the finger on shoplifters
is another application. If goods are
tagged with permanent magnetic
tape that is removed when an
item is purchased, the 101 will
sound off anytime unpurchased
merchandise is leaving the store.
RFL predicts abig market for the
101 as a counter and as a surveillance instrument. It can spot a
car at 200 feet and a rifle at 30
feet.
Searching people for firearms is
another suggested use. This would
be fine for police who can frisk a
suspect after a quick check with
the 101. But it could not be used
alone to spot gunmen or bomb carriers boarding aplane. Any metallic
object, like a lighter or a flask,
could set off the 101, and frisking
passengers just because they're
magnetic has no future in the

friendly skies. So RFL engineers are
thinking of using the 101 in conjunction with other instruments,
like microwave detectors. In this
way, they hope to be able to identify objects, not just detect magnetic fields.
A magnetometer can be used as
aflowmeter. A fluid moving through
anon-metallic pipe, like an artery,
induces an opposing magnetic field
when it passes through a permanent field. The strength of this induced field is proportional to the
flow velocity.
The RFL magnetometer is 13 by
7% by 7% inches and weighs 15
pounds. Attached to its front is a
probe, 5inches long and 0.75 inch
in diameter.
Bucking the field. To set up the
101, the operator first switches to
a scale, —5 to +5 gammas up to
—100,000 to +100,000 gammas,
and then zeroes the meter.
Besides compensating for drift,
the zeroing cancels the effects of
static ambient fields.
To check the power supply, the
operator turns the range selection
knob to Pwr. Chk. The needle
should swing to the green-shaded
region on the right side of the meter
face. This check can be done
whether the instrument is running
from an a-c line or from two 6.75volt batteries.
Double up. Inside the probe are
two permalloy elements, chosen beElectronics IOctober 14. 1968

It's one thing to make alow cost
digital tape unit, it's something
else to make alow cost digital tape
unit without compromise. Tally did.

From bare bones to full dress,
Tally's new low price Series 4000

• DTL logic or 7 and 9 chainel
formats. Special read only version

computer compatible digital tape
units were built from the ground
up with no compromises in design.
Series 4000 digital tape units
are available and in production
now. You can order the transport
only with servo and capstan electronics. Or you can order the full
dress version with read/write data
electronics and complete interface
logic.
Performance? Just Check All
these Key Features.
• High speed rewind with servo
controlled tape tension (another no
compromise) takes 11
/ minutes
2
for afull 10 1
/ inch reel of tape.
2
• Compact design handles full
10 1
/ inch reels yet uses only
2
26 1
/ inch panel space in astand2
ard 19 inch rack. Hinged transport for easy access and front-end
service.

can handle both formats without
head change.
• Tape deck constructed from a
rugged temperature stabilized precision casting. (Unique in the low
cost field.)
• No periodic mechanical adjustments. (Another no compromise
design feature.)
• Low mechanism forces and single capstan drive handle tape gently for long tape life.
Simply write or call our man
Tom Tracy for more data. Tally
Corporation, 1310 Mercer Street,
Seattle, Washington 98109. Phone:
(206) 624-0760. In the U.K. and
Europe, address Tally Limited,
6a George Street, Croydon, Surrey,
England. Phone: MUN-6836.

1

TALLY"

See us at F.J.C.C.
Electronics
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If your electronics
problems are...
PEOPLE,
PRODUCTION,
and PROFITS

UTAH has

the answers
Utah offers you GUARANTEED BRAINPOWER ... an inventory of more than 4000 hard-to-find specialists, experienced
people of all kinds, eager to work for you in Utah.
An adequate and stable labor force of women and
trainable people with the vocational training facilities to
prepare them to meet YOUR needs.
One major electronics firm now in Utah reports:
Increased productivity 2.5 to 3 times.
Decreased labor turnover 2/
3 to 3
4 .
/
... and that spells PROFITS...
That is why such firms as Univac, Litton, Sperry, General
Instrument, Signetics, and others are sold on the fact that
This Is the Place" for profitable electronics operations.
In addition to an unlimited source of low cost raw
materials. Utah offers you:
•Many trained people in the electronics field. •An
outstanding and stable labor supply at reasonable wages.
•Training aid and research help. •Low-cost plant sites.
•Favorable freight rates. •Freeport-Export Exemption laws.
•An ideal distribution location in the middle of a market of
30 million. •Recreation, culture, scenery ... a wonderful
place to live and work.

For information write:
UTAH INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION BOARD
167 Social Hall Avenue,
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Dept. 119
Name

Win the WEST.. from

Company
Type of Business
Address
City
State

210
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... magnetometer drifts
one gamma per hour...
cause of their high permeability
and low saturation level. Each has
acoil wound around it, and athird
coil is wound around both elements. From an oscillator in the
instrument comes a 2.5-kilohertz
signal that's fed to the two singleelement windings.
When the elements are exposed
to a magnetic field, harmonics of
the 2.5-khz signal are generated in
the third coil. All but the second
harmonic are filtered; the passed 5khz signal is amplified, and sent
through atransistor driving circuit
back to the instrument. There, it's
superimposed on a 5-khz square
wave.
Besides driving the two coils, the
oscillator feeds its 2.5-khz output
to a frequency doubler which in
turn feeds atransformer. The 5-khz
signal saturates the transformer, so
a5-khz square wave appears at the
secondary.
It's at the center tap of the secondary that the probe signal is
superimposed on the square wave;
the resultant wave feeds a ring
modulator that drives the meter.
For compensation, RFL engineers
wind asecond coil around the two
elements. This winding is connected, through some potentiometers,
to amercury battery in the instrument. When the operator zeroes
the instrument, he's actually adjusting the pots and changing the
strength of the compensating field
in the probe.
To the rescue. The probe has
trouble handling the curve of the
earth's magnetic field or other ambient field. So the user has to be
careful how he orients the probe.
In some applications, he may even
have to continually zero the instrument.
RFL engineers are working on
this problem and expect to have an
answer soon. Their solution is a
differential probe—one with apair
of two-element detectors that
ignores the changing direction of
ambient fields.
Over arange of 0°C to 50°C, the
101's drift is one gamma per °C.
It's stability is one gamma per hour.
Delivery time is six months.
RFL Industries, Inc., Powerville Road,
Boonton, N.J. 07005 [369]
Electronics IOctober 14, 1968

CEDAR'S
line of synchros
is growing fast
um

There are now six kinds of Cedar synchros. In addition to the Size 11 synchro transmitter announced earlier,
Cedar now offers Size 11 synchro transformers, Size 8and
10 synchro transmitters and Size 8and 10 synchro transformers. The line will keep growing. Other types are in
testing now.
All of these Cedar synchros have the high accuracy and
reliability that result in performance plus. In addition,
they have the durability and long life to match their precision. This high quality is the result of acombination of
advanced design concepts and modern manufacturing
methods and materials, along with proven-in-use techniques developed through Cedar's many years of experience with precision servomotors.
To get full information on Cedar's fast growing line of
synchros, write or call Cedar today. When it's made by
Cedar, you know it's a quality product.

CEDAR

DIVISION

CONTROL DATA
CORPORATION

5806 West 36th Street. Minneapolis, Minn. 55416 •Phone (612) 929-1681

Electronics IOctober 14, 1968
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Voltage Regulator
Problems?
• Output voltage changes due to input
voltage variations?
• Output voltage changes due to ambient
temperature variations?
• Output voltage changes due to reference
element voltage/time instability?

Problems Solved!
Use Semcor's Metal Temperature
Compensated Reference Elements
Low dynamic impedance—as low as 15 ohms
Controlled temperature coefficient —
as low as .0005% °C
Superior voltage/time stability — to .5mv per year
VOLTAGE/TIME STABILITY TEST
500

250

o
•••-

250

-500

o

5

10

15
TIME

20

25

30

35

Call Semcor Now!
In stock and at the right price
Metal Temperature Compensated Reference Elements
1N2620 -1N2624B
IN2163 -1N217113
SRE Series

93 Volts
94 Volts
94 Volts

1N3580 -1N3584B
HRE Series

11.7 Volts
16-96 Volts

Also acomplete line of Glass and Molded Temperature Compensated Reference Elements

COMPONENTS,
SEMCOR

INC.

DIVISION

3540 W. OSBORN RD. / PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85019
PHONE 602.272-7671 / TWX 910-951-1381
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New Subassemblies Review

Digital-to-resolver converter for
airborne use features a resolver
output at 11.8 v, 400 hz. Logic
levels are zero volts for logic 0
and -1-5 y for logic 1. The unit
is accurate to 2 minutes of arc
and accepts digital angle inputs
from computers or peripheral devices converting them to resolver
outputs for driving
positioning
servos. Astrosystems Inc.,
Hyde Park, N.Y. [381]

New

Duty-cycle regulator DE208, in a
4 x 4 x 3 in. module, provides up
to 160 w regulated d-c output.
Efficiency of 85% is achieved by
5,000 hz duty-cycle operation.
Relative low-heat generation is
featured. Unit will supply up to
8 amps at an adjustable 10 to 20
d-c output from a 24 to 40 y
d-c, unregulated source. Diversified Electronics Co., San Lozaro
Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif. [382]

Differential data amplifier model
2615-V1 features 120 db common mode rejection and less than
4 Ay of wideband noise. With a
3 db point of 40 hz, it has fullscale outputs of ±-10v and 15 ma
at selectable gains of 20, 50, 100,
200, 500 and 1,000. Units are
suited for use in multiple-channel
systems. Dana Laboratories Inc.,
2401 Campus Drive, Irvine, Calif.
92664. [383]

Solid state current amplifier provides a reliable interface between IC logic and d-c loads of
up to 30 amps at 30 y d-c. It
is available with a 0.2 sec output
pulse or in a heat sink mounted
configuration for continuous duty.
It can be converted to a flasher
that will operate within design
parameters unaffected by load.
All
American
Engineering Co.,
Wilmington, Del. [384]

• •

Itke

.1 lie,

Versatile
digital-to-analog
converter model HS-2810 will decode
8-bit words at a word rate of 10
Mhz, to an accuracy of 0.1%0.
The desired minimum and maximum analog output is adjustable
by two 10-turn pots. The converter automatically divides this
range into 256 levels. Price is
$1,690; delivery, 4-6 weeks. Computer Labs, 1109 Valley Park
Drive, Greensboro, N.C. [385]

Airborne time code generator-decoder 3537A is a time correlation unit that generates an accurate time signal output for
magnetic tape recording. A 6digit Nixie display provides timeof-day readout of both real or
tape replay time. System timing
stability is better than 35 parts
in 10° over a range of-20° to
+50°C. C.A.W. Haydon Co., Ince
Blvd.,

Culver

City,

Calif.

[386]

Plug-in counting relay V23002 has
a readout feature which counts
in either the forward or reverse
position.
Over-all
measurements
are 2.6 x 1.32 x 0.53 in. The
unit is an electromechanical 1digit indicator that can be stacked
to form counting arrangements
with any number of digits. Price
for 10 or more is $8.90 each.
Siemens America Inc., 350 Fifth
Ave., New York. [387]

A/D

converter

model

•
•

1200 fea-

tures high speed (250,000 conversions per sec) and sharp resolution
(15
bits).
Accuracy
is
+0.01% of full range ±. 1/2 least
significant bit at 0° to 50 °C.
There are 4 resistive inputs sampled sequentially, and sequences
advance and reset and external
inputs. Electronic Engineering Co.
of California, 1601 E. Chestnut
Ave., Santa Ana, Calif. [388]

New subassemblies

Low-cost supply has 1-ppm regulation
31
2 -inch high unit is controlled with thumbwheel switches;
/
accuracy is 0.1% and drift over an 8-hour period is 10 ppm
Being one-up on other makers of
power supplies is a matter of millionths. A change that small in
regulation, accuracy, or stability
is enough to put acompany out in
front in avery competitive race.
Engineers at the Sorenson operation of Raytheon Company say that
Electronics lOctober 14, 1968

their QHS supply will be the new
frontrunner in the $350-supply
derby. Available in 20-volt and lamp, 40-v and 0.5-amp, and 100-v
and 0.2-amp models, the QHS has
regulation of one part per million
plus 30 microvolts for a 20% line
change. This, the company says,

One of three. The QHS comes in
20-, 40-, and 100-volt models.

is at least twice as good as the
regulation in competitive supplies.
Things are also steady at the other
end of the QHS: a 100% load change
causes an output change of no more
213

Quieter than
awhisper
an unheard-of noise level of 17.9 dB SIL*
with an unmatched air delivery of 70 CFM...
only the PAMOTOR model 4800 41
2"
/
miniature
all-metal fan can make this claim!
The new Model 4800 fan, 41
2 "square x 1
/
2 "
/
1
deep, is designed for cooling avariety of OEM
equipment such as copying machines, power supplies,
sensitive electronic test gear and instruments,
and TV cameras and receivers, as well as consumer products
such as Hi-Fi/stereo equipment and tape recorders
where noiseless performance is amust.

These fans will keep your equipment
cool, helping it operate more efficiently and
economically. Their hand-fitted broached
dual-sleeve bearing system with a large oil reservoir
ensures longer, more reliable operation. And their impedanceprotected, two-pole, shaded-pole motor offers alife
expectancy of 100,000 hrs., continuous duty, at room
temperature (25'C), and 20,000 hours at an
ambient temperature of 55 -0.
Extend the life of your equipment ... cool it with
Pamotor .... with a no-noise Model 4800.
Call us at (415) 863-5440.
Or TWX 910-372-6127.
Or write to 312 Seventh St.,
San Francisco, Calif. 94103.
*Speech Interference Level
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... inside the oven are
amplifiers and zeners
than 5 ppm plus 50 µv.
Five thumbwheel switches and
a potentiometer are used to set
the output. The pot, which handles
the fourth decimal place, has a
resolution of 11 µv.
Paul Muchnick, designer of the
QHS, says that high internal gain
and close attention to the characteristics of each component are the
reasons for the high performance.
The reference zener diode and
the first stage of the main amplifier
and of the reference amplifier are
in a sealed oven, mounted behind
the supply's front panel. "The oven
permits us to use lower-cost components," says Muchnick. "We
could have built the supply without the oven, but the cost would
have been too high. The one disadvantage is the warmup time,
about ahalf an hour."
The QHS operates from 0°C to
50°C, and has astability of 10 ppm
plus 10 µv per/ °C. Stability is 10
ppm plus 50 itv for 8hours, 20 ppm
plus 75 µvfor 24 hours, and 25 ppm
plus 100 ,uv for aweek.
The power off-on repeatability
is 100 ppm or 200 µv. The switch
setting is accurate to within 0.1%
plus 1 millivolt, and repeatable to
within 0.003%.
Muchnick says the QHS, 31
/2
inches high, is the smallest among
power supplies with comparable
performance. It is 81
/ inches wide
4
and its depth is 12 34 inches. The
QHS weighs 12 pounds.
The standard model is priced at
$345 and will be available from
stock starting Nov. 15. Another version has 0.01% accuracy, and costs
$395. "This supply has higher
accuracy programing resistors and
a little better calibrating system,"
says Muchnick.
Pots instead of thumbwheels are
used in the low priced—around $280
—version.
And aremotely-controlled model
has neither wheels nor pots. The
user provides his own programing
resistors, besides the $280 it takes
to buy the supply. This model has
an extra circuit, an amplification
loop that bypasses the rest of the
supply. If the connection between
the supply and the remote programer breaks down, this loop takes
Electronics IOctober 14, 1968

Who can meet your
silicon mesa power requirements?

Bendix, the power specialists, that's who.

For up-to-date techniques in fulfilling your silicon power
transistor design needs, mesa construction still leads the
way. That's right! The well-proven, well-accepted power
mesa today fills more power sockets than any other
approach.
Bendix continues to provide you with an excellent range
of these very same mesa devices. We offer awide selection
of standard power favorites like the 2N3055 and 2N3771.
DTS series, too. Low-cost plastic devices are yours in our
60-volt B-5002 series, with 14.3 watts PT at 100°C case
temperature. Even hybrid circuit compatible 35- and 60 volt B-5000's! Specially selected amplifier and switching
transistors in our B-170000 and B-176000 series. All are

SOAR (Safe Operating ARea) specified. That' bimportant.
For when it comes to making rugged mesa power products,
Bendix maintains its informed leadership.
Bendix doesn't live by mesa alone. We also offer you:
planar power devices, hybrid power circuits, state-of-theart radiation-resistant devices and power rectifiers.
Whether your application is military, aerospace, commercial or otherwise, you can turn with confidence to
Bendix for your silicon mesa transistor requirements.
For application assistance or more information, contact
the Bendix power specialist nearest you or write: Semiconductor Division, The Bendix Corporation, Holmdel,
New Jersey 07733.

BendixA Electronics
Chicago—(312) 637-6929; Dallas—(214) 357-1972; Detrolt—(313) 548-2120; East Northport, N.Y.—Harry Friedman Co. (516) 692-2839; Great
Neck, N.Y.—H. V. Sales Co. (516) HU '7-1142; Greenwich, Conn.—(203) 869-7797; Holmdel, N.J.—(201) 946-9400: Lexington, Mass.—(617)
861-8350: Los Angeles—(213) 776-4100; Minneapolis—(612) 926-4633; Orlando, Fla.—(304) 241-6559; Rochester, N.Y.—(716) 266-5550; Runnemede, N.J.—(609) 933-2550: Seattle—Ray Johnston Co., Inc. (206) LA 4-5170: Export—Cable: "Bendixint," 605 Third Avenue, New York, (212)
973-2121; Ottawa, Ont. —Computing Devices of Canada, P.O. Box 508 (613) 829-1800; San Juan, Puerto Rico—Southern International Sales Co.
723-3879.
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over and delivers some predetermined voltage.
Specifications

You can selectively transfer 216 circuits
with these two Ledex switches
and only 10 wires
As you can see from the diagram, our Selector Switches
can do alot of work in asmall space. And they'll do many
different jobs, some smaller, some larger. That's why
they are knDwn by many different names.

Input range

Current range
Ripple
Input isolation
Output isolation
RFI

105 to 125 v, 0.7 a
200 to 240 v, 0.35 a
48-440 hz
0% to 120%
100 gv peak-to-peak
1,000 y d-c
300 y d-c
per Mil-1-16910

Raytheon Company, Sorenson Operation, Norwalk, Conn. [389]

To some engineers aLedex Switch is aprogrammer
or a batch accumulator. To others it's a light dimmer or
binary-to-decimal converter. To you it might be a sequencer, a thermo-couple scanner, a memory pulse decoder, a destruct switch or an intervalometer.

New subassemblies

We have 36 stock models, 28 and 100 VDC, to give
you a quick start on your prototype. Or, if you've got a
special problem, our engineers will come up with a
custom model.
Our 36-page catalog tells all about Ledex Switches.
For your copy just drop us a note. Or, call and we'll talk
about your special application.
Write for catalogs on Rotary Solenoids, Push-Pull
Solenoids, Stepping Motors and Rectifiers. Also check
our "Package Control Service" for black box and timed

Cores challenged
by plated wire
64-word memory is fast,
has nondestructive readout;
built for IC testers

switching solutions.

In this example, 2 manually
operated switches, one 10position and one 24-position,
let you select any one of 216
circuits.

10 wires are all you need.

A 10-position remote Ledex
Switch selects any one of 9
circuits on a9-pole 24-throw
Ledex Switch. This gives you
a 1-pole 216-throw selector.
Combinations are unlimited.

f.»
Size 15{.' x3" x6%".
Size 11f4"x2° x2,
4".

LEDEX DIVISION, LEVEX INC.

123 Webster Street, Dayton, Ohio 45402 •phone (511) 220891
Custom Circuitry &Controls
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Most manufacturers of magnetic
cores and core memories who don't
already make plated-wire memories
are taking aclose look at wire technology for various reasons. Those
listed by Peter Kuttner, marketing
manager for the newly-named
Memory Components Division of
Electronic Memories, Inc. are that
wire arrays can be faster than cores
(200 to 300 nanoseconds vs. 500
nanoseconds), and they offer nondestrustive readout (which cores
don't). He adds that there appears
to be atrend toward plated wire for
the main-frame memories of new
computers.
Electronic Memories embarked
on an in-house research program in
plated-wire technology two years
ago. The first fruit of that effort is a
6-inch by 8-inch plated-wire plane
containing 14 words of 36 bits each.
Kuttner is quick to point out that
the Hawthorne, Calif. firm will continue to expand its mainstay ferritecore business, but confidence in
plated-wire technology led the
company to change the name of its
Core Division to Memory Components Division.
Tunnel technique. The assembly
consists of aplastic sandwich with
tunnels between the word straps.
Bonding of the word straps and
Electronics IOctober 14, 1968

THE PANEL INSTRUMENT WITH BUILT-IN FLEXIBILITY

TWO NEW SIZES!
51
2 "and 1
/
2 "(Miniature)
/
1

New Triplett G-Series Panel Instruments offer a modern design
that features agreater degree of flexibility and interchangeability.

11

Two types of mounting are available—conventional flush

type or behind-the-panel with abezel for modern picture window
appearance.

2

The insert shield on the front of the meter

can be custom painted or printed to meet customer's requirements.

3

Triplett's famous self-shielded Bar-Ring magnet, with

one-piece die-cast frame, in all DC and DC suspension type
instruments.
In five popular sizes: 51
2 "DC and AC; 4
/
2 "DC and AC; 3
/
1
2 1°
/
1
DC and AC; 21
2 "DC and AC; 1
/
2 "(conventional flush
/
1
mounting only) DC and AC rectifier type.
Circle 217 on reader service card

NOW IN FIVE POPULAR SIZES:
11
/" (Miniature); 21
2
2 "; 3
/
2 ";
/
1
41
/"; & 51
2
/".
2

OC

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY, BLUFFTON, OHIO

ter 4t EErr
PERFORmANCE
REQUIREIVIENTS
13Y USING
HAIVIILTON
PRECISION
STRIP AND FOIL
The most critical performance icquirements for thin
metals can be met by Hamilton strip and foil. Regardless
of these requirements of your thin metal application—
strength, hardness, surface finish, optimum magnetic
permeability or dimensional accuracy—you can get them
all from Hamilton Precision Metals.
Every lot of Hamilton strip and foil is produced under
rigid control of mechanical properties through alloy
analysis, annealing and heat-treating; the closest dimensional control by means of X-Ray and Beta-Ray gages;
superior surface finish through the use of diamond
lapped work rolls and process cleanliness.
This salie technical "know-how" goes into the processing of every one of our 7 proprietary metals, 12 pure
metals and 112 commercial alloys rolled in thicknesses
from 0.060" down to 0.000070" in widths up to 12" and
continuous coils to 1000 lbs.
Write, wire or phone giving us the material you desire
and the properties you need. We'll tell you how fast we
can get it to you—in quantity! Or, write for our latest
catalog containing our capabilities and engineering data
on all our materials.

HAMILTON PRECISION METALS
Division of Hamilton Watch Company, Lancaster, Pa, 17604
Telephone 717-394-7161
TWX 717-560-4417
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Quick time. Plated-wire memories like
this run at speeds up to 200 nsec.

formation of the tunnels are done
in one step. After the tunnel-forming wires are removed, plated wires
are inserted into the tunnels. The
single-turn wires have previously
been formed into an elongated hairpin shape, and after their ends are
inserted into the tunnels, the wire
slides into place. The wire ends,
which lie directly on top of connector pads, and the pads are solderdipped to make the connection between wire ends and pads. The
company says this eliminates
stresses on the wire caused by handling in making individual terminations. The closed end of the hairpin
remains exposed. The wire is beryllium-copper alloy electroplated with
apermalloy coating, and it is acontinuous strip with no solder joints.
The initial array is essentially a
test product, but Kuttner emphasizes that it is a usable assembly.
Although one of its chief functions
is to serve as a demonstration vehicle for plated-wire technology, it
is afully-tested array that can function as acomplete storage unit.
Judea Pearl, director of advanced memory devices, says the
64-by-36 plane was designed to
function by itself. He foresees its
application in the instrumentation
field, possibly in integrated circuit
testers and in testers for core and
plated-wire
memory
elements
themselves.
"These are devices in which you
want to store a sequence of tests
but need only a small storage capacity, which can be accessed at
high speed," he says.
In the IC tester example, Pearl
says, each of the 64 words could
constitute one test for one paramElectronics jOctober 14, 1968

For Capacitors with GREATER RELIABILITY .. .

Elelenco
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:
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EL—MENCO DUR —MICA CAPACITORS
Only 1Failure Per 43,000,000 Unit-Hours!
•

/000.0n

It has been computed that "debugged" DM30, 10,000 MMF
units, when subjected to 257,000 hours of life at 85°C
with 100% of the rated DC voltage applied, will yield only
1 FAILURE PER 43,000.000 UNIT-FIOURS!

cleenCO

`,

•

%

DM15. DM16, DM19, DM20
. perfect for miniaturization
and for new designs using printed wiring circuits. Also
available in DM30, DM42 and DM43.
New "hairpin" parallel leads insure easy application.
Exceed all
MIL-C-5A.

electrical

requirements of military specification

EL—MENCO TRIMMERS 81 PADDERS
Design Versatility!
•

Available
voltages.

•

All bases are of low-loss steatite.

•

Special lugs are obtainable for printed circuitry.

in

350 VDC

and

500 VDC as well

as

other test

•

Miniature units are available.

•

Solder Lugs can be bent in any position without affecting
the capacity setting due to the rigid construction.

•

Various types
trimmers.

of

mounting

brackets

are

available

for

•

all

Units can be constructed for special applications.

EL—MENCO *MYLAR—PAPER DIPPED CAPACITORS

Only 1Failure in 14,336,000 Unit-Hours!
•

•
•
•
•
•

Life tests at 105°C with rated voltage applied have yielded only
1 FAILURE PER 1,433,600 UNIT-HOURS tor 1 MFD. Since the
number of unit-hours for these capacitors is inversely proportional to the capacitance, 0.1 MFD Mylar-Paper Dipped capacitors
will yield only 1 FAILURE PER 14,336,000 UNIT-HOURS!
Working volts DC: 200, 400, 600, 1000 and 1600.
Durez phenolic resin impregnated.
Tolerances: ± 10% and It- 20% (closer tolerances available).
Dielectric strength: 2 or 21
/ times rated voltage, depending upon
2
working voltage.
Exceed all electrical requirements of E.I.A. specification RS-164
and military specifications MIL-C-91A and MIL-C-25A.

4r47,40

•Registered Trademark of DuPont Co.

EL—MENCO MOLDED MICA CAPACITORS
Superior Performance!
•

Unmatched for excellent stability, dielectric strength, high
insulation resistance, extremely high "Q" and correspondingly low power factor.
Units can be subjected to a short "debugging" life test at
elevated voltage and temperature for removal of early
life failures and for improved reliability.

Write for Free Samples and Booklets
on Any of The Above Capacitors
EL-MENCO OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE

MANUFACTURERS OF

OF CAPACITORS ...STANDS

READY

TO

SERVE ALL

YOUR CAPACITOR

NEEDS

THE ELECTRO MOTIVE MFG. CO., INC.
WILLIMANTIC, CONNECTICUT 06226

flitlEnCO

(apa-eeesve-

Dipped Mica • Molded Mica • Silvered Mica Films • Mica Trimmers & Padders
Mylar-Paper Dipped • Paper Dipped • Mylar Dipped • Tubular Paper

West Coast Manufacturers contact: COLLINS & HYDE CO., 900 N. San Antonio Rd., Los Altos, California 94022
5380 Whittier Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90022
ALSO SOLD NATIONALLY THROUGH ELECTRONIC PARTS DISTRIBUTORS

Electronics
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For Extreme Processing
Temperatures to 1400°F

... the array will operate
from —25 Cto +80'C...

El SUPER STRENGTH
CERAMIC-TO-IVIETAL
(5 SEALS

acuum-tight, hermetically-sealed components offer exceptional resistance to shock,
vibration and corrosion, and conform to all
ASTIVI F-18-64 requirements.
EYELET
C.R.S., Kova
or Ceramvar

PINS —
42 Alloy,
Kovar, or
Ceramvar
.020" to
.0625" dia.
.•••••

CERAM
BODY —
95% AL 203.

e

Superior dielectric properties
Maximum rigidity and durability
Withstand extreme thermal stresses
Miniaturization and design standardization

These E-I components are specifically designed to provide maximum reliability under severe environmental conditions. For
example, they withstand repeated heat cycling up to 1400°F,
and thermal shock comparable to electron tube processing.
EI alumina insulated, ceramic-to-metal seals can be economically produced from hundreds of stock designs; where special
configurations are required, E-I sales engineers will make
recommendations from your blueprints or sketches.

Electrical Industries
.

of Philips Electronics end Pharmaceu....' Industries Corp.

Murray Hill, N. J. 07974—Tel.: (201) 464-3200
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eter. "The first two bits of the word
could be the pulse amplitude, the
next two could be pulse duration,
and so on." Pearl says the array
will have acycle time of 150 nanoseconds as a read-write memory.
Kuttner is more conservative. He
puts the figure at 200 nanoseconds. The device has been tested
at temperatures from 0°C to
+100°C and Pearl maintains that
it will operate reliably from —25°
to +80°C.
Neither will compare the array
with available plated-wire planes
in performance because there are
few comparable planes available
commercially, they say. Kuttner
maintains that just as in ferrite
cores, there will be few standard
products in plated-wire arrays.
"We picked asize and worked out
the techniques on how to put it
together," he says. "We could have
done other sizes, but we felt that
potential customers who wanted to
look at plated-wire arrays will buy
this plane because it will stand by
itself."
Narrow spacing. The company
officials also say the array allows
closer packing densities than do
woven plated-wire arrays because
of the wider spacing of the word
wires dictated by the weaving technique.
Typical resistance for the word
strap in the 64-by-36 array is 0.2
ohm; 1.35 ohms is the typical resistance of adigit pair. Word-strap
and digit-pair inductance is 80
nanohenries. Typical word-to-word
capacitance is 3.24 picofarads,
word-to-digit capacitance is 0.23
picofarad, and digit-to-digit capacitance is 1.08 picofarads.
Electronic Memories is aiming
initially at military users who like
these arrays because of their NDRO
feature, their ruggedness, and their
low power requirements. The company is working on amemory stack
for an aerospace application. Kuttner says he also has acommitment
from a large computer manufacturer to buy plated-wire arrays, and
astrong indication of interest from
another large maker of digital processing equipment.
Electronic Memories, Inc.,
Chadron Ave., Hawthorne, Calif. [3901
Circle 221 on reader service card—›-

9070
of American
TWIAs are
overweight.
Here's the skinny:
The 1177 H series of traveling-wave tube
amplifiers from Hughes.
Weight: Twenty pounds. (Some reduction.)
Measurements: 33i"x16%"x1134". (Some
shape.)
The series covers the 2to 18 gigahertz frequency range with aminimum power output of
10 watts CW. (That's power without any fat.)
Each amplifier contains aPPM travelingwave tube, aregulated solid state power supply,
and acomplete air cooling system. All scientifically crammed into the case.
The 1177 H is perfect for bench or rack
mounting in alab. There's also ahandle so you
can carry it if you want to. (Try carrying most
TWTA's.)
The traveling-wave tube is protected
by aspace age solid state power converter.

It's non-fat protection. Because this type
gives you well regulated TWT electrode
voltages without using the large filter capacitors
found in 60 hertz power supplies.
If you like your power lean. And your package on the slender side. Write.
We found adiet that works.
Write Electron Dynamics Division of
Hughes, 3100 West Lomita Blvd., Torrance,
California 90509.

HUGHES

HUGHES

AIRCRAFT

COU

ELECTION DYNAMICS DIVISION

4
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New subassemblies

Laser's zap is
at dead center
External mirrors permit
yag unit to concentrate
energy in middle of spot
A neodyium-doped yttrium aluminnum garnet (yag) laser, built with
external mirrors rather than with
mirrors deposited on the ends of
the crystal, will be sold by the
Electro Optics Organization of Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.
Called the 610, the laser is rated
at 1watt for a 1.06-micron beam.
But it can operate at 2 w, says
Mahlon Fisher, manager of the component products department.
The use of external mirrors, says
Fisher, enhances lowest-order temporal-mode operation and permits
a circular aperture which slightly
reduces the diameter of the spot.
This has the effect of concentrating
the highest power in the center of
the spot.
There's space in the laser package to mount amode-locking modulator or aQ switch. These options
will be available in 1969.
The model 610 has interchangeable pump-cavity reflectors. Pitting,
corroding and tarnishing of the
gold surface may require polishing
or replacing of the reflecting surfaces in the cavity. But, says Fisher,
the double elliptcial reflector inserts can be removed and replaced
in atwo-hour operation. The tungsten-iodine lamps can also be removed and replaced without disturbing the alignment.
The Sylvania laser can machine
integrated circuits films, trim resistors, and pump parametric oscillators.
Its beam, 3-millimeters in diameter, has an amplitude variation of
-±-10%. The 208-volt, 60-hertz supply weighs 140 pounds and is 19 by
20 by 7 inches. The laser head
weighs 25 lbs. and is 16 by 8 by
5inches.
Price is $12,500 and delivery time
is 120 days.
Electro Optics Organization, P.O.

Box

188, Mountain View, Calif. 94040 [391]
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Your precision resistor troubles are over!
VISHAY ANNOUNCES SERIES HA RESISTORS!
Now, Vishay hermetic sealing
adds bedrock stability (5ppm
max. deviation) and accuracy to
0.001% to the state-of-the-art
specs of Vishay's standard design.
Now, in one production-size
reçistor, all these standard specs:
•Tolerance— to 0.001%
•Shelf stability — 5ppm (unaffected by humidity)
•TC, all Rvalues (0° to 60°C.)
— Absolute: 0-±-1ppm/ °C.
— Tracking: 0.5ppm/°C.
— Matching: 0.25ppmrC.
•Capacitance:

(all values)

•Non-inductive:

•Fast rise and settling time (no
ringing)
•Noise-free
Your instant grins come not only
from solving routine circuit
problems. Even wider smiles
start when you realize that — at
last — here is a resistor that
opens up applications areas in
which no resistive device could
previously be considered.
Get the full facts on these new
Vishay fixed — and we mean
fixed — Series HA Resistors.
Send for your free copy of Bulletin #R-101-F.
•

Tr

e

-

zEr

1

1- 1

a division of Vi hay IItertec nology Inc.
63 LINCOLN HIGHWAY
MALVERN, PA. 19355

e
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an-ten'na
1. A wirelike growth on
the head of a lobster. 2. An elevated
conductor of electrical waves; that
which in log-periodic designs Granger has more of than anybody.
az'i-muth The
desired direction
in which G/A
antennas concentrate your signal.

UM/. •

40 ,0110*

system's performance. 2.
tage, benefit or profit to
concerned.
h-f
1. Typically the
from 3to 30 MHz. 2. In
G/A equipment the ban
between 2 and 32 MHz.
hn'age A reflection; t
receivers don't have; t
antennas use to fulle.

baqun
1. An impedance transformer; connects 50 ohm co-ax to
open wire lines. 2. A non-porous bag
filled with hot air or gas.

i-on'o-sphere A fic
layer used to bounc
ck
to earth; its erratic
can be
measured in real time (see sounder).

cur'tain
I. Opening of a great performance. 2. An ordered arrangement of wires precisely engineered
and factory fabricated for easy installation and long life as part of a G/A
log-periodic antenna.

log per-i-od'ic The most versatile,
compact precision h-f antenna design; available from Granger in many
variations (e.g. rotatable, steerable,
transportable, unidirectional).

dec'i-bel (pronounced dee-bee) A
measure of what G/A's h-f products
can contribute to your system performance; usually in groups of 40 or
50 in the important characteristics of
G/A receivers.
ex-cit'er
products;
state h-f
AM, and

Any of the new G/A h-f
specifically, our new solidunit with LSB, USB, CW,
with FSK-ability.

fast-switch A rapid change between
two pretuned frequencies (e.g. in 50
milliseconds); a characteristic of
one of G/A's new transmitters.
gain
I. That which our products
contribute to your communications

mode
1. Ice cream
on pie. 2. Method of
doing (e.g. SSB, ISB,
FSK, CW, AM); that which you have
afull choice of in our equipment.
mon'o-pole 1. A game wherein you
receive $200 for passing GO. 2. A
compact reliable omnidirectional antenna offered by Granger Associates.
om-ni-di-rec'tion-al Going off in all
directions; acapability of certain G/A
antennas.
di-ver'sit-y A combination of vertical and horizontal
antennas to overcome fade; a spacesaver.
point-to-point

From here to there

G/A
knows h-if
from AtoZ

h no wires; done with ionospheric
irrors.
'di-o -tel -e-phone
(pronounced
ELETRANSCEIVER) A small but
mighty G/A device that goes anywhere; specif. the Australian outback,
remote Pacific islands, African veldt,
etc.
ro-ta'ta-ble Capable of revolving; a
new log-periodic antenna from Granger Associates offering reliable performance from 5.5 to 32 MHz.
re-ceiv'er A new solid -state G/A
unit that selects your message from
many others and renders it clearly intelligible.
se-lec-tiv'i-ty The quality of careful
discrimination, as in G/A receivers;
pert. to elimination of extraneous
signals.
sound'er 1. A device used in early
telegraphy. 2. A precise instrument for
measuring the ionosphere; an efficiency
expert in h-f communications.
SSB
I. In aviation, the supersonic
balloon. 2. In radio communications,
what nearly everyone will be using
by 1971; we can help.
trans-mit'ter A microphone-antenna
interface device; available from G/A
in 1, 3 and 5 kw versions.
VSWR Abbr. for voltage standing
wave ratio; less than 2.0: Iin almost
all of our antennas.
ze'nith
1. A vertical take-off angle.
2. The name of another famous radio
company.

Send for complete information to learn how we can spell out solutions to your communications problems.
Granger Associates / 1601 California Avenue, Palo Alto, California 94304 o Granger Associates Ltd. / Russell House,
Molesey Rd., Walton-on-Thames, Surrey, England El Granger Associates Pty. Ltd./1-3 Dale St., Brookvale, N.S.W., Australia

New Production Equipment Review

Automatic frequency plater FP401 is essentially a 4-in, diameter basic high vacuum system
packaged for production use, with
automatic pumpdown and protection features. It operates at approximately 5 x 10 -6 torr. Production rate is 1 crystal every 2
minutes for very precise frequencies, to many per minute for
broader tolerance. Veeco instruments Inc, Plainview, N.Y. [421]

Semiautomatic, bench type injection molding machine SPIII features 3/
4 oz shot capacity, 15-ton
air-actuated toggle clamp and 360
shots per hour cycling. It injects
all thermoplastics, including polystyrene, nylon, Delrin and PVC.
The machine includes a two-zone
heated plasticizing chamber. Price
is $1,585. DCMT Machinery, 91
Commercial St., Plainview, N.Y.
11803. [422]

Four standard series of Pintrex
machines speed the insertion of
spiral pins, as well as other types
of fasteners, solid, slotted-tubular
or spring pins. Small and miniature pins down to 1/32 in, in
diameter
and
practically
any
length can be handled at speeds
up to 90 insertions per minute.
The machines feed at any angle.
C.E.M. Co., 24 School St., Danielson, Conn. 06239. [423]

Semiautomatic, numerically controlled production consoles series
2000 P/2/P are for wiring complex electronic connector panels.
The system automatically locates
a wire-connecting tool over the
proper pin or terminal permitting
the operator to make connections
from one pin to another at rates
of 200 wires per hour. Product
Improvement Corp., 150 Stevens
Ave., Santa Ana, Calif. [424]

Percussive arc welder designated
the Percus/Arc system consists of
an arc welding power supply,
model APS-105, and a holding
fixture, model ABF-202. It provides a positive connecting method
for butt-welding wires to wires,
wires to connector plugs and wires
to flat surfaces. Price of the system is $1,990. Protronic Industries Inc., 2415 S. Manchester
Ave., Anaheim, Calif. [425]

Rack-mounted
6 kw
electron
beam power supply model ES-6 is
for thin film deposition. It provides 100% overload protection,
extreme beam stability during
evaporation utilizing closed loop
circuitry, automatic control from
film thickness and rate monitors,
and variable
in-and-out
beam
sweep with wave form compensation. Air Reduction Co., 2850
7th St., Berkeley, Calif. [426]

Bench-top machine operating at a
rate of about 2 terminations per
sec, sequentially terminates each
conductor of flexible flat cable
and then stops automatically. The
reel-fed machine is primarily for
cables having up to 33 conductors
that are 0.063 in, wide on 0.100
in. centers. It can apply connector
contacts at any point along the
cable. AMP Inc., Harrisburg, Pa.
[427]

Filament winder ACW-10F may be
electrically programed to provide
successive coils having a different
number of turns per inch, each
of which is separated from the
other by connecting legs of specific length. It will automatically
produce up to 50 inches of filaments having as many as 5 different type sections. Eubanks Engineering Co., 225 W. Duarte Rd.,
Monrovia, Calif. [428]

New production equipment

Yag laser cuts narrow swath in resistors
Trimming widths as small as 0.5 mil allow precision control
of resistivity; system can be automated for complex patterns
Makers of yttrium-aluminum-garnet lasers are stepping up their
bids for industrial jobs, particularly resistor-trimming and similar
types of micromachining.
The Korad Department of Union
Carbide Corp., in its latest entry,
combines one of its Q-switched
-<—Circle 224 on reader service card

yag lasers with special optics to
make aresistor trimmer which the
company says is more accurate and
less costly than competitive laser
systems and other trimming tools.
Laser trimmers have been handicapped by speed limitations in the
associated electronics, but Korad

Trim team. Laser, left, can be run by
a numerical control system.
225

... rep rate is higher
This is the most powerful, yet
easiest to use, calculating/computing system available. It's also
the most versatile. You can create
your own individualized system
by selecting true building block
modules from a family of peripheral devices larger than all
competitive calculating products
combined. Start with a basic 300
Series calculator if you like; add
accessories as needs grow without
worrying about compatibility, obsolescence, retraining or special
program languages. The 370 will
loop, branch, perform subroutines
and manipulate arrays. You can
have up to 480 steps of program
storage and up to 64 separate data
storage registers, also automatic
typewriter or teletypewriter output, CRT graphic display and
time-sharing basic keyboards for
your associates.

The 370 solves these problems...
for Engineers and Scientists:
Inversion of 6 x6 Matrices,
Roots of Equations,
Up to 7 Simultaneous Equations,
Fourier Analysis.
for Statisticians:
Mean, Variance and Standard
Deviation,
2nd-order Regression Analysis,
Distributions such as:
Binomial, Normal Probability, etc.
And also:
General Nth-order Regression,
Multiple Regression,
Analysis of Variance,
Factorial Design.
These and many other highly-useful programs are furnished free in
a250 page program library. Three
volumes of basic calculator programs and a two-volume 370 reference manual are also offered.
Call now for complete details.

Solves problems
ordinary calculators can't,
full-scale computers
shouldn't.

Dept.10H, 836 North St.

Tewksbury, Massachusetts 01876 •Tel. 617 851-7311

Call today for immediate trial:
(201)
(203)
(203)
(205)
(206)
(212)
(213)
(214)

226

241-0250
223-7588
288-8481
595-0694
622.2466
682.5921
278-3232
361-4351

(215)
(216)
(301)
(301)
(303)
(304)
(305)
(305)

642-4321
333-6611
588-3711
821-8212
364-7361
344-9431
564-3785
841-3691

(309)
(312)
(313)
(314)
(317)
(402)
(404)
(405)

674-8931
889-2254
278-4744
727-0256
631-0909
341-6042
457-6441
842-7882

Circle 226 on reader service card

(412)
(415)
(415)
(504)
(505)
(512)
(513)
(517)
(518)
(601)

366-1906
4544140
692-0584
729-6858
255-9042
454-4324
531-2729
835-7300
463-8877
234-7631

(601)
(602)
(608)
(612)
(615)
(616)
(617)
(702)
(703)
(713)

982-1721
265-8747
244-9261
881-5324
588-5731
454-4212
851-7311
322-4692
877-5535
668-0275

(714)
(716)
(717)
(805)
(816)

234-5651
381-5440
397-3212
962-6112
421.0890

(817)
(901)
(916)
(919)

834-1433
272-7488
489-7326
288-1695

than ruby and CO2. ••
says its new trimmer, called the
K-RT, compares favorably in speed
with systems using abrasive or
chemical techniques and with
other laser assemblies.
Rod Waters, Korad applications
manager, says the advantages of
yag over other laser systems include narrower cut widths, lower
average power, higher peak power,
smaller size and higher repetition
rates. Unlike abrasive systems,
they cause no contamination or destruction of materials nearby.
Tight control. With narrower cut
widths, the user can much more
closely control resistivity characteristics in thick and thin-filin
resistors, hybrid integrated circuits
and glass-encapsulated resistors.
"In our yag trimmer, we give
the customer acut width of 0.5 to
2 mils," Waters says, adding that
carbon-dioxide .lasers have minimum cut widths of 6to 8mils and
that pulsed-ruby and continuouswave argon laser systems furnish
minimum cut widths of 1to 3mils.
Energy from the yag laser trimmer may be applied to a part of
the resistor without fear of damaging any other portions of the device. The yag operates at 1200
pulses per second—and Waters
says this compares with 1-10 pps
for pulsed-ruby laser trimmers and
300 pps for CO, lasers. Average
power of the yag laser is a halfwatt, with a peak power of 5.000
watts. Gas lasers have an average
power of 1.5 watts and a peak
power of 104 to 105 watts.
The difference between the
yag's 1.06 and the CO 2's 10.6 microns operating wavelength gives
the user acorrespondingly smaller
spot size and reduced beam divergence for greater precision trimming, Waters says.
Production-rated. The laser process can be automated and placed
under computer or numerical control to allow the user to machine
complex patterns. Waters says
abrasive trimmers have operating
rates up to 4000 devices per hour
and that the yag trimming system
can match this figure. The K-RT is
priced at $20,000.
Korad Dept., Union Carbide Corp..
Santa Monica, Calif. 90406 [429]
Electronics
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* Events Counter
* Frequency Meter
* Time Interval Meter

all for
only

* Period Meter

$1250

* Integrating DVM

* Ratio Meter
* Voltage Integrator
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Heath Universal Digital Instrument
Now you need only one instrument, the
Heath EU -805A to make any digital
measurement you want. The UDI will
measure all these functions: Frequency,
Period, Ratio, Time-Interval,

Events

Count, Integrating DVM and Voltage Integrator. Combining in one standard rack
package a DC-12.5 MHz Multi-Purpose
Counter/Timer with a 0.05% accuracy
Digital Voltmeter, the new Heath/Malmstadt-Enke EU -805A offers compactness
on your bench and unmatched versatility.
An original modular design based on
plug-in cards with TTL IC's — cards stay
in place for all 7 functions. And you can
add new cards for other functions and protect the instrument from obsolescence.
The UDI features convenient fast cycling
on slow time bases, unique summing function for continuous summation without
display reset, memory starts new count
scaling before previous count has cleared,
variable display time from 0.1 s to 30 s,
6 digit read-out plus over-range.
The two identical high-sensitivity (10 mV)
input comparators provide 1 M11 impedance, complete range of trigger controls (including Automatic Mode), oscilloscope monitoring of triggering point and
Electronics IOctober 14, 1968

four levels of input attentuation to accept
up to 500 V. Input pulse resolution is
better than 50 ns. Time base stability is
better than 5in 10 9 (short term) & 1ppm
(long term). Time bases range from 1 us
to 10 s. Accuracy is + 1count.
DVM section has Automatic Polarity Indication, 5 x 10 9 ohm input impedance
on separate 1 V range (10 Mt t on the
others) four ranges from I to 1000 V,
10 uV resolution, 0.1 second to 10 second
integrating time and V-F output available
at rear panel.
The EU -805A is obviously the instrument
you need ...and it is obviously priced
right: $1250. Less DVM order EU -805D
at $940. DVM conversion pack costs $340.

the NEW
HEATH
Scientific
Instrumentation
Catalog

System. Many of its cards may be used in
the Heath /Malmstadt-Enke Analog Digital
Designer EU -801 :

-0 - 40:

••

a

0-7Ah
t. — •

The ADD permits investigation and design
of various analog and digital circuits and
instruments, by plugging-in circuit cards
to its power, binary and timing modules.
Connections are made with ordinary wire
and component leads.

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 580-04-1
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

For more information send for

The UDI is part of the Heath Modular Digital

D Please Send Free EU -805 UDI Spec. Sheet
D Please Send Free EU -801 ADD Spec. Sheet
D Please Send Free New Scientific Instrumentation Catalog
Name
Company
City
State
Zip
(prices 8i specifications subject to change without notice)
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Leave
the
relay driving
to us!

TO-5

Teledyne Relays has put the Driver where it
belongs — in the Driver's Seat. Neatly enclosed
in the relay package, it: • suppresses
coil transients • increases reliability

Relay

Driver enclosed, are in full production—available
off-the-shelf. Driver cost? Less than $3. Learn
how Teledyne is qualified to meet your specific
relay requirements — current or future.

• reduces design time • reduces relay package
size more than 50% • cuts production costs.
Don't wait! Our new TSeries TO-5 Relays, with

Send for complete data on our T Series TO-5
Relays:

TELEDYNE RELAYS
A TELEDYNE COMPANY
3155 West El Segundo Boulevard •Hawthorne, California
90250 Telephone: (213) 679-2205
228
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New Microwave Review

Miniature
3051 is
tions. It

ferrite

isolator

AMF-

for telemetry applicais rated for 2 w c-w,

with power handling capabilities
to 30 w c-w. Frequency range is
2.2 to 2.3 Ghz; isolation, 20 db
minimum; vswr, 1.25 max.; operating temperature, —40 ° to +70 °
C; dimensions, 0.80 x 0.8 x 0.75
in. Advanced Microwave Laboratories, 611 Vaqueros Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif. [401]

Adjustable equalizer is for 1800channel,
long-haul
microwave
radio relay equipment. It uses a
wideband delay line hybrid transformer configuration at 70 Mhz
i
-f which allows adjustment of
microwave radio group delay without unwanted variations in amplitude response and vswr. Raytheon
Co.,
Communications
&
Data
Processing,
Boston -Providence
Turnpike, Norwood, Mass. [405]

TWT amplifiers series A600-100
are solid state devices with complete arc and overload protection.
They cover 1 to 2, 2 to 4, 4 to 8,
5.5 to 11 and 8.2 to 12.4 Ghz.
Saturated power output is 100 w
minimum. Small signal gain Is 33
db minimum. Noise figure is 35 db
maximum. Typical size is 8 x 5 x
12.5 in. Keltec Florida, P.O. Box
1348, Fort Walton, Beach, Fla.

[402]

C-band TWT TWC21 allows the
user two modes of operation to
match his system to local attenuation conditions or interference restrictions. It operates in the 5.8
to 8.2 Ghz band and is designed
to give 10 w or 5 w linear output at a gain of 40 db by adjusting beam current. Operating
temperature is —10 ° to +70 °C.
M-0 Valve Co. Ltd., Brook Green
Works, London W. 6. [403]

Balanced mixer model 70016 provides improved performance over
former models in both vswr and
isolation at the same time. At a
frequency of 1 Ghz, vswr is 1.15
and I-air-f isolation is 40 db
with a 9-db nominal noise figure.
There is no need to trade one for
the other. Advanced printed stripline circuitry is used.
Asaren
Microwave Inc., 478 E. Brighton
Ave., Syracuse, N.Y. [404]

High-power strip transmission line
or
terminations f
Va and 1/
4 In.
ground-plane spacings are available in the resilient pill-form design for up to 5 w dissipation.
Vswr is limited to 1.35:1 at 12.4
Ghz and is below 1.21:1 max. for
frequencies below 8 Ghz. Typical
measurements
are
less
than
1.24:1 at 12.4 Ghz. Filmohm
Corp., 37-11 47th Ave., LIC.,
N.Y. 11101. [406]

Battery-operable, low-noise traveling-wave amplifiers models WJ457 through WJ-461 cover 1 to 2,
2 to 4, 4 to 8, 8 to 12 and 12 to
18 Ghz. Power drain is 3 w. All
units are self-contained and adjustment-free, requiring only 20
to 28 y d-c input for operation.
Each is 3.4 x 9.5 in. and weighs
about 6 lbs. Watkins-Johnson Co.,
3333 Hillview Ave., Palo Alto,
Calif. [407]

Coaxial frequency meter 518 is
direct reading from 960 Mhz to
12.4 Ghz. It consists of a coaxial
line coupled to an end-loaded
reentrant cavity whose resonant
frequency is set by means of a
noncontacting plunger. Tuning is
accomplished by adjusting a precision lead screw that is spring
loaded
to
eliminate
backlash.
PRO Electronics Inc., 1200 Prospect Ave., Westbury, N.Y. [408]

New microwave

L-band magnetron delivers 2 megawatts
Vapor-cooed tube designed for surveillance radars
at airports that will handle supersonic transports
Sometime in the mid-seventies
when the supersonic transports
start flying, airports will need morepowerful radars than they have
now. The faster a plane flies, the
farther out it has to be picked up.
For these long-range surveillance
radars, engineers at English ElecElectronics IOctober 14, 1968

tric Valve Ltd. have built an Lband magnetron that delivers 2
megawatts of peak output power.
One model, the M5051, works from
1,250 to 1,310 megahertz. The
M5052 runs from 1,305 to 1,365
Mhz.
English Electric expects that

Taking the heat off. The magnetron's
condenser and boiler are built into
the anode block.
229

40 pages of
profit-keyed
information
every siteseeking
company
should have

For your FREE copy, write
Stanton Allen, Manager, Economic Development Dept.,
Room E-1, Chamber of Commerce, Phoenix, Arizona
85004.

nix
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PROFIT CENTER OF THE SOUTHWEST
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Technology...

magnetrons, like the 5051 and 5052,
will replace klystrons in highpower radar systems. The company
points out that magnetrons are
smaller, less expensive and easier
to tune.
A still approach. A designer using the new magnetron doesn't
have to worry about fans or pumps.
Instead of forced-air or water, the
tube is vapor-cooled. The boiler
and condenser are built right into
the anode block. Heat from the
tube is absorbed in the boiler by
coolant which boils off into the
condenser. From there the coolant
flows back into the boiler for recycling.
Water or any other coolant, like
antifreeze, can be used. And since
the boiler and condenser are integral parts of the tube, there's no
leakage problem.
Both models of the magnetron
deliver a mean output power of 3
kilowatts and have aduty cycle of
0.0015. For both, the pulse width
can range from 1.5 up to 5.0 microseconds.
Peak anode voltage is 35 to 45
kilovolts, and peak anode current
is 150 amps. Thc tuning rate is 225
kilohertz per turn.
The magnetron is 9 by 9 by 25
inches and weighs 60 pounds. Its
magnet weighs 150 pounds.
The tube is priced around $4,000
in the U.S. Delivery time is six
months.
Calvert Electronics Inc., 220 East 23rd
St., New York, N.Y. [409]

NM III UM

New microwave

nudlirs
Synthesis, analysis and design of command/control
systems — requiring application of information theory,
communications theory, operations research, automatic data processing system design theory, display
system design theory, and automatic text handling
techniques.

...and creative people!
• Communications Systems Engineers —
systems analysis and systems design.

To

lead

CONTACT THOMAS E. HOUSEHOLDER
THE BUNKER -RAMO CORPORATION
DEFENSE
SYSTEMS
DIVISION
8433 FALLBROOK

AVENUE • CANOGA PARK, CALIFORNIA 91304

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Pin-for-pin replacement
for standard oscillators

• Information Processing Systems Engineers — To
lead preliminary systems definition, requirements
analysis and systems design.

.15

Coaxial tube
works in C-band

is rated at 3,500 hours
Conventional
magnetrons
have
been around for a long time, but,
one by one, the engineers at SFD
Laboratories, Inc. are picking them
off. A few years ago the company
started making coaxial magnetrons
that could replace the older units
Electronics
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Nomex, the allaround insulation:
It won't melt at
high temperatures,
won't crack when
creased or bent and
prevents overload
failures.
And that's not all. Nomex* nylon
paper by Du Pont is UL-rated at 220°C,
doesn't give you shelf-life problems, conforms to MIL-I-24204 and is relatively
unaffected by moisture."Nomex" can
also be punched or die-cut to close tolerances—no rough, uneven edges.
"Nomex" comes in rolls, sheets,
tapes, rigid and flexible laminates, creped
tapes (plain or pressure-sensitive), tubing, bobbins and other fabricated forms.
So why waste time and money using
different insulations? Get everything
you need in one material—"Nomex". For
more information mail the coupon. In
Canada write Du Pont of Canada Ltd. In
Europe, Du Pont de Nemours I
nt. S.A., 81,
Route de l'Aire, Geneva, Switzerland.
Du Pont Company, Textile Fibers Dept. J-9
Nomex Marketing
Wilmington. Delaware 19898.
Please send me complete information on
"Nornex", am interested in its application for

name
title

company
adcfraali —
cify

moe NOMEX®
state

°Du Pont reentered trademark.
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Every Engineer or Draftsman

... tube's minimum output

NEW 1968 BY-BUK
CROSS REFERENCE GUIDE P-45

should have the

(supersedes By-Buk Catalog No P-42)

to better printed circuit

YOU, 04.0V
MSS 11t10811Cf
TO 8,110
• •

9
•
8

8.41.0

o

drafting.

u0.e.

This FREE 24 page booklet
contains color-coded standard
MIL-SPEC SIZES and design
standards ... plus a newly
added numerical index for
PRINTED CIRCUIT
easy reference to over 2000
DRAFTING AIDS
pre-cut tapes, pads, shapes,
transistor tri -pads, spaced IC
terminal pad sets and other drafting aids for
faster more accurate, distortion-free printed
circuit master drawings.

Send for your FREE guide today!
BY-BUK COMPANY
4326 West Pico Blvd. •Los Angeles, Calif . 90019 •(213) 937-3511
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T-FORMATION
I

II

I

A winning combination for any
heat dissipation problem, Astrodyne's patented "T" fin provides 20% or greater cooling
surface area than straight fin
designs. Available only on Astrodyne heat sinks, the T-fin
shortens the thermal path from
heat source to fin tip, reduces
the space needed for proper
heat sinking, anci,with proper
fin spacing, gives better chimney effect in natural convection cooling.

til
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When the heat's on, don't punt.
Try Astrodyne's T-formation.

SUOSICHARY

CAMBRIDGE

pin for pin. Now the Varian subsidiary has replacements for the seven
most popular maggies, and coaxial
magnetrons account for half the
company's business.
The latest coaxial device, the 341,
is designed to replace the 7156A
and other conventional 250-kilowatt
C-band tubes.
Like all coaxial tubes, the 341
has a cavity that gives the device
frequency stability much better
than that of the tube it's designed
to replace. Pushing factor—the ratio of frequency change to anode
current change—is 100 kilohertz per
amp. John Martin, SFD's sales manager, says this figure is one tenth
that of older tubes.
The newer device's pulling factor—maximum frequency change
caused by changing the load's
phase angle—is 6megahertz, which
Martin calls one fifth the pulling
factor of the older magnetrons.
At $4,350, the 341 costs two to
three times more than the 7156A.
Martin is quick to point out that
the coaxial tube lasts alot longer3,500 hours compared with 500
hours. The reason for the longer
life is that all coaxial magnetrons
have very large cathodes and anodes that don't burn out as quickly
as smaller filaments.
The 341's minimum peak output
from 5.450 to 5.825 gigahertz is
250 kilowatts, although Martin says
output typically ranges from 260 to
275 kw in this band.
SFD expects its biggest customer
for the new tube to be the Navy
which uses tubes with similar specs
in shipboard missile-control systems.
Specifications

(Free Short Form Catalog of
Standard stock heat sinks and
list of Distributors in principal
cities.)

astroclyne, inc.
207

is 250 kilowatts...

OF

STREET
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RflANVVELL

/

BURLINGTON,

(617) 272.3850

CORPORATION

MASSACHUSETTS

01803

Heater standby
9.5 v
voltage
Heater standby
current
11 amps
Maximum vswr
1.5
Dimensions
9 x 8 x 13 Inches
Weight
33 lbs
forced air
Cooling
Minimum air flow
30 ft ,/min
Warmup time
300 sec
mates with UG-148B/U
Output flange
Peak power Input
600 kw
25.5 kv
Peak anode voltage
Rate of rise of voltage 120 kv/µsec
Peak anode current
24 amps
Temperature
coefficient
—0.1 Mhz/°C

SFD Laboratories, Inc.,
Ave., Union, N.J. [410]
Electronics
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They can. Our CK8754, for ex-

need to waste production time

ample, costs much less ... the

aligning and straightening leads.

lowest price available for any
side-view type. You can save $450
per thousand or more! Call us to
find out.
This price reduction...with
tubes made only in the U.S.A....

•Full 5/8" characters for quick,
accurate reading from distances
up to 30'.
•High brightness, in-line characters...rated for strobing

For prices and data, call
these Raytheon sales offices:
Dallas, Texas 214-631-3745
Dayton, Ohio 513-223-8128
Des Plaines, Illinois 312-296-6677
Englewood, N.J. 201-567-4911
(In Manhattan, call 947-6400)
Glen Burnie, Md. 301-761-0450
Inglewood, Calif. 213-757-0251

has been achieved without sacri-

operation.

ficing quality. All tubes are EIA

Datavue Indicator .Tubes are

San Carlos, Calif. 415-593-1021

promptly available in a wide

Minneapolis, Minn. 612-927-9923

rated...produced for 200,000
hours of reliable operation.
Datavue Tubes also feature:

Quincy, Mass. 617-479-5300

range of alphanumerics, decimals, and special characters.

•Straight, stiff leads for fast in-

Fast turn-around service on all

sertion in sockets. There's no

custom designs is also assured.

RAYTHEON

If imported indicator tubes cost
$3.95 each, can U.S.-made Datavue*
Tubes cost much less?
(To find out, call your Raytheon regional office. )

*Trademark of Raytheon COmPanY
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Presenting acomplete line of electronic test instrumentation
High-Frequency IC Counter-Timers The Beckman 6300 Series
are the fastest counters made-200 MHz direct count! They are
available as efther six-, seven-, or eight-digit instruments with a
choice of function, input and dual purpose modules to deliver all
the capability needed in today's applications. And, acontinuous
development program lets you expand your counter/timer with
added-capability modules rather than buying a new instrument.

will accept information in both 4-line BCD and 10-line decimalcode format. Local and remote red/black color control is
standard. The Model 1455 is ahigh-speed, parallel-entry digital
recorder and prints up to 12 characters a line at 20 lines per
second. Provisions for local and remote input and output command signals are included to allow you to adapt the printer to
various system configurations.

100 MHz EPUT and Timer The Model 6148 is an IC unit built
to accept Beckman 600 Series plug-ins. The basic instrument
measures frequency, time interval, period, multiple period, ratio.
multiple ratio, scaling, and counts random events. With plug-ins,
you can measure frequencies to 12.4 GHz (or up to 120 GHz
on request ), voltages to 1000 volts, and increase input sensitivity
to ImV rms. For high resolution timing there is a 10 ns timer
plug-in, ideally suiting Model 6148 for shock wave analysis, explosive burn timing,ballistics testing, ti medelay reflectometry, etc.

IC Testers Beckman offers integrated circuit testers designed to
handle nearly all testing requirements. The Model 999 is designed
for digital laboratory testing of all important de parameters at
a cost of only $595; the Model 998 Linear IC Tester handles
amplifier evaluation for $945; and the $3995 Model 997 Automatic Digital Tester offers economical production IC inspection.
and is available with automatic IC handling capability.

IC Industrial Counters In the 6200A Series. Beckman offers a
complete line of 200 kHz industrial counters complete with
magnetic proximity and photo electric pickups. A closed-box
package design invites use under the most severe environmental
conditions — dust, foreign matter, and excessive noise present
no operational hazard. The series includes twelve models, from
a basic accumulator to a versatile counter/timer which will
measure frequency, period, time interval, ratio, and count random events all for less than $900. The Model 6246A Dual
Limit Rate Controller provides an immediate indication of
whether the actual frequency rate being measured is or is not
within selected limits. A 6200B Series offers added display digits
and increased frequency range to as high as 10 MHz.
IC Compatible Digital Printers The low-cost Model 1453 is
designed to operate with a variety of digital instruments and

Beckman -

WWVB Time Standards Three WWVB Time Code Receivers,
a Decoder, a VLF Phase Comparator Receiver, and related
accessories are available for receiving, decoding and displaying
time code transmissions from Station WWVB, Ft. Collins, Colorado. WWVB signals are maintained within 100 milliseconds
of UT-2 (Greenwich or Universal Time). The instruments are
extremely simple in operation, and, in essence, add a "time"
dimension to the customer's capability.
For detailed information and fast, expert assistance in selecting
the Dependable Beckman instrument for your particular application. contact your local Beckman sales representative or the
factory direct.
The Electronic Instruments Division develops and manufactures precision electronic measurement and test instrumentation for science
and industry. Major product lines include: electronic counters, IC
testers, oscillographic recorders, panel meters, system components,
signal sources, time standards, and data acquisition systems.

INSTRUMENTS, INC.
ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS DIVISION
RICHMOND, CALIFORNIA • 94804

INTERNATIONAL SUBSIDIARIES: GENEVA; MUNICH; GLENROTHES, SCOTLAND; TOKYO; PARIS; CAPETOVIN; LONDON; MEXICO CITY; STOCKHOLM; VIENNA
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New Semiconductors Review

JAN and JAN TX 1N4942, —4,
and —6 are lamp 200 v, 400 v,
and 600 y150 nsec, fast recovery,
controlled
avalanche
rectifiers.
Fused -in -glass, metallurgicallybonded, void less construction permits handling surges to 15 amps
for 8.3 ¡'sec and extremes in environmental conditions. Body size
is 0.160 x 0.085 in. Unitrode
Corp., 580 Pleasant St., Watertown, Mass. 02172. [436]

Monolithic 16-diode core driver
array FSA2500M comes in a 1/4 x
1
/
4 in. ceramic flatpack mounting.
Designed to drive core memories
in military and nonmilitary computers, it features the formation
of a two-layer metalization similar
to that found in the most complex IC's. Price is $18 each in
quantities of 100 to 999. Fairchild Semiconductor, 313 Fairchild Dr., Mtn. View, Calif. [437]

Triple diffused silicon transistors
2N5467 (T0-3 case) and 2N5469
(T0-66 case)
have
breakdown
voltage of 700 y and a gain of
5 minimum at a collector current
of 3 amps. Their collector saturation voltage is 0.5 y max. and
base saturation voltage is 1.5
max., both measured at a collector
current of 3 amps. Solitron Devices Inc.,
Blue
Heron
Blvd.,
Riviera Beach, Fla. [438]

Thyristor model 270, with an average forward current of 350
amps, has applications in motor
control,
starters,
and
primary
controlled power systems. Parameters include a forward blocking
voltage of 1,500 y steady state
and a 300 vigsec minimum dv/
dt to rated voltage. Surge current rating is 6,250 amps. Westinghouse Semiconductor Division,
Youngwood Pa. 15697. [439]

ke)

Single element, gallium arsenide
laser diodes LD11 and LD12 are
for operation at room temperature. Their package design permits
operation approaching or exceeding 5 khz without decreasing peak
power for pulse widths of 100 to
200 nsec, resulting in higher average power output. Price is
$10.75 each in quantities of
1,000. Laser Diode Laboratories,
Metuchen, N.J. 08840. [440]

Broadband amplifier
linear IC
model ULX-2103M has a 60 Mhz
(-3 db) frequency response and
30 db typical voltage gain. It
features two input connections:
one a low-impedance 10-ohm input for current amplification, the
other a 1,200-ohm emitter-follower. It comes in the 8-pin plastic dual-in-line package. Sprague
Electric Co., Marshall St., North
Adams, Mass. 01247 [441]

N-channel junction FET2N5432,
for analog switches, commutators
and choppers, has 5 ohms maximum "on" resistance. The 2N5433
and 2N5434 offer 7 and 10 ohms
respectively. Guaranteed max. capacitance is 15 pf. Drain cutoff
current is less than 200 pa.
Leakage is 200 pa max. Switching times are less than 36 nsec.
Siliconix Inc., 1140 W. Evelyn
Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif. [442]

New semiconductors

Shift registers launch MOS standard line
Bit-addressable, read-only memories will expand family;
devices designed for computer peripheral equipment
Unlike most small companies making metal oxide semiconductor integrated circuits, a new firm in
Mountain View, Calif., is specializing in standard types rather than
trying to fill gaps in the big companies' lines, or compete in the
customized-circuit market.
Electronics
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After nearly a year of planning,
Electronic Arrays Inc. will soon
introduce its first four products,
and all of them are standard shift
registers.
"Custom work has its place, but
to get MOS established, there must
be standard products," says mar-

Bulk gallium arsenide diode CA4S2
provides 25 w pulse power at
frequencies of 3 to 3.6 Ghz. Designed for using pulse lengths up
to 2 msec, the compact unit is
fully compatible with standard,
commercially available pulsers and
may be operated at repetition
rates of up to 5 khz without
danger of diode damage. Cayuga
Associates
Inc.,
Parker
Road,
Long Valley, N.J. 07853. [443]

keting director Earl Gregory.
The company's market approach
is in contrast to that of its cousin,
American Microsystems Inc. Both
were formed by alumni of the old
General
Micro-electronics
Inc.;
American Microsystems, in business for two years, has achieved
considerable success making customized circuits.
Most standard MOS products now
on the market are modifications of
custom circuits, and have adismaying variety of characteristics: some
are four-phase, some two-phase,
some one-phase; some trigger on
the leading edge of a pulse and
some on the trailing edge; some op235
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VARIABLE
DELAY
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ElEl

DECODING
MATRIX

Adaptable. Any bit length from one to
64 can be obtained between fixed input
and output leads by binary setting of
six address code inputs

erate at one voltage level and some
at another. Electronic Arrays, says
Gregory, wants to establish afamily of N1OS devices, that have the
same characteristics.
Taking aim. Exactly which devices to produce, and which market to explore, have been as
important to the company in recent
months as the development of its
thick-oxide process. The company
settled on the computer peripheralequipment market after consideration of communications, telemetry,
and numerical control. Since computer terminals generally work off
transmission lines, Gregory notes,
the speed requirements are compatible with Mos. So are functional
requirements to take one type of information, such as ASCII code, off a
line and convert it to Selectric or

N

cc
o
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Fast action on
custom•clesign
EMC Filters
from Captor!
If your EMC problem is unique,
Captor is the supplier with the fastest action on custom-design EMC
filters and filter assemblies. Our
application engineers will go to
work immediately to evolve a prototype that fulfills your mechanical
and electrical requirements and
conforms to applicable MIL specifications. Captor has the manufacturing capability to produce in
volume economically — cylindrical
or rectangular electromagnetic interference filters for all commercial
or military compliances. Also Captor offers many cataloged EMC filters ready for immediate delivery.
Contact Captor today on your EMC
problem!
Captor Corporation manufactures
miniature filters ...communications and security filters... customdesign filters, and other electronic
components.

Jekl= m 1m CI
fr'CORPORATIDENI
APPLICATION

5040 Dixie

ENGINEERING

DEPT.

Highway, Tipp City, Ohio 45371
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here's a practical way
to keep up with
new developments
Are irregular hours, travel and family
obligations keeping you from
attending classes—even though you
worry about becoming technically
obsolescent ?Check into the Special
Programs in Electronics for
Engineers developed by CREI, the
Home Study Division of the
McGraw-Hill Book Company.
These are not simply cpurses,
but comprehensive programs in
advanced electronics offering major
electives in such fields as:

Communications Engineering,
Aeronautical and Navigational,
Television Engineering,
Automatic Control Engineering,
Missile and Spacecraft Guidance,
Radar and Sonar Engineering,
Nuclear Instrumentation and
Control, Computers.
Industry-recognized CREI
Programs make it possible for you
to catch up on new developments
in electronics through study in your
own home, at your own pace,

your own schedule. Free book gives
complete information and details of
technical material covered. For your
copy, mail coupon below or write:
CREI, Home Study Division,
McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Dept. 1840G, 3224 Sixteenth St.,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20010.

CREI. Home Study Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company
Dept. 1840G, 3224 Sixteenth St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20010
Send me free brochure describing CREI Programs in Electronics for Engineers.
NAME

AGE

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

7IP CODE

COMPANY
TITLE
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... each of the registers
has aone-phase clock...

Or 37 holes! Or 2—
or 86! With press
brake or punch
press, Di-Acro Adjustable Punches
and Dies are quickly
arranged to fit your
layout exactly. Easy
20
HOLES

to repeat a setup.
Use over and over.
Ask for 12-page

COUNT
.E114
1

folder ...Tells
about starter-set
too. See your distributor or write us.

A Ditision of lloudatIle Industries, Inc.
Eighth Ave., Lake City, Minn. 55041

4310

NOTCHES
COUNT.
TOO
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extended binary code.
Equally important, Gregory adds,
is the industry belief that the market will nearly double, from $475
million to $875 million, between
1967 and 1971.
Once the market was decided on,
says product marketing manager
Richard Eiler, the question was
which circuits to start with. There
are already more than 150 standard
products available to peripheralequipment manufacturers, Eller
says, but the availability of these
circuits is almost as variable as
their characteristics. Some are so
old they are no longer really useful;
some are so new that they are not
available in bulk. What is selling,
however, are shift registers, particularly in Japan.
The first four products from Electronic Arrays will be:
•a quad 32-bit dynamic shift
register
•a variable length 84-bit dynamic shift register
•aquad 32-bit static shift register
•a 256-bit dynamic shift register.
The company will soon offer a
bit -addressable
random -access
memory and aread-only memory of
more than 2,000 bits as additions
to its line of standard devices.
Few clocks. "Ease of use is extremely important in all of these
circuits," Eiler says. "You don't
give a small manufacturer something with a 10-megahertz, fourphase clock, with 27-volt swings,
and tell him to implement it. We
have gone the route of as few clocks
as possible; almost all of our circuits will be available with onephase clocks, and for anything over
two-phase, the clock circuitry will
be on the chip. That's why we limit
our speed—but most applications
are for under 1Mhz anyway."
"The circuits will not need output buffering," Eiler continues.
"They will drive bipolar circuits
directly; the fanout may be only
one or two, but the system will go."
Eiler also plans application notes
describing necessary voltages for
hooking circuits up in various configurations.
The variable-length delay line is

1111111111111M

You've got abigger
logic selection
with Cambion®
IC Assemblies
We started with the idea of providing the
widest selection of standardized integrated
circuit assemblies anywhere in the industry.
We're over 200 already and continuing to
add.
You name the function you want and chances
are we have astandard assembly for it,
whether it's acounter, decoder, or register.
We've even tried to anticipate your needs
and have some complex functions available.

Up to Sdigit decade counters per card.

And we'll help you design digital logic
assemblies Into efficient, low cost systems
for avariety of special applications, if
you wish.
For complete information and specifics on
integrated circuit assemblies, contact:
Cambridge Thermionic Corporation, Digital
Products Division, 447 Concord Avenue,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138.
Phone: (617)491-5400.
eq[0. U.S. POW. OW.
e

CoN
CAPAMIOGI TNERIAIONIC COU01ATION

Standardize on CAMBION ...
21,541 guaranteed electronic components
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Now, METAL GLAZE resistors
for !d1.-11-10509
High-temperature
soldered termination

Ceramic substrate

Newest Metal
Glaze element

Tin-lead electroplat
copper leads High conductivity
plated-on copper termination

100ppm, 1% plus thick-film stability
¡RC's newest Metal Glaze resistors offer the most
economical approach to MIL-R-10509 requirements.
They have precision performance, plus the added
benefits of thick-film stability and reliability.
These resistors feature IRC's latest generation of
Metal Glaze resistance material. This improved
thick-film element provides the electrical stability
and mechanical ruggedness that tin oxide types
can't achieve. And, their tough molded bodies
resist solvents and the pounding of automated
inserting equipment.
Metal Glaze resistors have withstood over 15 million
unit hours of testing. In addition to MIL-R-10509,
they also meet or exceed MIL-R-22 684 and
MIL-R-39017. For complete data and prices see your
IRC Qualified Industrial Distributor. Or, write IRC,
401 North Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19108.
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CAPSULE SPECIFICATIONS
Type T-55
MIL STYLE
RESISTANCE
TOLERANCE
TEMP. COEFF.
POWER

Type T-60

RN55
RN60
10
thru 90K
10 n thru 200K
+1%
+1%
±100ppret
±100pprni°C
Y. watt
2 watt ((,t, 70°C
1
Y. watt «i,125°C
4 watt @125•C
/
1
(derate to zero at 165°C, no load)

g7irc

/

DIVISION OF TRW INC.
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... by wasting some space
you can save money...

Light Emitting el
Diode/Photoresistor
Control

Model VT-030-18A
(Actual Size)

LE

O.

P.C.

1

I OUTPUT

Case common to negative terminal
on LED
, ••••11,1•

C

iC

/r.c

ma•munsmelo

FNOW

CUM. • Mill.•••••••

• All solid state LED Vactrol Input Output Device with true electrical
isolation.
• Light emitting diode coupled
with an ohmic photo-conductive
cell.
II Extremely low input power requirement with operation as low
as 1-milliwatt input.
• Ideal for battery operation.
III Wide range control, 1000 to 1or
greater light to dark ratio.
• Less than
1000.

$8.00 in quantity of

Two sizes, TO-8 hermetic and
TO-18 axial. Write for Bulletins
LED

VACTEC, INC.
2423 Northline led. Blvd.
•

Hts., Mo. 63042. (314) 432-4200
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the company's answer to afamiliar
complaint among mOs makers: each
customer wants a different length.
Six input control lines determine
the length of the new circuit. Three
control a32-bit, a16-bit, and an 8bit delay; the other three determine
the tap on asecond 8-bit segment.
Putting the circuits in series gives
a delay line which is variable in
very small steps. The company will
also hard-wire the circuits for any
customer who wants, say, 37 bits
of delay but does not wish to have
the control problem.
Gregory says that it will be
cheaper for acustomer to buy the
standard circuit and use however
many bits of delays he needs than
to ask for a custom circuit—even
though he may be wasting part of
the standard chip. If a customer
finds he needs a volume order, it
may pay him to customize; in the
beginning, however, he can build
afew systems with standard chips
and not incur alarge expense if he
fails to win acontract.
Starting small. Electronic Arrays
is beginning in a27,000-square foot
building. With two furnaces, it can
turn out 9,000 complex parts a
month on a one-shift basis. Room
for expansion has been provided.
The company has been testing
its process since June, and feels it's
ready to go. "Our design rules are
the tightest in the industry," Gregory says, "with line width of 0.2
metal-to-metal spacing of 0.2 mil,
and source-to-drain spacing of only
0.3 mil. Also, our design engineers
are becoming clever at using the
spurious capacitances that they
used to fight. That has kept chip
size down."
Gregory says that while astatic
shift-register cell is typically twice
as big as that of adynamic cell to
allow space for the feedback that
keeps the device on, his company's
static cell is only 18% bigger than
the dynamic cell. The result is a
saving in power as well as costs.
Chip size of the quad 32-bit static
register is 80 by 84 mils.
Some shift registers will be available in production quantities by
November, and the complete line
by the end of the year.
Operating range is 0°C to 50°C

Get

"PLUS
FEATURES"
That
Count..

PLASTIC
DIELECTRIC
CAPACITORS

TYPE "OF" GLASS CAP

* Continuous
*
*
*
*

operation for 10,000
hours at ambient temperature of
85°C.
Adaptable to all DC filter applications
Complete mounting versatility
Hermetically sealed construction
Available 2KV to 60KV—capacitance
range .0001 mfd. to .5 mfd

Built to precise specifications, Type "OF"
capacitors give you more "plus features"
that count when quality can and does make
the difference. Best of all, most sizes are
available in stock to meet your immediate
needs.
Write for complete
list of Standard High
Voltage Capacitors
in stock—or, send
specifications for
custom quotations.

Pk& &pee,
2820 N. Clybourn • Chicago 14, IL
Ill 8-3135
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EPITAXIAL REACTORS

WANTED:

and

Cold

Wall

Furnaces

For

Thin

Films

ELECTRONICS
MANUFACTURER
who desires to fill a
dependable supply of
government contracts
Excellent opportunity for growth-minded
electronics manufacturer to locate in Texas
and help meet the needs of the government
and the third
productive
tages.

fastest-growing state.

labor.

Incomparable

Lowest living costs.

For

tax

Stable,
advan-

1968 Texas

Fact Book, write or call the:

TEXAS INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION
Central Information Source for all of Texas
Box JJ-E, Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711
Telephone 512/475-4331
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All Hugle Industries' systems are available as either
semi-automated or fully automated units with the
unique HI integrated circuit process controller. Hugle
Industries furnishes free soft-ware with its automated
units.
THE INDUSTRY'S LARGEST SELECTION OF MODELS
r- HIER t IOW

wafers or - 42FrMit:s

HIER II

25-1" wafers or

4-2" wafers

HIER III (Thin Film)

14-1" wafers or

4-2" wafers

HIER IV

54-1" wafers or 10-2" wafers

HIER VI

90-1" wafers or 24-2" wafers
afers or 36-2" wafers

• •

I
afers or 44-2" wafers

EPI GRANDE (Barre

Other Hugle Industries' products include: Diffusion
Doping Systems I D100 Series Epitaxial Doping Systemsa Model 100 Infrared Microscopes Model 1300
Ultrasonic Wire Bonder• Model 1400 Beam Lead
Bonderz Model 2000 Flip Chip Bonder•PCD Process
Controller.
Contact Mr. David Davis, Marketing Manager, Sunnyvale, California (408) 738-1700 for further information.

HUGLE
Industries
750 NORTH PASTORIA AVENUE
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA 94086

---6'ne

Gift Works Many Wonders

THE UNITED WAY
Electronics
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Epitoxial Reactors.
Diffusion Doping Systems.
D100 Series Epitaxial Doping System.
Model 100 Infra-red Microscope.
Model 1300 Ultrasonic Wire Bonder.
Model 1400 Beam Lead Bonder.
Model 2000 Flip Chip Bonder.
PCD Process Controller.
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NO DEVICE LEAD MANGLING IN HANDLING AND
TEST WITH BARNES "TO" CARRIERS/CONTACTOR

for all devices.
Unit price of the quad 32-bit
static register is $35, while the
quad 32-bit dynamic two-phase register is $20, as is the quad 32-bit
dynamic one-phase device.
The variable-length 64-bit register is $16 in either one- or twophase form.
Also in either one- or two-phase
form, the 256-bit dynamic register
is priced at $30.
All registers are available in versions that work from —55°C to
+85°C. On the average, having this
broader temperature range doubles
the price of the register.
Electronic Arrays Inc., 501 Ellis
Mountain View, Calif. 94040 [444]

Plagued by spoilage caused by device lead damage? Get the Unspoilers
from Barnes. The 029 Series Carriers protect TO packaged devices in
handling and testing operations ...through manual/semi-automatic
and automatic systems. Deep tapered entrances of the carrier permit easy device
alignment and insertion. Features include
positive polarization, probing type contacts
CORPORATION
and a —65°C to 150°C operating range.
The Unspoilers: Write for more data.
Lansdowne, Pa. 19050.215/MA2.1525

barnes

St.,

New semiconductor

Dopant diffusion
done without gas

bdeirneS/ THE FIRST WORD IN CARRIERS, CONTACTORS AND SOCKETS FOR I.C.'S

Film with suspended p-type
Circle 287 on reader service card

or n-type impurity placed
on wafer and then fired

The PARKER model ER 35
will
really
TURN YOU ON ...or OFF,
OR ON OFF ON, OR OFF ON OFF, OR WHATEVER YOUR
MOOD AND APPLICATION
• Completely
and
• See

Control
it at

Self-Contained

MAY BE !

Indicating

Meter.

ISA

SHOW

BOOTH

2825

PARKER INSTRUMENT CORP.
200 HARVARD AVE. STAMFORD, CONN 06904 tel -203 325-4361
242
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When it comes to making semiconductor devices, Semi-elements, Inc.
believes in laying it on, "it" being
the company's new dopant film.
These films, amixture of doping
impurity and binder, are placed on
top of a semiconductor wafer.
When the wafer and film are fired,
the dopant diffuses through the
semiconductor.
Semi-elements is making both pand n-type films in thicknesses
from 0.0005 to 0.002 inch, and in a
wide range of dopant concentration and material.
And for special applications, the
company can make films that are
over 0.01-inch thick.
Gaseous and ampule diffusion
are the common techniques for
making p-n junctions. Ralph Christensen, director of new product
development
at Semi-elements,
says the film approach is better for
several reasons.
First, he says, the film is easy to
handle. It can be punched or cut
into shapes that exactly fit the
wafer. And since the fit is so preCircle 243 on reader service card—)--

If you thought all
Daystro
were sq ares

look again!
Rectilinear components are still anecessary requirement in many circuit applications. That's why Weston has rounded
out its high-performance potentiometer
line with two new rectilinear models.
RI-12 styles 534 and 535 are designed
for both general-purpose and military
applications. They feature the same
± 5% tolerance, 10 ohm to 50K range,
and slip clutch stop protection that are
standard with Daystrom Squaretrime
units, plus 24-turn adjustability and

humidity proofing. Also new this year
... models 553 half-inch and 543 threeeighth-inch Squaretrim potentiometers
in military and commercial versions.
Save board space as well as money with
our field proven 501 Series multi-turn
and 504 Series single-turn
Squaretrims offering values to 20K in a 0.02
cubic inch case. All Squaretrim DiallylPhthalate cased pots give you Weston's
patented "wire in the groove" construction and your choice of flexible leads,

vie

pin and screw configurations. Whether
your trimmer needs are military, industrial or commercial, you'll find the answer
in this complete new low-cost line.
Write today for data sheets and evaluation samples. DAYSTROM potentiometers are another product of WESTON
COMPONENTS DIV., Archbald,Pennsylvania 18403, Weston Instruments, Inc,
aSchlumberger company

WESTON ®

They do it with invisible infrared radiation. Developmental type TA2930, a
laser diode array, offers 50 watts minimum peak output power at 30 amperes
peak pulse current. Developmental
type TA2628 is a single laser diode
that offers 1 watt minimum peak output power at 30 amperes peak pulse
current.
Both the TA2930 and TA2628 can be
helpful in your high-speed counting
applications. In addition, they are excellent for long-distance communications, ranging and guidance systems,

illumination, instrumentation, missile
guidance, and fuse designs.
Check into them. They offer threshold
current equal to 15 A (max.) and a
wave length of peak emission of 9050
ne_-•50 A. Also in RCA's solid-state optical line is the IR emitting diode,
40598, which offers 0.3 milliwatts minimum continuous power output at 50
mA. See your RCA Representative.
For technical data, write: RCA Electronic Components, Commercial Engineering, Section SN-101, Harrison,
New Jersey 07029.

RCA lasers and
IR emitting diodes
make spectacles of themselves
in high-speed counting

IR TRANSMITTER
OBJECTS TO BE COUNTED

IR BEAM

\

HIGH-SPEED CONVEYOR BELT

PHOTODETECTOR
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Our little black book has
over100,000 phone numbers.
You never had ablack book like it. Over 1,500 pages. And those phone numbers!
More than 100,000 telling you who to call/where to go, for the over 4,000
different product categories listed and advertised in the yellow
pages of the Electronics Buyers' Guide.
It's the industry's one-stop shopping
center that lets you find the products
and services you need quickly.
You can depend on EBG.

Electronics Buyers' Guide

A McGraw-Hill Market Directed Publication,
330 West 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
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... films are being used
in making 25-watt diodes...
cise, there's little waste.
Firing costs can be lower, according to Christensen, because
alternate layers of film and wafer
can be stacked and then fired simultaneously. One side of the film
acts as a diffusant source; the
other as apassive non-sticking surface. And the device maker can do
the firing in the same oven he now
uses for gaseous diffusion.
The film has to be fired only
once. Separate surface-diffusion
and drive-in steps are not necessary.
Christensen adds that the film
technique also is better than the
paint-on diffusion method because
with films it's much easier to get
uniform surface distribution.
One junction. The films are suitable for making diodes with either
simple p-n junctions or graded
junctions, like a p-n, n+ junction.
The smallest junction depth that
can be made is 35 microns. Christensen says that Semi-elements engineers are developing films that
will make one-micron junction
depths possible, thus making the
film attractive to transistor manufacturers.
All common p- and n-type dopants are available. "We offer most
arsenic and phosphorus compounds for n-type doping, and
boron compounds for p-type," says
Christensen. "We hope to be able
to offer our customers metallic
dopants soon."
Semi-elements can also match
the binder to the application. The
most commonly used binders are
Cyanocel and ethyl cellulose.
Usually during firing, the binder
is burnt off.
The company says shelf life is
a couple of months. "You don't
have to be too careful handling the
film either," according to Christensen. "And it won't oxidize."
He says Solitron Devices, Inc. is
already using the film to make rectifiers that are rated from 25 watts
down into the milliwatt region.
Price varies according to type of
dopant and concentration. A typical boric-acid film costs $1 per
square foot.
Semi-elements, Inc., Saxonburg Blvd.,
Saxonburg, Pa. 16056 [445]
Electronics

October 14, 1968

Looking for
hard-to-describe components
that are even harder to find?
Look no more.
Let the Northern Plains
Industrial Catalog
do the looking for you.
Technically, the Northern Plains Industrial Catalog is a "computerized
compilation of all the industrial fabricators in Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota,
Nebraska, South Dakota, and western Wisconsin." As far as you're
concerned, though, it's simply a "finding service" that can help you
locate all of the components, assemblies and sub-assemblies you
can think of. (Or can't think of, as the case may be.) It'll tell you
exactly where to buy quickly, wisely, and profitably. And, it'll tell you
absolutely free. So, if you need help in finding components, fill in and
mail the coupon below. We'll rush you complete data on just what you're
looking for. (And, if you send a sketch of the part, or specifications,
we'll even compile a special list of sources for you.)
E-10

INDUSTRIAL CATALOG
Area Development Dept.
Northern Natural Gas Co., Omaha, Nebr. 68101
Dear Sirs: Please send Sources of Supply In.formation on•
El

Drawings enclosed.

4

Northern
Natural Gas
Company

TITLE

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY

Electronics iOctober 14, 1968

STATE

ZIP
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BUSS

QUALITY

SMALL DIMENSION FUSES AND FUSEHOLDERS
For The Protection of All Types of
Electronic and Electrical Circuits and
Devices...
includes dual -element "slow-blowing",
single-element "quick-acting" and signal or
visual indicating types... in sizes from
1/500 amp. up.

TRON Rectifier Fuses
For the Safe Protection of Solid
State Devices
Provide extremely fast opening on
overload and fault currents, with a
high degree of restriction of let-thru
current. Many types and sizes available. Ampere ratings from 1
/ to 1000
2
in voltage ratings up to 1500.
HKP panel mounted holder
for Vo xIVo in. fusel.
HPAR-RF shielded holder
for 1/4 x1
4 in. fuses.
/
1

HKA lamp-indicating, signal
activating holder.

efg?re
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NEW from Cramer

Marking
w
oh.,

KI NGsL E
y
Wire & Tube'

Marking Machine

Now you can permanently
mark wire or tubing di-

ADJUST-A-LOK STOOLS

Cramer Adjust-A-Lok is immediately adjustable to any
workers height. Just release the safety stop, and lift or
lower. It can be done just that quick. Since fatigue is
a critical factor in efficiency of seated workers, it's
just good economics to provide tools that minimize
fatigue.
With Adjust-A-Lok every worker can find
his own most comfortable and efficient level. 6 seat
styles and 5 base types provide 30 available models.
For more information: write V. P. Sales, Cramer Industries, Inc., 625 Adams, Kansas City, Kansas 66105.
Industrial supplier
inquiries invited

em

...-..!----

...• --- e.

---."'"">C::•'..'ei.
.r---:----204-1k

f
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"
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•

e
281.85F 10

right in your plant!

Adjust to every worker like fine tools!

..•

Write
for
Details

rectly on the insulation...
quickly .... economicallyright in your own plant!
Cut costs and speed production with the same machine
that has consistently proven so successful in the aircraft/missile field.

CRAMER INDUSTRIES INC.
,..A11(1LN(at

A SubsIchary of US M OI Co.

Cramer —The leader in style and quality
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New Books
Born, not made
Antenna Engineering
Walter L. Weeks
McGraw-Hill Book Co.
370 pp., $13.50

Antenna design is one field, it
seems, that demands total involvement. Antenna designers are arare
breed—even if they forget much of
what they learned about circuits
and active device operation, they
seem to have an intuitive understanding of the real basics of electrical engineering—the behavior of
electromagnetic fields. In fact, one
wonders if antenna design can
really be taught—it has enough
empiricism to make it more of an
art than ascience.
Professor Weeks, of Purdue University, recognizes this by leading
into the subject with along chapter
on small antennas. It can be read
with little effort since there are few
interruptions
for
mathematical
statements. With this background,

e..

_

•

the reader moves on to the larger
antennas, where other effects come
into play, with a firmer intuitive
understanding of their operation.
When it comes to antenna measurements, Weeks concedes that
antennas are structures which are
subject to environmental effects
that are difficult to account for
theoretically, since much of the design procedure must be based on
experiment.
Weeks does a particularly good
job on frequency independent antennas when describing the line of
reasoning used in developing such
structures. It goes like this: since
length is the parameter that determines frequency, an antenna
with no characteristic length should
be frequency independent. A spiral,
for example, has no characteristic
length if it's made long enough so
that current falls off rapidly, essentially disappearing at the point
of truncation.

Certainly, this book alone won't
make anyone an antenna engineer,
but it's agood starting point.

Cross reference
Switching Theory
Paul E. Wood Jr.
McGraw-Hill, Inc.
390 pp., $13.50

Of the many books on switching
theory published in the last decade,
this is noteworthy because of its
comprehensive treatment. It should
be useful both as atext and as alibrary reference.
Sequential networks, for example, are covered in welcome
depth. This subject must be completely understood by those applying digital systems in such areas
as communication switching and
control, telephone switching networks, and data processing.
Another plus is a chapter on

SUB-MINIATURE FUSES

• `eridgt..

The Complete Line of Signal-Indicating
Alarm-Activating Fuses

Ideal fur space tight applications, light weight, vibration and
shock resistant. For use as part of miniaturized integrated
circuit, large multi-circuit electronic systems, computers, printed
circuit boards, all electronic circuitry.

For use on computers, microwave units,
communication equipment, all electronic
circuitry.

o

BUSS GLD-V4 x11
/ In.
2
Visual-Indicating,
Alarm-Activating.

BUSS GBA- 1
2 x114 In.
/
Visual-Indicating.

BUSS MIC-13/32 x1
2
1
/
in. Visual-Indicating.
Alarm-Activating.

TRON

BUSS Grasshopper
Fuse,Visual-Indicating,
Alarm-ActIvating.

BUSS ACH
Aircraft Limiter,
Visual-Indicating.

BUSS MIN-13/32 x1
2
/
1
In. Visual-Indicating.

Sub-Miniature Pigtail
Fuses — Body size only .145 x.300 inches. Glass
tube construction permits visual inspection of element. Hermatically sealed. Twenty-three ampere
sizes from 1/100 thru 15.

Lia

BUSS

Sub-Miniature GMW

Fuse and HWA Fuseholder

FNA FUSETRON Fuse 13/32
X11
2 in. slow-blowing, Visu/
al-Indicating, Alarm-Activating. (Also useful for protection
of small motors, solenoids,
transformers in machine tool
Industry.)

Fuse size only .270 x.250 inches. Fuse has window for
visual inspection of element. Fuse may be used with
or without holder. 1/200 to 5amp. Fuses and holders
meet Military Specifications.

BUSS GMT and HLT
holder, Visual-Indicating, Alarm-Activating.

Write for SUSS Form SM
BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGraw-Edison Co. St. Louis, Mo. 63107
SUPPLIED THE ECONOMICAL WAY ..
THRU

For fuses and fuseholders of unquestioned high quality
for every protection need...

DISTRIBUTORS

1JS s

QUALITY

FUSES
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NEW/ FROM
NORTRONICS

New Books

UNIQUF
BI-DIRECTIONAL

CASSETTE
HEADS
RECORD, PLAY, AND
ERASE IN 30TH
DIRECTIONS
WITHOUT FLIPOVERI
Nortronics' exclusive Z Combo
technology makes possible a
new family of miniature multifunction heads for the Cassette
type tape cartridge. Three track
configurations are available for
the .150 inch wide tape for
entertainment, instrumentation
and educational applications.
Usable frequency response is
50-12,000 Hz at 1.875 ips.
CASSETTE TRACK CONFIGURATIONS
—1
—

raw.,

.„
G

i

é:;/./

I

RCA
Camden, N.J.

I.P. Magasiny
Paul Loeb

Sn.0.111T

LA.1011•011

Model Z-W4J (illustrated)
features 4 ir.line r/p channels
with bi-directional erase.
Tracks 1& 2have erase on left
and tracks 3& 4 have erase on
right. Companion model W4J
has the 4 inline r/p channels.
The new Nortronics Cassette
heads display the quality,
engineering, ingenuity and
immediate responsiveness to
recording industry needs that
have made Nortronics the
world's largest manufacturer of
tape heads and the standard
setter for the industry.
Patent Pending
Write for complete technical data

7ortronke
COM PAN Y.

IN C.

8101 Tenth Avenue North
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55427
Phone: (612) 545.0401
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Boolean algebra that's better than
those found in most books now
used as references in probability,
random processes, and statistics.
And the author employs some
unusual methods for analyzing and
minimizing switching networks—
the application of matrixes instead
of the conventional use of Karnaugh maps, for example. He uses
matrixes for network analysis and
simplification by setting up a matrix for the network and then bringing in the node removal technique.
Since background material in this
section isn't extensive, the reader
must be familiar with matrix mathematics in order to fully appreciate
the presentation.
There are cases where some excellent techniques are used that the
reader won't be able to extract
easily. Occasionally, minor points
are over-explained or material with
very significant implications is minimized. For example, in the second
chapter four pages are used to
derive equations for series and parallel resistors although only one
line is used for deriving an equation that shows how matrix algebra
can simplify aproblem.

Circle 248 on reader service card

MODEL 2903

Recently published
Modern Control Principles and Applications,
Jay C. Hsu and Andrew U. Meyer, McGrawHill Book Co., 769 pp., $24.50
For engineers who want a reasonably detailed explanation of modern control theory.
Takes a pragmatic approach, emphasizing
two fundamental areas of automatic control
—stability and optimization—and thoroughly
describes both time and frequency domain
techniques. Also covers various concepts of
stability in nonlinear systems, exact techniques, such as Lyapunov's second method,
and the basic premises in the formulation of
some typical optimal control problems.
An Introduction to Random Signals and Communication Theory, Robert B. Lathi, International Textbook Co., 487 pp., $14.00
Aimed at graduate students, this book takes
a physical rather than an axiomatic approach
and wherever possible interprets theoretical
results heuristically. It includes an introduction to signal analysis and the theory of
probability, the concepts, analysis, transmission, and filtering of random signals. Other
topics are the transmission of both analog
and digital data, information theory, and the
performance of various communication systems evaluated against Shannon's results.

Shown 2/
3 Actual Size

LARGER SHIELDED
"BLACK BOXES"
Useable inside space: 4" long x2"
wide x 11/
2"deep. Large enough
to permanently protect and shield
custom test circuits. Six models,
with four connector combinations.
Rugged die-cast aluminum boxes
supplied with aluminum cover.
Featured in our 1968 general catalog.
Write for your free copy.

POMONA
ELECTRONICS CO., INC.

4
/
1

1500 E. Ninth Street, Pomona, Calif. 91766

J
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di/dt capability
10 times industry's best
EVEN WITH LOW POWER GATE DRIVE

NATIONAL® INVENTS
THE REGENERATIVE
GATE SCR

Mier
goes
Mod(ular

NATIONAL ELECTRONICS,
INC. regenerative gate SCR is the
only SCR that will give 600 amps
p sec. when tested according to
JEDEC SUGGESTED STANDARD
NO. 7 Section 5.1.2.4. This is a
di, dt

rating

at

three

times the

peak on-state current and

1/2

the

switching loss of any SCR now on
the market. No sacrifice is required
in gate drive, turn-on time, turnoff time or any other characteristic.
Now available in 55 and 110 amps.
*Patent Pending

NATIONAL

ELECTRONICS, INC

REQUEST
BULLETIN

a varian subsidiary
PHONE (312) 232-4300 • GENEVA ILLINOIS 60134
Pat. pending
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The only total portable,
laboratory quality
oscilloscope.

color coded

CROSSPOINT
PROGRAMMING
Exclusive Features:
• Any size to 99 x99 positions
• Modules color coded to your
requirements
• 8 colors available
• Rigid, cordwood construction
• Two-layer crosspoint standard
• Three, four, five or more layers
to your order

And only $665.
Goes anywhere you need it. And at $665,* there's no need
for scope sharing. Operates from optional internal battery
or 110/220 vac 50 to 400 Hz line. Compact 81
/2"x 9" x15"
size, weighs less than 20 lbs.
Features include: 20 MHz bandwidth; 17 nsec rise time;
18 sweep speeds; internal voltage calibrator; and triggering
stability over 30 MHz.
Write for Bulletin TIC 3316 to Motorola Communications &
Electronics Inc., 4501 W. Augusta Blvd., Chicago, III. 60651.
*Exclusive

MOTOROLA

of options.

Additional Features:
• Fully guided, closed-entry contacts
• Shorting plug • Component plug
• Skip plug
• Tin-plated contacts standard
Gold-plated contacts optional
For further information write

MAC Panel Co.
Box 5027(X) High Point, N.C. 27262

Precision Instrument Products
Circle 293 on reader service card
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Technical Abstracts

why
Maryland

Proximity to federal agencies in
Washington, D.C. affords the
unique advantage of constant
personal contact with government
officials working with scienceoriented industry. Such contact
is an increasingly important
locational criterion.
No other state is as convenient to
as many Federal agencies as
Maryland. For example,
Maryland's major government
scientific installations include
NASA, AEC, N I
1-1, the National
Bureau of Standards, plus
some 20 others.

Are there other reasons
why R&D and scienceoriented industries
should locate
in MARYLAND?
Yes.. .emphatically'
There are almost 30,000
scientists and over 25,000
engineers living and working in
Maryland and the District of
Columbia. Graduate and postdoctoral programs considered
most significant to research and
science industry are available.

Locate in a
big state like

Maryland
We could write a book about why
you should locate in Maryland...
and we did. Send for it.

Contact:
Maryland Department of
Economic Development
DIVISION

E8

State Office Bldg.
Annapolis, Md. 21404

250
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Get there first
Multiprocessor software lockout
Stuart E. Madnick
IBM Cambridge Scientific Center
Cambridge, Mass.

As the use of computers increases,
every individual facility eventually
becomes faced with the need to
increase capacity. The solutions
normally employed are either to
replace the equipment with newer
and faster models or to obtain additional independent systems. The
latter solution, although possibly
satisfactory for batch processing,
is inefficient for time-sharing. Present trends indicate that future general-purpose computers will be
smaller and less costly, but not
significantly faster.
Many people see multiprocessor
computing systems as the most
promising technique for large-scale
computer facilities. Projects such
as MIT's Muities, IBM's TSS/360,
GE's Gecos, and Univac's Exec-8
are developing operating systems
for multiprocessor configurations.
To facilitate system scaling, reliability, and modularity, many multiprocessor operating systems are
designed to treat the processors as
homogeneous system resources.
Hence, there is no "supervisor"
processor; each schedules and controls itself. To prevent critical races
and inconsistent results, only one
processor at atime is permitted to
alter or examine certain shared system data; all other processors are
locked out.
Lockout isn't limited to multiprocessor systems. It's a familiar
occurrence on multitask singleprocessor systems. If two tasks
simultaneously request use of the
same input-output device, one must
be locked out, or blocked, until the
device becomes available.
Several operational single-processor time-sharing systems have
been estimated to spend up to 50%
of their execution time performing
supervisory functions. If these systems were adapted for multiprocessing by indiscriminately locking
whenever they entered the supervisor state, their locked time (L)
might easily exceed their unlocked
time (E). However, a system de-

IC SEALING
PROBLEMS SOLVED
WITH WILLIAMS' IMPROVED
ALLOYS FOR
MICROELECTRONIC DESIGN.

80* GOLD 20* TIN EUTECTIC
MELTING POINT 280 C

88* GOLD 11X GERMANIUM EUTECTIC
MELTING POINT 356 C

SOLDER PREFORMS FOR SEALING
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT PACKAGES
TOOLING AVAILABLE Oil/MOST
STANDARD SIZES
4to 6Weeks Oelwery on New Toolrng

PARTIAL LIST OF AVAILABLE
ALLOYS& SOLDER PREFORMS
88% Gold 12% Germanium (Eutectic Alloyl
Strip and solder preforms in all sizes
80% Gold 20% Tin (Eutectic Alloy(
Strip, wire and solder preforms in all sizes
Gold with .1 to 1.2% Antimony
Wire, strip and solder preforms all sizes
Gold —.05% Min Phosphorous
Wire, strip and solder preforms all sizes
95% Gold 5% Nickel
Wire, strip and solder preforms all sizes
Gold and up to .5% Arsenic
Strip and solder preforms all sizes
Silver with .1 to 1.2% Antimony
Wire, strip and solder preforms all sizes
Silver —.1% Min. Phosphorous
Wire, strip and solder preforms all sizes
95% Silver 5% Nickel
Wire, strip and solder preforms all sizes
Silver and up to .5% Arsenic
Strip and solder preforms all sizes
Special alloys produced on request at
minimum charge.
Precious Metals in 99 9% Pure,
99.99% Pure, and 99.999% Pure.

Modern, up-to-date refining of precious
metals and complete spectrographic facilities available

HIGH PURITY METALS
USED ON ALL ALLOYS
WRITE fOR COMPLETE PRECIOUS METALS CATALOG
ANO SPECIFICATION SHEETS
PHONE 716434-7204
OVER 50 TEARS Of PRECIOUS METALS EXPERIENCi

WILLIAMS
PRECIOUS
METALS
2978 MAIN ST. BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14214
Division of Williams Gold Refining Co., Inc.
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We are able to manufacture more ferromagnetic
pot cores than anybody
else...

COMPACT

NUMERIC
READOUTS

AT REASONABLE PRICES

New ultra-miniature model is added to
Alco's expanded series. Both types display
0-9 numerals by illuminating miniature
lamps. Combination of lamps can be controlled with a matrix circuit (not supplied).
Decimal points can be used as colon when
2 units are placed together. Indicator provides high illumination with a low voltage
and current. 6 & 12V.

ALM

LAWRENCE

e'ELECTRONIC
PRODUCT5.1«.

Type l ell
MS

Type
MSM

MASSACHUSETTS

SMALLEST—NEON

ACTUAL
SIZE

READOUT
INDICATOR
single plane, segELFINTm New,
mented neon readout indicators provide brighter displays and
wider viewing. Only 0.41" dia. Has combination mount for simplified P/C board
wiring.
Displays 0-9, ± and —, some
alpha symbols and decimal. Long operational life and low power requirements.

ALCO

LAWRENCE

l'ELECTRONIC
PRODUCTSLINC.

MASSACHUSETTS

999

EACH

1000 QUANTITY
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Thermal Linkage Cup Clips
For TO-5 and TO-18 case style transistors,
Series 260 Cup Clips are insulated (epoxy
or beryllium oxide) or non-insulated.

because...
1. No one can match the variety of materials at
our disposal—many unique because we
developed them ourselves. (Our F series 20014 demonstrate drastically improved
temperature coefficient for this reason.)
2. We use the most modern technology in the
world, both domestic and imported.
3. Our factories are second to none in scale and
up-to-dateness.
4. Our 3,000 highly skilled employees, advanced
research laboratory, and 30 years' experience
back up every product.
If your telecommunications equipment calls for
high-performance pot cores of guaranteed
uniformity, send us your specs. We'll do the rest.
Also, we'll be happy to send you detailed
technical literature on request.

WAKEFIELD Cup Clips have 3 types of bases:
1. Plain Base ... for soldering, bonding or use with
pan head screws.
2. Tapped Base . .attach with screws.
3. Stud Mounting Base.
Write today for Bulletin 260A for specifications.

"WAKEFIELD
iT\

ENGINEERING, INC.

WAKEFIELD, MASS. 01880m (617) 245-5900 •TWX 617-245-9213
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Tokin
Tohoku Metal Industries, Ltd.

4, 7-chume, Ginza-Higashi, Chue ku. Tokyo. Japan
Telephone: Tokyo 542-6171 Cable Address: TOHOKUMETAL TOKYO

Main Products:Ferrite Cores, Memory Cores, Memory Matrices, Ferrite Magnetostrictive Vibrators,
Pulse Transformers, Permanent Magnets Cast, Ferrite', Tape Wound Cores, Bobbin Cores,
Magnetic Laminations, Fe-Co Alloys, Sendust Cores
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Technical Abstracts
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79
Linear IC
Tester

New
automatic
Linear IC Tester
offers simple,
preprogrammed
operation
The simple operation of the new
automatic Model 79 Linear Integrated Circuit ÍLIC) Tester
from Test Equipment Corporation virtually eliminates costly
operator training. This savings,
combined with its low initial cost,
makes the Model 79 an excellent
buy for production, engineering
and quality control applications.
TEC's Model 79 "LIC" Tester
is completely automatic with the
exception of test
limits and range
A l. selections and is
, fir preprogrammed
on performance
---Y* 1 boards
(inset)
for up to 15 different test measurements. It provides five dc and
eight dynamic tests. In addition,
two auxiliary positions are available for customer-specified tests.

V

•

The Model 79 features low current measurements to 99.9 pa full
scale, low voltage measurements
to 99.9 py full scale, and high
speed typically 100 ms or less per
test. It accepts all IC package
configurations.
Write today for full technical
and pricing information on the
new TEC Model 79 "LIC" Tester.

Test Equipment
CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 20215, DALLAS, TEXAS 75220 •214/357-6271
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signed with multiprocessor operation carefully planned to minimize
lockout occurrences and duration
might maintain low values of LIE.
It's difficult to predict how the
LIE ratio will be affected by an
increase in the number of processors. This depends upon the effectiveness of shared procedures
and amount of main storage added.
And, if more tasks are allowed on
the system, the amount of time required by a locked priority scheduler would be expected to increase.
Presented at ACM National Conference, Las
Vegas, Aug. 27-29

By cable
Solid state amplifiers for uhf cable
distribution of tv signals
Brian L. Jones
Fairchild Semiconductor
Palo Alto, Calif.

Before deciding on equipment for
a local cable distribution system
for ultrahigh-frequency tv signals,
the engineer should investigate all
aspects of the problem in light of
the operating characteristics of an
amplifier at uhf frequencies. One
important advantage of such asystem is that it allows the use of a
single frequency, 500 megahertz,
in a single octave range from 500
Mhz to 1,000 Mhz to handle more
than 80 6-Mhz-wide channels. Because all second-order harmonics
fall outside of this band, less equalization is required, and thus the
amplifier is somewhat easier to design.
But there are other problems to
consider. For example, there is
greater cable attenuation at uhf
than there is, say, at vhf. Available
transistors that provide good power
gain at 1,000 Mhz are relatively
small in size, requiring operation at
low current levels. Thus, at uhf
the output power for agiven level
of third-order distortion is considerably lower than the power obtained from larger devices operating at vhf.
In atypical vhf cable distribution
system using 12 channels to drive
a cable at a power level of about
—10 dbm per channel, the signal

For
Extra Meter
Precision
and Consistency
Specify
Hitachi Magnets
To create these extremely stable magnets Hitachi developed its own processes
for the compounding and heat-treatment
of fine alloys. The result is a range of
cast

magnets

for

metering

that

are

precisely finished to unusually close tolerances,

are

more

compact,

and

yet

retain magnetic stability and uniformity.
You

can

get a fast supply of

Hitachi

meter magnets with properties to suit
your particular application.

Each

one

has guaranteed characteristics. Full in.
formation on types for your application
can be quickly mailed.
Products:
Meter Magnets:
For Speedometer, Tachometer,
Amperemeter
Motor Magnets:
For Micro Motor, Hysteresis Motor,
Wiper Motor, Blower Motor
Generator Magnets:
For A.C. Generator, Flywheel

HITACHI

Hitachi Metals, Ltd.
Head Office
Chiyoda Bldg., Marunouchi, Tokyo. Japan

Hitachi Metals America, Ltd.
Magnet Materials Sect.
437, Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022.
U.S.A. Tel. 212-758-52 55
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Perfect your CCTV system with COSMICAR lenses
Shown are a few selected

at random from

COSMICAR

lenses ranging from 8.5mm to

1,000mm and zooms.
COSMICAR is also prepared to custom-make lenses of any specifications.

qc 5

Please write today to:

COSMICAR OPTICAL CO., LTD.
(Former name:

ICHIZUKA

OPTICAL CO., LTD.)

68, Shimoochiai, 2-chome, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo

Cable Address:

"MOVIEKINO TOKYO"
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High Temperature
NAT VAR 400
Extruded Vinyl Tubin
-

•High Dielectric Strength
•Highly Resistant to
Oils and Solvents

Put Laminated Plastics of
"Instrument Quality" to work for you

•Withstands Continuous
Operation at105 °C.

It doesn't make sense that your high quality scientific instruments and apparatus could use anything
but the highest quality laminated plastics. That's why
so many top-flight instrument makers buy their laminated plastics materials and fabricated parts from
Synthane. Synthane is approved under MIL-Q-9858A
and quality is built in from beginning to end. Write for
information— Synt hane Corporation, 30 River Road,
Oaks, Pa. 19456—or call (215) 666-5011.

Here's extra reliability in insulation with maximum
resistance to heat and oil. Natvar 400 tubing is
excellent for leads, terminals and terminations.
Available in complete range of sizes from No. 24 to
21
/ " I.D.; transparent and eight colors for coding.
2
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Laminated Plastic Sheets, Rods.Tubes and Fabricated Parts
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NATVAR CORPORATION

P
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BOX 67 • RAHWAY, N. J.

07065
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Need
custom
sub-miniature
oscillators
fast?

For
logic clock
applications?
Call Varo.

Model 7003 crystal oscillator is just
WxWx W. Weighs only 1
2 ounce.
/
Extremely accurate for its size.
Stability vs. time at any constant
temperature is one part in 10 million
per 24 hours. Frequency range:
3MHz to 100 MHz. Stability .005%
from —55C to +125C.

Varo answers
fast.

Because our business is oscillators.
Not oscillators and ovens and
crystals, etc., bu: oscillators. Period.
Tell us what you need. We'll tell
you how and when. Like we've done
for McDonnell-Douglas, Martin,
Honeywell, R.C.A., Aerojet-General and others. Try us for speed.

VARO
TIME & FREQUENCY PRODUCTS
402 E GUTIERREZ ST.
SANTA BARBARA, CALIF. 93101
TELEPHONE (805) 963-2055
TWX 805-449 -7200
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Technical Abstracts

level can be allowed to decline to
about —30 dbm before another amplifier is inserted in the line to
maintain the desired signal-to-noise
ratio. About 10 db out of the 20 db
attenuation represents the throughloss of the directional couplers
feeding the subscribers' receivers.
A cable having 10 db of attenuation at 200 Mhz will have a30-db
loss at 1,000 Mhz. Unless special
low-loss cable is used, the amplifier must overcome an attenuation
of about 40 db. If a single amplifier is used, the output capability
would have to be +10 dbm.
A broadband uhf amplifier designed with presently available
transistors can provide the required
+10 dbm low distortion signal to
alimited number of channels only.
This conclusion is based on test
results obtained from a commonbase, single-stage test circuit. The
circuit noise figure was 6db minimum from 500 Mhz to 1,000 Mhz.
The test frequencies used were 600
Mhz and 700 Mhz, providing intermodulation frequencies of 500 Mhz
and 800 Mhz. The output levels for
—60 db intermodulation were —6
dbm for the lower frequencies and
—8 dbm for the higher frequencies.
The test results indicate that in
order to maintain the distortion at
low level, the signal power must
be reduced approximately in proportion to the number of channels.
Thus for, say, 50 channels, this
would be —17 db or apower per
signal of —25 dbm. This is obviously unacceptable.
This limitation can only be overcome by: reducing the bandwidth
of the system and hence the number of channels and improving the
power handling capability of the
transistor. It is feasible to manufacture amplifiers for cable distribution of uhf tv signals using currently available integrated circuit
technology. However, because of
the high cable attenuation at uhf,
many more amplifiers are required
in the system than would be
needed for similar vhf systems. But
the use of IC's should reduce the
cost of the amplifiers to acceptable
economic levels.

VARISTORS
PROTECT
YOUR CIRCUITS

Si diodes, Si rectifiers,
Si transistors, Se rectifiers,
CdS photo cells, Power supplies

TELEX:0272

2323 (SANKELE

CABLE:SANKELE

TOK)

TOKYO Phone:986 —6151

1-22 8 NISHI- IKEBUKURO
TOSHIMA-KU, TOKYO
SANKEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

Presented at the International Broadcasting
Convention, London, England, Sept. 9-13.
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PICK A CARD ...THEN POWER UP
with Elgin's New Integrid "Cards and Low Voltage Power Supplies
"Mix and match" with Elgin's Integrid Cards. Couple 8 and

expect. Regulation—less than 0.05%, load regulation—less

10-pin T.O. 5's with 14 and 16-pin dual-in-line IC's. Then
add Elgin's patented "strip pack" to link IC's with discrete

than 0.1% for 0-100% load change. Combined regulation—
less than ±0.25%!

components, and Econo-GridP for additional bussing.
Finally, complete the cycle with one of Elgin's nine new,

AND YOU GET AN
PROMPT DELIVERY.
For literature and prices
write Elgin Electronics
Pennsylvania 16512, or

off-the-shelf Low Voltage (5V) Power Supplies for precision
sources. They feature exclusive over-current and over-voltage
protection (patents pending). Elgin's solid state units are
available in three basic sizes, with three standard output currents of 4, 8 and 16 amps—at a fraction of the cost you'd

ELGIN

BONUS—GUARANTEED

on Integrid Cards or Power Supplies,
Incorporated, P. 0. Box 1318, Erie,
phone 814-452-6773.

ELGIN ELECTRONICS INCORPORATED
Subsidiary of Basic Incorporated
Circle 332 on reader service card
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ALLIED

RELAYS

600-PAGE INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONICS
CATALOG

Order a million or more
of General Electric's miniature pins for axles, connectors, contacts, keys, hinge pins, one-part leads, rollers, shafts or stops.
We roll them to your specifications from any ductile metal.
Straight pin diameter, .015 to .050 inch; lengths to .625 inch
maximum. Stepped pins available too. Send for Product Data
Sheet 6200-a. General Electric Company, Lamp Metals &
Components Department, 21800 Tungsten Road, Cleveland,
Ohio 44117. Tel. (216) 266-3472.

• Same-

FEATURING

'
i

... for many applications.

• Factory
OEM
prices

Allied stocks Potter &
Brumfield Relays in depth:
General purpose, special
purpose, power, high
performance, mercury
wetted contact, reed
and telephone types.

ALLIED
ELECTRONICS
A Subsidiary of Allied Radio Corp.

Auitil

Electronics,

Dept. 311

100 N. Western Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60680
Send free copy of 1969 Industrial Electronics Catalog to:
Name
Company
Address

GENERAL
Circle

333 on reader service card

ELECTRIC
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THE
NEW
SHAPE
IN
PLASTIC
TUBING

binding things together; resisting
corrosion, heat or moisture; preventing wear, vibration and noise. What
problems do you have that a tight
sheath of tough plastic might solve?
Markel offers Shrinkdown in three
distinct types to meet a broad range
of needs. Your call or letterhead
request will bring samples and data.

L. FRANK MARKEL & SONS, INC.
Norristown, Pa, 19404 • Phone: 215/272-8960
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TUBINGS

SPEED DRIVING OF BRISTOL
AND ALLEN HEX TYPE SCREWS
No. 99PS-60 Bristol Multiple Spline
Type Screwdriver Set

Computer-designed
motors.
McLean
Engineering
Laboratories,
Princeton
Junction, N.J. 08550. A six-page shortform catalog presents a line of computer-designed fractional horsepower
motors. [449]

irregular shape. Its being used to
solve many different problems . . .
like insulating electrical connections; protecting delicate components; strengthening assemblies;

TEMPERATURE

Coaxial attenuators. Weinschel Engineering, Gaithersburg, Md. 20760, has
pubdished a data sheet covering model
693 coaxial attenuators, which handle
20 to 30 watts c-w average, 10 kilowatts peak.
Circle 446 on reader service card.

Nickel alloys. International Nickel Co.,
Huntington, W. Va. 25720, has available a 28-page booklet on commercially pure nickel alloys. [448]

FLEXITE Shrinkdown Plastic Tubing
shrinks 50% in diameter upon application of moderate heat to form a
tight-fitting sheath around objects of

INSULATING

CENCI $01$

Serial character generator. National
Semiconductor Corp., 2950 San Ysidro
Way, Santa Clara, Calif. 95051. Application note AN-14 discusses the
MM420/MM520, a 256-bit serial character generator. [4-47]

may fit
your problem
exactly

HIGH

New Literature

AND
WIRE

SLEEVINGS
AND

CABLE
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Relays. Kurman Instruments Corp., 15
Burke Lane, Syosset, N.Y. 11791. A 28page catalog includes all the in-stock
and standard relays available from the
company's general-purpose, sensitive,
and military lines. [450]

4and 6-flute blades
with diameters from
.048" thru .183"

No. 99PS-40 Allen Hex Type
Screwdriver Set

Photofabrication
products.
Eastman
Kodak Co., 343 State St., Rochester,
N.Y. 14650, offers a catalog covering
photosensitive
resists,
film,
plates,
chemicals, and equipment used in
photofabrication. [451]
Plane and stack tester. Honeywell Inc.,
Computer Control Division, Old Connecticut
Path,
Framingham,
Mass.
01701, has available a brochure on the
model 3702 memory-plane stack tester.
[452]
Cold cathode switch. EG&G Inc., 160
Brookline Ave., Boston 02215, has issued an application note describing the
characteristics and operation of the
cold cathode KN-22 Krytron to switch
pocket cell crystals. [453]
Electric soldering oven. Fostoria-Fannon Inc., 1200 N. Main St., Fostoria,
Ohio 44830. Model 68-080 electric infrared soldering oven for the electronic
production shop is described in bulletin 50-551-68E. [454]
Ultrasonic point level system. Brooks
Instrument division, Emerson Electric
Co., Hatfield, Pa. 19440, has published
a technical bulletin on an ultrasonic
point level system that measures all
dry solids. [455]
Digital data equipment. Braincon Corp.,
Marion, Mass. 02738, offers data and

Hex diameters
from .050" thru 3/16"

Compact, interchangeable blade, Xcelite sets
permit quick selection of the right tool for the
job. With greater reach than conventional keys,
these handy blade and handle combinations make
it easier to get at deep set or awkwardly placed
socket screws, simplify close quarter work.
Each set contains 9 precision formed, alloy
steel, 4" blades; 4" extension; shockproof,
breakproof, amber plastic (UL) handle with
exclusive, positive locking device.
Sturdy, see-thru plastic cases fit pocket, have
flat bases for use as bench stands.
WRITE FOR BULLETIN N365

XCELITE. INC. .130 BANK ST .ORCHARD PARK, N. Y.
Canada: Charles W. Pointon, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario
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±
'/4°F control
(SCR solid state)
-120°F to +350°F range

New, miniature
Teflon trimmers

with improved Tenney Jr.
"Hermeticool"
refrigerated
bench-top
test chamber
Better than ever! The Tenney Jr.
now features more precise control
while providing 40% expanded work space and
faster cooling. Inside area has been enlarged to 11/
4
cu. ft. without increasing outside dimensions. New,
faster pull-down is from +75 °F ambient to —100 °F
in just 35 minutes. Delivered for immediate 115 volt
plug-in operation, Tenney Jr. requires no special piping, no accessories.
Write or call today for complete details.
1;-- ;7
-4,

«—"Ar
ti
W

ir
Té

ENGINEERING, INC.stock
i

Still only $990
Available immediately
from

1090 Springfield Rd., Union, N. J. 07083 •(201) 686-7870
Western Div
15721 Texaco Street •Paramount, Cal.f 90723
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Precision
tube parts

Grids, Nixie tube characters and other precision parts
for electronic tubes are a specialty at Buckbee-Mears.
We photoetch or electroform a wide variety of metals

to production tolerances as close as ±2 microns. We

These new trimming capacitors are ideally suited

for VHF and UHF applications requiring low minimum capacity and delta C. They provide high
resolution and are electrically stable. Tuning is
linear. High Q (2000 at 1mHz typical). Insulation
resistance 10 6 megohms. Temperature range-55° to +150°C. Voltage breakdown 2000 VDC.
Part numbers 273-1-1 and 273-1-2 nominal capacity .25 pf min., 1.5 pf max.; part 273-15-1
nominal .30 pf min., 2.9 pf max.
Metal parts are gold plated on PC and solder lug
mounting types, silver plated on panel mount.
Insulation is Teflon.® Rotor screw threaded 80
turns to the inch on PC and solder lug types, 40
turns per inch on panel mount version. Resistant
to shock and vibration.
See your Johnson representative or write for
complete information.
GTeflon is aregistered trade name of DuPont Co.

deliver on time, and our prices are fair.
May we tell you more? See your Buckbee-Mears technical representative, or call or write Bill Amundson,
our industrial sales manager.

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY

BT_TCKB
C 0 M

F'A. I\T

245 E. 6th St., St. Paul, Minn. 55101 /(612) 227-6371
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3058 Tenth Ave. S.W., Waseca, Minnesota 56093

Providing nearly ahalf -century of communications leadership

Circle 257 on reader service card
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High
Voltage
CRT
Power
Supplies
Custom
Designed

specification sheets describing its type
595 magnetic tape data processor, type
407 digital magnetic tape recorder, and
type 463 analog-digital converter. [456]
Relays and switches. ITT Jennings, P.O.
Box 1278, San Jose, Calif. 95108,
offers a six-page product-line summary
featuring a comprehensive selection of
electromechanical relays and switches.
[457]
Ferrimagnetic components. I-Tel Inc.,
10504 Wheatley St., Kensington, Md.
20795. Bulletin 1929-23 gives specifications and performance curves for a
line
of
ferrimagnetic
components.
[458]
Punch and die manual. Sealectro Corp.,
225 Hoyt St., Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543,
has issued a punch and die manual for
Press-Fit
Teflon-insulated
terminals.
[459]
Light-beam oscillographs. Midwestern
Instruments Inc., 6422 E. 41st St.,
Tulsa, Okla. 74135, offers a 16-page
catalog listing six models of generalpurpose, direct-recording,
light-beam
oscillographs, their specifications, optional features, accessories, and galvanometers. [460]

This custom designed Head-Up Display power supply met the requirements listed below anc: solved a
unique space and weight problem
as well.
• Outputs:
15 KVDC, 400 µa pk.
1.7 KV (adj. 1.4 to 2.0 KV),
±30 ua
300 VDC, -±15 µa
• Ripple: 0.5%
• Regulation -.±-0.1%
• Volume: less thar 50 cu. in.
• Weight: 314 lbs.
• Temperature:
—55°C to 110°C
• Ref. to MIL-STD-826
• MIL-E-5400
• Input:
115 V, 400 cps MIL-STD-704
Try stumping us with your problem.
We'll put everything we have into
solving it and probably come up
with a design that saves weight and
space. Write or call for details today.

IN

CAPITRON DIVISION

155 Park Street •Elizabethtown, Pa.
717-367-1105 •TWX: 510-675-4561
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Four Quadrant
Proportional
Servo Amplifier

New Literature

'
i II
-

...

SCR

DC MOTOR
— CONTROL
UP TO

— 100 HP
----.
1

i

The new and unique Westamp Model A555
amplifier is an SCR Power Servo-Amplifier
which can be used to drive up to a 100 HP DC
machine. Model A555 features: proportional,
bi-directional, full wave DC output with
REGENERATIVE capability; three phase,
60Hz or 400Hz power; and three current ratings...115 amps, 175 amps and 250 amps.
HIGH POWER SERVO AMPLIFIERS

WECAMP

1542 15TH STREET
SANTA MONICA, CALIF. 90404
PHONE: (213) 393-0401

Circle 337 on reader service card

1-f strip. National Semiconductor Corp.,
2950 San Ysidro Way, Santa Clara,
Calif, 95051, has published an application note on a complete monolithic i
-f
strip for a-m/agc applications. [461]
Polycarbonate resin. General Electric
Co., 1 Plastics Ave., Pittsfield, Mass.
01201. The many uses of Lexan polycarbonate resin in the electronics industry are discussed and illustrated in
brochure CDC-469. [462]
R-f attenuators. Daven division, Thomas
A. Edison Industries, Grenier Field,
Manchester, N.H. 03103. Precision r-f
attenuators and special devices are the
subject of a 16-page catalog. [463]
D-c/d -c converter. Microtran Co., 145
E. Mineola Ave., Valley Stream, N.Y.
11580, has available a d-c/d -c converter technical application bulletin.
[464]
Laser data. Laser Nucleonics Inc., 123
Moody St., Waltham, Mass. 02154, has
available a 22 x 24 inch laser data
compilation chart. [465]
Infrared spectrophotometers. Beckman
Instruments Inc., 2500 Harbor Blvd.,
Fullerton, Calif. 92634, has released a
six-page bulletin describing the IR -18
and IR -20 infrared spectrophotometers.
[466]

ZIPPERTUBINGR R.F.I.
SHIELDING JACKETING
for quick application and protection
of multi conductor cables!
SHN 3for R.F.I. shielding and protection. Tinned
copper braid, attached to inside overlap provides
gasket type seal and solderable termination point.
SHX 4 — of special knitted compounded wire
for highly flexible R.F.I. shielding.
CPE conductive polyethylene for electrostatic
protection.
MS provides low frequency magnetic shielding.

For full information on specialized,
high-performance jacketing, contact
T"

ZI
PPERTUBI NGeo

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
13000 S. BROADWAY
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90061
Phone (213) 321-3901
TWX 910.346-6713
BALTIMORE • BOSTON • CHICAGO • DALLAS • NEW YORK
PHOENIX • SAN FRANCISCO • WEST GERMANY
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It's never too early
to start saving their hearts
Help your children form good health habits now
to reduce risk of heart attack later:
• Encourage normal weight; obecity in youth
may persist throughout life;
• Build body health through regular physical
activity;
• Serve them foods low in saturated fats;
• Teach them that cigarette smoking is hazardous to health;
• Make medical check-ups a family routine.

EVER SEE THIS COLLECTION
OF POWER RESISTORS
BEFORE?
Don't feel left out because no one else has either. Each
resistor or network illustrated is designed for custom fit
and performance in some customer's special application.
If provided a few details of your extraordinary resistor
needs perhaps SAGE can help you out too. Write or call
industry's leading producer of miniature precision wirewound resistors.

Set a good example. Follow the rules yourself
and guard your heart, too.

GI VE...
so more will live

HEART FUND
Contributed by the Publisher

Electronics IOctober 14, 1968

SAGE ELECTRONICS CORP.
Subsidiary of Gulton Industries, Inc.
BOX

3926

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 14610

Phone: (716) 586-8010
Circle 259 on reader service card
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See GRC at the PLASTICS SHOW •Booth # 120

New Literature

SUPERIOR
COAXIAL
ATTENUATORS

nigh stability

low VSWRs,
4
•
,
4A,
high

1101i0f111811C0

Close adherence to nominal value,
low frequency sensitivity of insertion loss, and accurate calibrations at several frequencies over
the band (DC-3 GHz) make
Model 50 Attenuators particularly
useful where high precision is required .. .extending the range
of power meters, insertion loss
calibration standards, buffer or
isolation pads, and calibration of
path losses.
VSWR is held to 1.02 maximum at
DC, 1.15 to 1.0 GHz and 1.20 to
3.0 GHz.

e

MAXIMUM POWER INPUT
Average
(W)

Peak
(kW)

1-6 dB

2

2

7-10 dB

1

2

20-50 dB

1

1

Designers and of Precision
Manufacturers
Microwave Equipment

WEINSCHEL
ENGINEERING
Gaithersburg, Maryland

ià

.—,-...
(68-5)
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Tantalum Capacitors. Components Inc.,
Biddeford, Maine 04005, has released
a general catalog listing a broad line
of subminiature and microminiature
solid tantalum electrolytic capacitors.
[468]
Timers. General Time Corp., Torrington, Conn. 06790. Catalog HD12A presents
dimensions,
adjustable
time
ranges and detailed specifications for
afull line of timers. [469]
Ceramic capacitors.
Southern
Electronics Corp., 150 W. Cypress Ave.,
Burbank, Calif. 91502, has issued a 10page catalog covering microminiature
ceramic capacitors. [470]
Glass memory modules. Corning Glass
Works, Corning, N.Y. 14830. Data sheet
CE-5006 describes digital glass memory modules that permit storage of 200
to 200,000 bits at a bit cost as low as
five cents. [471]
Mixer preamplifiers. RHG Electronics
Laboratory
Inc.,
94
Milbar
Blvd.,
Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735, has issued
bulletin MP-102A describing its mixer
preamplifiers. [472]
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s)
die cast
ZINC ALLOY

e
molded
PLASTICS

e

Coil Bobbins
Gears & Pinions

MOLDED

NYLON,

OTHER

THERMOPLASTICS

DELRIN

&

DESIGN GUIDE . . .Shown how
G RC's special methods for producing tiny, precision parts In all
engineering
thermoplastics
can
help you. G RC's exclusive automatic limited cavity techniques utter quality and accuracy in small
parts of diecast zinc, alloy. Nylon.
Delrin,
and
other
engineering
thermoplastics. Write, wire, phone
NOW for samples and
detailed
bulletins. NO MINIMUM SIZE!
Maximum
size: Zinc Alloy-2"
long roz.
Pius tIe—
Inà." long
.05 oz.

CRIES REPRODUCER CO.
Division of Coats en• Clark Inc. I
151 Beechwood Ave,
New Rochelle, N. Y. 10802
(914)

633-8600

World's Foremost
Producers of Small
Die Castings and
Plastic Moldings
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Silicon power transistors. Silicon Transistor Corp., East Gate Blvd., Garden
City, N.Y. 11530, announces three data
sheets, each of which fully describes
two 50-Mhz npn silicon planar power
transistors with gain specified at 5
amps. [473]
Reed switches. Hamlin Inc., Lake &
Grove Sts., Lake Mills, Wis. 53551.
Magnetic reed switch selector brochure
No. 7 is now available. [474]

Each
Model 50 has insertion
loss at four frequencies and VSWR
data at three frequencies marked
on the attached nameplate. In addition, a
Certificate of Calibration with fully guaranteed individual data is supplied.
Model 50's are constructed of
stainless steel to assure maximum
life and minimum wear. They exhibit excellent vibration and shock
resistance and high stability and
electrical performance.

ïl

Relays. ITT Components, 14 rue du
Gouvernement Provisoire, Brussels 1,
Belgium. The "1968-69 Relay Summary" is an 80-page booklet covering
more than 150 relay types. [467]

CRC® tiny parts

Adjustment
potentiometers.
Bourns
Inc., 1200 Columbia Ave., Riverside,
Calif. 92507. An eight-page brochure
features the nomenclature, specifications, price listings, and detailed photos
of more than 50 adjustment potentiometers. [475]
Solid state choppers. Solid State Electronics Corp., 15321 Rayen St., Sepulveda, Calif. 91343, has available a
62-page catalog describing its complete line of 30 solid state choppers.
[476]
Integrated
semiconductor
modules.
Alpha Industries Inc., 381 Elliot St.,
Newton Upper Falls, Mass. 02164, has
published an eight-page brochure on a
line
of
integrated
semiconductor
modules for use in all types of stripline and coaxial r-f structures from
d-c to 18 Ghz. [477]

APT-1; 1 Cu. in.,
3 15oz (actual size)

More torque,
Less weight
in moving coil mechanism
Highly stable, linear and accurate
mechanism for indicating, control or
recording systems. 18-0-18° linearity
is 1%. Coil design with over 75%
of winding "working" in high energy,
uniform field air gap assures greater
accuracy. Coil system weighs 0.85
gm, develops 26.4 mmg of torque;
31:1 T/W. Mechanism offers negligible vibration pivots and jewels —
custom damping — wide range
of sensitivities.

AMMON

AMMON INSTRUMENTS, INC.
345 Kelley St., Manchester, N.H. 03105
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PIA EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
THE MARKET-PLACE
FOR ALL YOUR
EMPLOYMENT

NEEDS

OPPORTUNITIES
advertisements in

include

all

this section

employment opportuni-

ties—executive, management, technical, selling, office, skilled, manual,
etc.
Look in the forward section of the
magazine

for

additional

Date Information:

STAND TALLER IN YOUR JOB!

EMPLOYMENT
The

November 11th Issue Closes October 21st
New Ads or Inquiries: Send to Classified Advertising Department
Electronics: Post Office Box 12, New York, N. Y. 10036

Closing

Employ-

If you're an Electronic Engineer with 2-10 years experience in Infrared,
Solid State Design, Digital or Analog Design and who feels shorted in
your present position, stand a bit taller at Hallicrafters.
Assume an important role on a crack team of engineering professionals exploring new developments and techniques leading to the
next generation of highly sophisticated ECM and electronic communications equipment. This fast-moving team emphasizes practical and
immediate results and your chances for personal and professional
growth have never been greater.
If you're a professional who thrives on this concept of challenge and
creativity, you'll find your work, your leisure, your family life a good
deal more satisfying—when you stand a bit taller in your job—at
Hallicrafters, in Illinois, the Tall State. Please submit your resume in
confidence to: Mr. Roy Anderson, Professional Placement.

ment Opportunities advertising.

Phe ha&crafters en

— RATES —
DISPLAYED:

The

advertising

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

rate

is

$71.00 per inch for all advertising
appearing on other than a contract
basis. Contract rates quoted on re-

Engineering & Administrative Center

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

quest.

CIRCLE 966 ON READER SERVICE CARD

An advertising inch is measured %a"
vertically on a column-3 columns30 inches to a page.

UNDISPLAYED: $3.30 per line, minimum
3 lines. To figure advance payment
count 5 average words as a line. Box
numbers—count as 1 line.
Discount of

10%

if full

payment

is

made in advance for 4 consecutive
insertions.
Not subject to Agency Commission.
Send new ads to:

ELECTRONICS
Class. Adv.

Dept.,

P. 0. Box 12, N. Y., N. Y. 10036

What is

your

Subject to Agency Commission.

problem?

October 14, 1968

ADDRESS BOX NO. REPLIES TO: Box No.
Classified Adv. Dept. of this publication.
Send to office nearest you.
NEW YORK, N. Y. 100.16: P. 0. Box 12
CHICAGO, Ill. 60611: 645 N. Michigan Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal. 94111: 255 California St.

POSITIONS VACANT

Competent men for
your
staff? ...employment? ...
or are you looking for—or offering—a business opportunity of special interest to
readers of this publication?
You can get their attention—
through an advertisement in
the Employment Section of
Electronics.
Send New Ads to:
ELECTRONICS
Class. Adv. Dept., P.O. Box 12,
N. Y., N. Y. 10036

Electronics

o

Senior
Electrical
Engineer —To
$13,200.
Control
electronics,
power
distributions,
building trades exposure are most helpful in
our position located in Seattle. Some design
responsibility. Excellent fringe benefits and
promotion possibilities. Personnel Dept., 918
Northern Life Tower, Seattle, Wash. 98101.

Supervising Senior Engineer—To $15,000—
Registered civil or structure engineer with
overall knowledge of electrical, civil, mechanical and structural disciplines. Municipal or port supervisory experience helpful.
Excellent fringe benefits and possibility for
additional
responsibility.
Personnel
Dept.,
918 Northern Life Tower, Seattle, Wash.
98101.

Lalson Engineer—To $13,000—Contact work
with various governmental and private agencies. etc. is this man's prime responsibility.
Retired military engineering or sales engineering extremely desirable. Seattle location.
Personnel Dept., 918 Northern Life Tower,
Seattle, Washington 98101.
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ZOOM IN

FOR INFORMATION

ON A BETTER
OFFER FROM

about

If you are experienced and creative in mechanical or electronics
engineering, and dissatisfied in your present position, we invite
you to join the most rapidly expanding and diversifying division of the dynamic AMPEX Corporation. You will be associated
with ateam of scientists, engineers and technicians working
on interesting, important, stimulating projects: consumer and educational products such as audio and video recording, stereo tape for home
and auto listening, etc. The location is northwest of Chicago in the
pleasant suburb of Elk Grove Village. All the advantages of metropolitan culture and recreation, plus ideal suburban living conditions for
you and your family. AMPEX will make you a better offer now, and
give you a chance to grow in an exciting organization. We have
exceptional opportunities available now for you in many disciplines.
TAKE YOUR CHOICE OF OPENINGS IN: D AUDIO RECORDER DESIGN
E CCTV OR CAMERA DESIGN E] MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRIAL
E QUALITY CONTROL / EXCELLENT STARTING SALARY

Send your resume in confidence to: Professional Employment Center

AMPEX
Consumer and Educational Products Group
2201 Lunt Avenue, Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007
An Equal Opportunity Employer
CIRCLE 967 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Electrical/Electronic Engineers
for assignment to our Aerospace
Services Department to design,
develop and produce

PROGRAMMED
TESTING SYSTEMS
(automatic check-out equipment)
The evolution of test equipment has been a continual process that has led through the
years to a constant improvement in the equipment used to evaluate the performance
of flight hardware.

Hamilton

Standard has been

aggressively

pursuing

the field

of

automatic test equipment for several years, and the acceptance of our programs has
been overwhelming. Current hardware programs in the field of programmed test systems
or

digital

automated

test/diagnostic

equipment

have

created

new

positions

for

ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC

ENGINEER

data acquisition control systems.

Will be responsible for design and test of computer

control testing systems.

with

experience

in

analog

or digital

Experience in transducers, programming and/or control dynamics

desirable.

Hamilton
Standard
U

DIViSiON OF IJN TED aI RCRAFT CORP

1:21,

TO ARRANGE AN INTERVIEW, please mail your
resume, stating
Fehlber,

present salary, to Mr. A. E.

Personnel

Dept.,

Hamilton Standard,

contact the McGraw-Hill
office nearest you
ATLANTA, 30309
1375 Peachtree St., N.E.
404-875-0523
BOSTON, 02116
607 Boyleston St.
617-262-1160
CHICAGO, 60611
645 No. Michigan Avenue
312-664-5800
CLEVELAND, 44113
55 Public Square
216-781-7000
DALLAS, 75201
1800 Republic Nat'l, Bank
Tower
214-747-9721
DENVER, 80202
1700 Broadway, Tower Bldg
303-255-5483
DETROIT, 48226
856 Penobscot Building
313-962-1793
HOUSTON, 77002
2270 Humble Bldg.
713-224-8381
LOS ANGELES, 90017
1125 West Sixth Street
213-482-5450
NEW YORK, 10036
500 Fifth Avenue
212-971-3594
PHILADELPHIA, 19103
Six Penn Center Plaza
215-568-6161
PITTSBURGH, 15222
4 Gateway Center
412-391-1314
ST. LOUIS, 63105
7751 Carondelet Avenue
314-725-7285

Windsor Locks, Connecticut 06096.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

CIRCLE 968 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Find out what AMPEX can offer you: Send your resume

in confidence to Professional Employment Center

classified advertising,
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AMPEX

Join our Consumer and Educational Products Group
— Closed Circuit TV, Audio and Video Recorders —
Relocation paid to beautiful Chicago, Illinois suburb.

SAN FRANCISCO, 94111
255 California Street
415-362-4600
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Looking for
a better job?

Ask Electronics'computer all about it
Electronics magazine feels an obligation to help

grammed into a GE 265 computer, direct-linked to the

its

readers find positions in the electronics technology

Manpower Register's offices in New York. The com-

which will make the greatest contribution to their pro-

puter, once your resume form (bottom of page and

fession and to society — jobs in which electronics men

following page) is received, will continuously compare

themselves will be happiest.

all your data with the specific manpower needs of elec-

Electronics has joined with a nation-wide talent

tronics companies. When a match is made, you will be

search company—National Manpower Register, Inc.—to

contacted directly or through an affiliated agency. The

form the computerized Electronics Manpower Register.
Your qualifications and job requirements will be pro-

company and you will be brought together on a confidential basis.
Continued on next page

Electronics Manpower Register
It is important that your information be complete and that you type or print legibly

IDENTITY

PRESENT OR MOST RECENT EMPLOYER

Name

Date

Parent company

Home address

Your division or subsidiary

City

State

Home phone

Zip

Location (City/State)

Do you subscribe to Electronics

D

or see a library or pass-along copy 1=1

GEOGRAPHICAL PREFERENCE (Check appropriate boxes and complete all blanks)
Depends on opportunity 0

East coast

Other (state)

D

West Coast

D

Mid-west

ID

South D

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
III

Would you consider any other location?

Yes D

No E)

REGISTRATION NUMBER

INITIAL OF LAST NAME

EDUCATION
Degree

Major field

Year

College or University

-

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION
Position desired
Present EI

or most recent p

position

From

To

Title

Duties and accomplishments

CONTINUED ON OTHER SIDE
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1.t

,
1,

The cost of all this to you? Absolutely nothing. No

.1
,
,----,---

ing a new position. And, although you may be reasonably happy in your present position, chances are that

fees or charges at any time.
Other advantages of EMR:
• Your resume is sent only to those companies that

you might have that ideal job in mind.
This is why EMR makes good sense for you. If that

have a genuine requirement for your particular skills.

job does turn up, you'll be there.

• There is no general "broadcasting" in the hope

To get your name in the EMR file, just fill out the
resume form and return to:

"someone will be interested."
• Your identity is protected be ause your name is released only according to your prior instructions. Your

Electronics Manpower Register
330 West 42nd Street

name can be deleted on request.
• EMR's service is nationwide. You may be considered

New York, N. Y. 10036

for job opportunities anywhere in the U.S.

Please enclose a copy of your resume if you have one.

The Electronics Manpower Register is a powerful tool

A detailed brochure further describing EMR will be sent

and should be considered when you are seriously seek-

to you.

Electronics Manpower Register
A computerized employment opportunity service

CONTINUED FROM OTHER SIDE
Previous
Position

Employer

City Stab

From

To

Employer

CI), State

From

To

Duties and accomplishments

Previous
Position
Duties and accomplishments

GENERAL INFORMATION
(Summarize your over-all qualifications and experience in your field. List any pertinent information not included above.)

Current annual
base salary
My identity may
be released to:

Total years
of experience
Any
employer

D

All but my
present employer

Date
available

U.S. Citizen 1=1
Have you security
clearance?

Yes [TT

No

E!

Non U.S. Citizen D
If yes,
What level

Mail (with a copy of your resume, if you have one) to:

Electronics Manpower Register

NO FEES

330 West 42nd Street,

OR

New York, N. Y. 10036

CHARGES
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

In electronics
it's Electronics
magazine
to sen used
equipment!
Your advertisement will produce
Results in Electronics. Engineers
turn to Electronics magazine for
the latest technical developments
— and for the latest buying
information. You can reach them
inexpensively in Electronics
Searchlight Section.
For information:
Searchlight Section
Classified Advertising Dept.
Post Office Box 12
New York 10036

• CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING • BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
• USED OR SURPLUS EQUIPMENT

AUTOTRACK MOUNT
360 degree azimuth. 210
degree
elevation
sweet)
with better than 1 mil.
accuracy. Missile velocity
acceleration and slewing
rates.
Amplidyne
and
servo control. Will handle
up to 20 ft. dish. Supplied complete with control chassis. In stock—
immediate delivery. Used
world
over by NASA.
l'SAF, 3IP-61-11.
Type
SCR-584.
Nike
Ajax
mounts also in stock.

MODULATORS

MIT MODEL 9 PULSER 1 MW—HARD TUBE
Output 2514v 40 amp., 30kv 40 amp. max. Duty cy .002.
.25 to 2 microseo. Also 5 to 5 microsce. and .1. to .5
inirrosec. Uses 6C21. Input 115v 60 cycle AC. Mfg.
0E. Complete with driver and high voltage power
supply. Itch SLIT 'tad. Lab. Series, Vol. 5, p. 152.

2 MEGAWATT PULSER
Output 30 kv at 70 amp. Duty cycle .001. Rep rates.
1 rnicrosec 600 pps. 1 or 2 mscc 300 pps. Uses 5948
hydrogen thyratron. Input 120/208 VAC 60 cycle.
Mfr. GE. Complete with high voltage power supply.

250 KW HARD TUBE PULSER
Output 16 kv 16 amp. Duty cycle .002. Pulses can
be coded. Uses 5D21, 715C or 4P1160A. Input 115 v
GO on. AC $1200 ea.

18 MEGAWATT PULSER
Output 150KV at 120 amps. Rep rate: 50-500 PPS.
Pulse length: 5 msee. 15KV
120 amp, into pulse
transformer. Rise time 1.5 msec. Filament supply 5V
SO amp. incl. 17.5KV 1.5 amp DC power supply.
Input: 220V GO cy AC.

INDICATOR CONSOLES

HIGH VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLIES
too KV. 20051.0. DC. 55500: 27 KV, 10051A. DC,
82200: 15KV. 2 amp. DC. $3800: 12KY, 1200MA,
DC, 01400; 8KV. 80011A, DC, $975.

SCR 584 AUTOTRACK RADARS

'ees better than the hurissr,

stored charge on ad1011'
1,
41 d •
s esign biotelernetrY lee

scanning

sonars.

SYSTEMS

MICROWAVE
200-2400 mc. RF PKG

continuous coverage, 30 Watts Cu' nominal output.
Uses 2C39-1. Price $575.

L BAND RF PKG.
20 KW peak 990 to 1040 MC. Pulse width .7 to 1.2
micro sec. Rep. rate 180 to 420 pps. Input 115 vac
Ou'!. Receiver $1200.

200-225 mc RADAR SYSTEM
I Megawatt output, 200 nautical mile range for long
rango detection of medium and high altitude jet aircraft as well as general search. AN/TPS-28.

SURVEILLANCE DRONE RADAR SYSTEM

PULSE

AN/SPA-4A, PPI 10, range to 300 mt.
VI-1 PPI 12. Range to 200 mi.
VL-1 I1.111 12" to 200 mt. 60K ft.

tlectr

SONAR SYSTEMS IN STOCK
AN/FQS-1A, AN/UQS-1B, QIIlla
Rochelle salt hydrophones 6 ft.

our 584s in like new condition ready to go. and in
stock for immediate delivery. Ideal for telemetry research and development. missile tracking. satellite
tracking. Fully Dew, MIT Itad. Lab. Series. Vol. 1.
pps. 207-210. 228, 284-286. Comp. Inst. Ille aval!.
Nele $25.00 each

X-Band tracking system with plotting boards. Type
AN/MPQ-29. Drone also In stork

5 MEGAWATT C-BAND
Klystron RP package delivering nominal 5 megawatt
pulso RF. Complete with pulser and power supply.

500 KW L BAND RADAR

500 kw 1220-1359 mse. IGO nautical mile search
range P.R.I. and A scopes. 51TI. thyratron mod 5326
magnetron. Cotnplete
system.

AN/GPG-1 SKYSWEEP TRACKER
3 cm. automatic track-

ing radar system. Complete package with indicator
system.
Full
target acquisition and
automatic tracking. Input 115 volts GO cycle
New. In stock for imini‘liate delis eiy. Entire
System
6'
long,
3'
wide, 10' high. Ideal
for Infrared Tracker.
Drone Tracker, Missile
Tracker. It. & D

500KW S BAND RADAR

250 miles search 115V 60 cy

AC. Mfg. G.E.

RADAR SYSTEMS GROUND AND AIRBORNE AUTOMATIC
TRACKING ANTENNA •SYSTEMS NIKE AJAS NIKE HER.
CULES M.33 M50-I A MPS•19 MPS•9 SCR 584 1PS-10
TP5•28 FAA-A,SR-2 AIRBORNE SYSTEMS APN•84 APP.1.102
APS•23 APS•27 APS-45 DPN-19 DIGITAL COMPUTERS
.BM 6511 IBM 704

A

LARGEST INVENTORY OE RADAR AND
MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT IN THE WORLD

RADIO RESEARCH INSTRUMENT CO.
45 WEST 45TH ST

N Y 10036

2124U 6-4691

CIRCLE 969 ON READER SERVICE CARD
NEW ENGINEERING COURSES
STUDY AT HOME!
University-tested engineering correspondence courses
In logic design, digital computer design, feedback
control systems and circuitry. Send for free catalog.

EDUCATION FOR CAREER ADVANCEMENT
P.O. Box 31, Mineola, N.Y., 11501
(licensed as a correspondence school
by the N.Y. State Education Dept. )

NEED LESS THAN $1,000,000?
Then, we can help. We are a poor but
honest finance firm, willing to lease anything to anyone for up to five years. Inquire.

EQUITY LEASING CORP.
40 W. 15 St., N. Y. C. 10011 212-234-1316

CIRCLE 970 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Milt dig/ id DISPENSER

ELECTRON

AIR OPERATED
for miniature potting
and encapsulating
Available in 3sizes
Ice 12cc 30cc

a

CIRCLE 971 ON READER SERVICE CARD

'34"

1.el•

A 8. A ELECTRONICS CORP.
1063 PERRY ANNEX
WHITTIER, CALIF.
696-7544

PHILIP FISHMAN COMPANY
7CAMERON ST WELLESLEY MASSACHUSETTS 03181

CIRCLE 972 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TUBES

KLYSTRONS • ATR & TR • MAGNETRONS
SUBMINIATURES • C.R.T. • T.W.T. • 50006000 SERIES
• SEND FOR NEW CATALOG A2 •

CIRCLE 973 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Mr. Used Equipment Dealer:
When you advertise in the Searchlight Section ...You have hired your
most persuasive salesman:
He's efficient ...He thrives on long hours ...His territory is the entire
nation ... and overseas ... He doesn't see buyers of used and new surplus
equipment: They see him—regularly. They depend on him.
He is Searchlight—The section of this publication where wise dealers
advertise and list their stocks for sale.
SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
Classified Advertising Dept.
Post Office Box 12 • New York, N. Y. 10036
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Mullard
calls
this
aIfinko
part of arange of adjustable pot
cores with Q factors from Iwo to 12005
for frequencies from 400Hz to 15MHz
...

This is the Vinkor I.E.C. Range (LA3000)
Sizes: Diameter
14 I8 22 26 30 36
MM
Height
8 xx 13 16 19 22
mm
Inductance Adjustment A unique self-tapping
screw
inductance
in aplastic
adjustment
sleevewithout
gives, in
backlash.
the majority of cases,
Permeabilities From AL25 to AL400.
Choice of Housings Standard metal nut-and-bush
mountings or clip-and-board assemblies.
Precise Inductance without core grinding, to an
accuracy of + 0.02" „.Long-term stability o.1' „
Every designer should obtain the Mullard Literature
on Vinkor adjustable pot cores. Also ask to be put on the
mailing list of the Mullard Bulletin—a regular publication

which gives details of new components and applications ...
the result of extensive research and development programmes
in the Mullard laboratories in England.Mullard employs 1,000
qualified scientists and engineers, and has six major plants
with over 3million square feet of floor space.
Write today for information on Mullard Vinkor pot
cores, and for the name of your local Distributor.
Mullard Limited, Mullard House, Torrington Place,
London WC1, England.
U.S.A. enquiries to Mullard Inc., ioo Finn Court,
Farmingdale, Long Island, New York 11735, U.S.A.
Telephone: (5x6) 694 8989 Telex: 961455
*registered trade mark of Mullard Limited, one of the
world's leading suppliers of pot cores.

ullard
MOL 51
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Circle 266 on reader service card
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International Newsletter
October 14, 1968
Japan to test pcm
for Intelsat use

GE sells interest
in French combine

Hitachi makes laser
to track satellites

Electronics
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Since Intelsat will probably switch from frequency-division to time-division multiplexing for part of its satellite communications band, the Japanese are preparing apulse-code modulation time division system for use
with the satellites.
Kokusai Denshin Denwa Co., which operates Japan's overseas comunications system, including satellite transmission, has let a $208,000 contract to Fujitsu to build an experimental pcm system for the existing Juo
Machi earth station in the Ibaralci prefecture.
The system, to be delivered by the end of next August, is designed for
amaximum of 300 channels in either direction, although all 300 will not
be equipped for the experiments. The transmission rate is 50 megabits
per second.
KDD will test the system by transmitting from the earth station to the
satellite, then back to the same earth station. The system will also be
used for transpacific tests with a similar system now being built under
Comsat auspices.

Now that GE has finally agreed to sell its 49% of Societe Europeenne
des Semiconducteurs (Seseo) to its partner, Compagnie Francaise Thomson Houston-Hotchkiss Brandt, the next step probably will be the merger
of Seseo with Cosem, component-making subsidiary of Compagnie Generale de Telegraphie Sans Fil. In the works since spring [Electronics,
April 15, p. 268], GE's move comes on the heels of Fairchild's termination
of its partnership with Olivetti and further shrinks U. S. participation in
the European semiconductor industry.
GE had offered to take control of Seseo by buying Thomson Brandt's
51% in an effort to reverse the company's string of losses ($1 million
last year, with alike amount expected this year), but France's nationalistic government balked. Instead, the de Gaulle regime persuaded
Thomson Brandt to buy out GE and merge Seseo with Cosem. Industry
sources say Thomson Brandt agreed only after the government offered
to lend it the $2.5 million the transaction is expected to cost.
Cosem is the prime beneficiary of the government-subsidized Plan
Composants, which aims to develop all-French integrated circuits and
other components, freeing France's electronics industry from reliance
on American technology. French authorities are apparently banking on
aCosem-Sesco merger to bring this top-priority goal closer. With details
to be announced within afew weeks, it's understood that the deal calls
for GE to continue to give Seseo technical aid. Cosem, too, is getting
American help—notably from National Semiconductor—in designing its
"all-French" components.
Seseo, founded in 1961, had 1967 sales of $12.3 million. Cosem had
1967 sales of $14 million.
Japan, keeping pace with U.S., French, and Russian technology, has
developed a laser system for tracking satellites. Capable of homing in
on satellites from 185 to 930 miles away, the system, developed by
Hitachi Ltd., uses a ruby laser with a peak output of five megawatts
and a repetition rate of one pulse per second for up to six minutes.
Beam spreading is less than one millirarliAn; Hitachi says its accuracy
287
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of one part in amillion is 10 times better than radar's.
The Cassegrain-type receiving telescope has a filter to keep out light
wavelengths other than those emitted by the laser, an effective diameter
of 2.60 inches, and a focal length of 16 feet. A photo-multiplier tube
converts the optical signals into electrical impulses.
Tracking by Hitachi and Tokyo's Astronomical Observatory will begin
within six months. There are now at least six satellites in orbit with
reflectors suitable for laser tracking.

Philips seen shifting
to IC's in tv sets

Siemens adcs pair
of computers to line

Workers scarce
in West Germany

Addenda

268

Some U. S. semiconductor makers are convinced that Philips Cloeilampenfabrieken, Europe's largest electronics firm, will start phasing integrated circuits into its television sets next year. The move could trigger
aEuropean rush to get on the market with IC sets.
According to these sources, Philips will begin the switch during the
first quarter of 1969 by putting a monolithic, 1-watt audio amplifier
into some sets. Toward the end of the year, they say, the company will
shift to a monolithic circuit for the i
-f amplifier as well. By 1970, it's
estimated, every Philips television set produced in Europe will have
at least one IC in it.
U. S. and Japanese set makers have been using IC's for several years.

Siemens AG, moving to strengthen its foothold on the \Vest European
computer market, is about to introduce two new models for its 4004
line—the 4004:16 and the 4004/26. The West German firm says production of the new machines will start before the end of the year at Augsburg; first units will be on the market early in 1969.
The series is aversion of RCA's Spectra 70. The 16 and 26, like the
bigger 4004 models, use monolithic integrated circuits. They're intended
primarily for real-time conunercial and administrative applications.
The 4004/16 has a maximum storage capacity of 16,384 bytes; the
4004/.26 has 65,536. The store cycle time for both machines is 0.880
microsecond per byte.

Now that \Vest Germany's electronics industry has begun to recover from
the 1967-68 slump, it's facing anew problem: a labor shortage that the
industry association has labeled serious. Moreover, all signs seem to indicate that the lack of workers will become more acute, particularly where
automatic production techniques can't be used. The result is that many
firms, primarily in the instrument, control, and communications areas, are
working overtime to cope with an ever-growing order backlog.
But especially affected is the entertainment sector, now bracing for a
pre-Christmas sales rush. Color-tv sales, running behind predictions for
most of this year, are up again; some observers believe they may top the
quarter-million mark for 1968.

Greece plans to slash television set imports by as much as 50"i. The move
comes when the Greek market is expanding rapidly. During the first
quarter of 1968, imports reached 10,500 sets; the total for all last year was
12,500. ...Standard Telephones 6
c
-Cables, ITT's British subsidiary, has
landed a $36 million contract to supply a microwave transmission system to Brazil's state telephone company.
Electronics
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Japan
One to make ready
Ten years ago, Junichi Nishizawa,
a professor at Tohulcu University,
proposed a solution to a problem
that didn't exist yet but was certain to come up in the near future:
how do you build ahigh-efficiency
low-noise diode oscillator to be
used as a frequency generator in
the millimeter and submillimeter
wave regions?
Impact-avalanche and transittime (impatt) diode oscillators,
using both avalanche and transittime effects in a p-n junction to
provide negative resistance, had
been proposed independently by
Nishizawa, Yasushi Watanabe, and
W.T. Read. At lower frequencies,
these diodes are quite efficient. But
as frequency is increased, efficiency
drops because of the transit time
in the avalanche region. And the
avalanche region can't be narrowed
because that would yield a poor
injection effect and the diode
wouldn't oscillate. Why, hypothesized Nishizawa, couldn't negative
resistance be obtained from the
transit-time phase delay of carriers
injected by tunneling?
Eureka. So Nishizawa and his
team at the university's Research
Institute of Electrical Communications did just that. The result is a
diode oscillator generating frequencies as high as 134 gigahertz. It
uses gallium arsenide p-n junctions
with both tunnel and avalanche
electron injection; the phase shift
necessary for oscillation depends
primarily on the transit time of the
injected electrons in the semiconductor bulk. Laboratory measurements indicate that tunnel current
coexists with avalanche current;
what's more, says Nishizawa, extrapolation of that data shows that
diodes with still thinner junctions
will break down by tunnel injecElectronics
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tion only and will oscillate at still
higher frequencies.
Tunnel injection has several advantages over avalanche breakdown:
•Breakdown voltage is low, making possible millimeter-wave oscillators that consume little power
and are highly efficient.
•Less noise is generated.
•Perhaps most important, the
time constant of tunneling is much
lower.
Second life. The diodes used by
Nishizawa's team were mostly laser
types that were too highly doped
for laser operation. The substrate
was p-type GaAs. Using liquidphase epitaxial techniques, the lab
team grew an n-type layer. Junctions were plated with nickel and
gold to obtain ohmic contacts,
diced into pellets with areas of 0.1
to 3 square millimeters, then soldered to copper plate to produce
devices to be mounted in awaveguide or waveguide resonator.
Oscillations were at frequencies
ranging from 21 Ghz up to the 134
Ghz; output power at the higher
figure was about a milliwatt. As
frequency increased, breakdown
changed from mainly avalanche to
mainly tunnel; the temperature coefficient beta of the bias voltage at
which avalanche breakdown occurred was positive, but was negative at the tunnel breakdown point.

Nishizawa will describe his work
at the International Electron Devices meeting in Washington, D.C.,
October 23-25.

Calculated move
Most anyone in the U.S. who thinks
about shopping for a computer
thinks first of the International
Business Machines Corp., with the
result that IBM has about threequarters of the market. But in Japan the picture is quite different.
There, three manufacturers run
neck and neck with about 20% of
the market apiece, while three
others compete for the rest.
Fujitsu Ltd., one of that top trio,
has added to its stable in hopes of
opening some daylight between itself and the rest of the pack. Three
models—the 25, 35, and 45—have
been added to the Facom 230 series, which now stacks up this way:
the small model 10; medium models
20, 25, 30, 35, and 45, and large
models 50 and 60. Until the introduction of the new models, only
the recently introduced 230-60
[Electronics, April 1, p. 149] was
a truly modern machine.
Generation gap. The new computers are tailored for on-line use,
while the earlier models were intended for batch processing. The
company places its older machines

Just around the corner. Mockup of the Fujitsu Facom 230-25, one of three new
models introduced by the company to fill out the series 230. First 25's
will be ready by next spring.
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midway between the second and
third generations and the newer
ones between the third and fourth.
The control memories, which use
medium-scale integrated circuits
made by Fujitsu, work on a cycle
time of 125 nanoseconds, and have a
stored monitor program for multiprocessing. The 25 and 35 have the
same logic, but the 35 is faster
and has more memory capacity.
The 25 has a memory cycle time
of 750 nsec per byte, and a main
memory capacity ranging from
8,000 to 64,000 bytes, with abasic
addition time of 3microseconds for
16 bits and amultiplication time of
17.2 itsec; there are six data Alannels. The 35, by contrast, has a
cycle time of 250 nsec per byte and
main memory capacity of 32,000 to
128,000 bytes; basic addition time
is 1.5 psec for 16 bits, multiplication time 8 itsec, and there are
eight data channes.
The 45's credentials: memory
cycle time of 250 nsec per byte,
capacity of 64,000 bytes to 1,024
kilobytes, basic addition time of
1.2 psec for 16 b:ts, multiplication
time of 5.8 esec, 32 data channels.
Options. The 25 and 35 give the
user achoice of real-time or batch
operating systems, or both, while
the 45 offers only real-time operation. In practice, though, the 25
is most useful for up to three batch
tasks. The 45 is a true multiprocessing real-time computer in which
two main frames can be used together.
The first units of the 25 will be
ready next spring; they'll rent for
$2,700 a month. The 35's will be
ready for delivery in the fall of
1969; rental will range from $4,000
to $19,500. The model 45 won't be
ready for delivery until the spring
of 1970, and will rent for $8,000 to
$55,000.

Tooling around
How does afirm with 90% of the
Japanese market for numerically
controlled machine tools keep that
lion's share? Fujitsu Ltd., which
claims just such a lead, thinks it
has an answer—a computerized numerical control system.
Fujitsu's system—dubbed Fanuc
(for Fujitsu automatic numerical
270

control) 250—can control amilling
or drafting machine, for example,
and also can automatically inspect
and measure the first product of a
particular run, using input from
either a mechanical probe or an
optical system, such as a vidicon
pickup or laser.
Something borrowed. The system, which will cost around $84,000
depending on options, is built
around a computer that uses the
same electronic hardware as the
company's Facom 230/25, set to go
on sale next spring [see story
above].
The Funuc 250's computer has a
cycle time of 1.5 microseconds per
2-byte word, making it faster than
Fujitsu's Facom 270/20 mediumsize control computer. However,
memory size for the system's computer is limited to options of 8,000
or 16,000 words of 2 bytes each.
Software for the system includes an
assembler but not a compiler, because the memory isn't large
enough.
Like most other Fujitsu numerical control systems, Fanuc 250 is
designed for open-loop drive of the
company's electric or electro-hydraulic pulse motors. Response for
these motors, which step up one
position for each pulse received,
ranges up to 16,000 pulses per
second.
The computer greatly increases
the number of automatic operations, such as adjustments for the
diameter of the cutting tool. It isn't
necessary to alter the program for
each diameter.
Neither is it necessary to specify
acutting speed in the program; the
computer automatically adjusts to
the most efficient speed on the
basis of data from transducers that
measure cutter temperature, deflection, and other factors that have a
bearing on cutter performance and
durability.
Something new. Fanuc 250 can
effect four- and five-axis control,
meaning it can translate along three
axes as well as rotate around two
of them.
Finally, Fujitsu has developed
its own version of the APT (automatic programed tool) language,
which, not surprisingly, it calls
FAPT.

Used for automatic inspection
and measuring, Fanuc 250 can give
coordinates in either two or three
dimensions; the output can be
typed or punched on tape.
The system can produce a fullscale part directly from reduced or
enlarged drawings or models or
scale parts from measurements of
life-sized drawings or models. It
can rotate the axes of a drawing,
generate isometric or perspective
drawings, and can be made to automatically produce dashed and
center lines.
Fujitsu expects to be able to deliver six of the Fanuc 250 systems
by next April and another 20 to 30
units in the next 12 months.

West Germany
Meeting aknead
A curious leftover piece of Nazi legislation is aWest German law that
forbids commercial baking between
9p.m. and 4a.m., leaving little time
for bakers to deliver fresh bread to
breakfast tables.

It goes in here .

Harry-Brot bakery

is controlled by punch cards and an
IBM 360/20 computer.

So great is the demand for freshly
baked breakfast delights that one
enterprising West German businessman has negotiated adeal with
authorities in East Germany, where
the no-bake law has been repealed,
by which thousands of freshly
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brakes gently to avoid a skid. But
the instinct is to step on the brake
pedal, no matter what the condition of the road, and instinct dies
hard.
Auto makers would like to replace instinct with electronics.
Earlier this year, for example, the
Kelsey-Hayes
Co.
of
Detroit
brought out abraking system, controlled by what it called a small
computer, designed to prevent
wheel lock by taking over the job
of applying varying pressure to the
brakes. Ford is including it in some
models. Now Teldix GmbH, ajoint
venture of AEG-Telefunken and the
Bendix Corp., has developed an
... and comes out here. View of the West German baking firm's main floor,
electronic antiskid system it touts
with control equipment at right and ovens at the left. Harry-Brot is the first
as providing the answers to the
baker in the nation to use computers. Now it will be able to deliver fresh bread
three major drawbacks of existing
in time for breakfast despite a law forbidding commercial baking from
automobile braking systems. Those
9 p.m. to 4 a.m.
are, says Teldix:
•Little brake pressure is transmitted to the wheels for relatively
baked rolls are sent across the
Pinch of data. An nm 360/20 long periods.
border each day for early-morning computer processes and stores all
•Present systems don't perform
delivery to households in the bor- data pertinent to the baking proc- equally well on dry, wet, and icy
ess. At a signal from the master surfaces. American engineers, howder area.
No help. But such a scheme by baker, the computer initiates the ever, point out that they can't be
no means satisfies West Germans weighing of solid ingredients at a expected to.
in other parts of the country, nor weigh station. When the scales,
•Response time is slowed, and
does it make the large commercial which have adigital output, reach size is added to the unit, because
bakeries (small bakeries for the a specified weight, the computer vacuum principles are used to acmost part ignore the restriction) starts the flow of ingredients tuate valves.
through apneumatic flow system to
very happy.
Added edge. The Teldix system,
So, most large bread and roll fac- a mixing and blending station. instead of responding to a certain
tories are turning to automation as There, the liquid ingredients—salt skid value, senses wheel acceleraand yeast solutions and water—are tion and determines the braking
a means of baking more in less
time, and way out in front of the added to the batch for preparing force needed for any road condipack is Harry-Brot, a 280-year-old the dough.
tion. Moreover, signals go directly
Rise time, baking time, and cool- to the valves, considerably reducbaking firm with several plants in
ing time are controlled by the line ing response time from that of
northern Germany.
In the firm's new $3.25 million frequency applied to the motors vacuum systems.
plant on the outskirts of Hanover, that feed the conveyor belts through
Unlike the Kelsey-Hayes system,
clectronics is used to control all the ovens and the cooling and rise Teldix's is designed for four-wheel
major phases of the baking process. chambers.
brakes. The electronic unit—about
In the ovens, some of which are
While computer control of bakeries
1x3 x5 inches—is mounted on a
snot new—for instance, the Kitch- up to 750 feet long, temperatures pressure regulator and contains a
ms of Sara Lee outside Chicago are regulated by conventional discrete-component logic circuit for
nut its facility under the direction means.
each wheel. There are four sensors
)f aHoneywell 610 in 1964—this is
—one for each wheel—and abrakehe first time aGerman bakery has
fluid return pump.
;one this route.
Brake fluid in the master cylinder
It's been estimated that Harrygoes to the pressure regulator and
Fixing the brake
3rot has spent $250,000 on electhen to the individual wheel brake
tronic equipment at the Hanover You hit the brakes hard. They lock. cylinders. The sensors detect periplant, whose daily output is about The car goes into a skid. Every odic changes in acceleration and
[20 tons of bread, rolls, and cake.
driver who has ever operated an deceleration, and control the presNow, the firm is planning to auto.
auto on wet, snowy, or icy pave- sure regulator.
mate operations at its Hamburg ment can recite that litany—and
Slows fast. The sensors develop
facility as well.
he knows he should pump the signals that vary as a function of
Electronics IOctober 14, 1968
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acceleration. The signals are powerful enough to handle braking up
to 40 G's on an icy surface within
afraction of asecond.
The sensor signals are fed to the
electronic unit whose logic circuitry
evaluates their sequence and produces pulses for controlling the
valves in the pressure regulator.
Several German car manufacturers, among them Daimler-Benz AG,
maker of the Mercedes, are testing
Teldix prototypes. Once production
starts, says Teldix, cost will be
around $150 per car. Also, Bendix
will incorporate some Teldix principles in an antiskid system for
U.S. cars.

Soviet Union
The Italians are coming
Despite—or perhaps because of—
the invasion of Czechoslovakia, the
Russians, wanting to show that it's
business as usual, are on the verge
of signing another major industrial
contract with the Italians.
This time it's with Ing. C. Olivetti & C. S.p.A. for a plant that
would produce a variety of computer peripheral equipment, including electromechanical desk calculators, accounting machines that
can read and punch paper tape, and
quantity-control production registers that can interface with computers.
Mission to Moscow. Representing Olivetti in the negotiations is
Bruno Jarak, one of the company's
two managing directors, who recently spent aweek in Moscow discussing a detailed proposal for a
factory at Oryol, 200 miles south of
the Soviet capital. Reportedly, Jarak
invited a Russian delegation back
to Italy shortly for what might turn
out to be the final meeting. From
all indications the deal is expected
to be concluded at the latest by
January, and possibly sooner—
maybe next month.
The major delaying factor is
money, and consequently the size
of the factory. Olivetti has offered
the Soviet blueprints for plants
costing $50 million to $92 million.
272

built near the capital city of Taipei, will start turning out subassemblies for consumer electronics
products toward the end of next
Number game
year. Motorola insists that "this
To telephone, say, Toronto from production facility will not replace
Belgrade, a caller needs, among any production capacity presently
other things, time, patience, and a operating or planned for location
finely honed sense of Rube Gold- in the U.S."
berg. First he contacts the Belgrade
Portugal. Now that Marcelo Caeinternational operator, who calls the
Vienna operator. The Vienna op- tano has succeeded Antonio Salaerator then relays the Belgrade re- zar as Premier, the major question
quest to the Paris or Frankfurt op- among Portuguese businessmen is
erator, who then uses the Atlantic what will happen to the third fivecable to get in touch with the To- year plan? Under it, among other
provisions, all the major electronics
ronto operator.
And then, finally, assuming the firms in the country—Standard
link hasn't been broken—not always Electric Portuguesa, and the local
afair assumption—the Toronto op- affiliates of Philips Gloeilampenerator caii connect the Belgrade fabrieken, Britain's Plessey Co.,
caller with the number in Toronto. and West Germany's Grundig
If, on the other hand, the link has Werke GmbH—were slated to make
been broken, the whole process big investments. The feeling seems
to be that Caetano is aliberal, inmust begin again.
Hello, central. However, all this ternational-minded man with exmay go the way of the horse and pansionist ideas who will encourbuggy by the end of 1970. Yugo- age business to push the gross
slavia is planning to build a$6 mil- national product—only $5.5 in 1966
lion ground station designed to link —upward. In short, the outlook is
it with acommunications satellite, bullish.
Yugoslavia

presumably Intelsat. Then, its citizens will be able to dial directly any
number in Toronto—or New York or
ahost of other cities in the Western
Hemisphere—and get their parties
within seconds.
The Yugoslays expect the ground
station to pay for itself in about
10 years.
Whether Yugoslavia will apply
for membership in Intelsat (International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium) is another question. While membership isn't a
prerequisite for use, rumors have
been circulating in Washington for
months that Belgrade is about to
provide Intelsat's first chink in the
Iron Curtain.

Around the world
Taiwan. Motorola Inc. is joining
the
build-a-plant-in-Taiwan-andprosper club. The Chicago company says the new plant, to be

Austria. Oesterreichischer Rundfunk GmbH, the Austrian broadcasting authority, has signed a $2
million contract with the Radio
Corp. of America under which RCA
will design and build acolor television production center in Vienna
and provide it with about $2 million worth of equipment. The new
facility, whose completion date has
not been set, will be one of the
largest and most modern in Europe.
Canada. The Bouchette, Quebec,
earth station is in its final stage of
construction and should go operational any day now. It's intended
for Canada's first domestic communications satellite, which is still
in the study-contract stage [Electronics, Sept. 16, p. 239]. The station, designed for unattended operation, will undergo extensive testing to determine its ability to withstand weather conditions. It has a
30-foot parabolic antenna. The station is being built by Northern
Electric Co., which, along with
RCA Victor Co., has a study contract for the proposed satellite.
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Iam interested in the following type of assignment:

Join the team
that designed the
SURVEYOR
Opportunities for:
Electro-Optical Engineers
Aeronautical System Engineers
High-Frequency Design Engineers
Space Systems Engineers
Guidance and Control Engineers
Missile Systems Engineers
Component Engineers and

Ihave had professional experience in the following area(s):

many other disciplines.
Current projects include:
PHOENIX, TOW, MAVERICK,
AIM-47A/AIM-4D Missile
Systems •Commercial and
Military COMMUNICATIONS
SATELLITES •APPLICATIONS
TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES •
and dozens of other important
programs and projects.

Ihave had atotal of

years' experience.

AIRMAIL COUPON NOW TO:
Mr. Robert A. Martin
Head of Employment, Dept. 47
Hughes Aerospace Divisions,
11940 W. Jefferson Blvd.,
Culver City, California 90230

1HUGHES ;
HUGHES

AIRCRAFT

AEROSPACE

COMPANY

DIVISIONS

An equal-opportunity employer
(U.S. citizenship required)

NO. JUST FEARLESSLY FRANK ABOUT WHAT OUR MIL-C-26482
MINIATURE CYLINDRICAL CONNECTORS WILL DO.
They won't win you the V.P.'s daughter, a souped-up
Camaro, or an Hawaiian holiday. But they will do everything
we say they'll do. Meet or beat the Spec. Give you a complete range
of everything you may need: receptacles, shells, crimp or solder type
contacts, layouts. Even models to meet your special applications.
All without problems, delays or rejects. Plus a complete Catalog
that lets you approximate prices, so you can tell whether
we're in the ball-park. Something you'll find we most
assuredly are when you call, write, wire or TWX us.
Elco Corporation, 155 Commerce Drive,
Fort Washington, Pennsylvania 19034;
215-646-7420; TWX 510.661-0363.

EL COCorporation

1111111111111

Metal Film Resistors
...chosen for long life in the
Westinghouse PRODAC System
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
TYPE MF
MIL-R-10509F
DALE
TYPE

MIL.
TYPE

MF-1/10

125 CRATING
(Char. C& El

70 CRATING
(Char. DI

1/20 w

1/10 w

1/10 w

RESISTANCE
RANGE (Ohms)
301 to 80 6K
30.1 to 301K

ME-1/8

10 to 1MS1

MF-1/4

10 to 1 Mu

MES-1/2
RN-75

Computers for industrial process control demand long resistor life.
To insure this, Dale Metal Film resistors are used extensively in the
versatile Westinghouse PRODAC System. Value analysis dictated the
choice—with the long life characteristics of metal film winning over
the lower price of carbon and carbon composition types. Dale verifies this reliability with long-term load life tests (see below). Delivery
is reliable, too. Expanded production facilities can put quantities up
to 50,000 in your plant in 2 weeks (1% tolerance units). We'll prove
it —call 402-564-3131 today.

10 to 15 Mu

NEW METAL FILM LOAD LIFE DATA

25 to 26 Mu

Dale MF resistors have undergone 16,320,000 hours of load life testing without a failure (100% rated power, 70°C; failure defined as AR >1%). Based on
these tests, the MF resistor has aproven failure rate of .004% per 1,000 hours
(60% confidence at 50% power, 70°C ambient). Write Dale for complete test
data. GARD TESTING is available to meet Established Reliability requirements at significant time/cost savings over typical 100 hr. burn in. Write for
Test Report #19590.

100 to 10 MS/
'Also available in conformal coated (MFF) styles.

IChar. B.

Tolerance: ±1%,
:t.10% standard.
Characteristics D, C, or E apply depending on T.C. required.

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION CIRCLE NO. 181

for optimum value in industrial resistors
DALE ELECTRONICS, INC., 1300 28th Ave., Columbus, Nebr. 68601 In Canada: Dale Electronics Canada, Ltd.

This 40 Amp
TRIAC
really
controls power

neatin

control.

/\
▪

2N5441 and 2N5442 press-fit

v
-Tteedtng control

o
•

types give you:
•300 amp full cycle surge
capability

furnace control

•power handling capability
of 5,000 watts for 120-volt
operation
•power handling capability of
10,000 watts for
240-volt operation
Because aTriac can do the job of two SCR's back-to-back, the
2N5441 or the 2N5442 can virtually replace any two types in the
2N690-series or the 2N3873-series in circuits having comparable
voltage and current ratings—and with fewer components.
motor

2N5444 and 2N5445 stud types also available.

control

Please give your RCA Field Representative acall if you need
application assistance in applying Thyristors to your control
problems. Ask him, too, fcr pricing information—or contact your
RCA Distributor. For technical data, write RCA Electronic
Components, Commercia Engineering, Section RN-102,Harrison,
N. J. 07029.

RCA

pholoco¡)ying

I
light control
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